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CHAPTER I

NIGERIA - THE SETTING

Introducing Nigeria: A Brief History

The political entity knoinm as Nigeria rùas created by the British

colonial administration. rt came into existence ín L9L4 v¡hen the

Northern and southern parts under t'British protectorate" r^rere

amalgamated. Sir Frederick Lugard and his wife are cred.ited for coining

the name "Nigeria" in description of the t'Niger area", that is, the

hills and basins through which the River Niger and its triburaries

flor,+ed into the ocean. The Portuguese and the British were the first

Europeans to arrive in the area, and they were also the first to show

interesÈ in the exploitation and development of the rich mineral and.

agricultural resources of Ëhe area. Their first article of interest in

the region v'¡as the slave trade between i^/est Africa and the Nev¡ l,Iorld.

Llhen the slave trade was abolished, following the pioneer work of

Granville Sharp and the Quakers, they became interested in other forms

of trade and began Ëo penetrate the interior of the region.

Following the amalgamation of the Protectorate of the Southern

Nigeria with that of Northern Nigeria ín L9I4 (the colony of Lagos had

been ceded to Britain by King Akitoye in 186l), rhe Colony and

Proteetorate of liigeria came under a unitary administration presided

over by a Governor General. The first Governor-General was Sir Frederick

Lugard. For administrative convenience, the country was divided into

four, namely, the colony of Lagos, the Northern, Eastern and western

Provinces.

Under Ehe 1922 constitution, the British Government introduced for

the first time in Nigeria, the principle of direct election into the
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legislative council. The system of direct election was limited to only

representatives from Lagos and Calabar (the then administrative centres).

This was a significant development because earlier Nigerian nationalists

and politícal elites had been calling for a directly elected instead-of

hand-picked representatives of the people in the legislature.

Between L946 and 1951, different constitutions were introduced, and

these gave Nigerians their first represenËative and then responsible

governmenÈ (Nigeria Handbook, L977) . Under the 1946 constitution, a

federal form of government r.ias introduced. The country \,ùas divided

into three regions - the East, ilest and North with their regional

capitals at Enugu, Ibadan and Kaduna respectively. A regional House of

Assembly was establíshed for each of the regions, while a central

legislature at Lagos \474s created Eo administer the whole country. The

regional Houses of Assembly were mandated to I'act as advisory bodies to

the central legislaËure on regional matters" (Ibid., p. 28).

There !/ere more and greater political developments in 1954 and 1957.

In L954, Nigeriars Federal structure \.^¡as reaffirmed (Nwagwu, 1986). And

ín L957, regional self-government was granted to Eastern and i^Jestern

Nigeria. The Northern region attained the same status in 1959. The

federation of Nigeria gained political independence from Britain on

October 1, 1960, and in 1963, it became the Federal Republic of Nigeria,

and retained membership in rhe Commonwealth. Nigerians are a very

politically minded people, and the division of the country into

political units always has generated a lot of controversy. A Mid-I^lest

region \,/as carved out of the Western region in 1963, bringing the number

of regions to four. In L967, Ëhe ruling military government that

overthrew the civilian government in 1966 divided the country into a
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twelve stat.e structure. In 1916, the mi1ítary government of General

Mohammed increased the number of states to nineteen. In October L987,

two more states were created by the present government of General Ibrahim

Babangida, brínging the total number of states in Nigeria today to

tv¡enty-one. It is not yet knor¿n, how many states there will eventually

be in Nigeria, because there is a continuous agitation for more from

minority groups.

Nigeria fought a devastating civil war f.rom 196l-70. The events

that led to the civil war, and the struggles of the Eastern region which

declared itself Biafra in 1967 in order to secede from Nigeria, are well

documented by writers like Madiebo (1980), Obasanjo (1980), Ikejiani and

Ikejiani (1986), Ademoyega (1982), Stremlau (1977), Kírk-Greene (L971),

Nr,¡ankwo and Ifejika (L969), and Garba (1981). It has been saíd rhar Èhe

attempted secession and the consequent civil l,/ar constitutes an important

watershed in the history of Nígeria (Nwagwu, 1986). Many Nigerians today

believe that the carnage and horrors of events of L966-70 have helped to

ensure the survival of Nigeria as one nation. As Nwagwu (Ibid."p.6)

put it, "the national crisis established more firmly the ínterdependence

of the various peoples and units of the country and the need to remain

unitedtt.

The Land

Nigeria lies within the tropics between latitudes 4o and 14" north

of the Equator and longitudes 3o and 14o east of the Greenwich Meridian.

It is bounded on the west by the Republic of Benin, on the North by

Niger Republic, on the East by the Republíc of Cameroun, and on the south

by the Atlantic Ocean (ttigeria Handbook, p. I, 1977). The coastline is



intersected by an intricaEe netvrork of creeks and. rivers and. by the

great Niger de1ta. The northern parts reaches up to the Sahara Desert

(rbid.). The River Niger and River Benue divide rhe country roughly

into three drainage zones which help to demarcate the land into

highlands and lowlands, and the country into political regions (Nwagwu,

1986, pp. 6-7) . Nigeria has three main highland areas. There is rhe

Jos Plateau with a beautiful semi-temperate climate stretching from

Kaduna state to Bauchi state in the north east. On the eastern axis up

to the boundary wíth the Republic of Cameroun is an extensive mountainous

area that leads into the Cameroon mountains. The third highland area

stretches from the south-west to the south-east ending in the Udi Hills

around Enugu. The Lowland areas 1ie between the highlands. They

include the valleys of Rivers Niger and Benue, the coastal prains and

Ëhe Niger Delta, the sokoto River valley in the north-west, and the low

area near the Lake Chad in the NorËh-east Qbid., p. 7).

Nigeria has a tropical form of climate characterized by high

temperatures all year round, with high atmospheric humidity. There are

only two main seasons, namely, the dry season and the rainy season.

The former begins in November and stays til1 Apri1, and the latter begins

in May lasting till the end of October. There is also the very severe,

dry dusty harmattern r¿eather which blows from the dry areas of Northern

Africa through the Sahara Desert into Northern Nigeria to the Southern

parts of the country. The harmaËtern weather begins in early December, lasts

till the end of January, and it is usually severe in the norLhern parts.

There is the AugusË-break - an inÈerlude of little or no rainfall in the

mídst of the heavy rainy period. It can last from one week to a few

weeks. The northern area is characterized by Savannah or grasslands,
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while the south features heavy dense rain forest.s

The People

Nigeria has a very ancient history. But little is known about its

inhabitants because there vJas no written account of its people before the

Europeans colonized it. The present people of Nigeria belong to different

ethnic or tribal groups usually classified into linguistic affiliations.

There are over 250 ethnic groups in Nigeria, but, "ir almost all cases

traditions have been complicated and inter\¡roven with unreliable legends"

(obo1i, t974, p. 64).

There are very large ethnic groups with millions of people as well

as very small groups with only a few thousand people. Nine groups are

part.icularly large, with these staËistics according Ëo the 1963 census:

Table I.I
The Nine Large Ethnic Groups

Hausas
Yorubas
Ibos
Fulanis
Kanuris

11.7 million
11.3 million
9.3 million
4.8 million
2.3 million

Ib ib ios
Tivs
Ij aws
Edos

2.0 million
1.4 million
1.1 million
.95 million

Source: H.0.M. 0bo1i (1978). A New Outline Geography of WesE Africa,
8 ed. Harrap Books, to

The Hausas, Fulanis, Kanuris and Tivs inhabit the northern part of

the country. Most of them are Muslims with interspersed Christian

populations in their midst. They are mostly farmers, and their major

products are cotton, groundnuts, yans, and caËtle. The southern part

of the country is inhabited by the Yorubas, Ibos, Ibibios, Ijaws and

Edos. Their major occupation is also farming, and their major cash and
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grain products are tr:Êíze and rice, cocoa, rubber, palm oil and kernel.

Most of the people in the southern region are Christians because the

first contact the Europeans had when they came v,/as with the people along

Ëhe Southern sea coast. The disparity in educational development between

the north and the south is often attributed to this fact.

Nigeria is riddled wirh ethnic minority problems. Before 1966,

the politics and government of the country was dominated by the four

largest groups: the Hausas, Fulanis, yorubas and rbos. But the civil

war provided the minority groups a perception of the balance of pov/er

in Nigerian politics of which before this time they were not ar.rare. The

245 or so minority groups make up the "largest single group and their

combined population is greater than that of the four main ethnic groups

that dominate the scene" (Nwagwu,1986, p. 9). Jordan (1978) notes that

in spite of the collective strength of the ethnic minoritíes, they can

have few illusions about being separately strong enough Ëo stand. alone

to fight or compete with any of the major ethnic groups. often, there

are neither permanenË ethnic friends nor foes in the political povrer

sËruggle.

The L977 Natíonal Policy on Education contains a clause which

stressed the importance of language in the educational process, and as

a means for preservation of curtural identity. Because of this, the

Federal government recommended that in the interest of national unity,

each Nigerian school child will have to learn one of the three major

languages of Nigeria outside the childts own ethnic tongue. Needless to

sâY, this directive is being resented by the larger ethnic minorities

who see it as an attempt to impose other cultures on them. There have

been calls for a comnon language for all Nigerians. But it has been
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bogged dovm by controversies that range from which ethnic language or

combination and amalgamation of languages to outright apathy. There are

Nigerians who feel that the local "pidgin" or "broken" English spoken

generally across ethnic and cultural lines would be the best solution to

the problem of lingua franca.

There are other interesting aspects of the Nigerian people. "one

is that most of the population is young, about 50 percent of the total

is below the age of 20 years, and only about 5 percent are over 65 years

old" (llwagwu, op.cit.). As Nwagwu (rbid.) has remarked, rhe youÈhful

nature of the population has serious implications for educational planning

and development. The exact Nigerian population figure is not knovm. It

was estimated at 52.4 nírLion in 1960, 63.9 million by Lg7o, g5.9 milrion

in 1980, and L02.6 million by 1986 (Alminbar, 19g7, p. 56). Att previous

census figures have been rejected as inaccurate, incorrect, falsified or

grossly inflated for polirical gains. According to Nwagwu (op.cit.),

this prompted a Canadian expert Wolfgang Stopher who once came to Nigeria

to assist in planning the education system and the economy to write a

book reflecting his experiences titled, Planning l,Jithout Facts. This

uncertainty in population figure notwithstanding, Nigeria is regard.ed.

as Ëhe most populous black nation on earth.

Another outstanding feaËure of Nigerians is their acceptance and

belief in the po\.,/ers of education. Nigerians believe that ed.ucation is

like the legendary "Arabian Nights" command word "open Sesame", for they

believe that education can open any door. For this, Nigerians have

"earned the reputation for being insatiable questors after knowledge",

and "there is hardly a country or region in the world where there is not

a Nigerian, studying" (Taiwo, 1985, p. 59). Nwagwu (19g6) makes rhe
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Point that Nigerians have a repuËation for generosity and hospitality to

visitors and strangers' especially when they know that their visitors

have not come to "settle and exploit" them. once one is able to speak

the 1ocal language of the community, they will be more than happy ro

make the person feel at home with them.

Nigerians are very sensitive to the abuse of human rights. They

cherish democratic system of organizatíon. This is why absolute

dictatorial military government.s have not lasted in Nigeria. They may

have a military government, but it has to have the makings of a

democraËic government to remain in power. This sensitivity to freedom

and democracy is attributed to the relatively high level of inËellectual

exposure in the country and among Nigerians. There are numerous

ner¡Ispapers in the country considering the ratio of people that can read

and write. No individual in public or private business nor any

institution is beyond criticism. Perhaps, this is why Nigeria appears

Ëo have Ëhe freest press in black Africa.

The fínal characteristic of the Nigerian in this introduction is

that they are ostentatious, they love being flamboyant, they love titles,

and they do have a sense of humour. There are very few inherited

powerful traditional rulers in Nigeria: nevertheless, one would easily

see and meet chiefs, kings and princes who have neither kingdoms nor

subjects to rule and govern. "Some bought their titles, some installed

themselves with the tit1e, while some \¡/ere conferred the title by their

people because of their achievement.s or meritorious services to the

community" (Nwagwu, rbid., p. 11). rt is common for a visitor to Nigeria

io see and hear people call thernselves or be called by their admirers

names like doctor, chairman, senator, captain, tycoon, professor,
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engineer. There are village herbalists and medicine men who though they

can neither correctly spell nor v¡rite their names address themselves

as "doctor" with all kinds of degrees after their name. A grade 10

office typist calls himself professor and even armed robbery gang leaders,

money doublers, drug dealers and motor park touts call themselves general,

businessman, merchant, captain and other names like that. One needs to

be there to see and believe.

The Economy

Nigeria is an agricultural country but resource utílization is

inefficient. In spite of the abundant untilled arable land, there have

been persistent shorËages of food and rar¿ maÈerials with declining

agricultural exporËs. Nigeria used to be the leading exporter of cash

crops like groundnuts, palm oil and kernels and cocoa. This neglect of

the agricultural economy is as a consequence of the oil boom. what is

required is a basic replanning of the argicultural sector centred on

the effective rejuvenation of the rural economy. This was the thínking

of the last military government when it initiated "Operation Feed the

Nation" (OFN), and the lasL civilian government when it raunched the

"Green Revolution.t' There are dams and irrigaËions that have been

constructed all over the counËry. There is currently the Directorate of

Food, Roads, and Rural infrastructure whose effort at land reform and

peasant organízation should be encouraged. These changes are needed

(i) to provide ralt materials for a robust agro-based indusÈrialization

sËrategy, (2) to build a solid base for self-sufficiency in food supply,

(3) and rescue the desperate plight of the peasantry.

However, Nigeria produces rice, beans, naíze, millet; catÈle,

sheep, goat and poultry are also produced. But production is not large
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enough to halt the need for imported foods. There are cash crops whose

production levels have fallen; they are timber, palm oil and kernel,

rubber, tobacco, sugar, cotton, cocoa and groundnuts ,(peanuts). llost of

these are also for local industries. Nigeria is also rich in valuable

mineral resources. Although crude oil is the reading export, other

important resources are coal, columbite, tin and cassiterite, natural

Bâs, limestone, marble, iron ore, potash, clay and hydro-electric energy.

The annual production of most of these during 1960-83 is indicated in

Table r.rr. coal and gas are supplementary sources of energy, while

limestone and clay are also produced for domestic use in the

construction sector. columbite, tin and cassiterite are, however,

produced mostly for export. trlhile the output of coal has been declining

since 1966, those of columbite, tin and cassiterite have been falling

since the oil boom in 1974. But the production of gas and limestone has

increased steadily over the years, with gas output jumping from 20.6

billion cubic metric tons in 1978 to a peak of 30,060 billion cubic

metric tons ín L979. The overall picture is that reliance on oil has

tended to slow the development of these other minerals, especially the

ones that are not yet exploited in commercial quantities, like uranium

and gold.

The oil boom notwithstanding, Nigeria is still predominantly an

agricultural country. Like the rest of Ëropical Afríca, Nigería is yet

Ëo generate a successful agrarian revolution. Despite aIl these problems

the country is still one of the richest if not the richest black nation

on earth. The countryts vast land area of 9231768.00 square kilometers

spans several ecological zones and soil formulations, from the s!/ampy

creeks of the coastal belt Èhrough the deciduous rain forest to the
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Table I. II

Nigeria's Production of Principal Minerals, Lg60/83

Year Crude 0i1
(barrel s

ooo)

Coal
(000
tons )

Columbite
( tons )

Tin and
Cassiterite
( tons )

Gas Lumeshr
(cubic Metric
metric (tons
tons) 000)

1960 6,367
1961 L6,802
1962 24,624
1,963 27 ,9r3
1964 43,997
L965 99,354
1966 r52,428
1967 116,553
1968 51,907
1969 L97,204
L970 395 ,836
L97L 558,679
L972 643,207
r973 750,593
L97 4 823,318
r975 65r.s07
r976 758,058
I977 766,054
t978 667,609
r979 842,474
1980 752,498
1981 522,L02
L982
r 983

s64.7
s96 .5
6L5.7
600.2
698.5
73L.2
740.9
93.7
,o ')

17 .0
s0.8

195 .0
343. 0

327 .0
309.3
248.0
309 .9
264.s
278.9
r77.9
176.0
1r5.9

56 .0
52.7

2,20I
2,4L6
2,1,85
L,94I
2,449
2,580
2,L47
L,692
L,525
1,193
r,622
1 ,396
I ,365
L,248
I ,368

99L
670
860
567
567
s54
377
161

80

8 ,310
L0,596
L0,634
LL ,27 5
11,845
12,r54
12,818
12 ,97 2
12,714
L2,9gg
11 ,876
r0,932
10,051

9 ,L37
7 ,380
6,284
5 ,019
4,409
3,gg0
4,rL6
3,542
3,364
2,4L8
2,I-LB

r44
310
486
426

L,029
2,670
2,976
2,593
r,462
4,L26
B,06g

L2,996 813
L7 ,L22 I,406
20,566 1,901
39,I70 1,811
18 ,995 I ,69g
22,092 L,073
2L,935 L,096
20,599 1 , 184

30,060,152 r,735
24,486,698 2,336
L7 ,347 ,509 L,424
15,38r,703 I,735
L5 ,L92 ,27 4 1 ,455

Source: Federal 0ffice of Statisrics (FOS)
(Various lssues) . Lagos, !,ligeria.

Annual Abstract of Statistics
1960-1983.
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savannah in the hinterland and upwards to semi-desert in the northern

belt (almínbar, 1986, p. 55). Much of these zones is fertile arabre

land that support most tropical products, livestock grazíng, and fish

production from the expansive seaboard to numerous rivers and lakes. In

spite of the i¿asteful predominantly shifting cultivation in the country,

rapid rising population and rural migration, "it has been estimat.ed. that

more than 50 percent of the country?s arable land is stíll fallow (Ibid.).

The total values of agricultural production and exports are shown

in Table I.III for L960-82. While the value of agricultural output \^ras

Nl.4 billion ín L960, it rose to N1.8 biffion by L970, N5.7 billion in

1980 and N5.9 billion by L982. Correspondingly, the value of

agricultural exports lùas N282.5 million in 1960, f el1 to N280.5 million

by L970, rose slightly to N340.5 miltion in 1980 and dropped sharply

to barely N92.0 million during the second year of the depression in

7982. While the total agricultural values increased slowly over the

years, the export values fluctuated widely from a minimum of N92.0 million

to a maximum of N468.0 million in 1919 as indicated on Table I.III. This

was due to the ebb and flow of the world export market for primary

products.

The availability of agricultural and mineral resources have resulted

in the establishment of many industries at Port HarcourËrWarri, Kaduna

and Lagos, and more are expected to be built soon. Nigeria began producing

iron and steel in 1981. There are Ewo factories, one at Aladja in Bendel

state now in operation, and the main steel mill at AjaokuÈa i¿hich will

soon be finished.

Nigeria is suffering from the social and economic problems of rural

to urban migration. This is because most of the industries and factories
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Table I.III

Agricultural Earnings in Nigeria, 1960-L9Bz

Year Valuable of
Agricul tural
Products (N Million)

Agricul Ëura1
Earnings As
% of GDP

Value of
Agr i cu1 tura I
Exporrs (¡¡ ¡tif lion)

1 960
L96I
1962
1963
t964
L965
L966
1967
19 68
L969
Le7 0
T97I
197 2
L973
r97 4
L97 5
r97 6
L97 7

L978
L979
1 980
1981
T9B2

L,423.8
L,465.2
r,609 .6
L,675.0
1,678.0
r,69r.B
L ,784.L
1 ,713 .0
L,726.0
L,743.8
T,797 ,4
3,399 ,7
3,575.3
3,35r .8
3,246 .5
3,372.7
3,943.0
4,ggg.3
5,r43.4
5,369.r
5,656.8
5 ,7 44 .L9
5 ,9 42 .29

63 .4
6L.7
6r.2
59.7
57 .b
s4.9
s5.6
56.r
55 ,0
53.2
51.3
36.0
32.0
27 .9
24.7
23.4
23.95
20.56
19.23
L9.69
18 .00
L3.27
r3.68

282 .5
283.0
260.0
28s.9
303 .9
aa1 aJLI . J

292 .5
264.5
263.7
278.7
280.5
265.2
190. r
278.4
297 .B
267 .3
251 .8
342.7

468 .0
340. 5
L78.4
92.0

Notesz 1960-75 was based on L974-75 factor cost;
1975-80 was based on l9B0 factor cost;
1981-82 was based on 1982 factor cost;

Sources: 1.

,)
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S.0. O1ayide, Economic Survey of Nigeria, l-960-1975 p. 2b,
Table 3. l;
Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN), .bconomic and Financial
Review, various years (Lagos).
CBN, Annual Report and Statement of Accounts, various
years (1960-82) (tagos).
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are concentrated in the cities, and lhe resultant high social life of

modernization available in the cities is absent in Ehe rural areas. This

phenomenon has rrorsened the food problems in the country because "youths

abandon the farms in the rural areas to seek wage emplo)¡ment" and modern

social life in the cities. The argumenL that modernization, urbanization

and mass education generates unemployment holds true for Nigeria. The

average income in the rural areas is very 1or.^r but is quíte high in the urban

areas. There is constant unemployment in the cities while it is very

hard to obtain hired labour for the farms and the rural economy. The

problem and the solution, rrere very succinctly summarized by Nwagwu

(1986) when he noted:

The problem of "back to the land" which has been preached in the
past t\,üenty years has no appeal for youths. I^Iith the social
demand for education and increased opportunities of access to
education, every family strives to educate its children to the
highest possible 1eve1 according Ëo their abilities. Having
received such education and afËer seeing the disparity in
incomes and standards of living between urban and rural areas,
neither boys nor girls have any desire to live, work or farm in
the countryside. The future of the Nigerian economy therefore
depends on the modernization of living conditions in the rural
areas. This means the establishment of industries in these areas,
and the provision of modern utilities like electricity, pipe-born
rrater, recreational centres and employment opportunities (p. B).

Human Resources

It was pointed out earlier that Nigeria's population was estimated

at 102.6 million in 1986. This is the basic source of the countryrs

supply of labour force and skilled manpower which together constitute

the national stock of human capital. According to Onimode (1984),

"the human element is the most critical of all the resources of a

country as it determines its capacity for harnessing, expanding and

utilizing the other natural and physical resources as well as Lhe quality
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of national leadership" (in Alminbar, Ibid., p. 56). Ir is this

leadership that accounts for the quality of national economic management,

political stability and social cohesion, because the most abund.ant

resources may be wasted and the country itself may be destroyed through

bankrupt leadership (rbid.). This came close ro happening in 1966-10

when the civil r^/ar \^/as f ought.

The potential dynamics of the population centre on its high growth

rate of about 3 percent annually which has been higher than the growth

rates of the economy and food production in the 1980s. The offsetting

factors (Onimode, Ibid.) have been the low life expectancy of 36.5 years

in 1950,40.5 in 1960 and 48.5 by 1985 as r¿ell as rhe high infanr

mortality rate of.2O7 by 1950, 185 in 1960 and 114 in 1985. Bur rhe

total fertility rate is also hígh and rising at 6.8 in 1950, 6.9 by L96o

arid 7.10 in 1985.

The quality of these human resources is reflected in their educalion

and training. l{hile the overall literacy rate was about 15 percent in

1960, it rose to around 18 percent by 1970 and stood at about 35 percent

by 1985 (Ibid.). The Ashby Commissionrs Report of 1960 (which sha1l

be reviewed and evaluated in detail later) on post-secondary education

laid the foundation for higher education in post-colonia1 Nigeria. The

enrolment in university education associated with it subsequently is

depicted in Table I.IV. It shows total enrolment as 7,709 in 1965-66,

14,468 ín 1970-71 and 57,542 during L979-80 with an average annual

increase of about 16 percent. By 1987 the total number of universities

in the country rose to 31. The phenomenal increase in Ehe number of

universities and the high turn ouË of university graduates have resulted.

in growing numbers of unemployed graduates.
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Table

Growth of Enrolment in University Education in Nigeria

I965 I 66 ro L979 I 80

IV

No. Year Enrolment Annual Increase Annual Growth Rate (%)

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8
9
10
1l
I2
13
L4
15

L96s / 66
1966 / 67
L967 I 68
196B I 69
7969170
L970 / 7L
L97rl72
L972/73
r973174
L974l7s
r97s/76
L976177
r977 /78
r978 /79
r979 I 80

7,709
8,7LL
7,058
B ,5Bg
9 ,695

L4,469
17 ,093
20 ,889
23,228
27 ,025
32,2r2
39,902
46,946
49,577
57 ,542

1 ,002
I ,002

- 1 ,653
I ,530
1,107
4,768
2,625
3,796
2,339
3,797
5,r87
7 ,690
6,944
2,73r
7 ,948

74.9
13.0

-r9.0
2L.7
t2.9
49 .2
18.1
)) )
It.2
16.3
L9.2
t? o

L7 .4
5.1

16.0

Source: Compiled by 0nimode (f987) from
Universities Commission, Lagos,
p. 56.

the records of the National
Nigeria, in Alminbar, (1987)
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Government and Politics

As has already been stated, Nigeria was formerly governed from

London as a British colonízed territory. It gained political independence

in October 1, 1960. The country had a parliamentary system of government

which was headed by the Prime Minister. The parliamentary system of

government headed by Alhaji Tafawa Belewa lasted from 1960 to 1966 when

the first military take-over of Nigerian politics occurred. Under the

parliamentary system of government (1960-66) there were three major

political parties in the counËry. They v/ere the Northern Peoples Congress

(¡lpC) - a Northern-based party r¡hose membership dominated the federal

parliamentary government of Alhaji Tafawa Belewa; the National Council

of Nigerian Citizens (NCNC) with a federal structure buL also dominated

by the Ibos; and the Action Group (eC) party based in the l,lestern region

and predominantly Yoruba.

These three major political parties, as can be seen, rùere regionally

based, and ethnically dominated. However, there \,/as a coalition of two of

the three political parties which formed the federal government from

L960-66. They v¡ere the NPC as a senior partner in the coalition, having

won the majority of seats in the House Ehough not enough to form the

government alone, and the NCNC as a junior partner. The trniestern region

based, Yoruba dominated Action groLlp parcy formed the opposition parËy ín

the House. Unfortunately, the coalition government of the NPC and the

NCNC fell apart by 1965. In the same year, serious political crisis

erupted in Ëhe i^Iestern region following regional elections that were

riddled with accusations and counter accusacions of rigging, mal-practices

and fraud. The crísis rüas so serious that it threatened the very

existence of the Nigerian federation. This prompted the military
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interventíon in January 15, 1966. Following the military coup, the

Nigerian Armed Forces were invited Eo take over the government of rhe

Federation, and a military government \,ras established. There \./as a

counter-coup in July, 1966. This r,¡as followed by a series of

disturbances all over the country and an exod.us of people of former

Eastern Region origin from their places of resid.ence. This crisis could

not be resolved and the former Eastern Region seceded from the X'ed.eration

of Nigeria. A civil \^/ar ensued which lasted from L967 ro 1970 culminating

in the reinËegration of Biafra into the Nigerian Federation. All this

time General Yakubu Gowon was the Head of state and Head of the Federal

Military Government. In 1975, another military coup s\.{ept General Gowon

from office. He was replaced as Head of State and Commander-In-Chief of

the Nigerian Armed Forces by Brigadier Murtala Mohammed.

General Mohammed (he was promoted to the rank of general after the

coup) established a programme for handing over the government to an elected

civilian democratic executive f.or L979. He was murdered after six months

in office during an unsuccessful coup attempt. His chief of staff, Supreme

Headquarters, General Olusengun Obasanjo succeeded him as Head of State.

He paved the way for a return to a civilian government, and. ultimately

handed over the government to an elected democracy headed by shehu

Shagari ín L979.

In December 1983, the democratically elected government of Alhaji

Shehu Shagari \,üas overthrovm by the military again as a result of economic

malfeasance, Nigerians r,¡ere to1d. General Mohammed Buhari became the new

mílitary Head of State. In 1985, General Buhari was overthrov¡n by his

Chief of Army Staff and Minister of Defence, General lbrahim Babangida.

General Babangida'is presently the presidenË and Head of state. He and
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his government have formulaled a programae designed to ensure another

transition from military to civilian rule ín T992. The structure of

government at the federal level is Èhe Supreme Military Council; the

National Council of SEates, and the Federal Executive Council. At the

state level, each state is governed by a military governor, who presid.es

over Ëhe State Executive Council which includes civilian members.

Table I.V below depicts the nature of political and administrative

leadership from 1960 to rhe presenr (1989).

Table I.V
The Nature of Political and Administrative Leadership in Nigeria from 1960-88

Years

1960-66

Jan. 1966-July 1966
July 1966-July 1975
July 1975-Feb. I976
Feb. L976-Ocr. I979
Oct. 1979-Dec. f983

Dec. 1983-Aug. 1985
Aug. 1985-Present

Democratic
Civil ian
Government

Mil itary
Mi I i tary
Mi1 itary
Mi1 itary
Democratic
Civil ian
Mi1 i tary
Mi 1 i tary

Sir Abubakar Ta-
fawa Belewa

Gen. Aguiyí Ironsi
Gen. Yakubu Gowon
Gen. M. Mohammed
Gen. 0. Obasanjo
Alhaj i Shehu Shagari

Gen. M. Buhari
Gen. I. B. Babangida

Source: Compiled by Researcher from Documents from the Federal Ministry
of Information, Lagos Nigeria.

Background to the Study

The Nigerian government and its people have come to regard education

as the key to overall development. Because of this perception, the

federal government of Nigeria inLroduced free education at all levels in

1981. The concept of universal free education is not new in Nigeria.
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new is free education at all levels. Perhaps this accounts for

the controversy surrounding this development. In the 1950s,

Southern Nigeria's political leaders sought and gaíned legitimacy chiefly

by promising and providing more of the good things of life if they were

elecËed into pol itical of f ices . And one of these good things r.ras to

make education available to everybody. As Abernethy (1969) noted,

"free education was perfectly adapted to the populist goals of Southern

Nigerian leaders , for it benefitted Large numbers of people and enabled

previously disadvantaged groups - the poor, females, Muslims, inhabitants

of areas neglected by the voluntary agenies, and olhers" like illiterate

adults "to reach Ëhe level of more priviledged groups" (p. L32).

As can be seen, the politicians r..¡ho promised and initiated free

primary education progranmes in the Southern regions acEed in the best

interest of their regions and country. But it was also designed to

promote and protect their ov,rn political careers. As Abernethy (Ibid.)

argues, "i. order to appreciate the function performed by universal free

primary education in linking political leaders with the masses, one must.

view the programme as a classic instance of welfare politícs" (p. 135)

and as anyone who has studied the Nigerian socio-political system knows,

welfare politics is a central feaËure of Nigerian life.

In I976 the new federal military government (under General 0basanjo)

that ousted the Gowon regime launched the second phase of universal free

primary education. There are those who think that this act v/as designed

to achieve legitimacy from Ëhe people. (trle shall find out in Èhe

subsequent chapters of this study). This time universal free education

was implemented nation-wide. As I have already mentioned, when the

universal free primary education was first introduced in 1955 and 1957,
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iE was exclusive to the Western and Eastern regions of Nígeria both of

r¿hich comprise what is called Southern Nigeria. This was because in the

1950s primary education was the responsibility of the regional governments.

In addition to the above \^ras that, while the Southern governments \,/ere

committed to the introduction and maintenance of universal free ed.ucation

of children, the North, on the other hand chose selective adult education

programmes. Other historical and cultural factors, such as the tradition

of Islamic education in the far North, \.vere of course operative as well.

By the time federal military government took over Ehe control of

education in the 1970s the fruits of the universal primary education

launched in the Southern regions were visible, and perceptibly, the

NorËhern region was highly disadvantaged. So, in order to counter

the dangerous effects of this one-sided educational advantage of the

Southern regions, the Federal military government launched its ovm

universal free education that embraced all areas of Nigeria ín 7976.

Shortly after the introduction of UPE (as the progranme is now called)

educators and interest groups started clamouring for a universal free

education at all levels. I^Ihat is implied here is that education would

be free of cost to every Nigerian from primary school to the university

1evel. Both the SouEhern regionsf earlier free education programme and

the new federal military governmenËts free education scheme stopped at

the primary school 1eveL. Secondary and university education were not

free, though Ëhey were heavily subsidized, particularly university

educa t ion .

The demand for universal free education at all 1evels generated

a lot of exciting controversy in Nigeria. The proponents and supporters

of the free education scheme at all levels argued along these 1ínes: an
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informed citizen would make a democralic system of government more

feasible. uneducated democracy, they claímed, is a fine recipe for

disaster. A lack of education breeds ignorance, illiteracy, disease--

a good deal of this is in Nigeria and is perennial, caloric defíciency,

dependence on subsist.ence agriculture, excessive wid.espread unemployment

of the rural population; deficiency in technology, capital and technical

and managerial know-how (lwo, 1979, in Ehiametalor, 1986, p. 307).

Furthermore, they argue that education is the prime determinant of total

development process.

The realizatíon of equality of opportunity is also a major concern

of the proponents of a .universal free education at all levels. The

argument here is that:

A countryrs educational system is linked to the d.rive for equality
in several ways. one is that education may be considered an
egalitarian end in itself, that is, that a certain amount of
schooling may be regarded as the right of every citizen and part
of the minimal package of welfare services a government ought to
provide since a school system is one of the chief agents
of stratification in any society, the amount of schooling available
to the average cttízen and the degree to which recruiËment to
specialized roles is based on academic achievement will determine
in large measure the extent to which equality of opportunity
is actually realízed in rhat sociery. (Abernethy, Op.cir.
pp. 223-236).

The above argument is particularly pertinent for the fact that:

(1) Nigeria used to be a colony of Brirain whose official language is

English and can be best taught and learned in schools; (2) Nigeria is a

country wiËh powerful and prestigious public institutions whose members

are often recruited on the basis of their educaËiona1 accomplishments;

(3) Nigeria is a Thírd world counrry very eager to join the club of the

industralízed natíons, and (4) The Nigerian government is desirous to

promote national unity through the integrating forces of education.

Therefore, the need for free education at all levels appears imperative.
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Amazingly enough, the unpropitious side of a gigantic project like

free education at aLL levels for a developing economy such as Nigeria

was not adequately explored. Problems like finding emplolment for those

educated in the new schools, the rapid increase in the number of school

Ieavers at a time when employment opportunities within the modern sector

is increasing slowly, and the huge cosË of irnplementing and sustaining

free education at a1l levels \.ùere not debated.

In I976, the UPE was launched nationally. Earlier projections \.{as

that 2.3 million children would be expected; instead,3 million children

showed up, "resulting in under estimation by 30 percent" (Fafunwa, L987,

ín Alminbar, 0p.cit. p. L75). The fall-out vras a serious shortage of

classroom spaces, teachers and equipment. The UPE schene ushered in an

unprecedented rise in pupil population. Enrolment figures increased

"from 6 million in the year preceding UPE (1975176) to 8.7 million in

L976/77, rhe firsr UPE year and ro 12.5 million in L979/80" (Ibid.). By

1984 the pupil population l,/as more than 14 million. Shortly after, in

1980, free secondary education was introduced. There were 315 secondary

schools with 16,000 students in 1960, and by 1986 the number of schools

rose to 6,000 with 3.6 million pupils. In Cross River state, for

example, the enrolment increased from 59,346 ín 1976 to 162,058 in 1981.

In Bendel sËate, the secondary school enrolment rose from L861952 ín

1979180 to 281,952 ín 1980/81 session, an increase of 51 percenr in one

year (Nwagwu, 0p.cit. p. 9; see also Fafunwa, Ibid.).

In I977, the Federal Government, i*ithout consultations or previous

discussions, abolished tuition fees ín the universities. The universíties

have grovrn from two (University of Ibadan and University of Nigeria,

Nsukka) in 1960 with a student population of a little over one Ë-hous:and
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to 31 universities in 1987 with over 120,000 students (Onimode, Op.cir.

p. 56, aLso Fafunwa, Ibid.). (See Appendix B). Definitely, no one in

his or her right mind would dispute the liberating effects of a good,

well planned and well sustained educational sysÈem. The problem with

all these is that there has been a decrease in national revenue, and an

increased and increasing demand for education. There is a financial

crisis in the country, and the country has been forced to go to the

International Monetary Fund (IIß) for a loan in 1986. Thus Nigeria is

facing the dilemma of popular education. Due Èo the above, and the

overriding concern with the impact of education upon the course of

socío-economic and political development, wider knowledge of the

consequences of free education at levels in Nigeria at this stage of her

development "may have a sobering influence on those who entertain

exaggerated hopes and expectations regarding Ëhe returns on an investnent

in education" (Co1eman, 0p.cit. p. 523).

Purpose of the Study

Between 1976 and L986, free education v¡as a hot topic in Nigeria.

It was even placed in the Federal Constitution of L979. The general

purposes of this study therefore are, (i) to trace and describe the

historical origin of free education at all levels in Nigeria, and analyze

the political, economic, and socio-cultural factors behind it, and (2)

to examine and analyze the consequences of free education at all levels

in Nigeria.

The Statement of the Problem

In L976, the Federal Government of Nigeria launched the Universal
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Free Primary Education or the UPE as the programme is now called.. Shortly

after the introduction of the UPE, educators, politicians and interest

grouPs started clamouring for a universal free education at all levels.

What is implied here is that education would be free of costs to every

Nigerían from primary school to t.he university 1evel.

The demand for i.iniversal free education at all levels generated a

1ot of excitement and controversy in Nigeria. To an outsider or a casual

observer of the Nigerian political scene, it would seem obvious that a

third world country like Nigeria with a uni-dimensional economy, that is,

one export product, namely oi1, cannot sustain a prestigious and

mega-dollar project like free educaËion at all levels. rn addition,

there are visible cases of abandoned projects such as the construction

of express highways whích had been started because it was erroneously

believed that the price of oil would keep rising, or at !üorsE remain the

same for a while.

Nevertheless, the Nigerian federal military government introduced

free education at all levels, and even the 1979 Constitution, sectíon 18,

sub-section 1-3 provided for free education at all levels in Nigeria. In

the case of the military government, it was during tine 1977 convocation

address to students and scholars of Ëhe University of Ibadan that the

then Head of State, General Obasanjo, announced that by the next academic

year' education at the secondary, Eechnical, polytechnic and Uníversity

levels would be free, specifically, secondary, technical and

polytechnic were made both tuition and boarding free whi

education was made only tuition free (efrica, No. 66, p,

case of the constitution it states:

(i) "Government shall direct its policy Ëoward ensuring

le university

32). In the

that there are
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equal and adequate educational opportunities at all 1eveIs",

(2) "Government shall promote science and technology",

(3) "Government shal1 strive to eradicate illiteracy, and to this en¿,

Government shall as and when practícab1e, provide:

(a) Free, Compulsory and Universal Primary Education,

(b) Free Secondary Education,

(c) Free University Education,

(d) Free Adult Literacy Programme. (The ConstiËution of the

Federal Republic of Nigeria, L979, Federal Ministry of

Information, Lagos, Nigeria).

But a 1ot of problems have emerged. The problems are so serious at all

the three levels (primary, secondary and tertiary) that almost every

week, the Nigerian press devotes much space to the countryrs educational

trauma. Some members of the public have also called on the government

to consider a modification of the policy of free education at all levels

because of the huge amounË of money such a project would enÈai1. Because

of this development, these research questions were addressed.

1. WhaË factors 1ed the Nigerian government to introduce free education

at all levels? The ansv/er to this question was derived from

examining and analyzing the following:

(a) what socio-cultura1 factors !/ere considered by the federal

government of Nigeria as it introduced its policy of free

education at all levels?

(b) what political facËors r4/ere considered by the federal

government of Nigeria as it íntroduced its policy of free

education at all levels?

(c) what economic factors \^rere responsible for the introducËion
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of free education at all levels in Nigeria by the federal

government of Nigeria?

2. I^lhat has been the results of the policy on--

(a) the number of people educated at all three levels,

(b) the physical facilities available at the Lhree levels of

education,

(c) the quality of education being given at rhe primary level of

education,

(d) funding problems aÈ each of the three levels,

(e) growing educated unemployed youth,

(f) drop-ouËs, and

(g) the issue of ethnic and regional educational imbalance?

A1l of the above I¡/ere examined and analyzed to ascertain the consequences

of free education in Nigeria in the past ten years.

Significance of Ëhe Study

The examination of the literature on Nigerian education so far

reveals that there have been no systematic and comprehensive study

documenting the problems of free education at all levels. There are

however, fragmented and singular studies by both Nigerians and

non-Nigerians on the various aspects and 1eve1s of ed.ucation in Nigeria.

Nwagwu (1978), Bray and Cooper (1979), Fafunwa (L982), Ukeje (1986),

Ehaimetalor (1986), Oyeneye (1980), Peil (1982), Harber (1982), Daerh

(L975), Taylor (1981), Ocho (1986), Enahowo (1986) and Esen (1986).

Others are Adesina (1983), Adaralegbe (1983), Awokoya (1983), Ndagi (1983)

and Ogunsanju (1983). All of these writers conducted a study on one

aspect or the other of Nigerian education. But none of their studies

contain a detailed and comprehensive review and analysis of the
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socio-economic and political implications of free ed.ucation aL a1l levels

in Nigeria.

rn addition, this study is intend.ed to complement an¿ extend all

oLher related studies in terms of substantial focus and analysis of

Nigerian educational problems. It also intends to provide information

and guidance into the complex problems faced by third world countries when

they embark upon prestige projects like educational expansion at all

leve1s without due and proper consideraLion of their nationts economv

and consequent fínancial burden.

Kazim Bacchus (1981, p. 27r) argues Ehat the demand for more

education has resulted in an increasing numbers of educated unemployed,

especially in third world counrries. see also Marrin carnoy (r975)

There is the need, Eherefore, f.or "a nernr approach to developmenË which

will necessitate more profound social and. economic changes ." which

't¿ill call for a radical rethinking and reform of the existing educational

policies and priorities if it is hoped to increase the contribution

i^¡hich qualitative improvements in the human resources of countries" like

Nigeria "can make Ëowards" its "development" (Ibid.). Hence this study

to pinpoint Ehe areas where major defects 1ie, and to suggest a possible

solution andf or alternative.

It is also hoped Ëhat sËudents of ed.ucational ad.ministration,

politics of education, development economics, educational planning,

educational finance and nation building may find this sËudy of interest

and significant because it describes the planning and strategy of

educat,ional development in Nigeria in general and focuses on the

significant developments that have taken place at the primary, secondary

and tertiary levels of education from 1976 to 19g6. The study should
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also be of interest to politicians and governmental planners who may

r¿ish to modify their policies in r¿ake of the issues and problems that

have surfaced. It is also hoped Ëhat the findings in this study would

provide some insight for other African and Third l^/orld countries

contemplating similar prestigious educational expansionary projects.

The lessons from the Nigerian experience, if properly and well

articulated, could serve as an eye-opener that can prevent any possible

fiasco in future development policies. Finally, it is expected that this

study has contributed to knowledge by confirming and/or contradícting

previous related studies in terms of substantive focus and contextual

analys is .

Methodology and Rationale

There was a time it was thought that quantitative research was the

only valid path to Ëruth. Iortunately, the legitimacy of qualitative

approaches in conducting research has nor¿ been established (Spindler

and Spindler, 1985), so that now, research can have a variety of

purposes, and the research design v¿hich is most appropriate for any given

project will depend on its purpose (Wetcn and Comer, 1983, p. 66). Given

the purpose of this sËudy and the statement of the problem being

investigated, the researcher has chosen a descriptive/analytical

qualitative methodology.

According to Best (L977, p. 116), a descriptive research looks at

"conditions or relationships that exist, opinions that are he1d, processes

that are going on, effects that are evident, or trends that are

developing". This approach also involves documentary analysis and

anecdotal records. Given that the central trust of this research will
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be an understanding of a1r of the above variables in terms of free

education at all leve1s in Nigeria, descriptive/analytical qualicative

approach is deemed most appropriate for this study.

Further more, Ary et aL.(L972), Isaac and Michael (WlA), argues

that a descriptive research does not necessarily involve hypothesis

testing. And according to Sowell and Casey (L982, p.37), and Moore

(1983), p. 174), research which "does not require any manipulation of

variables" is descriptive. obviously, none of the above conditions

is expected to be present in this study; therefore the choice of a

descriptive qualitative met.hodology is in order. However, Peter [r]oods

(1986, p. 14) argues that "one should not be a slave to one method, but

select according to the issue and problems under examination". In the

same fashion, Morgan and Smireich (1980, pp. 49f-500), remarked thar

"qualitative research is an approach rather than a particular set of

techniques, and its appropriateness derives from the nature of the

special phenomena Ëo be exploredr'. Van Mannen (t979, p. 520) supports

these Ëwo writers with the following argument:

The label qualitative methods has no precise meaning in any of
the social sciences. It is an umbrella Èerm covering an array
of interpretive Ëechniques which seek to describe, decode, translate,
and otherwise come to terms with meaning, not the frequency, of
certain more or less naturally occurring phenomena in the social
world.

Because of these, and in order to make the maximum use of the array

of qualitative approach available, I drew from other qualitative

strategies as they provide deeper and better understanding of the issue

being explained. The essence of this multiple method approach is called

"triangulation". Triangulation, according to Smith (L975, p. 273) was

derived from navigation and military maneuvering/strategy where multiple
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methods are used to locate the position of a thing or arr object. Denzin

(L97A, p. 29I) defines triangulaEion as "the combination of methodologies

in the study of the same phenomenon". McCarthy (19g6, p.6) in

supporting the triangulation formula posits that "the use of multiple

methods to investigate diverse problems holds promise for richer, deeper

understandings . because no longer is any one method considered

the single path to truth". The theme of all these is thaË the

significance of what is being studied should determine a researcher's

methodology. Besides, no research methodology is perfect.

Kinds of Data

This study relied on two kinds of data, namely primary and.

secondary data. "A primary source is the original repository of a

historical datum, like the original record kept of an important occasion,

an eye-witness description of an event, a photograph, minutes of

organízational meetings and so on" (Kerlinger, 1973, p. 7OZ, in

stapleton, L975, p. 65, an unpublished ph.D. thesis). A secondary source

is an account or record of an event or changes in a situation one or

more stePs removed from an original repository (Ibid.). IË is recognized

that both prímary and secondary data are just like raw materials from

which polished ans\¡zers Ëo rnajor questions of this study were gathered.

Sources of Data

Primary: - the documents that were examined includ.e:

(See Bibliography for expticit listing)

1. 0fficial policy documents of the Federal Nigerian GovernmenLrs

Ministry of Education.

2. The Federal Government of Nigeria ts National Policy on Education in

T977 and 1981.
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3. Annual Reports of the Nigerian National Universit.ies Commission in

I^/ashington, D.C., U. S.A.

4. The Federal government of Nigeria Handbooks.and Year books, LgTg-LgB7,

Government Printer, Federal l'Iinistry of rnformation, Lagos, Nigeria.

5. The Reports of Committees, Commissions, Agencies (UNESCO and Nigerian)

sËudy groups and índividuals sponsored or appointed by the Federal

government of Nigeria.

6. The Reports and Proceedings of the Fifth International IntervisitaÈion

Programme (ffp) entitled: Educational Administration and planning at

the Crossroads, held in Nigeria, L9BZ.

l. The Reports of a Symposium on Trends and Issues in Nigerian Education,

1983, from the Institute of Education of the University of llorin,

Ilorin, Nigeria.

B. Reports and Documents from the School of Education of the University

of Lagos, Nigeria.

9. Reports and Documents from the CommonwealEh Council for Educational

Admínistration, London, England.

10. Reports and Documents from the Nigerian High Commission in Ottawa.

11. Official and unofficial publications in public places or in limited

circulation.

12. Documents and publicat.ions from the Nigerian Institute of Social

Science and Economic Research, Ibadan, Nigeria.

13. Documents, Reports and Publications from Michigan State University

Library. This University has a very large pool of first. hand

information on Nigerian Education. This is as a resurt of the

intervisitation programme between rhe university of Nigeria and

Michigan SËate University dating back to 1965.
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Personal interviews \.ùere originally planned to be a part of the data

gathering techníque. But serious financial constrainËs did not permit

this technique. rt is a knov¡n fact that availability of finance or

non-availability of it plays a big role on the extent and. nature of data

gathered and used. At the same time I r¿ish to point out that the views

and opinion of the people that might be interviewed have been written,

documented, and published for Èhe past decade and half. up tilr now,

those views and opinions have not changed a great deal, and most of the

publications bearing their views and opinions are in my possession. rn

which case, interview omission did not tamper with the quality of the

study. However, I do realize t.hat personal interviews can clarify and

provide support for reconsËructing a personal picture and the examination

of documents. The way to get around Lhis problem is discussed under the

treatment of data.

Secondary Source: In addiËion to the examination of primary documents,

secondary sources were used. There was a review of the related literature

which include:

1. Relevant and related publicaËions, ne\¡/spaper and journal articles,

projecËs and programme evaluation reports.

2. Dissertations available aË the University of Manitoba.

3. Dafoe Library, the Education Library (D.S. I^loods), St. Johnts and

St. Paulrs Libraries - all at the University of Manitoba.

4. The University of Manitoba InËer-Library Loan Services.

5. Publications from UNESCO and trrlorld Bank.

6. The Library of Congress in the United States of America.
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Treatment of Data

The dependability and reliability of data obtained from both primary

and secondary sources are

Lhe researcher adopted "a

not always one hundred percent. In view of this

skeptical attitude toward all sources and

information gathered from Ëhese sources" (stapleton, rbid. p. 65). The

data \^/ere subjected to appropriate and recognized scholarly forms of

external and internal criticisms as discussed by Jacques Barzum and

Henry Graf (L970, cired in J. Von stein, L984, p.14, an unpublished

Ph.D. Thesis). External criticism is the search for sources and the

evaluation of their authenticity. Internal criticism is the evaluation

of the relevance, meaning and dependability of the data obtained from

the sources (stapleton, rbid., pp. 64-65). so, the d.ata were examined

for bias and contradiction, and were validated by the researcher's

independent judgement. Any direcË statement connoting expression of

personal feelings, judgmenËs, criticisms, and evaluation \,./ere noËed in

that order and duly appraised for reliability and validity, and any

conclusions drawn from the daËa are stated accordingly.

Scope and Limitations of the Study

The period for this study is from 1976 when the first narional free

education at the primary level was introduced, to 1986 during which time

educatíon at the secondary and tertiary 1eve1s r^rere officially declared

free by Ëhe Federal government. But in order to put issues in their

proper perspective, and to present supportive evidence t.o conclusions

drarun from the data, reference was made Ëo events that occurred earlier

than L976 and after 1986 as the case may be"

Although, the title for this study refers to education at all levels
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the study deals primarily with free education aL the three traditional

levels of schooling, that is, primary, secondary and university levels.

Pre-primary education, adult education, correspondence education

technical and vocational education, in-service training programmes,

educational programmes for the handicapped, teacher training ed,ucation

all are beyond the scope and limits of this study. But as the need arise,

reference was made to pertinent points in any of these areas. Otherwise,

the study is limited to the delineated areas and period mentioned above.

The omission of inËerview as a data gathering Ëechnique, and the possibility

of incomplete documentation should be considered a limitation.

Once again, this is a descriptive qualitative case study. It is

historical, and analytical in nature. The researcher tried to provide an

account and explanation of the socio-cultura1, political and economic

factors that led to the introducËion of free education at all levels in

Nigeria.

As sump t ions

According to Gay (1981. p. 7l), "An assumption is any important rfact'

presumed to be true but not acÈually verified". (Hoy and Miskel, 1987),

"An assumption is a statement that is taken for granted or accepted as

true" but is "not necessarily self-evident". In light of these definitions,

the researcher ruade the following assumptions:

1. The data, that is, reports, documents, proceedings, books, journals/

articles, disserËations, and recommendations used in this study were

written, compiled, or produced by people who were directly involved.,

and had first-hand information in those studies, projects or

programmes, symposiums and commissions.
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2. Description of information obtained from both primary and secondary

sources are absolutely free from the researcherts bias, that is,

reported as it is while noting and evaluaLing for relíability and

validity.

3. That the study provides knowledge which may be of value and interest

for future studies dearing with other aspects of educational

development ín Nigeria.

4, That the knowledge and findings derived from this srudy could be

applicable andfor adaptable in government development of educational

policies in other African countries in particular, and in Third World

countries at large.

5. That the knowledge, findings, and problems encountered in this study

could be replicated by anoËher researcher using Ëhe same data and.

information this researcher used for Ehe study.

Definition of Terms

The following definitions of terms were held for the purposes of this

study:

Free Education At All Levels is used. to denote the Federal Nigerian

government directive that schooling at the primary, secondary, and

tertiary levels be tuition free.

Socio-curtural factors refer to sociar circumstances, which taken

Ëogether contributed to the Federal Nigerian governmentrs introduction

of free education at all levels. The operative circumstances here

include pressure groups, eradicaËion of illiteracy, national unity and

national integration, equality of opportunities for a1l Nigerians, and
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correction of the educational imbalance amongst the ethnic groups and

between the north and south in particular.

Political factors included those politícal c ircumstances, which taken

together contributed to the Federal Nigerian government introduction of

free education at all levels in Nigeria. The operative circumstances

here also include democratic leaders, geo-politics, perceived stake in

political outcomes, the military and civilian governmentts search for

legitimacy, sense of ci.tizen duty, nation-building, and national unity.

Economic factors refer to the economic arguments that contributed to the

Federal Nigerian government introduction of free education at all 1eve1s.

The operative circumstances are the need for human resource development,

buoyant and growing economy, acquisition of appropriate ski11s, abilities

and competencies to handle the economy, and self-reliant and

self-suff icient nation.

Consequences refer to the issues and problems that have surfaced and

attracted serious attention in the Nigerian prograrune of free education

aË all levels. They include:

(a) quality of education (see definirion),

(b) increase in the number of people being educated,

(c) funding problems,

(d) physical facilities, and

(e) drop-outs.

The Poor is used to denoEe Ehose Nigerian parents who without the free

education scheme will not be able to support their childrents education.

Other ethnic minorities are used to denore people who are not, members of

any of the particularly nine largest groups, that is, the Hausas, yorubas,
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Ibos, Fulanis, Kanuris, Ibibios, Tivs, Ijaws, and Ed.os. Any group other

than these dominant nine groups are in the above definition.

Disadvantaged groups refer to the poor, females, Muslims, inhabitanËs of

areas previously neglected in the allocation of education facilities, and

other ethnic minorities who are far behind the educational levels of the

more privileged larger groups

Commission refers to a group of people appointed to study a problem and

recommend solution.

Education is used in this study to denote the aggregate of all the processes

which a person develops abilities, attitudes, knowledge, and

of behavior of positive value in the society in which he/she

the art of making available to each generation the organized

the past (Good , 1973, p. 202) .

by means of

other forms

lives; it is

knowledge of

Higher Education is

secondary schooling;

universities and all

Formal Education is used to denote convenËiona1, sËructured and

systematic training, usually based on traditional academic practices and

procedures.

Illiteracy denotes total inability to read and.for write one's native/

needed to function incultural language, as vrell as any other languages

a society (Barnhart & Bernharr, 1984, p. 1052).

Non-Formal Education refers to "non-school ways of helping people learn

used in this study to describe education beyond

it includes colleges, institutes of technology,

forms of post-secondary education.

the kinds of Ehings

(t'tiller , L977 , p. 1)

Ehey need Èo know

. It also refers

function better in their society"

"any organízed educaËiona1

to

Ëo
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activiËy outside the established formal system .. whether operating

separately as an important feature of some broader activity . that

is intended to serve identifiable learning clienteles and objectives"

(uNrcEF/rcAE, r973 , p. L2) .

Programme (often spelt "program" in North America) denotes "a brief

outline or explanation of the order to be pursued or the subjects

embraced in a public exercise performance, or entertainmentt', a

prospectus, or syllabus (Webster , L966, p. 1812) .

Drop-outs described students who enter the school system but are unable to

stay in and complete the required grades; they abandon their stud.ies or

are forced to quit.

Quality Education is used in this study to denote student learning

achievements, in terms of traditional curriculum and standards, the

relevance of what is taught and learned-to how well it fits the present

and future learning needs of the partícular learners and society in

question, given Ëheir particular circumstances and prospects. rt also

refers to significant changes in the educational system or sub-system

itself, in the nature of its inputs (students, teachers, facilities,

equipments, and supplies); its objectives, curriculum, and. educational

technologies; and its socio-economic, cultural and political environment

(Coornbs, 1985, p. f 05) .

Quantity Education denotes Ëhe increase in number of students and the

rise in educational participation rates aË each level of schooling.

Universal Primary Education (UpB) is used to discuss the Federal government

of Nigeriars national programme for compulsory primary education introduced

ín 1976.
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university programme refers to any combination of university credit
courses that has a set of coherent organizing principles and goals and

leads t.o a degree, diploma, or certificate awarded upon successful

completion (Von Steín, 1984, Op.cir. p. L6).

The Organization of the Study

This study consists of eight chapters and a conclusion. chapter

one embodies a brief introduction of the setting, that is, Nigeria, an

overview

purpo se ,

addres s ed

kinds of

scope and

of terms.

Chapter two is a review of the related

reviews and brings into perspective current

with the importance of ed.ucation for nation

development and social growEh, in promoting

fostering political integration, and in the

and background information to the stud.y, the statement of

the statement of Ëhe probrem, the research questions to be

, Ëhe significance of the study, the methodology and rationale,
data used for the study, sources of data, treatment of data,

limitations of the study, underrying assumptions and definition

literature. This chapter

issues and writings that deals

building, for individual

equality of opportunity, in

development of human capital.
chapter three is dívided into Ëhree sub-sections. sub-section one

begins with an overview of the t\,,/o systems of education in Nigeria before

the arrival of the European colonízers. one is the traditionar/informal

system of education. The other is the Islamic education in most Northern

parts of Nigeria. This is followed by sub-section t\,/o containing a

description of the colonial era and the development of Western education

in Nigeria. The last section in the chapter embodies the d.escription of
education ín post-rndependence Nigeria from 1960 to LgB6. rn both
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sub-sections two and Lhree only Landmarks in the development of education

are examined.

Chapter four examines the socio-cultura1 factors that brought about

the introduction of free education at all leve1s in Nigeria. In this

pursuit, the cultural and colonial education heritage, the need and

importance of equality of opportunity, the Udoji salary revíew award,

pressure groups and social activists, the need to eradicate illiteracy,

and the social demand for education are discussed in detail.

Chapter fíve follows a similar pattern and is an examination of the

political factors that contributed Ëo the introduction of free education

at all levels. There is a transparenL belief in education by political

leaders in Nigeria, as "the master instrument for changing attitudes,

transforming social structures and accelerating economíc growth and

determining, ner^/ political patternrr (Co1eman, 1965, p. 522). Because of

this apparently remarkable pliability of education, its effects on the

dynamics of change in a developing country like Nigeria experimenting

with a systen of free education at all levels are described, covering

issues like the search for national unity, the míIitary governmentrs

desire for political legitinacy, party politics of education and the

quest for electoral votes, and regional inequality--North and South

educational imbalance.

Chapter six, as in chapters four and five and because of ther-r

interconnect,edness examines the economic factors that contributed to the

government introduction of free education at all levels. Here the need

for educated manpower, the availability of money is Ëhe l97}'s and the

booming oil economy, and the desire for human capital development for

indigenous control of the economy are presented in detail.



chapter seven is an impact chapter containing a description and

analysis of some of the issues and problems that have emerged, and their

ímplications for Nigeria. Here the researcher reviewed the achievements

made in terms of quantity and rise in educational participation ra¡es at

each level; the expansion in school buildings, school facilities, and

creation of more ne\^I universities; greater public av/areness of the need.

and the importance of education. Following this, the enormous problems

that have surfaced in terms of the huge amount of money involved; the

consumption-oriented nature of the entire economy; the lack of finance;

the unexpected sudden dovmward turn in the naEional economy and its effects

such as mass and graduate unemployment, the dangers of educated unemployed

restless youths, the perennial internal diversities in the country which

free educaEion at all leve1 is supposed to eradicate; failure to achieve

the egalitarian objective of free education at the university level, that

is, Ëhat the university system is still elitist in nature; and the quality

of education, particularly at the primary level are all examined and

analyzed in great detail.

Chapter eight, titled "lnlhat can be done" embodies the call for a

reappraisal of the policy of free education at all levels in view of the

issues and problems that have emerged noted in chapter seven. Here

suggestions, options and/or guidelines and recommendations on how to

provide achievable and feasible free education at Ëhe primary and

junior-secondary leve1s, and how to make senior-secondary and university

education readily avaílable to anyone that may need it without it being

cost-free are presented.

And finally, is the conclusions of the study in which the researcher

calls for the abandonment, at least for now, given the adverse economic

siÈuation in the country, the idea of free eduation at all levels.
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CHAPTER II

THE REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Education in the development of a nation cannot be over-emphasízed,.
rt broadens the horizon of the citizen, prepares him to accept
change, imparts the knor¿ledge and ability to adapt himself and
his business to environmenËal change, raises the level of
production and helps to improve the general qualiLy of life (tr^/est
Africa, M.ay 20, 1985, pp. 996).

This is a descriptive/analytical qualitative case sËudy of the

problems of free education at al1 levels in Nigeria. The Nigerian federal

government accepted the fact that education is and can be a very powerful

instrument for nation building, social change and economic development.

In view of this acceptance, it continued to spend a Large proportion of

the nationrs budget on education services. For the 1977-78 fiscal year,

the federal government of Nigeria budgered Nl.3 billion (l¡aira) for

education out of a toral narional budger of N8.6 billion (Naira). This

was 15 percent of the total national budget. rn addition, the then 19

states of the federation jointly allocated 23 percent of their total

budget to education. As can be seen, the Nigerian fed.eral government has

a magnetic view of the role of education in national d.evelopment. This

chapter, therefore, will review and bring into perspecÈive current issues

and writings detailing the importance of education for national

development. The review will specifically discuss the role of education

in the promoEion of the following;

(a) nation building,

(b) individual development and social growrh,

(c) equality of opporËunity,

(d) political integration, and

(e) the development of human capital.
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Education and Nation Building

If a nation expects to be constant and free, in a state of
civilization, it expects r..1hat never was and never will be.
Enlighten the people generally, and tyranny and oppression of Ehe
body and mind r¿i1l vanish like evil spirits at the dawn of day
(Thomas Jefferson).

The powers of education for the purpose of nation building have

been invoked by educators, political leaders and nationalists at various

stages and places in the history of modern society. Christopher Lucas

(L972, p. 4L2) recalls the famous words of Johann Fichte at a time when

his countrymen were laboring under the occupation forces of French

Conquerors:

It is education alone which can save us from all the evils of v¡hich
we are oppressed. The sphere of educational activity (is) the only
domain in which a subjecË people could begin the work of social
reconstruction. "National education" in cítizenship and loyalty
to the fatherland could be the means for re-creating a nation fit
to regain its place as a leader in the civilized world. The easy
cosmopolitanism so prevalent among German intellectuals (is) a
luxury thaË could no longer be afforded. A universal system of
compulsory education for all classes and both sexes was sorely
needed no!'¡, a kind of schooling designed to f oster patriotic
virtues.

Following the defeat of Germany in the l,Jorld In/ar I, the Weimer

Republic resorted to using the national education system to resuscitate

patriotic fervor amongst the German people. According to Lucas (f¡i¿.

p.48), the new constitution proclaimed, "In all schools efforËs shall

be made to develop education . in the spirit of German nationality

and reconciliation with other nations .".

In recent times, education has been considered to be "the prime

determinant of development process the master instrument for

changing attitudes, for transforming social structures, for sparking or

accelerating economic growth, and for deternining new political patËerns.rl

(Coleman, 1968, p. 522). Turthermore, Coleman argues that democratic
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institut.ions cannot exist without education because democracy functions

only when the people are informed and are arúare, thirsting for knowledge

and exchanging ideas (rbid.). rn every nation, education is expected

to stimulate development by demonstrating that changes can, and do take

place, and by presenting a hopeful outlook. As Coleman puts ít:

Education makes possible the economic democracy that raises nobility,
for it is education that insures that classes are not frozen and
Ëhat an elite of whatever kind does not perpetuate itself (rbid.,
p. s23) .

tr^/riting on the importance and role of education in natíon building,

Johns and MorpheË (1969, p. 2) argue that "a substanËial proportion of

the resources of each naËion must be devoËed to educaÈion if the lot of

mankínd is to be improved because education ís an investment." This

investmenË in human beings may and should help the society to avoid

catastrophe and to develop an ever improving civilization. However,

the most probable \.,/ay to accomplish this, Johns and Morphet opined, is

that schools and other educational institutions must be adequately

supported and financed in every part of the world.

Richard DrAeth (L975, p. 10) nored that education conrributes to

nation building by "fostering a growing respect for each nationts ov,m

culture and traditions, and by aiding the development of political

maturity, vrhich v¡ould be capable of combining orderly leadership with

freedom of thought and expression, and respect for individual rights".

Adam Smith (1937, p.941) noted that:

An instructed and intelligent people are always more decent and
orderly than an ignorant and stupid one Ehey are more
disposed to examine, and more capable of seeing through, the
inËerested complaints of faction and sedition, and they are, upon
this account, less apt to be misled into any \,ranton or unnecessary
opposition to the measures of Èhe government. (In Ronald Dore,
L976, p. 84) .
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Homer Bartlett reinforces Adam Smithts views when he commented that:

r have never considered mere knowledge as the only advantage
derived from a good common school education. r have uniformly
found the better educated as a class possessing a higher and beËter
state of morals, more orderly and respectful in their deportmerrt,
and more ready to comply with the wholesome and necessary
regulations of an establishment. And in times oÍ. agítation, on
account of some change in regulations or \Arages, I have always
looked to the most intelligent, best educated, and the most moral
for support and have seldom been disappointed they will
generally acquiesce and exert a salutary influence upon their
associates. But the ignorant and uneducated r have generally found
most turbulent and troublesome, acting under the impulse of excited
passion and jealousy. (in Bowles and Gintis, 1976, p.108-f09).

Homer Bartlett v/as a MassachuseEts industrialist. He expressed the

above views in a letter he \,rrote to Horace Mann in 1941 in support of

his crusade for the government provision of free universal public

education. Horace Mann was a strong believer in the use of ed.ucation for

the development of the individual, the society and for welding the nation

together.

According to Caleb Mills ( a nineteenth century educator) education

mechanism fordoes help to maintain ,Social cohesion by providing a

reducing social inequalities. That public schools can work to red.uce

class conflict was succinctly put by caleb Mills when he argued that:

Public schools contribute more than any oËher one agency, to mold
and assimí1ate the various discordant materials to be incorporated
into Ëhe body politic and render them homogeneous in character and
in sympathy. How ofËen have we all seen in those nurseries of
knowledge, aristocrat pride hurnbled, plebeian roughness refined,
rustic conceit corrected, haughty insolence rebuked and repressed,
gentle modesty emboldened, unobtrusive worth encouraged, and the
tnany asperities of character give place to lovelier traits, aI1
conLributing to swell Èhe aggregate of human happiness, domestic
peace and civil freedom. (Charles Moores ed. Vo1. III, No. VI,
1905, p.585, See also Garins eË al,1978, p.49).

The importance of education in nation building is also und.erscored

by Èhese cornments from John and Morphet (Ibid.r p. 1):
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The educatíonal system of every nation interacts in various v/ays
with the many other social systems and subsystems and, from a
long-range point of view, significantly affects national
development The educational system of any nation or
sËate -- if appropriately planned, modifíed, operated, and
supported -- can probably do more than any other agency,
organLzalion, or institution to create an open socieEy that can
effectively utilize the feedback from its environment, not merely
to maintain itself but also to keep itself víable by continuously
increasing its capacity to improve the status and conditions of
iËs citizens.

Furthermore, Johns and Morphet argue that the future and stability of

any nation will depend on Lhe elimination of educational disparities

that exist within nations because educational attainment invariably

leads to the improvement of human conditions. The perception that

educatíon is like an electric broom that can s\.reep away aLL of societyrs

dust is emphasized in this remark by Benjamin Bloom (1966, p. 2L2).

"Education is looked Ëo for solutions to problems of poverty, racial

discord, crime and delinquency, urban living, peace, and even for

problems arising from affluence".

Education ís also given credit in some of the advanced countríes

for reducing serious diversity and promoting similarity of outlook,

language and behavior. Examples that easily come to mind in the use

of education to

the children of

foster naËion building include the Americanization of

immigrants to the United States of America, the creation

of a German nationalism in the various petty states during the first

half of the nineteenth century as \^/as noted earlier, and the increasing

acceptance of 1ate, of Yugoslav nationalism as opposed to Crahan,

Serbian, Macedorian, and Sloverian loyalties (Adams and Bjork, I975,

p. 44). According to Adams and Bjork, when and where education has

created great.er aEtachment to the naEional state symbol, reactionary

governments seldom succeed in using "divide and rule" tactics to st.ay
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].n pot/er.

In societies where steps have been taken to use education

successfully to increase the attachment of the people to the national

state, Ehe result is often an accelerated process of development. This

has seemed more obvious in countries like Japan, the Soviet union, and

even Cuba. In the case of Japan, Adams and Bjork (Ibid., p. 36) noted

that the nev¡ elite of Japan during the early period of development sa!.¡

basic education as a cruciat ingredient of rapid transformation perhaps

more consciously then in any of Ëodayts developed counÈries. They cite

a Ministry of Education publication of 1963 which stares:

It is noteworthy that in the 30 years after the introduction of the
modern school system, compulsory education rras almost universally
observed, and the general modernízatíon of Japan was achieved in
the same period it must be emphasized that the people as
v¡e11 as their leaders enËertain great expectations of modern
education and made utmost efforts for its development. (t"tinistry
of EducaËion, Government of Japan, Japanfs Growth and Education,
Toyko, 1963, pp. 32-33 noted in Delcmis & Bjork, Ibid.).

As observed by Johns and Morphet (1975, p. 4) education contributes

to the solution of many of the unresolved problems with which modern

society is confronted.

The importance of education in nation building can be summarized

in these touching lines often used by educators, politicians and

nationalists, that "uneducated democracy is a fine recipe for disasterr'.

Education and Individual DevelopmenE and Social Growth

Education is a companion which no misfortune can depress, no crime
can destroy, no enemy can alienate, no despotism can enslave. AÈ
home a friend, abroad an introduction, in solitude a solace and in
society an ornament. It chastens vice, it guides virtues, iÈ gives
at once, grace and government to genius. i,üithout it what is man?
A splendid s1ave, a reasoning savage. (Joseph Addison cited in
Ikej iani 7964, p. 19) .

It is generally said that education is a means of socialization
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int.o a particular society. Also, available evidence suggests that

formal education helps to change patterns of social stratification

(Simmons, 1980, p. I77). A study by George Psachanopoulos (L972, p.54)

indicates that people with more education earn higher r^/ages relative

to people with less education. According to Psachanopoulos, the average

earnings of a male college graduate in the United States in 1959 was

ç9,255 and the corresponding earnings of a high school graduate was

$6r132. By a simple calculation, one can see that a college graduate

would earn, annually, more than his/her working high school graduate

by $:,123 over his working life. Furthermore, Psachanopoulos observed

Ehat increments of schooling are associated \'Jíth a predictable pattern

of increments in earning povrer of the individual.

The findings of Psachanopoulosrs study seem Ëo be corroborated

by Garins et al (1978, p. 46) in which they remarked that most people

change jobs several times during t.heir working years, and that a well

educated person can adapt more easily to new job situations and

opportunities which in turn provides a shield against future

unemployment. This is tantamount to the concept of "marketability", a

term that is very often used by people with high level education to

describe theír place in the changing fortunes of the labor market.

There are also other benefits which accrue to the individual as a result

of education but r'¡hich are not easily exchanged for money. One example

is that acquiring a certain level of education or attaining a certain

professional degree could open the door to an exclusive club which others

can only dream about. The other is thal a high school education is a

valuable opportunity

training in business

to

or

go to college or Ëo be selected for on-the-job-

government.
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The external benefits of education Eo the individual and to the

society is expressed in this excerpt from Garins, Guthrie, and pierce

(1978, p. 41) :

. Economic benefits of education are closely related to the
increasing interdependence of modern industrial socieËy. Most
work processes today, whether in indusËry or in government require
the coordination, cooperation, and interaction of many people.
consequently, the training and skills of each worker rub off on
other workers. Just as the pressure of good students in a
classroom appears to enhance the performance of their classmates,
so advanced training of a worker or supervisor is reflected in
the productivity of his or her colleagues. The process of
transferring benefits to other workers can be very simple. A
better educated person may set an example for others to emulate.

As can be seen, education may make an individual become in tune with

modern technolog!, oy more adaptable and flexible in the use and

application of new ideas to work or ne\.ü equipments

Garins et al also argues that the oËher benefit of education is

the long-term cost savings to a community which result from being

educated

lack of

They posit that there is a fairly strong relationship between

education and criminal activity. So by providing education for

all its citizens, a conmunity will reduce the cost of dealing with crime

and delinquency, which in turn would reduce welfare costs, and. may

increase taxable income. The effect of this may even go beyond

increasing Èhe tax-base because observation and social statistics

indicate that families and individuals within the higher income bracker

are likely Èo consume less of public services

The importance of educatíon for individual development and societal

growth is documented in this Japanese Education Lar,¡ which stated in its

preamble:

Every man only after learning diligently each according to his
capacity will be able to increase his property and prosper in his
business. Hence knowledge may be regarded as the capital for
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raising onets self; who then can do without learning It is
índeed that henceforth universally (wittrout any distinction of
class or sex) in a village there shall be no house without learning
and in a house no individual without learning (Kikuchi Dairoku,
Japanese Education, 1908, pp. 68-69, in Adams and Bjork, I975,ffi
The importance of education cannot be over emphasLzed, and it has

long been recognized as a central factor in development of any sort In

L978, the General Conference of UNESCO made this observation:

By the very complexity of the problems which it must help to solve
education must be conceived in an interdisciplinary context as a
factor of multidimensional developmenE of which man is both the
end and the instrument (edtObe , Ialest Af rica, Sept . 1980, p. 1890) .

Furthermore, AdrObe Obe argues that education ís a means of meeting

other basic needs. He contends that "EducaËion influences and is in

turn influenced by access Èo other basic needsr" such as iladequate

nutrition, safe drinking tvater, health services, and she1ter." (Ibid.)

He likens this to Ëhe argument often presented by experts that health

programmes could be accelerated more by teaching the people basic

principles of hygiene than the provision of sophisticated medical

science.

Lladi Haddad (1981, p. 11) discusses the importance of education to

development along the lines argued by AdfObe in three interrelated ways:

One is that education is a basic need because people need education thaË

gives them a base of knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills on which

Èhey can build in later life and equips them with the potential to

learn, to respond to new opportunities, and to adjust to social and

cultural changes. The second is thaË education is an insËrument to

support prograrunes designed to meet other basic needs. The third ís

thaË education is an activity thaË sustains and accelerates overall

development. Its value with respect to total development is in training
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skilled workers at all levels, in facilitating the ad.vancement of

knowledge of a1l kinds, in providing the knowledge and manpo\ùer to deal

with environmental issues, and in enabling the individual to idenEify

with his changíng culture and find a constructive role in society.

Because of these three inlerrelated ways in whích education

functions for the development of society, Haddad argues that:

The evolving, multifaceted role of education in the development
process underlines the need of every country for a more flexíble,
comprehensive net!üork of provisions for education and Ëraining,
diverse enough to respond to varying needs yet sufficiently unified
to avoid channeling students into dead-end or inferior choices.
Modes of delivering education - formal, nonformal, and informal -
should not be conceived as alternatives but as complementary
activities within a single sysrem. (p . L2).

In recognition of the contribution of education to Ëhe development

of the individual and to the social and economic activities of the

socieËy, a report by the Task Force for Economic Growth (1983) in the

United States of America stated that nothing is more important than

education. Education, according to the Task Force, is the public

enterprise that is closest to the peoplers hearts and most importanE

to their líves. The report further sEated that "education is the

enterprise that is crucial to the success of everything (the United

States) attempts as a naËion. "

John Locke v/rote:

0f all the men r,re meet with, nine parts of ten are what they are,
good or evil, useful or not, by their education (or lack of it).
It is that which makes the great difference in mankind. (John
Locke in Gay, L964, p. 20) .

As can be deduced

Ehe desiderata

from the above dicEum, John Locke prescribed education

for the development and nurturance of the individual

once again underscores Ehe overr¿helming accepËance

of educaËion in the development of the individual

éÞ

and society. This

of the importance
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and well being of the society. DrAeth (I975, p. B) lends cred.ence to

this argument rvhen he noted thaE:

. education would overcome ignorance and open the way for
individuals to lead richer lives, to establish better social
relationships within communities, and so enable the local
communities to gain in self-respect and become more demonstrative
and responsible, more able to take initiatives for their or,m
improvement and to become outward looking.

Perry (L952, pp. 4LL-12) extended the thrust of the above argument when

he observed:

Through education men acquire the civilization of the past, and
are enabled both to take part in civilizati.on of the present and
make the civilízati.on of the future. . Because the future is
only partially and uncertainly predictable, and because human
faculties are ínventive and resourceful, education for the future
implies education for a future which is one of mants ov,rn making.
This has been held to be the essentially . democratic idea
of education (cited in lkejiani, Op.cit.: p. 20).

Education and Equality of Opportunity

One of the goals of the federal Nigerian governmenËrs National

Policy on Education (1977 and 1981) is rhe provision and promotion of

equality of opportunity through the educational system. It is

therefore pertinent to review some of the literature that support the

use of education as a means to attain equality of opportunity.

According to Frank Freeman (L924):

It is the business of the school to help the child to acquire such
an attitude toward the inequalities of life, whether in
accomplishnent or in reward, that he may adjust himself to its
conditions with the least possible friction (in Bowles and
Gintis, 1976, p. L02).

Abernethy (1969) argues that equality is a norm that is often

encountered in modern and contemporary political time. Though very

desirable, no society can yet claim to have attained perfect equality.

This failure to achieve total equality for all persons has not deËerred
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the struggle for equality of participarion in the entire realn of

society. The history of equality goes back to ancient times. Aristo¡le

identified justice with equality and differentiated betrveen

proportionaËe equality and numerical equality. rn numerical equality

he argues that everybody should be Èreated alike, and in

proportionate equality, he posited that the share of what is due to a

person should be based on merit. The major flaw in Aristotlets

exposition on equality v/as that it only applied to free men. As he saw

it, "the male is by nature superior, and the female inferíor; and the one

rules and the other is ruled. rt is clear then, that some men are by

nature free, and others slaves, and that, for Ëhese latter slavery is

both expedient and right" (John Porter, L982, p. l). Aristotle's
t'others" in his distinction of free men and slaves would. includ.e women.

I wonder what he would have said if he lived in the present day society.

The Biblical treatment of equality, it can be argued, is not very

radically differenË from Aristotlets views. The Bible and Christianity

emphasizes the Fatherhood of God, and asserts the brotherhood of man.

The role of women is not clearly stated. rn the Bible, there is an

implicit understanding that tuen are equal before God and Ëherefore,

are meet for redemption. Every act of honor and glory to God ends r,¡ith

t'Amen" rather than itAwoment'. (See PorEer, Ibid.).

The exclusive application of the concept of equality to men began Èo

change with the emergence of liberal thinkers like John Locke, Rousseau

and others in the eighteenth century. The first formal st.aËement that

all persons are equal can be found in the Declaration of Independence.

The Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen adopted in 1789 by

the Constituent Assembly ín Paris provided a more explicit statement on
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equaliry (Ibid. ) . rr srared:

The law is an expression of the will of the community
and all being equal in its right are equally eligible to a1l
honors, places and evolvement according to their different
abilities, without any other distinction than that created by
their virtues and talents. (Schapiro, 1958, in Porter, Ibid.).

The Liberal minded men that lived in this era of the "Enlightenment"

did a lot to promote the concept of equality through their Lrtterances

and writings. John Locke argued that:

Men being as has been said, by nature free, equal and independent,
no one can be put out of his estat.e and subjected to the
political po\¡/er of another r¡ithout his ovrn consent. (John Locke,
1942, reprinted in Schapiro, Ibid., p. 115, cited in Porter
0p.cit. p. 2).

Adam Smith (a liberal British economist) had this to say:

Every man as long as he does not violate the laws of justice,
is lef t perf ectly f ree Ëo pursue his ov¡n interest in his owrr r,vay,
and to bring both his industry and capital into competition with
those of any other man, or order of man. (Adam Smith, L937 , ín
PorEer, Ibid. ).

Alexis de Tocqueville (a French aristocrat) was fascinated by the

inevitable wind of equality that was blowing across his country that

he sojourned to the United St.ates of America to live and wítness iË

firsthand. Based upon what he saw, he wrote:

The gradual developmenÈ of equality of conditions is therefore
a providential fact, and it has all the chief characteristics
of such a face: It is universal, it is durable, ít eonstantly
eludes all human interference, and all events as well as all men
to contribute to its progress Can it be believed that the
democracy r¿hich has overthrown the feudal systems and vanquished
Kings v¡il1 retreat before the tradesmen and the capitalists?
(elexis de Tocqueville, 1956, p,29),

Abernethy (1969, p. 234) argues that the growth of governmental po\47er

and political pressures have combined to quicken the realization of

"equality of conditions" of which Tocqueville wrote abouË. This is

being done through the process of "progressive taxation to reduce the
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income gap betrveen rich and poor, and by other measures to provide a

minimal level of welfare services for all citizens". (rbid.). rt has

been recognízed that everyone has an equal right to education, food,

shelÈer and health care.

In recognition of the above social imperative, the United Nations

General Assembly, in 1948, adopted "the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights." rt embodies among other things, the inalienable rights of

every human being. Article 26 of the Declaration proclaimed the right

of every one to education. This educat.ion is mandatory, and should. be

free at least in the elementary and primary stages. According to the

"Declarationt', elementary education should be compulsory, while

technical and professional education should be made generally available

to people. 0n higher education, the General Assembly declared that it

should be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit. The right

of priority to choose the kind of education that should be given to

children was given Lo parents. So it is not difficult Eo understand

why liberal governments and individuals have waxed eloquent in speeches

about the importance of and role of education in equalizing opportunity.

But as Porter (1982, p.3) susunarized it, "principles do not

necessarily lead to practicet'. As was observed by AberneEhy "equality

is not easily established in mod.ern societies because of the high degree

of straËification thaË inevitably develops in complex, dynamic

institutions". (Abernethy, op.cit., p. 235). rn addition to this,

there are strong and powerful interest groups that have refused to

accept the principle of equality of social and economic conditions.

PorËer (1982) noted, the more privileged sector in the society has

since the 1970rs fought hard to scuttle the modest achievement in

As
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equality. Moreover, other views have emerged which strongly charlenge

the generally and widely held view of education as the great equalizer

of opportunity in the society. Those other views wilr be d.iscussed

in later chapters of this study.

rn spite of the above problems, "!,Je can see the working out still

of rocqueville's prediction with the demands for equality, and indeed

preferential treatment, of women, black, native peoples and other

deprived groups to compensate for past injustices" (John porter, et al,

0p.cit. p. 4). The demand for equality and sometimes for preferential

treatment of these groups of people is especially strong where there is

evidence of high educational attainment. So education continues to be

seen as central to providing opportunityl To what extent might

education serve as the great equalízer? Abernethy (op.cit.) makes the

following point:

A countryrs educational system is linked to the drive for equality
in several ways. Education may be consídered an equalitarian end
ín itself: thatis, a certain amount of schooling may be regarded
as Ëhe right of each citizen and part of the individual package of
welfare services a government ought to provide. since primary
education can be dispensed so widely and easily, it has not
surprísingly become "the most universally approximated
implementation of national citizenship." And schooling at any
level provides a set. of experiences which students of widery
different backgrounds hold in common. (pp . 235-236).

Furthermore, he conËends that:

Education may also be considered a means to the realizatíon of
equality. I,/idespread schooling qualifies large numbers of people
for participation in politics and enables the authorities Ëo
install an egalitarian ethic in the younger generation through
civics courses and other means. since a school system is one of
the chief agents of stratification in any society, the amount of
schooling available to the average citizen and the degree to which
recruitment to specialized roles is based on academic achievement
will determine to a large measure the extent t.o r¿hich equality of
opportunity is actually realized in rhar society. (Ibid., p. 236).

The Ëwo other basic argunents often advanced for the expansion of
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education are for the development of "the talent of individual for his

own benefit" and "to produce the skills needed for the society." (Porter

et al. 0p.cit., p. 6). In 1972, the Commission on Post-Secondary Ed.ucation

in Ontario justified the large expansion of higher education a decade

before with the following argumenL:

Higher education was praised as an ascending ladder of social and
economic mobility; it was defended both as an avenue of personal
self-fulf illment and as a \.{ay of enlarging societyrs knowledge of
itself and of nature (Report of the Commission on Post-Secondary
Education in Ontario, Toronto, 1972, p.G. cited in porter et al,
rbid. ) .

The achievement of equality of opportunity through education is expected

to foster other social goals. charles silberman (1970, p. 60) posits

that "the purpose of public education \^ras to give the lower classes the

habits of obedience and submission necessary for public peace, a d.ocile

labor force, and the protection of property." As can be seen, there

seems to be a universal acceptance of the role of education in fostering

Ëhe achievement of equality of opportunity. According to porter et al.

(Ibid") the Robbinsr "A report in England", and the "Parent Commission"

in Quebec "had as Eheir terms of reference an examination of the

educational system in their respective jurisdicËions in order to make

recommendations about how equality of opporËuniLy might be increased".

The emanating view from both Conmissions t report was that expansion

and equipment of lschools would bring to fruition this objective.

hTalter Garins et al (1978, pp.49-50) argue Èhat to rhe extenr

that people sti1l believe Ehat the amount and kind of education plays

a significant role in deËermining the distribution of income in the

socíety, the availability of free public education may dampen demands

for more rapid redistribuËion of wealth and privileges. "The ability of
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each ne\{ generation to rise above its social and economic beginnings,

ín other words, encourages tolerance of remaining social an¿ economic

inequalities" (Ibid. ) .

As was mentioned earlier, there have emerged other vier¿s which

seem to contradict the supposed role of education in bringing about the

goal of equal opportunity. These other views began with James Coleman's

publication of his findings on education and equality of opportunity

in the 1960rs. The rwo basic findings in colemants survey were that

resources \^/ere not very different between schools; and that a difference

in resources vtas not related to a difference in effects as measured by

achievement scores. others like chrisÈopher Jencks (Lg7z), Bowles

and GinËis (1972), Katz (1971), Fteminc Q97Ð, porrer er a1 (1982) and

many more published opposing and supporting views. rn any case, and

r¡hatever the argument may be, some inequalities will alr¿ays be regarded

as customary as long as there is a channel for everyone to strive for

his/her meritorious share of the reward.. The idea that rewards are open

for grab by anyone able to do so gives some regitimacy to unequal

distribution of rewards. The reason is that both those that have

more and those that haventt as much will feel thar their efforts justified

their lot. so "equality of opportunity in education creaËes social

mobility and emphasizes meritocracy" which is supposed to give everybody

a faír chance to be the best he/she can be. I^le will find out in

subsequent chapters of this study, the extent to which educational

expansion has accomplished or fostered equality of opportunity in Nigeria.
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Education and Political Integration

Are there cultural and structural mechanisms for transcending
conflict - that is, for focusing attention on those things that
unite the members of a political unit in spite of their d.ifferences?
Are there mechanisms for limiting conflict, so that it may be
channeled through existing political institutions with a minimum
of disruptive violence? rs it possible to manage conflict
creatively, so that in the very process of competing with each
other people contribute, almost by accident, to holding their
society together? A polity is integrated to the extent that it
is able to transcend domestic conflictr limit conflict to a certain
level of intensity while providing political channels for its
expression, and has cleavages that cut across rather than reinforce
each other. (Abernethy, L969, p. 253).

From ancient times, educators, statesmen, and vrriters have shown

great concern in the relationship between education and the polity.

PlaLo in The Republic argued that, educaEion was the master instrument

needed in the process of selecting and Eraining the "philosopher kings"

Aristotle and otherwho will assume the mantle of stafe leadership.

political philosophers

"As is the state, so is

after him were apt to coin phrases such as,

the school," or things like, "What you want in

Ehe state, you must put into the school" (Kandel, 1959, p. 274; Barker,

T957; Marquis de condorcet, June Barraclough ed., 1955). According to

James coleman (0p.cit., p. 6) "A prominent strand in democraEic theory

is the assurnption that education is a correlate, if not a requisite, of

a democratic order.tt

Talmon (1952), Alfred

Edward Reisner (L922), Bruce McCully, 1950), J. L.

Cobban, (1938), Franz Nev¿mann (1946), Paula Freire

(f985), and David Abernethy (1969) all noted rhe role of education in the

Helen Luidell,growth of modern nationalism and political movements.

(1948), A. N. Shusrer (1953),

(1956), M. B. Jansen, (I957)

Daishiro Hidka in Kenneth Colton et al

and R. P. Dore in R. E. I^Jard and D. A.

RusËon (i964) have also noted "the political objectives and consequences

of post-war educational reorganízaEion in occupied Germany and Japan".
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(Coleman, Op.cit., p. 7).

Furthermore, Coleman (fU:-¿., p. 116) argues that political capacity

is manifestly dependent upon modern education because "a certain 1evel

of formal mass education is indispensible for the development of a

modern communications system,"which is socially important in resolving

the "two most general and most fundamental problems in political

modernization", namely, the "changing of attitudes and reducing the

gap between the ruling elites and the less modernized masses" (Lucien

tr^/. Pye, 1963, p . 13 cited in Coleman) . In essence , the point being rnade

here is that in order for the government to achieve effective political

control, and for the purpose of meaningful citizenship, mass education

as well as aËtitudes that fosËer political integration are necessary.

Education, especially at the higher reaches of the society, makes possible

the modern intellectual system from which emerge elites whose political

net-working often cut across ethnic and cultural lines.

To this point, the integrative role of education in political

development appears not to be in doubt. But, the question is hor¿ would

this be accomplished? To answer this question, David Abernethyrs theory

on education and integraËion will suffice. According to AberneÈhy

(1969), a necessary recipe for integration is the possession of certain

commonalities and a strong belief that those coûrmonalities are important.

If there is allegiance to communal values and institutions whose function

cuts across ethnic and cultural boundaries, it is unlikely that people

will "permit conflicts among them to reach the point where they

Ëhreaten the continued existence of the community" (Ibid., p. 255).

The essence of Abernethyts argument is that people can live in unity

amidst cultural diversity. The quintessence of this belief is typified
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in the American motlo, ttE Pluribus Unum", or in the so-ca1led "melting-pot."

This expression of unity can also be found in the first and former

Nigerian National Anthem, verse one, line three and four:

Though tribe and tongue may differ,
In brotherhood we stand .

so "a successful emphasis on unity that transcends conflict -

\,/iÈhout necessarily eliminating it - r.li11 be termed. national integration"

(Abernethy, Ibid., p. 256). Furthermore:

rf political socialization into the nationar polity has been and
is effective, and if the process of recruitment to bureaucratic
and political roles have become regularized and legitimated, it is
reasonable to assume that the society concerned is effectively
integrated (James Coleman, Op. cit. , p. 30).

Earlier it was postulated that the development of a modern cornmunicaLions

system is important in resolving tr¡zo most fundamental problems in any

polity - the changing of attitudes, and reducing the gap between the

various classes or groups in the society, and that mod.ern communications

system is a common lingua franca or language system. Abernethy (op.cit.)

argues that the introduction of common language, English, to an entire

younger generation of Nigerians \,/as a "major contribution to national

integration made by educational expansion" ín Èhe country. He states:

As a result of their schooling, rbos and yorubas can Èalk with
each other and with Northerners who have attended European type
schools. English is not only a conmon language among the educated
but also Ëhe official language of the count.ry. rn this respect,
Nigeria, along with virtually all sub-saharan African countries,
is fortunaEe in not possessing indigenous writËen languages of
long sËanding, whose claim to official status might put various
linguistíc groups against each orher. (Ibid. ).

He cites the language controversy which dominates the politics of nations

such as rndia, sri-Lanka, Malaysia and other Asian countries. This is

in contrasE to other sub-saharan African nat.ions in general, and. to

Nígeria in particular where educational expansion and oËher "related
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programmes have made possible communication among aIl moderately educated

persons." 0ther r"/riters like John Spencer (1963), R. B. Lepage (L964),

S. Harrison (1960), and I^/. H. I^/iggins (f 960) share Abernethy's views.

Dankwart Rushow (L967, p. 56) has also noted:

In a country where only a small elite can read and write, it makes
1ittle difference in what language the vast majority are illiterate.
Concerted drives for literacy and mass education, by contrast,
emphasize tLre importance of the linguistic alternatives.

The teaching of a common language is not the only thing an educational

programme can do to foster national integration. Again, Abernethy

argues that schools do provide a conmon cultural experience for people

from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds. According to him, a common

dilemma usually faced by African leaders is the polarity of cultural

entiLies on one hand, and the congruence of culture in oËher areas such

asttnegritude" or "the African personality"; there is not so much

cultural commonalíty, and no culrure is purely an exclusive given of

any particular state. The schools serve as a vehicle to get around this

contradiction because v¡hen people attend the same school, study together,

and share common school and classroom activities, "they are building

Llp a common store of experiences" which can easily be translated to the

naËiona1 polity in future years.

There is also a lot more that schools or the educational system can

do Ëo fosËer national integration. As AberneËhy further postulates:

A school can . through its recruitment policies bring
together members of many different groups, and the school can
become a miniature nation by instituting cooperative habits among
a diverse st.udent body. This integrative function is particularly
important when one considers that grammar school and university
graduates constitute a substantial portion of the elite whose
decisions will affect a countryts destiny. If leaders of competing
groups have in common an t'old school tie", and the memory of
eccentric teachers, mutual friends, and devilish pranks ËhaE binds
Old Boys everl'where Ëogether, it is more likely that political
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differences can be medialed than if their educational experiences
are quire dissimilar. (rbid. , p. 257) .

So one other consequence of education and educational institutions is

that schools do have the capacity to provide their students the kind of

personal contacts with different and other groups which can bring into

being genuine national identification and loyalty. This is very much

in line r¿ith the argument advanced by Garins et al (Op.cit., p. 49) when

they observed that:

Democratic government requires a citizenry with a coflìmon fund of
values and an understanding of commitment to the rules of
democratic governmenË. Inculcating an understanding of history,
geography, and of Ëhe cultural heriËage of nation and community
is an often overlooked task of education . . Knowledge of other
languages and interpersonal profíciency enable children
better to conìrnunicate and interact in community setting
education passes on from one generation to generation Èhe rules
by which social and political discourse is conducted. In a
democracy a large proportion of actions are voluntary. Individuals
are not required to participate in community affairs, to vote, to
work, or do many other Ëhings that are essential to the functioning
of a democracy. Education helps perpetuate the norms and values
which guide citizenst behavior in a free society.

Education and the Development of Human Capital

The Great Investment of a democracy
is its educational system.
- Ikej iani

SchulËz (1963) wrore:

Laborers have become capitalists not from a diffusion of
the ovmership of corporation stocks, as folklore would have
it, but frorn the acquisition of knowledge and skill that have
economic value. This knowledge and skill are in great parE the
product of investment and, combined with other human investment,
predominantly account for the productive superiority of the
technically advanced countries. To omit them in studying economic
growth is like trying to explain Soviet ideology without Þlarx.
(in Charles Benson ed. 1963, p. 14).

Adam Smith long time ago pointed out the relevance betr¿een education and

human capital invesËment. He r¿rote:
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A man educated at the expanse of much labour and time to any of
those employments which require extraordinary dexterity and skil1
may be compared to one of those expensive machines. The work which
he performs, it must be expected, over and above the usual wages of
common labour, will replace to him the whole expense of his
education, wirh at least the ordinary profits of an equally
valuable capítal (Adam Smith, L776, BKl, Ch. t).

It has become a recognized statement that invesLment in education

is an ínvestment in human capital . tr^lhat is implied here is that

education can be regarded as something that is purchased because it is

expected to yield benefits in future. This is a development different

from the traditional consumption view in v¡hich education should be seen

as an end in itself, future benefits or not notr¿ithstanding. This

development has given rise to the growing interest in the study of the

economic value of education. George Psacharopoulos and Maureen Woodhall

(1985, p.3) argue that education, like other forms of investmenL in

human capital, can contribute to ensure development and raise the

incomes of the poor just as much as an investment in physical capit.al,

such as transport, communications, power, or irrigation.

The World Bank, (a leading international Agency that provides

Ëechnical and financial aid Eo developing countries) has changed from

its original policy of no funding for "the construction and equipment

of schools, colleges and universities" to active investment in education.

This change in policy has been attributed to the Lior1d Bankts recognition

of the importance of investment in education. (Ibid.). According Eo

the World Bank's Education Sector Policy Paper (1981), education plays

a multifaceted role in the development of human capital and should

therefore be treated to a flexible comprehensive network of input and

resources sufficient enough Ëo cater for the varying needs of students

wirhin a single system.
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Most of the educational development paLterns in the developing nations

since the 1960's seems to be geared in the above direction.

The surge during the past two decades in the study of the economic

value of education was described by Bowman (L966) as the "human

investment revolution in economic thought." other writers who have

argued and postulated on the concept of education as an investment in

human capital include Denison (L962, L967), Krueger (196g), Sheehan (rgl3),

Benson (1961,1963), Becker (1964, I9i5), Garins er al (197g),

Psacharopoulos and woodhall (1985). There are also more others r,¡ho

have tried to measure educationrs contribution to economic growth such as

SchulEz (1961 , 1963), Myrdal (L957 ), catbrairh (1958), and Harbison

(L973). The theme of Schultz's argument is that increase in the value

of observed aggregate output in relaËion to the increase in the existing

factors of production is attributable Eo the investment in human capital.

He posits that:

Truly, the most distinctive feature of our economic system is the
growth in human capital. I^liLhout it there would be only hard,
manual work and poverty except for those who have income from
property. There is an early morning scene in Faulknerts "Intruder
in the Dustr" of a poor solitary culËivator at work in a field.
Let me paraphrase that line, "the man without skills and knowled.ge
leaning terrifically against nothing." (1963, in Benson 1963,
pp, 19-20) .

Mydral, Galbraith, Benson, Bowman, and Harbison seem to be in apparenL

agreement with Schultz. Harbison further emphasized that the wealth

of a naËion lies in its human resources rather than in material

resources or capital income. He asserted that human resources are the

active agents in the production of wealth while natural resources and.

capital are the passive agents. Fínally, he noted, âûy country that

is unable to develop Ëhe knowledge and skills of its population and

aPply them fully in the management of national economy may noË be able
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to develop any other resource. (see also, Longe,1982, p.14).

A study by the American Chamber of Commerce Committee on Education

(1954) emphasized that education is an invesrment in people. The study

reported, among other lhings:

Although nations vary greatly in their natural resources,
climate and cultural heritage, the high correlation between
literacy and per capica income indicates that educatíon is a
dominant factor in the economic well-being of any people (p. 42).

Henry Villard (1960, p. 376) observed that:

Additions to knowledge are something that society has only just
began to realize that it can buy directly. In the past Ehey
have mainly been a by-product of the transmission of exisËing
knowledge; only the innate and quite uneconomic intellectual
curiosity of scholars has led to additions to knowledge, as new
discoveries obviously tend to reduce the economic value of existing
knowl edge .

Benson (0p.cit., f961 p. 350) argues that even if the new knowledge does

noË immediately pass beyond the stage of invention to innovation, it

still represents opportunities that can be exploited when the society

see fit. Furthermore, he posits that a society, like an individual,

is richer (in a real sense) as it comes to face a large number of

attractive alternatives .

A complementary statement of the Benson thesis is that from

SchulËz (1961, pp. 74-75).

. Although \^romen who pursue education and then choose to raise
families often cannot poínt to an economic reEurn to their
education, it is likely, ho\^rever, to improve their families'
culËura1 and social opportunities and enhance their children's
educaËional prospects. The economic value of education for those
who do not eriter the labor force, in other v¡ords, is not
necessarily 1ost. Educated parenIs tend Ëo motivate their
children to obtain an education, and to excel in school.
Education of one generation is passed on to the next, and thus,
plays an important part in the perpetraLion of an educated
cítizerry (cited in Garins et al, 1978, p. 47).

In an inter-counEry comparative study by Tilak (L977 ) it was found
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Ëhat education plays a significant role in boosting economic growth in the

under developed countries and that a 70 percent rate of literacy, a 50

percent enrolment ratío at the primary stage and a 30 percent enrolment

ratio at the secondary stage are absolutely necessary for any country

which aims at reaching a level of economic growth commensurate with a

per capita income of $500. (Ibid., p. f13). 0n the effects of education

on poverty and income distribution, Tilak (1978) found that population

below the poverty line can be reduced by increasing literacy levels and

expanding first and second levels of education. In addition, Tilak

found that "improvements in secondary and higher leve1s of education

obviously increases the share of the lowest 40 percent populaEion in the

national income" and also that t'educational development reduces the

shares of the 20 percent of population in the case of national income"

(rbid. , p. 114) .

According to Thias and Carnoy (1972, p.59) a l^/orld Bank study in

Kenya that calculated age-income profiles and rates of return to rural

and urban education has shown that the incomes of self-employed small

landowners in that country do increase wiËh 1evel of education (cited

in Psacharopoulos and l,Joodhall, Op.cit., p. 46). Lockheed, Jamison, and

Lau (1980) reports that a survey by the Inlorld Bank in eighteen studies

of farmers in 1ow-income countries that explored the relation between

education and agricultural efficiency on productivity, measured in terms

of crop production found that farmers '¿ho had completed four years of

elementary education produced, on the average,8.7 percenË more than the

farmer r+ith no education (See also Psacharopoulos and l^Ioodhall, Ibid.).
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Other Views

In spite of all of the above credit attributed to education in

national development to this point, the assertion that general and

massive educational expansion is a precursor to social, economic and

political expansion is increasingly being questioned. The call to

re-evaluate the role and importance of education for development

especially in developing countries began more than a decade ago.

Gillette (t919, p. 270) expressed rhis view.

A review of the literature, discussions with specialists and a
search of personal experiences with educational structures over
the last two and one half decades - all leave one wiËh an indelible
image; a slow motion film of a house being blown up.

In 1968, Philip Coombs predicted World Educational Crisis and

three years

Education. Mark Blaug (1977, p. 4), a noted education economist in

developing countries stated that rrthe gold.en days of the economics of

247 )education in developing countries aïe over." Han i^Jeiler (1978, p.

described the development of theories and practices in educational

planning as a "progression from confidence to doubt and from consensus

fo disagreement." Todaro (1977, p. 236) remarked.:

Many of the early claims made on behalf of the unfettered
quanËitative expansion of educational opportunities - that it
would accelerate economic growth; that it would raise levels of
living, especíal1y for Ëhe poor, that it. would generate widespread
and equal employment opportunities for all have been shov¡n
Eo be greatly exaggeraËed and, in many instances, simply false.

Kazim Bacchus (1981, p. zLB) argues that though educaËion has not

been directly responsible for Ehe problem of unemployment but as there

is increased demand for more and higher levers of education and the

government continues to meet t.hese demands, additional resource will

have to be diverted to rhe education secËor. The diversion of more

ago (1985) he published a sequel, The World Crisis in
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funds to the education sector ínstead of its use to finance other

productive job creatíng projects retards economic growth thereby

worsening the unemployment problem that is already in place (Ibid.).

coombs (1968, p. 52) advised, "Education cannot continue to command

a rapidly increasing share of available resources." There are srill

others who have argued that expanding education facilities does not

necessarily create equality of opportunity. James Coleman (1966)

reported as one of his findings that differences in education resources

on qualities of schools had litt1e effect on educational development.

Christopher Jencks (t972, p. 53) commenËs:

Our records has convinced us not only that cognitive inequality
does not explain economic inequality to any significant extent,
but that educational inequality does not explain cognitive
inequality to any significant extent. The amount of schooling
an individual gets has some effect on his test performance, but
the quality of his schooling makes extraordinary little difference.
ItIe have therefore abandoned our initial belief that equalizing
educational opportunítíes would substantially reduce cognitive
inequality among adulrs. This does not mean that we Ehink
cognitive inequality derives entirely from genetic inequality, or
that test scores are immune to environmental influence. It simpty
means that variations in what children learn in school depend
largely on variations in what they bring to school, not on
variations in what schools offer them.

So, the question being asked now is, what percentage of a nationts

resources should be devoted to education expansion programmes. How

far has the expansionary projects in educatíona1 development contributed

to human welfare when there is growíng unemployment among the educat.ed

in the streeË of major cities in most Third l^lorld countries. This is

what Husen (1979) feels may well be a permanent feature. As Tilak

(1982) puts it, all these developments may lead one to agree with Kerr

(1978) when he said on higher education that 'rthe golden age \{as a

short-lived onet' and paradise r¿as lost. Hence today, there are \,/ords
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and slogans like "educational disenchantment

"educational crisis" (Coombs, 1968) , "School

"educatíon without schools" (Buckman, L9l3) ,

I97L), the "screening and labe1ling mechanism

(ritat< , LgBz) ,

is dead" (Reimer, L97L),

"deschooling" (t11ich,

of education" (Arrow, I973),

the "educational cobwebs" (Freeman, 1976), "management of decline"

(Boulding, L975), "the school in question'r (Husen, L979), "the greaË

training robbery" (nerg, 1970), "The diploma disease" (Dore , L976) ,

"spiral theory" (Emmerji, L974), "the great classroom hoax" (John, L9i8),

"the continuing educational crisis (nait<, 1980), and "the world crisis

in education" (Coombs, 1985) .

As Amin (1978, p. 15 in Tilak,1982) noted, "Educarion is

becoming dysfunctional, a sort of useless luxury for an ever-increasing

majority of the population."

Titak (1980) argues that the interaction of social demand and

political pressures result in over-optimistic growth by public investment

in educaËion as a whole and in mis-allocation of resources within the

educational sector. And that any form of misallocaLion reduces the

effectiveness of invesËment in the education sector as a whole.

Blaug (1970, p. 129) views Ehe situation this way:

The total expenditure on education is determined by a political
process that is only vaguely connected vrith any of the objectives
we have described as economic and non-economic; the size of the
educational budget seems to be largely the outcome of an attempt
Ëo maximize electoral supporE.

In summary, the effort in this literature review has been to present

the views on Ëhe role of education in national development around the

world during the past tr¿o decades and ha1f, and to use the information

derived Ëo evaluate the Nigerian programme of free education at all levels
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in the context of prevailing universal educational debate. As Tilak

(1982) has opined, it is important to note that any disagreement in the

role of education in social change stems from a crisis in development

as a whole. The problems are rooted in a complex structure of

inter-related and inter-dependent socio-economic and political

relaÈionships national in character and some of them have international

dimensions. In spite of all the variations in the views expressed

concerning the role of education and national development, the powerful

magneLism of education as a precursor for development still looms valid

especially in developing countries. Hence Nigeria's enamor with free

education at all levels.
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CHAPTER III

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT IN NIGERIA

The prosperity of a country depends not on the abundance of its
revenues, nor in the strength of its fortification. It consists
in the number of its cultivated citizens, in its men of education,
enlightenment, and characLer. Here are to be found its true
interest, its chief strength, its real power. - Itartin Luther in Ikejiani.

The history of educational development in Nigeria has been well recorded

by several writers and is a relatively well documenËed field. Ikejiani

(L964), and Fafunwa (I974) describe the historical origin of l,{estern

system of education in Nigeria from the Colonial era to Nigeria's

independence in f960. Abernethy (1969) discusses rhe dilemma of

educational expansion in Nigeria from Ehe 1840's Ëo the 1960ts. Fafunwa

(1970) and Okafor (1971) both described and analyzed the development of

higher education in Nigeria. Esen (1986) and Fafunwa (1986) discuss the

development, administraËion and control of education in Nigeria. There

are also others who discussed various issues and problems in the

development of Nigerian education system. They are, DtAeth (1975),

Adesina (L977,1981), ute¡e (1980,1986), ocho (1986), ogunsanju (1983),

Akinyemi (1983), 0jelabi (1981), and Nwagwu (1983). The impacË of certain

events in the Nigerian educational system are also discussed in these

sources, Taiwo (1986), Obasi (1987) , Enaohwo (1986) , trtdagi (1983) ,

I^loodhouse (1985), Ukeje and Aisiku (f982), McDowell (1980), Taylor (1985),

Oyedeji (1976), and Fajana (1978).

This chapter on planning and the development of educaÈion in Nigeria

is divided into three secLions. Section one provides a brief overview of

the traditional/informal and Islamic forms of education that were in

existence before the coming of the i,Jesterners. The words traditional and

informal are used interchangeably in this study. They are used here to

connote the same concept, that is that t.hey are coËerminous, and at some
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points, one is a

differentiate the

juxtaposition of the other. They are used to

organízed, structured and often rigged ColoniaI

education system. section two reviews the transition from

traditional/informal, and Islamic forms of education to Western System

of education- Here the Colonial policy for the development of ed.ucation

ín Nigeria up until 1960 is discussed. And Section three discusses

educational development policy in post-independence Nigeria--1960-19g6.

A. Traditional/Informal Education

Nigeria has a definite way of life despite the assumption of some
anthropologists who have implied that Africa south of the Sahara has
no culture worthy of the name. Some místakenly feel that the
"primitive" African mind could be easily changed by imposing another
culture upon it. "There \,r'as no 'tabula rasat of the tnãian Ãi¡d, oo
clean slate on whích the moving finger of progress cou1d. write, and
therefore there could be no joyous embrace of a new revelation such
as an African of the primeval forest might experience."
Undoubtedly, this attitude, which springs from the fact that Africa,
south of the Sahara, has no elaborate recorded history and possesses
no accumulated historical daÈa on her civilization and accomplíshments
led to serious mistakes on the part of the British who brought Western
civilization Ëo Nigeria and assumed that a ne\,¿ and better order could
be brought about by an outright transplantation of western ways an¿
culture into Nigerian socíety. Equally certainly, the studies of
modern Africanists should serve to convince the sceptics that a hrest
African Sudanic culture of note was in existence long before the
coming of the white man to the west coast of Africa. rkejiani

rt is true that the geographicar entity now knov,¡n as Nigeria did

not exist before L9I4, (this l¡ras the date that both Northern and. Southern

Nigeria were amalgamated to form one country--Nigeria. see chapter 1).

There \,rere "sociar institutions of a civilization that pre-daËes the

arrival of the f írst Europeans " (i^loodhouse, 19g5 , p . 120) . Traditional

or informal education was one such institution. The exposition of this

form of education Ëhat was in existence before i^Jestern educat.ional

influence came to this area is necessary in viev¡ of the erroneous belief

held by some less-informed l,rlesterners that ed.ucation was brought to

Nigeria in particular, and to Africa in general by the christian

missionaries. This obvious fallacy necessitated this remark from E. B.
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Castles (1966, p. 23) .

One of the saddest mistakes of early missionaries was their
assumpcion that they brought education to an entirely uneducated
people. If literacy and formal schooling constitute the whole of
education, they are right; but insofar as education is a
preparation for living in the society in which \../e are born, they
were profoundly \.,/rong. For in the deepest sense African customary
education l{as a true education.

Furthermore, Casrles (Ibíd.) in Woodhouse (Op.cit., p. I2I) posirs thar

given that education "refers to the broad function of preserving and

improving the life of the group through bringing new members into shared

cultures, the means through which Nigerian cultures perpetuate themselves

are truly educational." In pre-colonial Nigeria, education could be

described as "a far broader process than that which occurs in schools.

It was an essential process through which communities continued to exist."

Tracing the foundation of education in Nigeria, Fafunwa (L914, p.15)

contends:

No study of the history of educaËion in Nigeria is complete
without adequate knowledge of the tradiËional or indigenous
educational system prevalent in Africa before the arrivaL of
Islam and Chrístianity. In Nigeria, Islam pre-dated Christianity
by well over 300 years. But these two important religions which
have influenced Nigerian education in no small measure are of
recent development compared with the indigenous system of education
which is as old as man himself in Africa. (See also McDowell (1980,
p. 50) and l^Joodhouse (Ibid. , p. 122) .

Fafunwa continues:

After all, education is the aggregate of all the processes by which
a child or young adult develops the abilities, attitudes, and other
forms of behavior which are of positive value to the society in
which he lives; that is to say, it is a process for facsimilating
culture in t.erms of continuity and growth and for disseminating
knowledge either to ensure special control or to guarantee rational
direction of the society or both. All educational systerns, whether
traditional or InJestern-oriented, seek to achieve these goals
irrespective of the curriculum, methods and organízation designed
for the purpose. (Ibid. ) .

Ogunsanju (1983, pp. 246-47 ) lends credence to Fafunwals thesis r+hen

he argues that rrEvery society or group has a method of educating its
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children to suit its objectives, and the society takes pride in the way

its children are educated. The goal of education may differ d.epend.ing

the state or nation, but regardless of the method used the end is usual

achieved. tt

on

1y

McDowel 1

education and

(Op.cit.) equates traditional education with indigenous

goes on to define it as "the learning processes locally

the community context. having continued for a longderived

per iod

as Int

of time, some more recent, being local responses to perceived

or inadequacies in the toËal education programme of theincompl e tenes s

community. tt

A major function of traditional education is to inculcate in the

individual the ways and mearrs of living and socialization in the society.

To this effect, Akinpelu (L974, p. 413) describes Ëraditional educarion

in this manner:

Education, at least for non-literate (traditional) socieEies,
fa1ls somewhere between socialízatton or enculturation and formal
schooling. It can be described as the process through which selected
cultural patterns and the socially accepËed values of a society are
transmítted, especially to its as-yet uncultured members, through
interaction wiËh the other members in that society.

Implicit in Akinpelu's argument. is that there is more to traditional

education than mere socialization, such as "problem-solving and concepËua1

thinking." Traditional education differentiates "between literacy and

education" (i{oodhouse, Op.cit., p. LzI). Any attempt to measure the

literary values of traditional education on the basis of Western perspective

may not validate iLs adequacy because iË should be seen and evaluated "by

its performance within a given social contextrr (najana 1978 in l,Joodhouse

rbid. ).

According to Woodhouse (Ibid.), the fundamentals of traditional

education are derived from "a philosophical view of man that is quite
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distinct f rom that implicit in I^Jestern education. " rn trad.itional

societies, people tend to hold a dualistic view of the "nature of Man."

This is contrary to the christian dualist perception of the body and

soul . I,Joodhouse (Ibid. ) expressed it in this manner:

. traditional Nigerian socieËies view man as both visible and
invisible, as demonstrated by the relationship between the living
and the dead. The ancestors are invisible but in close contact
with the living. Education in such societies aimed at maintaining
this dual nature of man and at making adequate preparation for the
invisible state when the individual is alive and visible. These
religious objectives influence the methods of education.

Taiwo (1980) had expressed similar views when he reported that:

First, there r¿ere religious sanctions against non conformity to
customs and re1ígious practices. I'fany prohibitions \.ùere linked
with sanctions which \¡/ere expected to be implemented by the gods.
Secondly, although the children normally followed the occupations
of their parents , the practice in some communities \^/as sub j ect to
the family oracle. (citea in Woodhouse, Ibid., p. LZ3).

So taken from a philosophical and religious perspecÈive, the aim of

traditional education r¿as to "produce a disciplined member of the

Societyr" while its purpose v/as to prepare the individual for adult life

and to accept responsibilities in the society. Fajana (Op.cit., p. 4)

argues that traditional education, amorig other things, \das expected t'to

discipline all the faculties of the individuals; to bring out the best

human qualities; and Èo help them at different stages to become useful

members of the society.tt

The precept of traditional education was not only philosophical and

religious, it was also participatory and functional. It was participatory

in the sense that it was people learning by doing, by involvement in

political, social, religious and economic activities of the Society. And

it was functional in the sense that it was a means of bringing the

cornmuniËy together where learning included story-te11ing, narrat.ion of

ancient and ancestral hisËory, poeEry, legends, reasoning, local
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geography, and sing-songs. There were also "proverbs, riddles,

experimentation; imitation roles; and apprenticeship," (Akinpelu, Op.cit.,

p. 4I3). Recreational activities included "soccer, running, acrobatic

display, wrestlíng, dancing, dreaming and dancing" (Ogunsaju, 1983,

p. ¿4/).

According to Fafunwa (0p. cit. ) traditional education \.{as an integrated

experience; a combination of physical training with character building

and manual activity with intellectual training. The end of each stage

was evaluated according to age level and years of experience following

which "the child was given a practical lest relevant to his experience

and level of development and in Ëerms of the job to be done."

(Ogunsaju, Ibid.). This was a life-long process which ultimately ended

in a ritual ceremony, or initiation into the next phase of adult life.

Fafunwa (I974, Op.cit., p. 20) identifies seven caregories of

traditional educational objectives in the Nigerian Society:

1. To develop the childrs larent physical skil1.

2. To develop character.

3. To ínculcate respect for elders and Ë.hose in positions of

authority.

4. To develop intellectual skills.

5. To acquire specific vocational training and to develop a

healthy attitude toward honesË labor.

6. To develop a sense of belonging to participate acÈíve1y in

family and community affairs.

7. To undersËand, appreciaËe, and promote the cultural heritage

of the community aË large"

The education of the individual in the Nigerian Society starts in infancy

within Ëhe context of the family, the kin groups and peer groups. The
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individual learns from parents and the immediate environment. And with

the passage of time, uncles, aunEs, and relatives are involved in the

education of the person. This involves sending the child on minor

errands, teaching him/her good manners, forms of obedience and respect

for adults. This is a very important aspect of traditional Nigerian

education code of behaviors. "A young man or l,/oman should not look an

elder in the face," because it is a sign of disrespect. Given thaL this

code of behavior is generally seen as implying dishonesty and deceit in

this society, I have often wondered what the elders that I have had to

interact with feel on those occasions that I have out of respect and

cusÈom refused to look them in the face.

So traditional education in the Nigerian Society \¡/as seen as a means

to an end and not an end in itself, and its purpose and aim were clear.

This simple and informal pattern of education in traditional Nigeria

Society was what prompted some l^/estern writers, missionaries and visitors

to Nigeria to assert that pre-colonial Nigeria had no system of education.

Those who have become informed enough to acknowledge the existence of

educational activities in traditional Nigerian society have because of

the absence of school buildings or written records, denied its efficacy

and branded the informal education as primitive and below standard in

quality. Others stil1 describe it as a "complex educational activities."

It is now obvious that there v/as some form of education in pre-Colonial

Nigeria and that it stressed economic and psychological independence, and

encouraged political participation and respect for the bonds of kinship.

Islamic Education

Another form of education thaE was in existence before the first

European missionaries came to Nigeria was the fslamic religion. According
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to Fafunr¿a (0p.cit., p. 15), in Nigeria, Islam pre-dated Christianity by

well over 300 years. Islamic religion along with Islamic ed.ucation was

brought to the savannah region of L{est Africa in the eighth century. It
spread to parts of Northern Nigeria, specifically to the area known as

Kanem-Bornu in 1085 4.D.. By the 14th Century, the religion had reached.

and dorninated Hausaland. Before long, the religion spread all over

NorLhern Nigeria, and as it spread, so did rslamíc education. By the

early part of the 19th century, Islam and Islamic education had reached

many parts of Yorubaland in the south. Despite the militant and

aggressive nature of this religion, it was not able to penetrate any part

of the oËher half of Southern Nigeria, that is, the former Eastern Nigeria

That notwithstanding, Islam has had its impact on Nigerian ed.ucaÈion from

the time of its arrival in Northern Nigeria in 1085 A.D. Ëo the presenr.

The coming of the European missionaries to Nigeria along with the

introduction of the tr^Jestern system of education could not stop the

spreading influence of Islam and Islamic education. This was because

Islam, with its Arabic influence had a long history of firm establishment

in Northern Nigeria. So, while ülestern education came to be the dominant

form of education in the south after Ëhe Europeans came, Koranic

education was, for a very long time, the only form of formal education in

the Northern part of the country. The influence of Islamic education in

the North lras so strong that the first British High Commissioner for the

Protectorate of Northern Nigeria, out of fear of running into armed

conflict Ì¡ith Northern Islamic rulers, d.eclared in 1902 an education

policy which specifically advised the Christian missions to direcr their

proselytizing to Ehe non-Islarnic parts of the North. So as can be seen

frorn this reviev¡, Nigeria, in terms of some kind of educational activity

v/as noL a tabula rasa waiting to be written full when the first European
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Missionaries arrived.

r,zhen he commented:

_ 8t _

David Lamb (1985) concurs with the above views

Part of what makes Nigeria different from the rest of black Africa
is its history, for it is no cultural upstart. The Noks were casting
iron and producing terra-cotta sculpture before the birth of christ.
The northern cities of Kano and Katsina rrere cosmopolitan terminals
on the trans-Sahara caravan routes when William the Conqueror ruled.
England. And when the first Europeans reached Benin in the fifteenth
century--a good many years before columbus set off for the Americas--
they found a highly organízed kingdom wirh a disciplined army, an
elaborate ceremonial court, and artisans whose work in ivory bronze
wood and brass is prized throughout the world today for its
craftsmanship and beauËy. (pp. 299-300).

of Education

If we admit that the African can be a skilled worked, a foremarr, a
manager, we will have to allow also that Africa is capable of full,
industrial development, on its o\,rrr account.; \^/e will have to say:
"It must be accepted that Africa is destined to become a citizen
of the world, in equality with Europe, the Americas, Russia." The
suggestion may seem laughable, especially to those who know anything
about Africa. It is obvious that such a development will take a very
long time. But to see that it is possible is important because it
alters the whole approach to the African problem. - Joyce Cary in lkej iani

The transition from traditional/informal education to the i^Jestern

system of education began in 1842 when the first English speaking

christian missionary arrived in Badagry near Lagos, Nigeria. A lor has

been written that provide the nitty-gritty of educational developmenË

during this period. Examples are rkejiani (1964), Fafunrøa (1974 and

1983), Fajana (1978), Taiwo (1980), Awokoya (1983), Akinyemi (i983), and

Esen (1986). It may not contribute much to knowledge to reproduce in

any extensive measure the minute details already covered by the wriÈers

mentioned above. But for the scope and limits of this study, only

landmarks in the history of colonial education in Nigeria will be

examined.

The Rev. Thomas Freeman and Mr. and Mrs. D. Graft of the tr/esleyan

Methodist Mission r+ere the first European missionaries that arrived at
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mission there

Fafunwa (L974 , p. Bl) commented:

The primary objective of the early christian missionaries was to
convert the benighted African to christianity via ed.ucation.
Knowledge of the Bible, the ability to sing hymns and recite
catechisms, only available in the English version at that time as
well as the abirity to corffnunicate both ora11y and in singing r,7ere
considered essentíal for a good christian They also realized
the importance of training (preferably through the medium of English
and the loca1 language) the local clergy, catechists, 1ay readers
and pious or God-fearing teachers who would minister to the needs
of their ovrn people.

The above \,/as not the only objective of the early Christian missionaries

The Colonial government also needed clerks and court-interpreters. The

otganízation and administration of education was left to the missionaries

who were nor¡/ composed of the Methodist, Anglican, catholic, Baptists and

the Church Missionary Sociery (CMS) This policy of non-interference by

the colonial government lasted from 1843 to 1882. It has been reported

that the colonial government at the early stage v¿as not interested in the

education of Nigerians. (Fafunwa (Lgl4), Esen (1986).

The first sign of

began in 1882 when the

interest of involvement in educational affairs

first Education Ordinance was introduced. This

ordinance contained provision for the establishment of a Board of

Education to advise the Government on:

-82-

the then Gold Coast (now Ghana) ín 1842. They began a

and started the first Western oriented school in lg43

the opening of government schools;( 1)

( 11) granting of financial assistance to schools for school

buildings and

(1i1) granting of financial aid to schools for rhe payment of

teachersr salaries. (0jelabi, I98I, p.1)

Following the above ordinance and between 1882 and 1943, three more

education ordinances and tr¿o commissions of inquiry riüere instituted.

They were:
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(a) The Nigerian Education Ordinance of 1887,

(b) The Education Ordinance of L9L6,

(c) The Phelps-Stokes Commission 1925,

(d) The Education Ordinance of L926, and

(") The Ellior Commission of L943.

rn L944, formal planning for educational development in Nigeria began

following the l{orld tr^/ar II. From L944 to 1960 when colonial

administration ended in Nigeria, tv¡o development plans and three more

commissions of inquiry were instituted to study educational development

in Nigeria and to recornrnend future directions. They were:

(a) The aborted 1944, and the 1946 Ten year Development plans,

(b) The 1953 l^/orld Bank Mission, and

(c) The 1959 Ashby Commission.

It will enrich our knowledge of educational developmenË in Nigeria at

this time if these landmarks are revíewed.

Nigeri.an Education Ordinance of 1887

This education ordinance provided for the following:

(a) The establishment of rates and conditions for grants in aid of

private schools,

(b) The standardízation of examinations,

(c) The classification of teacherst certifícates,

(d) The authorization of scholarships for secondary education,

and

(e) The grant of financial assistance to school be based. on (i) good

organization (ii) discipline (iii) enrolment of student

population and (iv) the principle of "payment by results."

(ojatati, rbid. r p. z).
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Education Ordinance of 1916

This ordinance came into effecE just Errro years after the Northern

and southern regions of Nigeria were amalgamated in 1914. As it may be

recalled, both areas of the country ï./ere separately administered up until

this time. The amalgamation of the Northern and southern Nigeria

necessitated the integration of the sepaïate educational policies in

operation during this period. so the 1916 ordinance resulted in.

(a) The modification of the 1887 ordinance and introduction of a

new basis for grants-in-aid of schools.

(b) The principte of "payment by resulËs" vr'as re-emphasízed.

(c) Because of the change in (b) the following became a criteria

for payments:

(i) Quality of classwork;

(ii) Result of periodical examinarions;

(rri) Tone;

(iv) Discipline;

(v) Organization;

(vi) Sanitation; and

(vii) Adequacy and efficiency of sraff. (Ibid.)

The Phelps-Stokes Commission of 1925

Phelps-Stokes was an American philanthropist who at the time of her

death had created a fund for the promotion of Negro-Education. In 1920

and 1924, an Education Commission under the sponsorship of Phelps-Stokes

visited Nigería. The Commissionts Report and the Memorandum that were

submitted to the Secretary of StaËe for the Coloníes ín L925 r¿ere the

cornerstone of a formal British Colonial policy on education in l^lest

Africa in general, and in Nigeria in particular. According to Esen (L986,
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p. 39-40), the policy favored Governmentrs general control of educational

agencies. It called for the estabtishment of an Education Ad.visory

Board whose membership would represent all educational agencies. It also

recommended that Government Agencies provide for the "teaching of native

languages and the adaptation of educational activities to the needs and

traditions of the African Socieries" (Ibid.).

rrnogie (1978, p. 5) argues that the commission's reporË did not do

much to meet the genuine desires of Nigerians, because the Commission

report also contained thís staËement:

. it seems probable that for some years to come African Colonies
must depend upon Europe and America for university Training
(Phelps-stokes Commission Report on Educarion in Árti"" , t6Zz, p. 48) .

The above recommendation did not sit well with the nationalists who

already were agitating for the establishment of more schools and higher

education in Nigeria, and for

education in general. Fafunwa

the British government had no

African colonies. Before this

more active government participation in

(1986, p. 23) argues thar prior to LgZs

clearly defined policy on education in her

date missionary schools had grow-n and

multiplied, and many Nígerian coÐmunities and individuals had established

hundreds of schools on their own. According to Fafunwa (ruia., pp.23-24)

by L922 there were only 195 government assisted schools v¡ith a population of

28,000 while the unassisted schools started by missions, communities and

individual Nigerians numbered 2,400 with Lz2,oo0 pupils. Albeir, the 1925

recommendation Lhat 'tEducation should be adapted to loca1 conditions in

such a manner as would enable it to conserve all forrnal elements in 1ocaI

traditions and social organization .," and. 'rthe study of the educaËional

use of the vernacular and the provision of textbooks in the vernaculaï"

were noteable landmarks (rbid., p. 24). This is because ít was Èhe first

time that the colonial governmenL allowed the use of naËive language in
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native education. The introduction of native language as a subject and

as a medium of instruction \¡/as approved only for the first two classes

at the primary leve1. So this 1925 memorandum laid down the formal

system of education in Nigeria.

The Education Ordinance of. 1926

Following the Phelps-Stokes Commission Report and the Memorandum

that was subrnitted, an education ordinance v¡as inEroduced in 1926 to

effect the following changes in the educational system.

(f) The Departments of Education in Northern and Southern Nigeria

\^/ere merged in L929 foLLowing this ordinance.

(II) The conditions for the operation of schools became minimal.

(III) The Governor \.üas given the power to close dov,rn any school

that was belorv minimum standard.

(IV) All teachers lvere to be registered.

(V) Missionary bodies \¡¡ere required to appoint their own

supervisors, whose duties rrere set out in the new education

code.

(VI) Provision were made for code of conduct for teachers,

syllabus for teachers I examinations, and the curriculum

contenËs of the various types of schools.

(VII) There \.ras a resultant increase in government expenditure from

one percent to five percent increase in the number of

government assisted schools, and more government

participation in educational activities (0je1abi, 0p.cit.,

p' 4)'

The Elliot Commission of 1943

In 1943, lhe British government appointed the Elliot Commission Ëo
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inquíre into Higher Education in l^/est Africa, to report on the existing

centers and recommend future university development options. As the

commission submitted iEs report ín 1945, an obvious disagreement r,/as

contained in the report which necessitated the submíssion of a minority

report. The minority report had recommended the establishment of only

one ner¡/ university fot tr/est Africa, while the majority report had

recommended three Universities for trrlest Af rica. Until this time, the

countries of Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra Leone and Gambia v¡ere all administered

as coloníes of Britain. The minority report recommending one new university

for West Africa was accepted. So as a result of the Elliot Commission,

the University of lbadan in Nigeria r^/as established in 1948.

The Beginning of Educational Planning in Nigeria

Ogunsanju (1983, p. 246) argues that formal educational planning in

Nigeria did not occur until L945, and this has prompted some people to

believe that Nigeria's educational development preceded its planning.

1945 was the year that Ëhe 2nd l^lorld War ended, and shortly after, "the

entire world was subjected to a barrage of scientific and technical,

economic and demographic, political and cultural changes that touched

almost everything" (Ibid.). As Sylvain Lourie (1984, p. 248) put it:

. the imperatives of reconstrucEion and limited resources,
increasing concern wiËh regard to social matters and a population
boom 1ed a large number of European countries--in addition to the
socialist countries--to resort to educational planning.

The developed countries such as the Soviet Union, BriEain, France, and

the United States of America quickly sa\¡r that education was the path to

the needed reconstruction and immediately took sËeps such as creating

crash-prografiìmes, building more classrooms, and giving emergency training

in order Ëo cope with the manpo\,/er shortage. So, it could be argued

that the Ëerm "educational planning" \{as uncommon until L9451' but this
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does not mean that planning has not been tried before then. Other

experiments in economic Planning had been done "in France (the Tardieu

P1an, L929; the Marguet Plan, L934); in the United States (New Deal,

1933; Puerto Rico, L942); in Switzerland (WahLen plan for Agriculture,

1941)" (rbid.).

From the initial experiment with educational planning in the above

mentioned countries, the concept grev/ so fast that it became a top

priority for most governments and international agencies. In order

to understand why a lot of emphasis has come to be put on the concept,

and why it was introduced at Ehe time in Nigeria, it is necessary to

first understand the meaning of the term and its changing process. A

UNESCO planning team (1984) defined planning as "an essential instrument

of development., translating into clear terms the close links which must

be established between objectives on the one hand and resources on the

other." It is also the t'process of preparing a set of decisions for

future action directed at the achievement of specific goa1s."

Educational planning, in its broadest generic sense, is the application

of raËional, systems analysis in the process of educational development

with the aim of making education more effecÈive and efficient in

responding to the needs and goals of its students and society (UNESCO,

Educational Planning, Vol. I 1984). The Inter-American Seminar (1958)

defined educational planning as follows:

The overall planning of education is a continuous, systematic
process, involving the application and coordination of social
research methods, and of principles and techniques of education,
administration, economics and finance, with participation and
support of the general public, in private, as well as state
activities, with a view to securing adequate education for the
people, with definite aim, and in well-defined stages, and to
providing everyone with an opportunity of developing his
potentialities and making the most effective contribution with
social, cultural and economic development of the country (in
UNESCO, Elements of Educational Planning, Paris, 1963, p. 13,
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Also in Adams & Bjork 1975, Op.cir., pp. T4L-L42).

According to Adesina (1981, p. 2) educational planning in another general

sense "is the Process of applying sensible or rational procedures to the

process of educational growth and development. so as to ensure the

efficiency and effectiveness of the educational system. " This definition

according Lo Ogunsanju (1983, pp. 245-46) shows rhar educaríona1 planning

is ideologically neutral, and its adaptability makes it easier to be used

in any situation ranging from the unrefined to the most highly

sophisticated form. rts flexibility, ogunsanju continues, does noË

necessarily mean that educational planning is rigid and must be imposed

uniformly on all situations.

The 1944 and 1946 Developmenr Plans

As it should be obvious by now, Nigeria was stilr a colony of

Britain as the United Kingdon was caught in the euphoria of ed.ucational

planning. So in Britain, the 1944 Education Act made it compulsory for

each of the 146 local authorities responsible for education to prepare a

development p1an. As a result of this initíative, the Ten-Year Development

And l^lelfare Plan was introduced in Nigeria ín 1946. It was drawn up with

rittle or no participation by Nigerians in Ehe planning process. The

plan came into effect on April lst, L946; it was to be in place till
March 31, 1956. This development plan incorporated L944 PIan which had

been proposed by the Ëhen Governor, Bourdillon. The 1944 plan was

schedured Ëo end in 1954. According to Adesina (1977, p. 26) tlhe L944

Plan was a long range plan for the development and improvement of

educat.ion in Nigeria. IËs aims \,/ere :

1. A type of education more suitable for the needs of the country.

2. Better condítions of service for teachers employed. by the missions

and other volunÈary bodies in order to provide a better trained
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and more competent staff.

3. More adequate financial assistance to missions and other voluntary

educational bodíes.

4. Financial assisLance Lo native administration to assist them to

expand education in their areas.

Even though that tlre 1944 Plan contained noble aspirations, it "was more

of a catalogue of smal1, interrelated proposals with vaguely defined goals

and seemingly incoherent statements of policy" (Adesina, Ibid., p. 29),

It could not be executed because goals were not properly defined, and no

mechanisms \¡rere in place to see it done. But its revised version

incorporated into the framework of the 1946 Development and I,Jelfare Plan

had a clearer vision even though it was also plagued by lack of finance.

Educational Planning in the 1950's

Near the end of the ten year development plan period (L946-1956)

Nigerians accepted the federal structure of government. The Federation

came into existence in October L954 thereby replacing the old provincial

group structure. This new federation consist.ed of the Northern, Eastern,

and I^Jestern Regions, and in addition, v/ere the former Inlestern Cameroons

(a British Mandated Territory), and the federal territory of Lagos. It

should be remembered that Nigeriats fourth region, Ëhe Mid-tr^lest separated

from the l^Jestern region did not come into existence until 1963. The

1950ts also r¡iËnessed a period of internal self-government for the three

regions of the federation. There was enthusiasm on the part of federal

governmenË. and the regional governments to urgently identify and respond

to the educational needs of rheir people. This they did by embarking on

a progranme of educational expansion at all levels. It was also during

this time that regional school systems emerged. The l,Iestern region
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operated a 6-6 system, the Eastern region had. a 7-5 system, Northern

region experimented \,üith 7-6 and the federal territory of Lagos retained

the 8-6 system. The school system was stand ard.ízed. in the Lg70t s into a

6-5 system throughouE the country. A ner¿ system of 6-3-3-4 introduced in
l9B0's will be discussed in latter chapters. Help was sought from UNESCO

experts and a series of conferences were held. rn L952, the cambridge

Conference on African Education for Eastern and I^/est Africa was held.

A major item on its agenda was "the need lo introduce Universal primary

education in the various areas," (ojetaui, op.cit., p. 7) and,,a proposal

of certain targeËs to be achieved by 19g0." (Ogunsanju, Op.cit., p. 252).

As a result' Western Nigeria introduced free primary education in 1955,

and Eastern Nigeria did same in 1957. The Northern region decided to

experiment \,üith selected education progranxnes, like adult education.

During the cambridge conference, the chairman, sir philip Morris

remarked:

The new phase which ought to succeed the cambridge conference
must inevitably take place in Africa. rt is in the territories
themselves that polícies must be framed, their cost calcurated
and provided for and the undersËanding and cooperatíon of
organízation and people sought and secured (African Education,
A.sludy 9f Edgcarional poricv and practice iñlil?iìI- rrc,t,;car
Africa, (1953), p. 160, cited in Adesina, Op.cit., p. 34)'.

This was what happened exactly one year later with the invitation to the

[Iorld Bank by the governments of Nigeria and Britain to investigate the

economic development poËentials of the country and to recommend. practical

measures for the nationts economic development.

The l^iorld Bank lutission

The

organized

IËs exact

hlorld Bank Mission that arrived in Nigeria in

by the InternaËional Bank for Reconstruction

term of reference as summarized was:

Septenber 1953 was

and Development..
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To assess the resources available for future development, to study
the possibilities for development in the major sectors of the
economy and make recommendations for practical steps to be taken
including the training and coordination of development activities
(The Economic Development of Nigeria: Report of a Mission organized
by the rnternational Bank for ReconstrucËion and Development , 1955,
P. VII in Adesina Ibid., p. 35).

The i,Jorld Bank Mission had ten full-time members and five part-time

consultants drav¿n from diverse areas as the Netherlands, Australia,

France, Italy, the United States, Britain, and Turkey. It is not within

the scope of this study to summarize the entire recommendation of a 700

page report. So this study i¿ill confine itself to treating the

educational recommendations contained in the report released in 1955.

The lr]orld Bank Mission plan of action included a design for the

acceleration and growth of the educational system between the period of

1955-1960 and emphasized the need for the availability of trained teachers

(Ibid., p. 565) especially ar the primary leve1. The Mission noted rhe

unprecedented demand for education in Ëhe country and warned against

increased enrollment at the primary 1evel when the pace of growth in

other sectors such as the teacher training colleges was seriously lagging

behind. "The problemr" as the Mission pointed out, I'is to provide a

proper balance between the urge for rapid expansion of educational

facilities and the need to maintain adequate standards of instruction"

(rbid. , P. 567) .

As Adesína (0p.cit., p. 36) noted,

about 42,000 primary school teachers in

had no education beyond the first eight

training. The one-third deemed "qualif

from two years post primary training in

to the highest sub-graduate certificate

during this period, there r..¡ere

Nigeria, and tr¿o-thirds of them

years or any kind of special

ied" held certificates that varied

the elementary Ëraining centers

called Grade 1" (Ibid.). Because
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in 1953, the elementary training centers and the higher elementary colleges

could only produce 1,800 and about 800 teachers respectively, the tr{orld

Bank Mission recommended that these t\,ro institutions should produce by

1958 3,100 and 1,600 respecrively. As Adesina (Ibid., p. 37) noted, rhe

achievement of the proposal depended on t\^/o overriding factors, one,

ttthat those who were so trained would. remain in teaching," the other,
I'that a rapid increase in primary enrolments would not dilute the teaching

f orce. tt

The Mission also expressed disappointment at the condition in which

the nationrs technical educaEion was found despite the priority given to

it in the (1946'56) ten Year Plan for Deveropment and welfare. The

Mission attempted to rectify the structure by recommending the

teorganization of the existing institutions and the creation of more ne\,v

trade centers. The Mission failed to address the problem of developíng

further higher education facilities in the country even though that an

earlier Commission (the EllioË Commission) had expressed the vier¿ that

"the need for highly trained Africans is too greaË to be met in any other

way than by training them in their own country" (Report of the Commiision

on Higher Education in the colonies, L945r pp. 8-16 in Adesina, rbid.).

The l'{ission, however, recommended the expansion of the existing University

and three campuses of the Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technology

at Kaduna, Enugu, and Yaba-Lagos. rn brief, the world Bank Mission

recommendations could be summarízed asz

1. The expansion of teacher training that would help in improving

the standard of primary education in the country,

2, A control of rising enrolment population of pupils at the

primary level in view of the limited availability of qualified

teachers,
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3. An expansion of the Secondary and Teacher training level

education in order to enhance the quality of trained teachers,

and

4. A reasonable expansion in higher education within the scope of

the nation's education budget.

As can be seen, it is obvious that the Nigerian government had. been

dependent on foreign advisors in formulating and implementing her

Educational, National hlelfare and Development Plans--a practice that has

been less than favorable in meeting the nationrs social and economic

needs. The reason for this could be because these foreign advisors

invariably and errorieously anaLyze most third world problems from their

Western perspective, contrary to the argument EhaË development plans can

be, and should be situational. This is very much so, seeing the diverse

inËernational composition of the World Bank Mission described earlier.

Effective educational and national development plans should be formulated

and implemented by Nigerians. The implication for my argument is that

Western models of development should not be considered as easily

transferrable to the developing siËuation. Development plans (education

or otherwise) should not be viei¿ed as structures or entities, but as

"culturaI arEifacts dependent upon specific meaning and intention of

people within them'r (Greenfield and Deblois , I976).

The Ashby Commission of 1959

The Commission whose findings did a lot to cemenl some of the

loopholes in the report of the World Bank Mission was the one commonly

knor"m in Nigeria till this day as the Ashby Commission. The Couunission

r,/as set up in 1959 by the Federal Government of Nigería. The Chairman

of the Commission rÀras Sir Eric Ashby; hence the Commission and its Report
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came to be knov¡n as the Ashby Report. Other members of the Commission

were the late Professor Kenneth 0. Dike, Professor Onabamiro, and Alhaji

Shetima Kassim from Nigeria, plus an equal number of disLinguished scholars

from Britain and the United States of America. The Commission's terms

of ref erence \../ere :

To conduct an investigation into Nigeriats needs in the field of
post-school certif icaEe and higher education in the next t\¡/enty
years--from 1960 ro 1980 (Educarion in Nigeria, 1986, p. 14).

The Ashby commissionts Report formarry called "rnvestment in

Education" \.74s expected to find a soluEion to the problem of manpower

shortage that would 1ikely hit the Nigerian economy after independence in

1960 since rapid technological development would depend on the

availability of middle and high-Ievel manpo\.,/er. The Ashby commission

examined all the phases of the countryts educational system ranging

from primary to the University even though that its focus was supposed

to be the intermediate and higher education levels. Adesina (1977, p. lZ)

describes the Nigerian educational scene in 1959 as "one which showed

remarkable disequilibrium between primary, second.ary, and post secondary

education.'r He further sËates:

rn addition to this was the proverbial lack of balance in the
geographical distribution of educational fací1ities. Thus was
revealed by the fact that only 9 percent of the children of the
NorËhern region were in primary schools in 1958 and in certain
provinces the percentage \ras as low as two (percent). At the
secondary level, although there were about 2 million boys and girls
of secondary school age only 4,000 or .2 percent of the school age
I.{ere on the rolls while Èhere were 57 Northerners altogether at the
Univers ity Co1 lege , Ibadan. ( fU id . ) .

The commission subnitted its report in 1960. The following is a surrnary

of the Commissionts report findings and recommend.ations in each 1evel of

the educational system.
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(a) Primary School Education

Findings: The primary schools already have enough places to

supply the recruits the country will need in the late sixties

and early seventies. However, Ehere \Aras a serious imbalance

in the geographical distribution between the North and South.

Recommendat ion :

(i) Since there was 100 þercent enrolment in Lhe South as a result

of Universal primary education, the North should aim at above

25 percent enrolment.

(11) Every effort should be made Lo improve the teaching of English

language.

(b) Secondary Education

Findings: The sixth form represented the primary stage of

higher education, and the major and most important source of

suppLy of undergraduates to thesole university in the country,

the University College of Ibadan.

Recommendation:

(I) That the sixth form be accorded appropriaEe recognition

comnensurate \,iith its importance as the nurseries for

universities and oËher forms of advanced training.

(II) An increase in secondary one intake from the leve1 of 12,000

that it was in 1958 to 30,000 in 1970.

(III) The production by 1970 of 29,000 School certificate holders

each year out of whom 21,000 should seek jobs and 8,000

should proceed io posi-secondary iraining.

(IV) 0f the 8,000 school certificate holders earmarked for

post-secondary education 3,500 should be in sixth form
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prograrunes arld 500 of whom should enter teaching careers.

(V) The establishment of National High Schools v¡hich would

concentrate on sixth form programmes and would be directed

and financed by the Federal government to ensure that the

envisaged supply of sixth form graduates is met (Investment

in Education, 1960, p. 15).

The Federal Government Colleges that !,lere established in the early 1960's

at Okposi in Afikpo, in Sokoto and Ugheli were the results of

recommendation five above.

(c) Teacher Training Education

Findings: The commission noted the lack of quantity and quality

in the primary and secondary school teachers, (90 percent of

primary school teachers and 50 percent of secondary school

teachers fal1 into this category).

Recommendation:

(I) Teachers with Grade J or "equivalent status" should be

produced at the rate of 3,000 per year, as a first objective,

so that by L970, a tot.al of 18,000 would have been produced.

(II) 0f the 3,000 produced in the first instance 2,000 r¿ould enter

secondary school teaching and 1,000 would be in Ëhe primary

schools (Ibid., See also Adesina, 0p.cit., p. 78).

The commission saw the training of this level of teachers as the

cornerstone of the whole foundation of Nigerian education without whích

the local economy was bound to flounder. The production of graduate

teachers was left to the Universities which v,/ere expected to embark on a

programme of Bachelor of Arts degree in education. The Commission díd

propose an annual ouÈput of 800 graduate Ëeachers so that by the year
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University Education

The Commissionts

the university 1evel.
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teachers would have been produced

major focus was the availability of education at

0n this the report stated:

I^/e emphasíze that a student population of J,500 cannot be more than
just a f irst ob j ective to be reached before L970. In/e have no doubt
whatever that in the decade 1970-80, the student population must
exceed this if Nigeria is to have all the graduates she needs; we
have in mínd a population considerably exceeding 10,000
(t-nvestment in n{uc lbid., p. 22) .

The report advocated the need for more Universities in Nigeria. There

r'üas a majority report that recommended four new universities, and a

minority report that supported five additional universities. The

commissionts recommendation led to the establishment of three new

universities in addition to the existing one at Ibadan and at Nsukka.

The three new Universities were located in Lagos, Ife, and Zaría, and

they were formally opened ín 1962. rt was advised that enrolment in

these new universities reflect the nationts most needed manpo\,rer such as

in the technical and scientific field, and consequently, each university

was planned and developed to reflect this desire. In the end, the

Commission advocated the creation of a National Universities Commission

whose responsibilities would include securing funds for the universities,

disbursing these funds and guarantee that the undertakings of the

universities ¿¡qkeptwithin the framework of the natíonts higher

education needs.

The Federal Government of Nigeria responded to the Commission's

findings and recommendations in a Government. i^lhite Paper (Number 4)

published in 1961. The Government endorsed almost all of the Commissionrs

recommendations, and it immediately raised the university enrolment
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from 7,500 to 10,000 by 1970 and direcred rhat about 75 percenr of rhe

university admissions shourd be in the pure and applied sciences.

The Ashby Cornmission reporl and the governmentts acceptance of it
generated a 1ot of excitement and controversy in Nigeria. Adesina (1977,

p. 80) suggests thaÈ:

. the most significant result
far as education \{as concerned, it
educational development in Nigería
P 1an.

His thesis seem to be in line with this

of the Ashby Report was that as
constituted the basis forrs First National Development

view f rom another coÍ¡rnentator:

Accepted almost in its entirety by Government, the Ashby Report
came to be regarded as Nigeriars tbibler; and whether in
faithfulness Ëo or in criticism of the Commíssionrs recommendations,
Nigeriafs educaËional developments since independence have been
hinged on the Commissionts proposals (Asiwaju, L972, p, 2, cited
in Adesina, Ibid. ) .

Other scat.hing criticisms against the Ashby Commíssion had to do with the

composition of its membership, and the flaws in its statistícal

projections. 0n the first one, since two-thirds of the members were

l{estern, and eight out of nine Commissioners were drawn from academia,

recommendations of the Commission \,/ere considered elitist. The

Anglo-America bias both in the composition of the Commission and its

findings and recommendations were attacked by Professor Nicol (1961,

p. 374) when he argued thaË:

The Commissíon would have benefitred more from the experience of
countries like Japan, China and the Soviet Union than of British
and the United States for the simple reason LhaË the appointment
of the Commission !üas inspired by a desire to make plans for quick
modernization and technological development (cited also in Adesina,
0p. cir. , p. 75) .

On the second críticism of the Ashby Commission, another commentator

noËed:

Highly qualified and experienced as the members of the Commission
ïùere, some of their recommendations were based on wrong assumptions
perhaps through no fault of their ov¡n. For instance, the estimated
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popularion of Nigeria in 1980 was pur ar fifty mirlion, a figurethat was already short of the 1963 census figlres by aúout 5.6mi1lion. This commission made recommend.ations with regard to
secondary and post-secondary education along the lines of the
Anglo-America model of education and proposed nassive funding ofeducation at Ëhose levels but the serioui error about the populationfigure rendered its main task of forecasting Nigeriars
post-secondary needs up to l9B0 out of date even before 1970(¡¿"".t1"" i" ¡lie"râ 1986, p. L4).

I,ühatever the short comings contained. in the Ashby commission Report, it
is worth noting that the greatest expansion in higher education in
Nigeria occurred during the period 1960 ro 1980. The Ashby Commission

despite its flaws ín membership and statistical projections d.id produce

Blueprint on Higher Educational Development for Nigeria.

As can be seen, prior to Nigeria's independence in 1960, the

Nigerian educational system passed through many stages of development.

The primary school population gre\,r from 23g,g79 in 1937 to L,002,36r in
1951 and to 2,9L2,6L9 in 1960 while secondary ed.ucarion population

increased from 518 ín 1926 to 27,343 in 1955 and 55,235 in 1960 (Fafunwa,

p. 24). The f irst university college in the country \¡/as founded

rt opened with a population of 104 students and reached 1,200

in student enrolmenr in 1959 (Ibid.). By the time of Nigeria's

independence in L960, the second university, the university of Nigeria,

Nsukka !./as established.

Throughout most of Lhe colonial period from 1842 to 1959, the state

of the art of Nigerian education \{as a replica of the British system.

This excerpt from Fafunwa (Op.cit.) illusrrates the picture:

. Nigerian formal education \./as patterned af ter the English
system. The assent rnras on "English" and an educated Nigerian
r¡/as one who r¿as only African in colour but English in thought and
culture. The ability to speak English fluently and if porãibt"
with an oxford accent \^/as the hallmark of excell"rr". errãr, if the
speaker was empty of rhought and ideas. rndeed an illiterate who
could speak English !üas considered educated even though he could

0p. cit. ,

in 1948.
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not read or r^7rite \,ühereas a v/ell cultured yoruba, Hausa, Edo or rbo
r.,¿ho could read and write in his mother-tongue \¡ras considered. an
"il1iterate." Both the early missionaries and the early Englishteachers discouraged and indeed kept Nigerian cultural andlinguistic activities out of the school system. rnstead, Englishculture was promoted in all of its ramifications. rn effect a goodBritish subject (Nigerian) in Nigeria before independence v/as one
who was a christian, a speaker of English ranguage, who wore Engrishclothes and exhibited English manners. rn those days it v,/as aserious offence fo5 a secondary boy or girl to "laugh in thevernacular" (p. 24).

After Nigeria became independ.ent in 1960 its lead.ership and people began

to evaluate their colonial legacy and to review their role and place in
the world community. Nigerians and their leaders began to see and accept

education as the instrument par excellence for the overall development of

the country. And consequently, the Federal government and the state

government began Eo spend between 30 percent to 40 percent of their
annual budgets on the developnent of education at all levels, that is,
primary, secondary and university levels d.uring the f irst tr.vo decades of

independence. The next section examines the Federal government of

Nigeriafs plans and policies for the development of education in
post Independence Nigeria.

C. Education ín Post Ind

A government is a political institution established by a society toregulate itself in order to live well and in an orderly manner.
The central purpose of economic and political institutions is toprovide the material base and social conditions essential to therelease and fulf ilment of the creative po\^/ers of the species. Thesecreative Povüers are the central focus of education. The difference
between developed.and undeveloped countries lies on the degree to
which these creative pov¿ers of individuals have been released througheducation because no country can rise higher than its educational
system. - Ikejiani.

As r¿as the case in the previous section, only landmarks in the development

of education in post independence Nigeria will be examined in this section

This portion of the study is divided into three subsections. Subsection
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one examines Lhe National Development plans of Lg62-6g , r97o-74 ,

1975-80 , and 1981-85 as they relate to the development of education

in Nigeria. The fifth Narional Developmenr plan (19g6-1990) is rhe

current plan and as such it is not \,rithin the scope of this study.

Subsection two discusses the 1969 National Conference on Education, and

the 1977 and 1981 statements of the National policy on Education.

subsection three examines the present structure and governance of

education in Nigeria. But firstly, let us briefly review the pattern of

education that the Federation of Nigeria inheriËed from Britain in 1960.

Nígeria at independence had a federal type of government as indicated

earlier. There were three regions--the Northern, Eastern and. l./estern as

component parts of the federaËion. Lagos remained as the capital and a

federal territory separate from any of the three regions. The fourth

region--the Midwest---t^zas not created until 1963. There were four separate

educational systems with their differentiated unit components and each of

them striving to develop programmes and facilities at the primary,

secondary and tertiary levels. The Federal government controlred

education in the federar capital. The Regional governments had

autonomous responsibility for educaËion at all levels within their

respecEive regions. Since education was under the autonomous jurisdiction

of the Regional Governments, it can be argued that there v,/as no national

system of educaËion, though the system of education in atl the regions

was basíca11y the same. The scope of education included literacy,

scientific, technical, commercial, agricultural and general studies at

all levels. Other higher level and professional programmes covered were

medicine, engineering, law, chemistry, pharmacy, veterinary science,

business and management studies, and economics. The national systern (or
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systems) of education covered the whole complex of institutions and

training establishments organized and financed directly or índirectly

under the auspices of the governments of the federation or of the

statutory corporations, and functioning either under the aegis of the

lfinistries of Education or under private management. The regional

Ministries of Education \^iere in charge of policy formulaËion. There was

the Joint Consultative Committee made up of top professional and

administrative staff of all the Ministries of Education. This body had

no statutory po\'¡er; it was simply established f or administrative

purposes by consent of the regional and federal Mínistries of Education

for the purpose of coordinating policies concerning issues of common

interes t .

At the university and other tertiary levels of education both the

Federal governmenË and the regional government exercised a concurrent

jurisdiction. However, the Universities are autonomous and free in their

formulation of academic policies and in their internal administration

and government. But their funds v¡ere derived from their respective

regional governments though the Federal government heavily subsidízed

Èhem. There were also the tv¡o Federal government Universities of lbadan

and Lagos. These two Universities derived all of their funds from the

Federal government alone. The regional Universities (Nsukka, Ife, and

Ahmadu Bello) and the ti,¡o Federal government Universities mentioned

above received guidance from the National Universities Commission (NUC)

since this body is responsible for administering federal grants on the

basis of the countryts manpower needs. Another body, the National

Manpower Board handled the central ro&e of feasibility studies thus

providing statistical and other data on which manpov¡er priorities,
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forecasting and training are based.

In terms of the management of both primary and secondary schools,

this was a shared responsibility between the voluntary agencies and the

regional Ministries of education. But as the UNESCO l^lorld Survey of

Education (t97t, p. 914) noted, "over 90 percent of primary and

secondary schools in all regions , 
t' except the Northern region, "\.,/ere

under Ëhe management of volunEary agencies. " The voluntary agencies

were mostly Christian or missionary organizations and indigenous groups

and propriet.ors who ov'¡ned and managed the schools with grants and

subsidies from the government. It was a kind of partnership that existed

between the government and the voluntary agencies in education at the

primary and secondary levels. In that partnership, the government "laid

down the policies, enacted the laws and regulations, provided the

inspectorate, carried out the overall planning and administration, paíd

the teachers and" absorbed more than 90 percent "of the capital and

recurrent costs, while the voluntary agencies t.ook charge of the

management of their oTrn groups of schools in the public system" (rbid.).

There were also some private schools at the secondary leve1. They

were private in the sense that they often did not qualify for government

grants because of failure Eo meet the standards for public education set

by the government. These privaEe schools offered courses mainly in

technical-vocational, and commercial areas, but fei^¡ of them also

ventured into grammar school courses. There T,,/ere a few Federal

government ovmed and managed colleges. These were the schools proposed

by Èhe Ashby Commission as a means to foster Nigerian Unity.

So, this was the system of education in Nígería until 1968 when the

military government, Ëhat had a few years earlier taken over control of
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the count.ry, indicated its willingness to bring about total government

control of education and establish a single national system of

education. More will be presented on the federal government?s takeover

of public education in the sections that follow. A summary of school

statistics from 1.96I-65 is depicted in Table 3.1.

The National Development Plans

The drive behind all of the development plans has been to transform

the Nigerian Society into the technological age by accelerating all forms

of formal education. The Ashby Commission Report discussed earlier

provided the launch-pad from which educational development in Nigeriars

First National Development Plan (1962-68) rook off. The narionar

priorities of the plan were stated this way:

The goals are many and varied: the economy is to gro\"/ as fast as
possible but at least at the average rate of 4 percenË which exceeds
the average compound rate of 3.9 percent per annum that was achieved
during the past 10 years; it is proposed to accelerate education of
all kinds and at all levels, but primarily the education of
technical and managerial manpo\,./er; resources are to be shifted more
and more into enlargement of the directly productive capacity of
the economy to provide the basis for the desirable expansion of
health and education facilities (National Development Plan: 1962-68,
Federal Ministry of Economic Development, Lagos, 1962, p. 21 cited
in Adesina 0p.cí8., p. 82),

The general statement outlined in the development plan on education called

for a rapid and economic acceleration of the high leve1 manpower necessary

for development, "the reinforcement of secondary education, the

development of teacher training, the improvement in the quality of

primary education and assistance to regional universities" (EducaËion

in Nigeria, 1986, p. L6, see also National Development Plan, Ibid.r p.

87). Following the nation's political independence there i¿ere one form

of political confusion and crisis or the other. Education became very
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Table III. I

2. SUHHÀRY 0F SCl{00L S1À?tSTICS, 1961-65

Level and

type of
education

School Husber leachinq Staff Student enrolled
fype of institution year of insti- ,

tutions îotalr Penale totail Fenale

First Level Prinary schools, public.
Primary schools aided, plivate. .

Prinary schools unaided, private.

(01101
9JLIJ I

218568{ 11201'l9

33861 1102230

2911112 11201?9

16518 ?8{9{88 1t02230

18553 2896382 1124738

218{0 283{010 i090919

19616 2805896 1052?01

132986 33700

660?6 26024

199062 59?2{

195t63 5?391

203956 58{16

188{?3 505{5

150?16 39324

lota l
ll

tt

lt

tt

8t0i{
8539{

911?6

99335

95586

i965 {562

1965 10112

1965 293

1955 1{96?

t96{ 149?6

1953 15090

i962 15585

1961 i5993

Second Leve l
Genel a I

Vocat i ona I

Teac he r

training

lhi¡d Level
Universities

and

egu ivalent
(degte-

granting)

63{ ?333

?05 3028

13{0 10351

130r 10256

1215 i045{
112ï 96{6

95{

53

{3

106

69

?658

760

54 3

1303

962

8T3

805

t:i

1925

1T9{

19 51

2016

189i

102(9)

2?5(6)

19?

158(5)

12646

996{

22610

17056{1804}
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highly politicized in the sense that acËivities and beliefs which had

been ignored began to surface and assumed dimensions of import.ance. All

these, plus the outbreak of the national crisis in 1966 and the

subsequent civil war in 1967 hindered the success of the plan. The

implementation of the FirsË National Development Plan fel1 short of its

national goals of a rapid and economical increase in the high-level

manpo\ÁIer need of the country by more Ehan 45 percent when resources had

to be diverted to successful prosecution of the civil r¿ar.

The goals of the second National Development plan (I970-74) were

articulated in five general objectives. They vrere:

(i) a united, strong and self-reliant nation,

(ii) a great and dynamic economy,

(iii) a just and egalitarian sociery,

(iv) a land of bright and full opporruniries for all cirizens, and

(n) a free and democratic society.

From the above, it can easily be seen that the general objectives of the

Second DevelopmenÈ Plan was designed in the spirit of national

reconciliation and reconstruction following the lhree year civil c¿ar.

Nevertheless, it emphasized the importance of education in the nationrs

goal of manpovrer and technological development. A portion of the plan

reads:

The national scale of priorities has been duly adjusted marginally
at Ëhe state level to accommodate differences in the stages of
development Thus, manpov/er development in one part of the
country may enËail the rapid expansion of primary school education,
while in another area it may mean concentration on secondary and
Èechnical education, and yet in another, it may involve the
rationalizatíon of universiËy education. The basic objective in
all three cases is . to upgrade the level of available manpower
for self-fulfilment and ful1 employment (Second National
D e ve 1 o pme n t P 1 an, L 9 8 0 - 7 4, F e d e r a 1 M in i s tif-õT-J:rJr rma-Eîo n, L a g o s,
1970, p. 35; see also David i^Jilson, L976, p. 68).
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In essence the priorities of the second development plan, beyond national

reconciliation and reconstruction, aimed at bridging the educationaL gap

between the relatively educationally advanced areas and the less advanced

others. It also hoped to tackle "the well-known question of expansion

of middle-leveI education and the increasing enrolment in the universities

for courses in science, engineering and technology (Education in Nigeria,

0p. cit. , Adesina, 0p. cit. , p. 90) .

The Third National Development Plan 1975-80 was the bíggest and rhe

richest since the beginning of national planning in Nigeria. Accord.ing

to the then Head of State, General Yakubu Gowon, the plan was:

. designed to bring about a radical transformation of the
national economy--Federal and state. rt will undoubtedly bring
about significant improvement in the standard of living of every
citizen of our dear country (Harrigan, L974, p. f9).

The plan provided an estimated expenditure of N30,000,000,000 (then

valued at $45 billíon u.s. dollars) over irs five year period. This is

a very modest figure when viewed from the perspective of developed

economies like the United State of America or Canada. When seen from the

standards of a Third World country, it is very impressive.

The Guidelines for the Third National Development Plan on providing

for education enunciated Ëhe following objectives:

(i) To expand facílities for education aimed at equalizing individual

access to education throughout Ëhe country,

(ii) To reform the content of general education to make it more

responsible and responsive to the socio-economic needs of the

country ,

(iii) To raËionalíze and strengthen the machinery for educational

development in the country, and

(iv) To rationalize the fínancing of education with a view to making
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the educational system adequate and more efficient.

rn specific terms, the Third Development plan introduced the era of

Universal Primary Education, the establishment and expansion of more

secondary and technical schools, the establishment of thirteen new

universities and more funding for existing ones; expand.ed student enrolment

aË rhe universiËy level from the number 23,000 ro 53,000 by l9g0 on a

ratio of 60:40 between the sciences and humanities; streamlined admission

so that students with 1ow acadernic records could still be admitted. for

remedial courses in the university; and cut in-campus accommodation in

order to encourage off-campus residence for students.

The plan also proposed thaL the admission policy of the university

system be reevaluated to make it more responsive to the great need for

expanded student intake in the interest of manpower requirements of the

country. Adequate care would, however, be taken in the process to strike

a balance between this expansion need and the equally important goal of

maintaining high quality in the university sysËem. rn effecÈ, the new

policy aimed at liberalízíng the admission system of the universities

and aligning it with a course system rhat allowed borh quarified

and inadequately prepared students to enter the universities. The new

system would offer remedial courses to the latter to enable them to

proceed within their chosen fields of study. This \¡ras very much in line

with the egalitarian goar of the 1977 National policy on EducaÈion.

The Fourth National Development Plan 1981-85 \das more or less a

continuation of the previous plan, that is the 1975-80 plan. It

continued to implement the priorities carried over from the plan before

and it established more institutions of higher-learning (seven technological

universities, four university co11eges, and seven State universities).
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There \üas one nerv outstanding feature in the 1981-85 development plan. It

was a new functional secondary programme scheduled to begin in

September of. L982. The economic dov¡n-turn in the price of crude oil in

the 1980s affected its implementation. It finally \,ras implemented in the

1985-86 academic year. The new programme designed to make secondary

education more functional is the 6-3-3-4 system. This nerr system

describes six years of primary educatíon, three years of junior secondary

education, three years of senior secondary education, and four years of

uníversity education. "The junior secondary is basic and pre-vocational

while the senior secondary is both general and specialized" (Education

in Nigeria, 0p. cit. , p. 60) . The reason behind the introduction of this

nel,/ sysËem is to "ensure a re-orientation from the predominantly

grammar-type secondary education Èo a diversified multi-faceted education

sytem that r¿ould facilitate the development oÉ'Nigeria "by the end. of this

century" (Ibid.). This new syslem is employment oriented and covers a

wider spectrum of options for students with varying degree of talents.

From what has been discussed so far, it can be argued that since

the 1960s, there have been two approaches to educational development in

Nigeria. One is the social demand approach, and the other is the manpoÍver

approach. The former regards "education as a social ínfrastructure for

development purposes" and thereby serves as a means to an end. The laLter

approach emphasizes education as a means to produce indigenous manpov/er

and technical knowledge.

The 1969 National Curriculum Conference

The National

September ).969.

Curriculum Conference was held

The conference participants meE

at Lagos, Nigeria in

for approximately one
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\^/eek at subcommittee 1eve1s following which subcommittee reports \¡/ere

submitted for debate in a plenary session before the final report \{as

produced. Fafunwa (f986) described this curriculum conference as "a major

landmark in the history of Nigerian and, indeed, in the history of

education in Africa." He furEher observed:

Such a national conference had never been held before, not even in
Europe, Asia, or America. This does noL mean of course that the
various countries of the r¿orld have not reexamined the goals or the
content of education. Indeed, many have done so through royal
commissions, imported experts, professional associations, etc.
In]hat was unique in the Nigerian situation vras the idea of involving
a cross-section of people in curriculum reform. The 1969 conferences
I^las not a confetence of experts and professional organízations but
of the people, in Èhat it comprised the representatives of trade
unions, farmersr unions, vroments organizations, religious bodies,
teachers t associations and other professional organizations (medica1,
1ega1, engineering, etc.), university teachers and administrators,
as well as ministry officials, youth clubs organizers, v/oments
grouPS, businessmen and representaËives from the governments of
most of the twelve states of Nigeria. The conference \.,/as not
concerned wíth preparing a national curriculum, nor was it expected
to recommend specific conËent and methodology. Rather, in the first
place it was to review old and identify new national goals for
Nigerian education, bearing in mind the needs of youths and adults
in the task of nation building and national reconstruction for
social and economic well-being of the indivídual and the society
(p. 26) .

As can be seen from the composition of the conference panel, it was the

first time that Nigerians came together to debate the airns and contents

of their countryrs education. The conference participants examined nine

partícular areas identified as crucial to the conference objectives.

They were:

1. national philosophy of education,

2. goals of primary education,

3. objectives of secondary education,

4. purposes of tertiary education,

5. the role of teacher education,

6. functions of science and technical education
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7. Ëhe place of woments education,

B. education for living, and

9. conErol of public education.

One week after the national conference started, a Lotal of

sixty-five recommendations on the direction of future education in Nigeria

was released. For the needs of this study, only those that are relevant

to the primary, secondary and university are presented here. The Report

of the Conference contained the following broad philosophy of education

for Nigeria:

(a) Inculcation of right types of values and attitudes.

(b) Training of the minds in building valuable concepts and

generalizations about the world.

(c) Acquisition of appropriate skills, abilities, and competence of

both mental and physical nature.

(d) Acquisition of relevance and balance of the knowledge of facts

about local and world phenomena.

At the primary leve1, the report recommended that education:

(i) prepare children for life,

(ii) provide children with the necessary background and the opportunity

to proceed to secondary schools,

(iii) inculcate in children good character and moral training,

(iv) enhancement of the childrs creativity and development of skills.

At the secondary level, the goals of education recommended included:

(i) diversification of secondary school curriculum,

(ii) inculcation of self-reliance, self-discipline, industry and

versatility in youths, and

(iíi) raise a generation of creative and reflective minds who have

respect for opinions other than their or.rrr and accept the dignity
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of labour.

At the university level, the functions of a university were defined to

include (a) teaching, (b) research, (c) dissemination of information,

and (d) communíty service and professional training. Because of the

comprehensive nature of Ehe above definition, the aims of university

education were spelË out in six objects:

(i) to develop and transmit a national cultural heritage and blend it

with the larger world,

(ii) to develop the national conscience and consciousness,

(iii) to disseminate informarion,

(iv) to provide intellectual life sustained by the inrellecrua

(v)

(vi )

community,

to act as a catalyst for change, and

to encourage and develop critícal and analytical attiËudes

(0je1abi, 0p.cit., pp. 16-18).

Following the National Curriculum Conference Report recommendaEions, the

Federal Government of Nigeria organized in June 1973 a National Seminar

of distinguished educaËional experts under the chairmanship of Chief

simon 0. Adebo, "the former Nigerian Permanent Representative at the

United Nations" and at the time, Chairman of the National Universities

Commission, "to deliberate on all aspect.s of a National policy on

Educationrr (Federal Republic of Nigeria,rJational Policy on Education,

7977, p,3). The composition of this Seminar was made up of

representatives from Christían and Islamic religious otganízations, the

Universities, National Universities Commission, interested external

agencies, Ministry of Education, privaËe individuals and experts in

various other public sectors who had . shovm a manífest interest in the
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development of the countryrs educational objectives.

Earlier the Government had stated:

rt is Governmentfs rvish that any existing contradictions,
ambiguities, and lack of uniformity in educational practices in the
different Parts of the Federation should be removed to ensure an
even and orderly development of the country For the benefit
of all citizens, the countryts educational goals in terms of its
relevance to the needs of the individual as well as in terms of the
kind of society desired in relation to the environment and the
realitics of the modern world and rapid social changes should be
clearly ser our (Ibid.).

Unlike the composition of the National Curriculum Conference, this

Seminar was made up of experts in the various areas of education. There

were also a series of workshops between 1973 and 1976 "on curriculum and

material production levels" (Fafunwa, op.ciË., p. 2l). The workshops

i.'/ere organízed by the Nigerian Educational Research Council, the Joint

ConsultaEive CommitÈee on Education, the NaEional Council for Ed,ucation

and the Federal Ministry of Education. According Ëo Fafunwa (Ibid.) the

purpose of the workshops v/as to prepare "syllabuses and textbooks in

anticipation of the proposed new educational policy. " The comparative

Education Study and Adaptation Centre (CES¿C), a curriculum development

unit of the Federal Ministry of Education,also organtzed, some complementary

study activities designed t.o cover materials expecËed in the new national

policy on education.

The document Ehat

Educat.iontt \^/as based on

National Seminar, reviewed and refined in

above-menEioned workshops and activities.

Education is the topic of the next part of

National Policy on Educaríot I977

emerged in 1977 as the "National Policy on

the extensive recommendations of the 1973

its passage through the

The 1977 National Policy on

this subsection of the study.

i^lilson (L976, p 70) described the report of the 1973 National
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Seminar on a National Policy on Education as;

A comprehensive
objectives into
philosophy for
po 1 icy.

In the inEroduction to the National Policy on Education, the Fed.eral

Government of Nigeria stated:

Education in Nigeria is no more a private enterprise, but a huge
Government venture that has witnessed a progressive evolution of
Governmentrs complete and dynamic intervention and active
participation. The Federal Government of Nigeria has adopted.
education as an instrument par excellence for effecting national
development. rt is onry natural then thaË Government should
clarífy the philosophy and objectives that und.erlie its current
massive investment in education, and spell out in clear
unequivocal terms the policies thal guide Governmentrs education
efforts (National Policy on Educatíon, I977, p.3).

The National Policy on Education is a twelve section document embodying

far-reaching recommendations that are expected to transform almost every

aspect of the Nigerian society. For clarity of purpose, the entire

philosophy of Nigerian education as spelt out in the National policy on

Education is reproduced here. And for the purpose of this study, the

sections on primary, second.ary and. university education are sunma rízed,

The philosophy of Nigerian education as contained in the 1977 Narional

Polícy on Education are as follows:

1. since a national policy on education is Governmentts way of
achieving that part of its national objectives that can be achieved
using education as a tool, no policy on education can be formulated
without first identifying the overalt philosophy and objectives of
the Nation.

The five main national objectives of Nigeria as stated in the Second
National DevelopmenË Plan, and endorsed as Ëhe necessary foundation
for the National Policy on Educarion, are the buildíng of:
(1) a free and democratic society;
(2) a just and egalirarian sociery;
(3) a united, strong and self-reliant nation;
(4) a great and dynamic economy;
(5) a land of bright and full opporrunities for all citizens.

document which translates Nigeriafs national
educational objectives, outlines an educational

Nigeria and defines the elements of its educational

Nigeria's philosophy of educaEíon, therefore, is based on Èhe
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integratíon of the individual into a sound and effective and equal
citizen and equal educational opportunities for arl cítiz.rm oi
the nation at the primary, secondary and tertiary levers, both
inside and outside the formal school svstem.

3. rn consequence, the quality of insËruction at arl levels has
to be oriented towards inculcating the following values:
(lì respect for the worrh and dignity of rhe individuals;
(2) faith in manrs ability to make rational decisions;
(3) moral and spiritual values in inter-personal and human relations
(4ì shared responsibility for the common good of society;
(5) respect for the dignity of labour; ..tã
(6) promotion of the emotíona1, physical and psychological heatth

of all children.

4. For the philosophy to be in harmony with Nigeriars national
obj ectives, it has to be geared to\^rards self-realization, better
human relationship, individual and national efficiency, effective
citizenship, national consciousness, naËional unity, as well as
towards socía1, cultural, economic, politicar, scientific and
technological progress.

5. The national educaËional aims and objectives to v¡hich the
philosophy is linked are rherefore:
(1) the inculcation of national consciousness and national unity;(2) the inculcation of the right type of values and attitudes for

Ëhe survival of the individual and the Nigerian society;
(3) the training of rhe mind in rhe undersranãing of the wàrId

around; and
(4) the acquisition of appropriate skills, abiliries an¿ competences

both mental and physical as equipment for the individual to live
in and contribute to Ëhe development of his society.

6. The desire that Nigeria should be a free, just and democratic
society, a land ful1 of opportunities for alr its ciËizens, able to
generate a great and dynamic economy, and growing into a united,
strong and self-reliant nation cannot be overemphasized. rn order
to rearíze fully the potentials of the contribuËions of education
to the achievement of the objectives, all other agencies will
operate in concert r^rith education to ÈhaË end. Furthermore, to
foster the much needed unity of Nigeria, imbalances in inter*sËate
and intra-state development have to be corrected. Not only is
education the greatest force that can be used to bring about redress,
it is also the greatest investment that the nation can make for the
quick development of its econornic, políÈica1, sociological and
human resources.

7, The Government will take various measures to implement the
policy. Accordingly:

(1) Education will continue to be highly rated in the national
development plans, because education is the most important
instrumenË of change as any fundamental change in the
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intellectual and social outlook of any society
by an educational revolution;

(2) Life long education will be the basis for rhe
educational policies;

has to be preceded

nat ion t s

(3) Educatíonal and training facilities will be mulriplied and
made more accessible, to afford the individual a far more
diversified and flexible choice;

(4) Educational activity will be centred on the learner for maximum
self-development and fulfilment ;

(5) Universal basic education, in a variety of forms, depending
on needs and possibilities, will be provided for all eitizens;

(6)

(7)

Efforts will be made to relate education to overall con¡munity need.s;

Educatíona1 assessment and evaluation will be liberalised by
basing them in whole or in part on continuous assessment of Ehe
progress of the individual;

Modern educational techniques will be increasingly used and
improved at all leve1s of the education system;

The education system will be structured to develop the pract.ice
of self-learning;

(B)

tq)

(10) At any stage of the educational process after primary education,
an individual will be able to choose between continuing his
full-time studies, combining work with study, or embarking on
fu11-time employrnent without excluding the prospect of
resuming studies later on;

(i1) Opportunity will continue to be made available for religious
instruction. No child will be forced to accepË any religious
instruct.ion ¡,¡hich is contrary to the wishes of his parenEs;
and

(I2) Physical education will be emphasised at all leveIs of the
education system.

The Importance of Language

B. In addiËion to appreciating the importance of language in the
educational process, and as a means of preserving the peoplets
culture, Ëhe Government considers it Ëo be in Ëhe interest of
natíonal unity that each child should be encouraged to learn
one of the three major languages other than his ov¡n mother-tongue.
In this connection, the Government considers the three major
languages in Nigeria to be Hausa, Ibo and Yoruba. (pp. 4-5).

As can be seen from the above, this philosophy of Nigerian education
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is comprehensive and indeed far-reaching. I^lhether this policy has

transformed any or all aspects of the Nigerian life as envisioned by the

Federal government of Nigeria is examined in chapter seven of this stud.y

0ther factors that contributed to the Federal government enunciation of

Ëhis kind of sweeping philosophy of education, given the financial base

of the country' are also explored in chapters four, five and six.

The summary of the Nationar policy on Education as it applies to

primary, secondary and University levels of educations can be stated.

as follows:

1. Primary education should aim at

(a) the inculcation of permanent literacy and the ability to
communicate ef fectively ;

(b) the laying of a sound basis for scientific and reflective
thinking;

(c) províde citizenship education to enable people to effectively
partícipate in and contribute to the life of the society;

(d) foster in the child good character and moral leadership, and
the development of sound attítudes;

(e) to develop in the child the ability to adapr to changing
environments;

(f) to provide opportunities for every child to enable him develop
manipulat.ive skil1s necessary for survival in a competitive
world;

(g) Ëo provide Èhe child with the basic rools for further
educational advancement including vocational training in thecrafts and trades of the locality. (Ibid., p. 7),

The aims of secondary education are stated. in broad and specific

terms. In the former it is expected to:

(1) prepare people for useful riving wirhin the society; and

(2) to prepare them for higher education. rn specific terms,
Secondary education should:

(a) provide an increasing number of primary school pupils
r¿ith the opportunity for education of a highur q.rãtiry,
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irrespective of sex, or social, rerigíous and ethnic
background;

(b) diversify its curriculum in order to provide for the
differences ín talents, opportunities and roles available
to students after their secondary education;

(c) to equip students to live useful lives in the modern age
of science and technology;

(d) to develop and project Nigerian culture, arts and
languages in conjunction with the curturar heritage of
the world;

(e) to raise a generation of people capable of critical
thinking, innovative ideas and appreciative of those
values that unite us all Nigerians;

(f) to foster Nigerian Unity by emphasizíng our commonalities
while deemphas ízíag our differences;

(g) to inspire students to soar to high heights in these
aspirations and achievements both at school and in later
tife (rbid. r p. 10) .

3. The aims of Higher education are:

(a) the acquisition, development and inculcation of the proper
value-orientat.ion for the survival of the individual
and society;

(b) the developmenr of the inrellectual capacities of rhe
individuals to understand and appreciate their
environment;

(c) the acquisition of both physical and intellecËual skil1s
which r¿ill enable individuals Ëo develop inËo useful
members of the community; and

(d) the acquisition of an objective view of the local and
external environments (Ibid., p. 4).

Furthermore, Higher educational institution's are to pursue the above

goals through the follorving processes:

(i) Teaching.

(ii) Research.

(iii) The disseminaËion of exisring and ner¿ information.

(iv) The pursuit of service to Ëhe community.
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Being a storehouse of knowledge (Ibid.).

order to achieve the above stated objectives, the Federal Nigerian

Government enunciated some measures. At the primary leve1 the

government made primary education free and universal by implementing

the universal Primary Education (uPn) scheme ín 1976 and proposed to

make it compulsory by L982. The government also made provisions for

adequate educational services by providing school library services and

counselling services. At the secondary 1evel, the government planned

that secondary education should be of six-year duration and be given in

tv/o stages, a junior secondary school stage and a senior secondary school

sLage, each stage being of Èhree years duration.

At the higher education 1eve1, the government proposed to establish

new Universities, assume control of all Ëhe Universities in the counËry,

and direct the National Universities Commission, the National Education

Research Council and the Nigerian Council for Science and Technology to

identify the areas of need and priorities. The Universities are to base

their research programrnes on the priorities set by these bodies. In

addition, greater financial provisions for educational research

programmes are to be made to the Universities and Ëo NUC, NERC, and NCST.

Furthermore, the government accepted to foster closer links beËween the

Universities, industries and various research councils.

In the same year (1977) that the Federal government of Nigeria

released the National policy on Education document, it set up a

seven-member "implemenÈation Committee for the National Policy on

Education.'t The implementation Committee was headed by Professor S.

Onabamiro with these terms of reference:

(a) to translate policy into a workable blue print and to develop
programmes for the implementation of the policy;

(v)

In
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(b) to coordinate and monitor the implementation of those
programmes developed under the policy;

(.) to advise government on
infrastructure and oEher
and

and to assist in providing the
requirements for policy implementation

(d) Ëo provide a continuous review and assessment of the aims,
objectives and Largets of the policy with a view to ensuring
the adequacy and continued relevance of the policy (and those
programmes developed under it) to our national needs and
aspirations, and t.o propose modifications on any aspects as
may be found necessary. (Implementation Committee for the
National Policy on Educati -ATso-Tn
Fafunwa, 0p.cit., p. 27).

One year later (i978) the Implementation committee produced a

Blueprint that detailed all the steps and measures necessary for

successful implementalion of the new education policy. The Blueprint

specified in clear terms "the facilities required for each level" of

education, "Ëhe number and types of teachers needed, the kind of

management control and most essentially, the final irnplication" (Ibid.,

28). For instance, the blueprint cautioned againsr hasty and careless

implementation of some aspecËs of the ner..¡ education policy

avoid "negative and disastrous consequences on the economy,

Federal government accepted most of

BlueprinË, rejecËed some of them and

in order to

the

the recommendations contained in the

1979 constíÈution provides for free

new civilian government ordered a

political and the social systems."

In 1979 tlne Federal Government responded to the implementation

Committee's Blueprint by releasing another lrrhite Paper ca11ed "Government

views on the Implementation CornmitËeers BlueprinE" on "The Federal

Policy on Education." As was expecËed, theRepublic of Nigeria National

stayed action on a few others. This

was the situation when the country returned to civilian rule in October

L979. As was noted earlíer, the

educaEion at all levels. BuË Ehe
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revielv of the L979 government l^/hite Paper following which it made some

revisions on the National Policy on Education in 1981. The 19gl revised

version of National Policy on Education among other things stressed the

following:

"The Government wirl take various measures to implement

the policy. Accordingly:

1. Education wirl continue to be highly rated in the national
development plans. Education is the most important instrument
of change as any fundamentar change in the intellectual and
social outlook of any society has to be preceded. by an
educational revolution;

2. Lifelong education wirl be the basis for the nationrs
educaËional policies;

L

6.

Educational and training faciliries will be
more accessible, to afford the individual a
and flexible choice;

multiplíed and made
far more diversified

5.

Education activity will be centred on the learner for maximum
self-development and fulf ilmenE;

universal basic education, in a variety of forms, d.epending on
needs and possibilities, will be provided for al1 citizens;

Efforts will be made to relate education to over-all communitv
needs t

Educational assessment and evaluation will be liberalised by
basing them in whole or in part on continuous assessment of the
progress of the individual;

Modern educationar techniques wí11 be increasíngly used. and
improved at all levels of the education systern;

The education system will be structured to develop the practice
of self-learning;

8.

q

7.

10. At any stage of the educational process afËer primary ed.ucation,
an individual will be able to choose between continulng his
ful1-time studies, combining work with study, or embarÈing on
fu11-time employment without excluding the prospect of resuming
studies later on;

11. Opportunity will continue Ëo be made available for religious
instruction. No child will be forced to accepË any religious
instruction which is contrary to the wishes of his p"."r,ir; and
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12. Physical education r^rill be emphasized at all levels of the
education system.

The Importance of Language:

In addition to appreciaËing the importance of language in the
educational process, and as a means of preserving the peoplets
culture, the Government considers it to be in the interest of
national unity that each child should be encouraged to learn
one of the three major languages other than his or^m
mother-tongue. In this connection, the GovernmenL considers
the three major languages in Nigeria to be Hausa, Ibo and
Yoruba." (Ig!rr""t p.ti"V 

"" 
gdr (Revised), Federal

Government Press, Lagos, 1981: pp. 8-9).

As can be seenr âny differences between the 1977 and revised 1981

versions of the National Policy on Education are more in semantics

than in substance for the contents of boch remain virtually the same.

The Present Structure and Governance of Education in Nigeria

(a) Educational StrucLures:

There are four rnajor classifications in the sËructure of educaLion

in Nigeria, namely, pre-primary, primary, secondary and higher education.

The years and percentage of the various age-group participation are

depicted in Figure III.I. There is an obvious uniformity of standards for

all children in the first six yearg. About seventy percent of all

eligible children are in primary school (Ut<e¡e, 1980, p. 246).

Beyond Ehe first six years of primary school, children are

classified into three main levels of education very much a1ong, "the

European mode1." The first is the secondary commercial school, while the

second is the secondary Ëechnical school. Both of these tv¿o are terminal

in the sense thaE they provide a specialized form of training for those

students wanËing to join the labour market rather than pursuing a

university education. The Ëhird category is the granmar school which

specializes in pure and applied sciences and in liberal arts designed for
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Figure III. I

NIGERIAN EDUCATIONAL STRUCIURIS

Adopted from B. 0. ukeje (1980) "The Governa.nce and AdministraËion
of Education in Nigeria", in Educational Administration: A
Cornparative View, David I'ríes nal
Aciminisrration, The university of Alberta, Edmonton, canada.
p. 246.
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the students that wish Ëo pursue a university education or to ad.vance to

higher technical colleges. The gramnar schools also provide students

with the Higher School Certificate programme (fiSC) or the sixth form,

holders of which spend three years at the university for a degree

programrne instead of four years.

But recently, specifically in September L982, the Federal government,

in line with the new national policy on ed.ucation introduced the junior

and senior secondary school system based. on the 6-3-3-4 formula. The new

secondary school prograrune calls for a six year period and is divided

into two stages' one a three year junior high school programme which is

both pre-vocational and academic, and the other a three year secondary

school programme which is both general and speciaLízed..

At the junior secondary school, emphasis is put on vocational

subjects like metal work, masonry, auto-mechanics, home economics,

carpentry and woodwork, technical drawing and lithography, and

electricity. other optional subjects also taught at this leveI are

English language, t\../o Nigerian languages, social studies, mathematics,

science subjects, physical and health education and French or Arabic

(Education in Nigeria, 1986, p. 38).

At the senior secondary leve1, there is a core area that includes

Engrish language, a Nigerian language, mathematics, physics, chemisËry,

biology, history, geography, agricultural science and a vocational subject

such as woodwork or metal work. The areas of specialization are science,

arts, and technology. A student's choice of three major subjects and

his/her area of specialization is determined by career aspirations. The

thrusË of the nevl programme is Eo provide educacional opportunities for

all children in a comprehensive educaËion structure.
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As can be seen, Nigerian educaEion has undergone some serious changes

at all levels. As Fafunwa (1986) noted, Nigerian educaEion "has moved

from the structures of service to the few to freedom of educational

opportunity for many." There are now abouË fifteen million children in

Nigerian primary schools as compared with a mere three million in 1960.

The "secondary school population has" gro\..in from 168,000 in 1960 Lo 2.5

million in 1982 r¿hile "the univers ities " have gror,7ïl "f rom only two ( Ibadan

and Nsukka) in 1960 with a student population of near two thousand to"

more than 26 universities "with a combined population of over 80,000

students in 1982" (Ibid.); See also Erim and Alaezi (1988).

(b) Governance and Policy

The Federal government of Nigeria involvement in al1 areas of

education, as was noted earlier began in 1968 shortly after the military

intervention in naLional politics. The pïocess was virtually completed

when civilian government was introduced again in October L919,

The introduction of the free Universal Primary Education, and the

abolition of tuition fees for the universities, polytechnics, and the

secondary schools have became a huge government underËaking that demands

painstaking planning and commitËed execution. All aspects of educational

matËers are no!r' within the concurrent jurisdiction of both the Federal

and State Ministries of Education. The ultimate por^rer in terms of broad

policy rnaking resides with the Federal Ministry of Education which r¡orks

through consultative committees. But the states t local authoriÈies

handle the minute details of its implementation. According to Ukeje

(0p.cit.) communications froro the Federal government come as suggestions.

Because of this, decisions of Ëhe Joint Consultative Commit.tee on

Education, the National Educational Research Council and similar bodies
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are transmitted to the states only as suggestions while decisions

involving a change of the school year, the salary scale of teachers and.

national examinations are binding on the statest school authorities

(Ibíd., P. 247). See Figure III.II for an íllustration of rhe goveïnance

and administration of education in Nigería.

The politícízatíon of education in Nigeria, and the realízation of

the powers of education in national development and individual advancement

have forced the Federal government into active and direct participation

at a1l levels. The Federal government believes that education could serve

as the means to national unity and has therefore, built "Unity Schoolsr"

two in each State of the FederaËion.

The structure of the Federal Ministry of Education has changed

appreciably from what it used to be at the dav¡n of Nigerian independence.

More changes are expected, no doubt. The present structure of the

Federal Ministry of Education in t.erms of its administration includes

four major sections, namely, (1) Planning and Finance, (2) rnspectoraËe,

Curriculum and Evaluation, (3) External Relations and Advisory, and

(4) Non-formal Educarion (Ibid.).

In matters of decision-making, the Federal Ministry of Education

drafts educational policies with inputs from some advisory bodies such

as Ëhe National Universities Commission, the National Education Research

Council and the Joint Consultative Committee on Education. The Federal

Ministry of Education is responsible for the disbursement of financial

assistance in the forms of Grants, Bursaries and Scholarships. It also

under-takes to "organize through lhe National Education Research Council,

educat.ional conferences, seninars and workshops" (Ibid.). Because of the

ascendency in the power of education for national growth and individual
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advancement' the Federal government no\^/ shares with the State governments

and even enjoys a monopoly of power in some cases; educational

decision-making at al1 levels "especially in the regulating, leadership,

coordinating, controlling, research, planning and operational functionsI

are no\¡/ handled by the Federal Minisrry of Education (rbid., p. 24g).

Other functions of the Federal Ministry of Education inclu¿e:

(a) The determination of a naEional policy for the assurance of uniform

standards and quality control,

(b) Coordination of education practíce in Nigeria,

(c) Advisory services in respect of all levels of ed.ucation below the

univers ity,

(d) Federal inspecËoraËe ad.visory service to help improve and maintain

standards,

(e) Coordination of educational services,

(f) International cooperation in education,

(g) Coordination of national school examinat.ions and relevant teacher

examinations including testing and evaluation, and

(h) The establishment of a central Registry for teachers. (ojelabi,

0p. cit. : p. 28) .

rt was mentioned earlier Ëhat the states enjoy local autonomy in

the grassroots implementation of the broad educational policies enunciated

by the Federal government. There is a Ministry of Education in each

State headed by a commissioner. The commissioner is responsible to the

State Legislature. There is no standard structural division within the

State Ministries of Education as one would find in the Fed.eral Ministry

of Education. But every staÈe has a SËate School Board also knovm as the

Board of Education. In terms of functions, the State School Boards with
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approval from the State Ministry of Education control the courses of

study, examinations, textbooks, teacher ed.ucation, collection of fees

and other revenue and minor needs for school buildings and maintenance.

They control teachersf salaries and are responsible for the operation,

management and maintenance of both prímary and secondary schools. Their

other functions include "the provision of scholarships, running of

workshops, conferences, in-service courses and the establishment of such

educational services as libraries, curriculum d.evelopmenE centïes, school

broadcasting, and special education for the handicapped" (rbid.). rn

fact, in 1981, the nineteen sËates of Federation spent Nl,657,2L0 as

recurrent expenditure on education out of a total of N4 ,g44 r45o,ooo

(recurrent) spent on all services together (Education in Nigería, Op.cit.,

p. 1). Thus inevitably the State education authorities have some form

of input in decision-making processes with the t'federal auËhorities in

educational leadership, regulatory functions, coordination, research,

planning and management" (Ukeje, Op.cit., p. 24).

The Jinar arm in the strucËure of educational governance and

administration in Nigeria is the Local Education Authorities. Accord.ing

to Ukeje (t¡id.) Local Education Authorities are a recent creation. "In

most of the States, the local education auËhorities have little real

responsibility and have consequenËly proved. neither effective nor

enthusiastic" (Ibid. ) . They suffer from perennial lack of funds which in

turn deslroys any form of initiative they could have. Members of the

Local Education Authorities or Schools Boards as they are generally knor,m

are appointed by the Governor of the state on the recommendation of the

State Commissioner for Education. I^lhile the SËate School Boards are

responsible for the provision and maintenance of post-primary
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institutions, the Local School Boards are responsible for the provision

and mainEenance of primary school institutions. Because the Local School

Boards suffer from perennial lack of funds, the State School Boards often

take over most of the functions that are given to them by the law. Even

if the Local school Boards \,üere to have the necessary funds, since they

are a creation of the State School Authority, the latter is unlikely

to relinquish its power of decision-making to the Local School Boards.

This situation not withstanding, "a good deal of local support and local

participation in educational decision-making" is emerging "through

Parent-Teachers Associations and Boards of Governors" (Ibid., p. 250).

The Boards of Governors (wherever they exist) do assume the responsibility

of soliciting community support in the form of provision of funds and

facilities for the schools." Accordingly to Ukeje (Ibid.) some have

voluntarily levied themselves for the provision of facilities for the

schools and have contributed ímmensely in maintaining sound school

discipline in line with Èhe African concept of self-help or "Ujama.rl

As can be seen, Nigerian education since independence in 1960

has undergone a revolutionary change from being solely controlled and

managed by religions organízations, agencies and private individuals to

a virtual takeover in management and control by the Federal and St.ate

governments of Nigeria. Nigeria has practically brought education to

the door step of every Nigerian and has invested billions of Naira to

provide education free of cost at all levels. The nexË Ëhree chapters

examine the socio-cultural, political and economic factors that

conËributed to this staggering and huge investment in educaËion.
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CHAPTER IV

THE SOCIO_CULTURAL FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTED TO THE
NIGERIA'S INTRODUCTION OF FREE EDUCATION AT

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF
ALL LEVELS

The nature of education in any society is often an inevitabre

product of the social, politicar, economic and religious climate of the

time and place. The decision Ëo make free education at all levels the

cornerstone of a broadly based national development of Nigeria was in
essence a social, poritical and economic one. Richard DrAeth (rg75,
p' 10) cites this thinking enunciated by the former tr{estern region of

Nigeria:

The principles that must be given due consideration in anyeducational policy today are economic, poliLical and curtlral
The economic principle that must underlie ed.ucational policy is
one which aims at a comprehensive economic development of thecountry . . Any poritical principle governing educational policyat the present stage of our devel0pment must regard as a toppriority the provision of such an education as r¿il1 establish themost vigorous form of self government and independence. tr^/e
want men in v¡hom the elements of fmodern] civiiization are fullyintegrated and harmonized with indigenou" efri."r, culture, menwithout mental dichotomy.

The purpose of this chapter therefore, is to examine the socio-cultural
factors that brought about Ëhe inËroduction of free education at all
levels in Nígeria. rn this pursuit, t.he topical sub-heads are 1) the

cultural and colonial heritage, 2) the pursuit of equality of opportunity,

3) the 1975 Udoji salary review ar¿ard, 4) pressure groups and social
activists, and 5) the social demand for educaEíon.

The Cultural/Co1onia1 Ilerit=ge

A society that makes no arrangements to ed.ucate its own creativewriters, condemns itself to consume the literature of aliensocieties as its spiritual staple diet. such a society doesnrt
create and recreate its own values. rt is conÈent to borrow thoseof other societies. Like all borrowers in a merciless world, it
ends up paying high interesL rates and. exorbitant loan service
charges in the culturar form of irrationar consumer habit.s andsuicidal behaviour paÊterns (Ayi Kwei Armah, 19g5, west Africa, p. g94)
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In another p1ace, Kwei Armah further posits:

Literacy is an old African achievement. Like so much else in our
legacy of material and intellectual resources, itts long been lost
Eo us, partly because our ancient rulers, knowing it rvas po\^/er, and
unwilling to share it, kept it jealously out of the peoples'reach
(Ibid., p. 995).

Along the lines of the above thesis, i^loodhouse (0p. cit. , p

out that:

L25) pointed

v¡here certain specific skil1s lvere to be developed, guilds were
formed to transmit the skills in question. Among the Nupe (of
Northern Nigeria) for example, such guilds existed for the purpose
of transmitting the skills of sílver and tin-smiths. Their
knowledge was kept a secret, thereby preserving their social status
and rank, which was high. 0n1y those considered worthy, because of
blood relaËionship, social rank or outstanding merit, \^/ere admitted
to the guild.

IN

essence, in precolonial Nigeria the acquisition of knowledge whether

the form of arts and crafÈs, oral story-tel1ing, and story-relays,

In

poetry or local geography as well as riddles was of paramounË imporËance

It was a mark of distinction and achievement to be knowledgeable rn

matters beyond onets immediate world. Amongst the lbo of Southern

Nigeria there is a couunon-p1ace expression that a widely traveled person

is often more knowledgeable and wiser than a grey-haired arm-chair crit.ic

It is generally known Ëhat in lbo-land, parents, uncles, aunts, and even

dístant relaEives do sacrifice, without minding, the bare necessities of

life in order Ëo finance or sponsor the educaËion of their promising

child. And Nigeri-ans in general have acquired the notoriety of being

seekers after knowledge. Thís reputaLion is buttressed by the fact that

or region in the world where there is not a"there is hardly a count.ry

Nigerian studying" (Taiv¡o, 0p.cit., p. 59).

So Ëhe predisposition to the acceptance of education as an

instrument par excellence for naEional development and for stemming the

The significance oftide of societal problems is a cultural heritage.
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this accePtance is underlined in this excerpt from Papyrus Chester Beathy

IV cíted by Kwei Armah:

Man decays, his corpse is dust,
All his kin have perished;
BuË a book makes him remembered
Through the mouth of its reciter
BetËer is a book than a well-built house,
Than tomb-chapels in the lvest;
BeEter than a solid mansion,
Than a Stela in the Eemple (Opcit.).

The insatiable quest for knowledge in precoloniat Nigeria transited into

the colonial era with the arrival of the Europeans and their tr{est.ern

system of education. The already established individual competitive

spirit for knowledge and the societal deference for the ed.ucated were

very soon spotted and t.apped by the l^/estern missionary educators. Hence

it was not difficult for them to find Nigerians ready and willing to become

inJestern-oriented. Onwueme (1984, p. 94) argues that ever since the

establishment of IÁJestern system of schools in Nigeria, education has

been looked upon by many Nigerians Ëo serve various functions. The

average Nigerian views education as an instrument for social mobility,

and it is on record that the first generation of Nigerian political

leaders who had western education were from the lower class of the

tradítional society (Ibid.). According to Onweme, the temptation among

modern educated Nigerians to look at themselves as the privileged and the

enlightened few has its origin among the traditional educated Nigerians

like the Nupe silver and tin-smiths mentioned earlier who devised

criteria for admitting people inËo the secrets of their knowledge. From

thís and other sirqilar background, early Nigerian intellectuals after

acquiring inlestern educaËion developed life-styles that matched those of

their European counter-parts. In the words of Onwueme:
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They assumed similar consumption patterns and began to have taste
for ldestern clothes, ideas, and habits. Education became the
means for recruitment into the labor force and also a condition
for belonging to various social and political clubs in the making.
Thus, to this day, whether in public or private sector of the
Nigerian society, educatíon has assumed the enormous role of
selecting people to various positions of power, influence, and
responsibiliry (f¡i¿. : pp. g4-95).

The importance attached to education as a means to almost every

form of social mobility in the country has earned Nigeria the opprobrium

"diploma disease," the cult of the certificate (rkejiani, l965, p. 1ll),

or what is locally known as paper qualification or academic credentials.

The above characterizations are terms Ehat are used to denote possession

of certificates and degrees at the various levels of education. The

acquisition of certificates, diplomas and degrees is the means to rich

job opportunities, further education and social status. It is a common

knowledge in Nigeria that rich and wealthy half-educated poliLicians or

businessmen who may not v¡anÈ to share povr'er or prestige with their peers

are generally eager and willing to court the friendship and acceptance

of the well educated elite.

Thus in the modern Nigerian labour market, certifícates and diplomas

are required for the positions of a messenger, clerical officer, or

executive officer. And at the end of each ed.ucational level, every

student is expected to have successfully passed the examinations before

any certificate of diploma can be award. Likewise in old Nigerian society

education was an integrated experience. As was noËed in chapter three,

educaËion at Ëhe end of each stage, demarcated by age level or years of

experience, the pupil was given a pïactical tesE appropriate to Ehe

experience and level of development and in terms of the job to be done.

This was a cyclical evaluation thaË ultimately end.ed in an initiation



Education is an important undertaking in Nigeria. rt is also part
of our social life. Far back before the advent of British
colonialism, initiation ceremonies \^rere crucial phases in the
Nigerian system of education. hrhen an individual attained. some
knowledge of the socíety, organization, or religion, he/she was
initiated inro such body by peopre. rnitiarion is an African
educational custom that recognizes achievement performance-scale
of people qÉ Africa, p. 1104).

The point being illustrated here is not that emphasis on education and
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ceremony or a passout parade into adulÈhood.

observed:

Furthermore, Mbonu (L919)

an instrument

has both

the acquisition of knowledge is a unique Nígerian experience. For sure,

the pursuit of knowledge , academic qualifications, and educational

other developed and developing countries of thetraining are stressed in

world. rt is that the stress and emphasis on education as

par excellence for the development of the Nigerian society

residues of Nigerian cultural and colonial heritage. Thus those who

aspire to the top social class or any class for that matter, would do so

by dints of

education at

personal endowments and hard work. For this reason, free

all leve1s seems an attractive imperative.

Equality of Opportunity

Especially in developing countries, education plays a pivotal role
in selecting and Èraining poÈential leaders. rf nationals of a
country do noË have proper credentials (often regardless of what
they actually know or the content of the school program under which
they were taught) they do not have a chance in the competition for
key positions in the government and in the civil service.
- Byron Massialas

One of the guiding principles of t]'e L9l7 Nationar policy on

Education is the Federal Nigerian Governmentrs total commitment to the

provision and promotion of equal opportuniÈies for al1 Nigerians

birth. Theregardless of the ethnic origin, residence or place of

importance of education in the geo-politics of the country rrTas recognized
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long time ago. In Nigeria before the civil war, and to a certain degree

no\,/, the ethnic group that controls bureaucratic directives is as

politically significant as rhe geographic/erhnic origin of the presidenr

and the top Ministers. The question of r¿ho makes decisions touches the

heart of the problem of eËhnic political and economic d.ominance or

preemínence. rt is this problem rhar rkejiani (t904, p.117) allud.ed ro

when he argued that the relative educational advantage enjoyed by some

ethnic sections of Ëhe country is not an act of biological superiority.

Rather, it is the relative advantage that comes with arriving first on

the scene and occupying the ground flour. The people that come later

have to contend wiËh occupying the upper floor and somehow, being far from

the action.

InJhat is implied in the above statement is that any educational

advantage that some ethnic groups have in Nigeria ti1l today is as a

result of their early contact with the l^Jestern education system. But in

a rapidly changing and technological world, if any ethnic group is

obviously disadvantaged in its ability to control its ov¿n destiny within

the society, there is bound to result some resentment. The resentment

can lead to open and outright hostility. This v¡as what happened in

Nigeria in 1966, and it culminated into the Biafran vüar of 1967 to 1970.

The intensity of the resentment and hostility of the Nigerian situa¡ion

was expressed by Samuel Krislov (1974) in this manner:

In Nigeria a civil \^7ar emerged from the fantastic success of the
rbos on securing bureaucratic power over other tribes through
personal efficiency--an efficiency which could only be dealt with
by a massacre of the Ibos (p. 40).

The resentment, and anxiety within the various ethnic groups spurred the

federal governmentfs thinking into accepting education as a national

polícy aimed at providing equality of opportunity for all Nigerians. so
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education vias seen as a tool for ensuring that there will be no repeat

of the Biafran civil war. rn relating this goal to the objectives of

Llne 1976 Universal Free Primary Education, the Federal Government of

Nigeria asserted that the Universal prímary Ed.ucation is:

a pre-requisite for equalízatíon of opportunities for ed.ucaËion
across the country in all its knov,¡n f acts. Since equalization is a
major government objectives, one of the most far-reaching policy
decisions in the Plan is, therefore, Ehe introduction of a free
universal and compulsory primary ed.ucation (u.p.E.), through out
the Federation (Third National Development plan. Lagos, Nigeria,
L975, p. 235) .

As Kel1y and Lassa (1983, p. 235) put it:

Education would iron out the inequalities that were at the heart of
the countryts problems; it held the key to Nigeriafs continuing
existence as a nation state.

As was noted in chapter three, the philosophy of Nigerian ed.ucation

enunciated as necessary for achieving this end of equality of opportuniËy

aims to produce:

1) a free and democratic society;

2) a just and egalitarian society;

3) a united, strong and self-reliant nation;

4) a gîeat and dynamic economy;

5) a land of bright and full opportuniries for all citizens.

So in a country very ethnically and linguistically divided, the survival

of the nat.ion is dependent on a delicare balance of equality of

educational opportunities. As a firsr step to achieving this end, the

Federal Government of Nigeria embarked on the UPE scheme in 1976, and. a

few years later, it inÈroduced a tuiIion free secondary and university

educatíon.

Another and not negligible facror is Ehat the 20th century has

generated the ar¿areness that a certain level of education is an
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inalienable right of every member of the socieËy. In the

Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the United Nations

in 1948 there are portions that supported this right:

Universal

General Assembly

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free at
least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary
education shall be compulsory. Technical education and professional
education shall be made generally available and higher education
shall be made equally accessible to all on the basis of merit (in
Schapiro, 0p. cit. , p. f39) .

Nigeria has gone along the route of U.N. General Assembly Declarations on

education in order to provide equal educational opportunities for all.

In 1961, at the Addis Ababa Conference, African lead.ers emerging from

the throes of colonialism came together to design collective strategy for

educational development on a continental sca1e. Following this conference,

many African nations formulated explicit and specific educational goals

in the quest for equality of opportuniËy. In Nigeria, Universal prirnary

Education (up¡) is accepted as one of the means of real ízíng the goal

of equal educational opportunity; tuition free secondary and university

education are another.

The Udoj i Salary Review Award

0n the nature and work of commissions of inquiry, Aluko (1975)

corffnents:

It is often said that r'¡hen Parliament in a democracy does not want
to grant a growing request, it seËs up a conmission of inquiry on
it. By the time the Commission reports, the people affected have
either forgoËten the subject or it has been overtaken by more
imporËant events. rn Nigeria, when the governmenË \,üants to please
the public service Oliver Twists, it sets up a wages commission
(p. t2) .

rn a milítary government, almost every act or policy is done by decree.

So, by a decree, the Federal Military Government created on September 13,

L972 a Public Service Review Commission of seven members. The chairperson
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of this salary review commission was Chief Jerome 0. Udoji (hence the

derivative Udoji Salary Review Award) who had been the Head of the former

Eastern Region Civil Service and a United Nations ConsuLtant on Public

Administration in East Africa. There \,/ere t\^ro dons from the University

as members of the commission.

According to the Commissionts terms of reference reproduced in

Aluko (Ibid.), it was to inquire into the general need to secure adequate

development and optimum utilization of manpo\^/er for increased efficiency

and effecËiveness of the public services in meeting the challenge of a

development-oriented society. Other assignments \.,/ere 1) to examine the

organization, structure and management of the public services and

recommend reforms where desirable; 2) to investigate and evaluate the

methods of recruitment and conditions of employment and the staff

development programmes of the public services and recommend such changes

as may be found necessary; 3) to examine all legislation relating Eo

pensions as well as the various superannuation schemes in the public

services and in the private sector and suggest such changes as may be

appropriate wíth a view to facilitating mobility within the public

services and also between Ëhose services on Èhe one hand and the privaEe

sector on the oËher hand, while at the same lime provide for the retention

in the public services of qualified and efficient personnel;4) to

undertake with the aid of appropriate grading team, Ehe regrading of

all posts in the public services, establish salary scales that correspond

to such grades and as a resulË of a job evaluation of posts, recommend

salary scales Ëo be applicable !o each post in the services; and 5) to

inquire inEo, and make any recoumendations on any matters which in the

opinion of the commission have reasonable relevance (Ibid.).
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This r,¡as a mammoth task, and no wonder it took the commission two

years and fourteen days to submit its report. In order to carry out this

assignment, eight special and expert task forces with a total membership of
(105) one hundred and. f ive were set up. The task forces v,rere:

1) The civil service, with ll members all of whom but one were from Britain,
2) Para-statals (statutory Corporat.ions and state-owned companies) wittr

4 members all from the company of peat Marr¿ick and Mitchell of

Britain,

3) Local goverrlment service, with 11 members all of whom were Nigerians,

4) Teaching services, wiEh 8 members all of whom were Nigerians,

5) Universities, with three members two of r¿hom were Vice-Chancellors,

(one a Ghanaian) and a Nigerian professor of surgery,

6) Salary gradings, with 62 members,23 were canadians and.34 were

Nigerians representing the main grades in the Federal and state

Civil Services,

7) Pensions, with 3 members, all university dons, and

8) Manpower planning and development, with three members, tv/o were

university professors and Ehe third was the Secretary to the National

Manpower Board (Ibid. ).

According to Aluko, the Commission did also consult and obtained Èhe

views of. L25 individuals and organízations, head.s of government civil

services, specialists and administrators. This included senior technical

and professional staff and university academics and administraËors in

Nigeria, Australia, Canada, Britain, United States, and Tanzania. It

also assigned three Nigerians and one Nigerian consulting firrn to conduct

special sÈudies on the national economy, Ehe French ad.ministratíve

system and its relevance to administrative reforms in Nigeria, and Lo
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evaluate the means of improving the quantity and quality of work in

Nígeria's public services. About 545 memoranda were received by the

commission from different organízations and individuals from the then 12

states, and from people in federal and state public services, including

oral evidence from 192 persons and organizations (Ibid.).

The commissionrs report was released in 1974 arLd as expected, it was

more than comprehensive. IË recommended salary and wage increases and

awards that were both extravagant and scandalous. "It increased the

minimum salary of established staff in the public services by 130 percent,

from N3l2 ($470 American) per annum to N720 ($i080) per annum. Ir

increased federal permanent secretariesr salaries by 110 percent, from

N6,480 to a possible N13,959, the Chief Justice's salary from N9,000 to

N16,200, the Inspector-General of Police from N7,000 Ëo N15,L20,

Vice-Chancellor from N9,000 to N14,040 and University professors from

N6,000 to a possible N13,959 per annum"(Ibid.).

The commissionts report also recormended generous reËirement

benefits. 0n retirement, a public officer r¿ho had put in 30 years of

service should be given a block payment of three years salary as

superannuation and 70 percent of his/her last salary scale as pension.

If the person had served for 20 years, he/she should receive tv/o years

salary payment, and half of the last salary scale as pension. And if the

person had served for 10 years, entitlement should be a yearts salary

and 30 percenË of lasË salary scale as pension.

There \¡Iere also provisions for other generous fringe benefits such

as extended holidays, "car purchase advance, and monEhly car expenses

allowances, housing subsidies for which more public servants who'r then

earned more than N2r7B0 per annum including ne!,/ universíty graduates "wil1
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qualify" (Ibid.: p. 13). The salary a\"/ards were retroactive with effect

from April l, L974 (nine months in arrears) and aLL arrears \^/ere to be

paid with immediate effect.

All in all, the net effect of the salary awards was the payment of

arrears of about N500 million ($750 million American) ro abour 700,000

Nigerians from a 1973 population figure of about B0 million. Al1 these

generous awards may not mean something to an observer frorn the developed

countries. But to the Nigerian whose countryts average annual per capita

income then rvas about N100, it was signif icant and overwhelming. The

Federal Military Government accepted the generous awards (thanks to the

oil boom) and expected great appreciation from Nigerians.

The point in all these is that the generous udoj i salary review

award unleashed a \.^/ave of public demand for more and greater educational

opporËunities than the government had anticipated. After all, the

recipients of the Udoj i r¿indfall ¡¿ere educated Nigerians at any level of

public and private employment. over night, people who had not thought

of it got into a salary scale that they could o\¡Jn a car. Thousands of

award beneficiaries bought fridges, Eelevisions, stereo equipments,

expensive furnit.ures, appliances, comfortable apartments and new

expensive wardrobes. It was like a sudden v¡ind of change in some people's

standard of living. The name Udoji became a household topic for

discussion. Parents whose sons and daughters received the Udoji award

were jubilant and appreciated the money and effort that Ehey had spent on

their education. some parents who did not see any evidence of udoji

award on their sonts lives had to inquire from them the purpose of the

education that they paid for. And those uneducated and without jobs

could riot contain their resentment. This was illustrative of
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Psacharopoulos and Inloodhall's (1985) thesis Ëhat:

Pror.¡ided that educated workers received more pay than the uneducated,education is profitable for the individual and offers financialbenefits even if employers are completely irrational in choosing topay higher sararies to the educated or even if the screeninghypothesis accounted for the entire income differential of educatedworkers (p. llB).

The result of the post udoji award \,/as an unprecedented aÌ,,/areness

among Nigerians that there is enough wealth and resources in Ehe country

for Ëhe government to pïovide education for everybody and anybody that
wants it. Because of this, a tidal widespread. demand for free and

universal education at all levels start.ed. All these were happening

only four years after the civil war, and for a military government

desperately in need of approval from the people, the demand for free
popular educaÈion at all levels vras a bait that it could not refuse.

Pressure Groups and Social Activists

rn Nigeria afrer independence in 1960, one of the strongest public

demands \¡/as for universal primary education. rn Nigeria politics,
nationalism is synonymous with the rights and worth of the local
populaËion and the peasantry. A sense of solidarity wíth the people is
often the main source of strength in Nigerian politics and nationalism,

and politicians and activists are always eager to shor,¡ this solidarity
by a common education available to all. rndividual access Ëo educational

opportunities is usually regarded as a mearrs to community development in
parËicular, and to nation-building in general. As was noted in chapter

one' in the 1950s, Southern political leaders sought and gaíned political
povier chiefly by promising to rqake education available to everybody if
Ëhey were elected into polirical offices. consequently, the former

I¡Iestern Nigerian Government established free universal primary education
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in 1955, and for a short period, Ëhe former Eastern Nigerian Government

did the same thing.

In a book by VJ. G. McD. Patridge (1961) on rhe Porrrair of an

African School, there is this comment:

Education in Africa is not just something your parents \,/ant you to
have and which you go on getting until you can decenLly give ir up

. Rather it is a means of an easy, easeful life, away from the
toil and soiled hands and monotony of life in Ehe village. It
makes a person modern, up-to-date, enables a man to wear gloves,
carry brief-case, and look like the young men in the advertisement.
But ask any African teacher trainee why he is one, the ansver comes
pat, tBecause I want to help my people' (pp. 9-10, cited by Sutton
in Coleman, 1965, p. 72).

Sutton argues ËhaÊ this kind of response connotes no hypocrisy

because the sense of education being something essentially linked to the

development of the community and the proper service of the people has

axiomatic force. And leaders who wish to be taken seriously do exerË

themselves to expand educaËion as far as possible.

During the struggle for political independence in the I940s,

Nigerian nationalists charged the colonial government with purposely

withholding funds for education and 'rinsisted that the non-provision of

mass education as well as the inappropriate nat.ure of the curriculum were

purely a colonial ruse" (Duruji, 1978, p. 68). One of the flamboyant

nationalists of Ëhe day asserted that:

Without education, trusteeship is inconceivable. This princíple
demands a systematic education which will enable Ehe people to
stand on their feet If progressive countries like America
and England regard compulsory education as a necessity for building
a healthy nation'and efficient government, I would say that Ehe
system which should be in force in the backward areas should be
compulsory (l"lbadi\ùe, L942, p. 173).

Nigerians' emotional attachment to education can be illustrated in

the following captivating expression from Ehe first President of Nigeria

in the colonial era:
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Universities have been responsible for shaping the destinies of
nations and individuals. They are centres r.¡here things materials
are made to be subservient to things intellectual in all shapes and
forms. No matter in what field of learning, at any university, there
is an aristocracy of mind over matter

The universities of Europe and America have been responsible for
the great movements in the national history of these continents.
universities could produce a genius tike Hardy, who earned his
B.A. \,üith first class honours at the age of twelve, and they could
produce a "Frankenstein" or a "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" personality
as well. Black Africa has no universiËy. Black Africa has no
intellectual centre where the raw materials of African humanity may
be reshaped into leaders in all the fields of human end.eavour.

i'liLh their vaunted wealth in things material, Africans are bankrupt
beside the other races in things íntellectual. t^lith a taxation of
one shilling per capita throughout British tr^lest Africa, an endov¡ment
fund of more than twelve million pounds can be raised. This is
capable of supporting three or four first-class universities. tjhy
shourd African youËh depend upon oxford, cambridge, Harvard., ya1e,
Sorbonne, Berlin, Heidelberg, for intellectual growth? These
universities are mirrors which reflect their parÈicular socieËa1
idiosyncrasies.

An African graduate of these universities, unless he has developed
his individuality, is norhing short of a megaphone, yêê, a carbon
copy of these societies. Hence, I say that he is miseducated. Give
the Renascent African a university, you who are capable of financing
the same. Ilith twelve million pounds, there is no reason why the
best libraries, laboratories, professors, cannot be prod.uced right
here, and this continent can become, overnight, A continent of
Light (Renascent Africa, p . 140, in Ikej i aní-, Op . cit. , p. 131-f32) .

The late chief Obaf,emi Av¡olowo (a Nigerian educaror and polirician)

remarked in his autobiography:

To educate the children and enlighten the illiterate adults is to
lay a solid foundation not only for future social and economic
progress but also for political stability. A truly educated
citizen is in my view, one of the most powerful deËerrents to
dictatorship, oligarchy and feudal autocracy (Awo, rg52 in Abernethy,
0p.cit., p. f3).

Along those line of the late chief Awolor+o, chief Awokoya (tgsz) wtio

became Awolowors Minister of Education in the former [.Iestern Region

declared that:

Education development is inperative and urgent. rt must be treated.
as a national emergency, second only Ëo war. rt must rnove with the
momentum of a revoluËion (Awokoya, 1952, in Adesina, 1983, p. 245).
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The expectations in both Chief Awolowo and Awokoya's assertions are that

popular education would put Nigerians in the position to control and

develop their economy; it is assumed that educatíon is the key to

nation-building and modernization.

Nigeria is a country with vast natural resources, notably crud.e oil

which in the 1970s launched her into the orbit of opulence. The awareness

of affluence posed many challenges to the Federal Military Government.

The elite group in the country became vocal and broughr pressure to bear

on the government to utilize the nation's wealth judiciously. There were

ostentatious displays of affluence by many raealthy Nigerians, including

civil servants. This prompted one Nigerian Newspaper columnist to

describe top civil servants in Nigerian public service as the "mandarin

millionaires." The campaign for egalitarian programs gathered momentum

between 1970 and 1973 when the universities, trade unions, church

otganízations, Iegal profession and Ëhe mass media mounted pressure on

the government. rn this period, a noted and popular Nigerian lawyer

and social critic, Mr. Gani Fawehínmi rsrot,e a book entitled The peoplest

Right to Free Education at All Levels. This book embodies every kind

of view that had been expressed in Nigeria that supports free ed.ucation

at all levels. The theme of Fawehinmits argument was that education at

all levels is a right of every citizen and a social obligation which the

state ought to provide. iühat is more, there was the oil wealth in the

counEry, he reasoned, in which case, the government does not have any

plausible excuse not to provide free education. The book \{as an instant

best-sel1er in Nigeria, and it can be argued that the government took

heed because in 1974, Ëhe then Head of the Federal Military Government,

General Gowon, "in response to a school girlts questionr" casually
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announced the intention of Ehe government. to launch universal free

primary education. And in r976, the actual programme of a universal

Free Primary Educatíon scheme r¡/as officially started. In Lg76, the Head

of state was General obasanjo who on launching the upE scheme said,
t'the UPE scheme demonstrated rhe governmentts determination to equalize

opportunities for al1 children whatever their backfround" (Daily Times,

Sept. L976). Furthermoïe, General Obasanjo declared:

Every Nígeria should regard basic education as a right and not a
privilege: UPE represents the cornerstone in the countryrs
determinaËion to produce a literate and educated society which
will accelerate the tempo of Ëhe nationts socio-political, cultural
and economic development (Ibid.).

Social Demand for Education

The last factor in the examination of the forces that contributed.

to the introduction of free education at all levels in Nigeria is the

social demand for education. The theory of social demand for education

postulates that courses of education at any 1eve1 should be made available

for all those who are qualified by ability and attainment to pursue them

and who wish to do so. A L967 OECD report on educational policy offers

a supportive statement:

rf a sufficiently qualified citizen stands at the door of any type
of school he must be admitted, and it is the responsibility of the
appropriate government authorities to anEicipate his requests so
that school capacity will be adequate to accommodate him (Education
Policy and Planning: Netherlands, paris, L967, p. 27, see also
Sheehan, 0p.cir. : p. 24),

It was observed in the previous chapter that the Federal Government

of Nigeria has accepted as official policy education as an instrument par

excellence for national development. This implies thaË the messenger

must have a first school leaving cercificate in order Ëo keep his job,

the clerical officer will need a high school education and diploma to
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stay on the job, and the executive officer or administrator will obtain

a college or university education in order to be hired or sustain a

living. The net result is that there will be astronomical increase in

the demand for education since acquisition of certificates and diplornas

are the necessary criteria for any gainful employment.

Given the current policy that gives leverage to the perception that

education should be made available to as many people as may need to

benefit from iË and the problem of uneven distribution of educational

facilities and the pot.ential candidates for education as between Ëhe

various ethnic groups and or geographical and political areas of the

country, the need for the government Ëo provide more educational

facilities and resources can be obvious.

There is a very high demand in Nigeria for universíty education,

for instance, and noE enough places for most qualified candidates. This

siËuation is depicted in Table rv.r. rt can be seen rhat in L97B/79 onLy

about 12.6 percent of the almost 115,000 applicanËs were admitted into

the uníversities. In 1979/80 there \,Ías a proportionate slight íncrease

to 15.5 percenË buË the number of applicants registered no serious change.

This situation of demand for university education being greater than

available openings in the universities caused the Federal Government of

Nigeria some serious concern.

At the primary and Ëhe secondary levels the demand for education

was equally hígh. According to ukeje (op.cit., p. 252) only one in three

children of primary or elemenËary school age v/as in school ín I97L, and

at the secondary school stage it ¡¿as only one in sixteen.
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Table IV. I

and Offers of Provisional Admissions to First
19 States of Origin for 1978179 an¿ L979180.

S ta tes No. of
Appl i-
cat ions
for
L978 I 79

No. of
Admis-
s ions
for
L978 I 79

%of
Admis-
s ions
over
appl i-
cat ions
for
1979180

No. of
App 1 i-
cat ions
for
1979 I 80

No. of
Admis-
s ions
for
r9t9/80

/" oI
Admis-
s ions
over
Appl i-
cat ioe
for
t979 I 80

Anambra
Bauchi
BendeI
Benue
Borno
Cross River
Gongola
Imo
Kaduna
Kano
Kwara
Lagos
Niger
0gun
Ondo
oyo
Plateau
Rivers
Sokoto
Fore ign

15020
77r

L7L36
37 28
800

6037
L238

r97 02
14 31

814
4958
2099

746
8247

L0223
I 33s8

135 6
5 033

465
L654

L7 09
143

2IO2
518
I4L
775
L44

2086
357
L96
867
293
L25

1 096
L265
L666
223
547
r02

62

LL.4
18 .5
L2.3
13.9
t7 .6
L2.8
11.6
10 .6
24.9
24.r
17 .5
14 .0
16.8
1a I

L2.4
12.5
16.4
r0.9
2I.9

a-7

L57 56
853

1B 161
348 3

534
6138
855

20485
1191

708
5028
2525
7t9

809 0
97 69

L2938
r664
4L27

4L4
9s9

2053
228

259L
765
204
930
29r

2334
508
329
933
349
229

L247
L444
L9L7

428
592
153
204

13 .0
26.7
L4.3
22.0
JÖ.¿

L5.2
34.0
1T.4
42.7
46.s
18.6
13 .8
31 .8
15 .4
14 .8
L4.8
25.7
14 .3
37 .0
2L.3

Total 114816 L4417 L2.6 lt4329 L7729 15 .5

Source: Adopted from National University Bulletin (nUC), 1980, Lagos,
Nigeria, Vo1.11, No. 2, p.60.
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The tables below also illust.rates the enrolment of school age children

in elementary and secondary schools between L973 and 1977.
Table IV. II

The Enrolment of School Age Children in Elementary Schools, I973-77

Year School Age Population Enrolment Percentage

L97 3
L97 5
19 71

L2
I2
13

, 3 71 ,000
,938,000
,644,000

4 ,7 46 ,900
5 ,542,300
8 , 200,000

37 .9
42.3
60.2

Source: UNESCO, Education in Africa since f960. Adopred from Ukeje
(op. cit. ) .

From Table IV. II it can be seen Ëhat the enrolment of elementary school

age children rose from 37.9 percent in 1973 to 60.2 percent in L977.

The position in regard to secondary educaEion is shom on Table

IV. III below:

TabIe IV.III
The Enrolment at the Secondary Level, L960-73

Year l"iFM Nigeria F Africa MF

19 60
L965
L97 0
L97L
L97 2
L97 3

4.04
4.86
s.98
6 .48
s.76
7.94

1 .10
1 .98
2.79
3 .01
3.26
J.ó¿

2.59
3 .86
4 .38
4.74
4.s0
5.87

4.4
1')

10 .5
10 .5
11 .9
11.9

Source: UNESCOi Education in Africa since 1960.
\rDrc. . ) .

Adopted from Ukeje

The reasons for the dramatic increase in

are many. But few rvil1 suffice for this

the social demand

study. One is the

for education

great a\^iareness
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among Nigerians of their basic human rights, and ed.ucation is one of
those rights. The second is the mounting educational aspirations of
parenEs and their children. The third is the fed.eral governmentrs

official policy of educational development as a necessary forerunner

for overall national: development and the corollary emphasis on the

social-democratic necessity of increasing educational participation rates

for all geo-political sections of the country. The fourth reason is the

population explosion in Nigeria. The last census count put the countryrs

unofficial population figure at 80 million, and some people believe that
the actual total population figure for lligeria is above 100 mitlion.
whether the acrual population figure is B0 or r00 million, ir is large

enough to act as a quantitative ioultiplier of the social demand for
educat ion.

rn support of the above reasons, philip coombs (1985) ciËes a 196g

report which had observed:

Educational demand, feeding on itserf, creaËes its own dynamic. Apopulation that suddenly starts getting more education 
"âor, 

r.nt.,stil1 more- An African child of illiterate parents who learns to
read and do sums in primary school \,rants to go on to secondary school
and from there, he wants to go.,on to the university if he can make itBut even if he get no further than primary school, he will insistthat his children do better. Thus Ëhe social demand for ed.ucationis inexorably compounded, regardless of what may be happening to the
economy and to the resources available to education (p.- 34).

The other reason for the high social demand for education is Èhe private

rate of return. Psacharopoulos and I^Ioodhal1 (Op. cit. ) observed:

The private returns to primary ed.ucation are by and large well in
excess of 15 percenË, and may be as high as 50 percent. rn the
case of secondary and high educat,ion, esËimaEes of privaËe rates ofreturrÌ are also high, usuarly, well in excess of l0 or L2 percent,
and often as high as 30 or 40 percenr (p. 119).

Obviously from the above observation, education will be perceived by the

individual student and or family as a worthwhile profitable investment.
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In furtherance of this view, Psacharopoulos and l,Ioodhall argue that if

individuals act rationally and choose between alternative investment

opportunities on the basis of private return, then there is likely to be

strong demand for education, particularry at the primary level, where

private rates of return are usually very high. This could be the case

at the secondary or university level because at these levels, rates of

return often "exceed the probable returns on alt'ernative investment

opportunities" (Ibid.). Given the previous discussion on Udoji salary

award and its aftermath, the social demand for education in Nigeria could.

not be greater. And the federal government response of free ed.ucation

at al1 levels should be understood in this perspective.
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CHAPTER V

THE POLITICAL FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTED TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

OF NIGERIAIS INTRODUCTION OF FREE EDUCATION AT ALL LEVELS

This chapter examines the political factors that contributed to

the federal governmentrs introduction of free education at all levels

in Nigeria. The topical order of examination is as follows: r) the

search for national unity, 2) the military governmentts desire for

political legitimacy, 3) party politics and the quest for elecEoral

votes, and 4) regional inequality--North and South educational imbalance

The Search for Natíonal Unity

Okechukwu Ikejiani (0p.cit., p. 193) commenting on the relationship

between educaction and the promotion of national unity in Nigeria

observed:

Nigeria is a country with diversity of culture and religion, and
it has been shor"¡n that this is not a barrier to natíonal greatness.
rt cert.ainly has not been in the case of great nations such as the
United States of America and Soviet Russia. One of the most
effective instruments for accomplishing the enormous task of
weaving a sturdy fabric out of Nigeriats diverse social, economic,
religions, ethnic and political groups is education. L{hen
students of diverse origins study and compete together in our
universities, Èhey will begin to appreciate that the only conìmon
denominator is intelligence. They will soon realize that no one
race, no one religion or eËhnic groups has a monopoly of brains.

It was noted in chapter two that development research specialists have

for someEime now been emphasizing the contribution which education can

make Eo promote national unity. Harbison et al. (1964), Adams (L97L),

Adams and Bjork (1975), Lowe et a1. (L973), Becket and O'Connel (L917)

Massialas (L977), and Bray and Cooper (L979) have tried to idenrify

relationships between education and political stability particularly in

the Third In/orld countries. Although not all of the conclusions from the

above sources are definitive, there exists, nevertheless, a strong belief

in the absEraction that education makes it easy to mobil íze a people for
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national togetherness or solidarity.

In Nigeria, the federal government reaffirmed its faith in the role

which education can play in the promotion of national unity as it

identified national aims and objectives of education in the 1977 National

Policy on Education. The aims and objectives as mentioned in chaprer

three are:

i) the inculcation of national consciousness and national unity;

2) the inculcation of the right type of values and attitud.es for the

survival of the individual and the Nigerian society;

3) the training of the mind in the understandíng of the world; and

4) the acquisition of appropriate skills, abilities, and competences

both mental and physical as equipment for the individual to live in

and contribute to the development of his society.

This approach to building national unity--a move that assumed greater

momentum only a few years afËer the civil war--has Ëo do with the future

political stability of Nigeria as a nation. Bray and cooper (1919)

summarized thus:

Nigeria, perhaps more than other African nations, faces the awesome
task of forging a nation out of a diversity of culËures. The need
is accentuated by the tragic civil war that engulfed Nigeria from
1967-1970. In Ëhe task of reconst.ruction and reconciliation that
is nor¿ being undertaken, education plays a major role (p. 33).

Richard DrAeth (I975) observed:

There is a cenLral problem ín many nations enclosing a variety of
cultural and economic conditions and especially those with the
federal constitutions, concerning the extent to which education
should express the cultural diversity or aim at national unity (p. 102)

According to Adams and Bjork (Op.cit.) in the underdeveloped

Ëhe cultural, linguistic, and religious splits are often very

counEries,

serious and

developmentcertainly debílitating to the development efforts. A proper
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effort demands a stable polity which in turn must have broad loyalty
from nearLy aL1 sections of the society. How can education be used in
Nigeria to garner broad loyalty from all sections of the society to foster
national unity? Education can provide Lhis loyalty through the process

of political socialízatíon. lf the political orientation of the citizens,

trained in a nationts schools, were congenial to the understanding and

appreciation of all ethnic groups in the country, the society is likely

to maintain its existence and continuity. During the civil war, there

v/ere some Nigerians who strongly believed that the University of Nigeria

at Nsukka played a key role in the development of separatist thinking in
the then Eastern Nigeria. To this end, the then Head of State, General

Gowon made the following remark during tir,e L974 convocation ceremony at

the University of Benin.

. the direction of educational policy should be at the national
level, and requires heavy investment which is only feasible at
national leve1. only this can ensure that educatíon is made
available to all our peoples as soon as possible; that high and
uniform standards are attained and maintained, that there is a
uniform national educaLional policy, uniform conditions of service
for teachers, and the prevention of the use of our educational
institutiorrs ever again for the purpose of sewing the seeds of
disuniry (Africa No. 42, L975, p.32).

It was observed in chapter three that :uhe 1977 National Policy on

one of the three major

ov¡n ethnic-tongue. In a

country that is linguistically diverse as Nigeria, no single language

can assuage Ëhe communication problem, nor for political reasons, can it

be possible to declare any one local language the official lingua franca

So English and the three major languages (Hausa, Ibo and yoruba) remain

the national languages, and by learning English and. one of the three

major languages at schools, Nigerians of different language groups will

Education emphasized a studentts mastery

Nigerian languages other than the stud.ent

of

ts
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become able to communicate with one another. The widespread. provision

of schooling and school facilities works to solve the communication

prob 1em.

In 1969, the Nigeria Educational

the federal government to carry out a

and to make recommendations to all the

Two years later, the NERC came up with

curriculum that clearly spelt out the

Research Council was mandated by

nation-wide curriculum research

then 12 States of the Federation.

a set of guidelines on primary

need for national unity. On the

curriculum syllabus r,las a course on social stud.ies designed to "d.evelop

in children a positive aEtitude to citizenship and a desire in them to

make a positive personal contribution to the creation of a united Nigeria

(Nigeria Educational Research council, L973, p. 263). The nation-wide

Grade II teachers t syllabus prepared ín L974 by the Federal Ministry of

Education also contained similar provisions for the promotion of national

unity.

The importance that the federal government attached Ëo national

unity is underlined in the national pledge coined ín 1976. rn all

Nigerian schools at the beginning and end of each d.ay, every student and

pupil is required to recite:

I pledge to Nigeria my country,
To be faithful, loyal and honest,
To serve Nigeria with all my st.rengËh,
To defend her unity,
And uphold her honor and glory,
So help me God.

In addition to Ëhe above, the Federal Ministry of Education began in the

1973-74 academic year to establish ner¿ federal colleges in each state.

As was pointed ouË in chapter three, these colleges vrere originalry

proposed by the Ashby couunission as an avenue for the promoËion of
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Nigerian unity. The colleges are expected to draw students from the

various ethnic groups in the country, and since the schools are

residenÈial, the expectation is rhat Nigerians from all over the country

would come to learn to live together and to accept one another.

To achieve all these lofty ideals in the search for national unity,

the federal government took a number of steps. The first step v/as to

transfer the responsibility for higher education from the concurrenE

legislative list to Ehe exclusive legislative 1ist, while the

responsibility for the primary and. secondary levels was transferred from

the residual list to the concurrent legislative list in the constitution.

The iromediate effect of this was the assumption by the fed.eral government

po\,/ers and control over the primary and secondary education of

Nigerians--a status prior to this point it did not have. This means

that the federal government can intervene responsibily to bring any

declared national education objective into reality. The second s¡ep r{as

the decision to launch Ëhe Universal Free Prímary Education scheme all

over the country. As it may be recalled, upE is not new in Nigeria for
it had been tried in the former l¡lestern Region in 1955 and in the former

Eastern Region ín 1957. The thi.ng new Ehis time is thar unlike Ehe firsr

experiment of UPE ín certain sections of the country, primary education

will be universally free all over the country.

The third measure was in the secondary and technical schools where

the federal governnenË abolished tuition and boarding fees. And finally

at the university leve1, it declared in 1978 all forms of university

education to be tuition-free. rt can thus be seen that Nigeriars

educaËional system is being counted on for the achievement and

sustainance of Nigerian national unity. Hence the fed.eral governmentts

of
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policy of free education at al1 levels.

The Desire For Political Legitimacy

In January L966, a military coup overthrew the civilian government

of Alhaji Tafawa Belewa. There \.{as appaEent nation-wide jubilation and.

ceremony that the weak and ineffective civilian government was throvm out.

But not long after, it became obvious that there rùas the problem of

government acceptability by all sections of the country. The military

coup that overthrew the civilian government came to be perceived along

ethnic 1ines. The overthrown civilian government was headed by a

Northerner, while the soldiers r¿ho carried out the coup were Southerners,

mainly the Ibos. lvlost Northerners began to belíeve that the coup was

sectionally motivated. tr^Ihat seems to have mad.e this belief obvious was

that most of the people killed in the military coup came from the North

and only a few people from the south lost Ëheir lives. htith such

understanding the new military government r^¡as regarded as illegitimate

by most Northerners, but was given popular support in the South and among

some Northerners. The military government \,/as accepted with the hope that

it would ultimately legitimize itself by its programmes of reforming the

Nigerian society.

After the ner^z military governmerrt setË1ed dorm to work, it dramatized

the change in the politics of the country by ordering former politicians ro

vacate government buildings and to return official cars assigned to them.

It looked like the army regime \¡/as well on the road. to the consolidation

of its po\^rer, support and legitimacy. But in May Lg66, the new military

government headed by General Aguiyi Ironsi promulgated. Decrees 33 and 34.

Decree 33 abolished all eighty-one political associations and twenty-six

tribal and cultural associations for a period of three years. Decree 34
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formally annulled the federal structure of Nigeria and started the process

to a unitary form of government for Nigeria. Both fed.eral and regional

public services were unified to form Ëhe National public Service and the

toP positions in the public service were to be centrally controlled
(pu¡1ic order Decree 1966, No. 33,34, official Gazette,vol. 53, No. 51,

Federal Republic of Nigeria).

The unification decree did not sit well with the Northern people,

particularly the unification of the public service. rt was feared by

the Northerners that they would be disadvantaged in a unified public

service given that the leve1 of educaËion in the North was generally

rower than the other parts of Nigeria. By this development, the North

withheld any form of legitimacy it had accorded the military regime of

General rronsi, lending credence to Lipset's (1960) theory that if at

any time the status of major conservative groups is threatened, or if

access to politics is denied to emerging groups at crucial periods, the

systemrs legitimacy will remain in question (p. g0). This they

demonstrated in the NorÈhern coup which occurred on July 29, 1966. The

couP v/as directed against the lbos--the ethnic group from which General

Ironsi hailed. The NorËhern coup succeeded in dislodging the Ibo - led

military government of General Ironsi, and after a few days of confusion

and uncertainty, Northern soldiers gained control of the federal capital

of Lagos and took over Ëhe federal government. The Northern coup was

not successful at Enugu the capital of Eastern Region and the home base

of the rbo ethnic group. Because the coup failed in the East, colonel

Ojukwu remained in political control of the Eastern parts of the coun¡ry.

From this position, he and Ëhe people of the region challenged Ehe

authority and legitimacy of the new regime led by Colonel yakubu Gowon

in Lagos. Colonel Gor¿on did not have the support of the Eastern Region
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and as far as the region \^/as concerned, Gowon v/as seen as an imposter

r.,ho had no legitimacy over it. From this point on, the couritry began to

drift toward disintegration. Gowon applied a few measures wíth the hope

that they would stem the tide of disintegration as the military governor

and the people of Eastern Nigeria refused to recognize Colonel Gowonts

legitimacy to rule or goverrl them. None of these measures could placate

the Eastern Region. There \,,/ere more negotiations and meeÈings and.

j,rgglings for an accommodation of each other's viewpoints and fears; all

came to no avail. It r'/as at this stage that Colonel Ojukwu delivered an

emotional speech on NIay 26, L967; in a nation-wide broadcast, colonel

0jukwu named the federal government the "Gowon junta" and declared:

I refuse to recognize Gowon for reasons which I have at Aburi made
knovm To recognize him would mean to accept the authorit.y
of a rebel in the Army, and that would be bad for discípline
(Address by Colonel Ojukiou to the joint rneeting of the Advisory
Committee of Chiefs and Elders and the Consultative Assembly,
26 May, 1967 ín S. K. Panter-Bricks, 1970, p. 2L6).

After the above nation-wide broadcast, the new federal government of

Colonel Gowon began to lack any serious support from the tr^/est regions

of the country (trJest and Mid-tlest Regions). This was revealed in Chief

Awolowors address to the so-cal1ed "Yoruba Leaders of Thoughtf in May

1967 when he stated:

I consider it my duty to Yoruba people and to Nigerians in general
to place four imperatives two of categorical, and two conditional

. (3) If the Eastern Region is allowed by acts of omission or
commission to secede from or opË out of Nigeria Lhen tr{estern Nigeria
and Lagos must also stay out of the Federation (Ibid.r p. 200, also
in Dare, 1975, p.104).

To cut short the ugly story about this dark period in the history of

Nigerian Federation, a civil war broke out in JuIy 1967; the Eastern

Region had declared itself the Republic of Biafra on May 30, 1967.

The war became knov¿n as the "Biafran l{ar." After almost Èhree years of
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horríble and gruesome carnage, the civil war ended. with the capitulation

of Biafra and the reintegration of the former Eastern Region into the

Nigerian Federation. And colonel ojukwu went into voluntary exire.

I'^/ith the end of the civil war and the reintegration of Biafra into the

Nigerian Federation Gowon began the process of acquiring for the military

government the nation-v¡ide legitímacy that it had lacked since ir came

to power ín L966. In this, the military government of Gowon and. others

after him sought refuge in the acceptance of education (among other

things) as the ínslrument par excellence for national development.

To this point, the concept of legitimacy has featured prominen¡ly;

what is it and why is it important for a government to possess it?

According to Lipset (1960), the desire for legitimacy or popular acceptance

is a phenomenon that is conmon to all forms of government. This is

because legitimacy entails the capacity of the political leadership to

engender and maintain the acceptance that the existing political

apparatus is the rnost appropriate for the country (see also Dare, Op.cit.,

p. 96). Roberr Daht (1970) in Dare (rbid., p. 95) argues rhar a

government is said to be legitimate if the people to r¿hom its orders

are directed believe that the structure, procedures, acts, decisions

poricies, officials or leaders of government possess the quality of

rightness, proprieËy or moral goodness--the right in short to make binding

rules. Legitimacy is the right to exercise the auEhority given to a

government, or an individual by virËue of Ëhe office or position on

behalf of those governed. t egitimate authority here implies the

suspension of judgement by the governed as a function of group norms,

especially if that po\,/er is exercised within certain limits and according

to certain rules. Therefore legitimacy exists when there is a consciousness
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on the part of the government that it has a right to rule and when this
right is recognízed and accepted by a majority of the governed. rt is
this belief by those who are being ruled that their leaders have a right
to rule that constitutes "the foundation of legitimacy" (Dare, rbid.).

According to Dare (rbid.) legitimacy is a dynamic process; a regime

or government that came to office with nation-wid.e popularity could in
the end become unpopular due to inefficient and ineffective public

policies. In the same 1ight, an un\.vanted and unpopular regime could. end

up with a very positive image and regitímacy if it puts in place

effective and efficient public policies. So a regíme can build up supporr

through the policy process. But a regime that came to po\"rer through a

coup or military take-over would be in greater need of popular and

effective public policies in order to compensaËe for the initial sÈigma

of illegitimacy. Harris Monchar (1981, p. 2) argues that tinkering with

the structure of the national educational system is one means to popular

and effective public policies and the achievement of legitimacy. This is
because education is generally thought of as one of the most visíble of

goverrunental operaËions. Providing education thus seems to function as

a safety valve and this fact is recognized by governments (ruia.¡. so

"Ehe dynamic aspecËs of the relaËionship between ed.ucational sËructure and

political instability would predict," i. the case of the Nigerian

military regimets desire for legitimacy, that "increased political

instability would lead to a faster rate of increase in the provision of

educational services" nation-wide (Ibid.). This prediction is based upon

the expectation that a military government Ehat violated some fundamental

democratic process in the b id to acquire por"/er "r¿il1 try to maintain

its legitimacy Ëhrough the easiest means available Ëo" it (rbid., see
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also Abernethy, op.cit.). As Nwagwu (to7a, p. 150) noted, in Nigeria,

promising or providing the citizens free education has always yielded

quick political gains to political parties and leaders, and the military

regime did not want to be an exception.

The importance of using education as a major policy instrument in

the quest for legitimacy by the federal military government is

underlined by the fact that:

. the percentage of school age children in school and increase
in schoor enrolment have been used ae indices of the ability of a
government to provide welfare services for the people. To the
millions of illiterate and poor parenËs, providing free education
for their children is a loud indicator to them that opportunitíes
are being opened up so that through the acquisition of education
their children can compete successfulry with sons of chiefs and
sons of the rich for government and white-collar jobs. Thus, aparË
from the multiple effects of knowledge on society, people see the
índices of educational expansion and progress as being part of the
definition of national modernization and development. producing
attractive public education policies which are politicarly
beneficial Ëo national leaders has engaged the attention of all
Nigerian governnents right from pre-independepce days to.the
military regímes of the past 12 years (fUi¿.).

As it may be recalled in chapter one, p. 20, Abernethy (1969) has

expressed the opinion thaË one must vier¿ the policy of free education

scheme as a classic example of welfare polities because, according to

him, welfare politics is a central feature of Nigerian 1ife.

As unflattering as Abernethyr'" remarks might be to the image of

Nigeria, it is dif f icult to challenge those vier,¡s as illustrated. in Lhe

following observation by Nwagwu:

One dares to say that educational poricy formulation under the
military regimes in Nigeria has been inconsistent and often
conEradictory. The case of the introduction of free universal
primary education scheme ín r976 clearly demonstrates the point.
A commission was set up by the Military Government to advise it on
how Ëo implement the policy of uPE. The commission, after a detailed
study of the issues and problems involved, recommended that free
universal primary education in Nigeria should be launched in 1979
and that an installment approach would best enable the Government to
tackle such problems as recruiËmenË and rraining of t.eachers. But
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the scheduling did not please the military leaders who had planned
to hand over the governmenÈ to civilian parliament ín 1919. The
launching of the UPE scheme \ùas seen as one of the greatest
achievements of the present mil ítary regime and it could not accept
to take the trouble of preparing for the scheme and. then leave the
glory and reward of its implementation to the civilian government.
Therefore it rejected the recommendation and launched the scheme
in September 1976. rn this ir had the forrune of billions of
naira from increased petroleum values and production to help it
start the free universal primary education scheme. The scheme is
planned to provide compulsory primary schooling from September 1979(ruia., p.t54).

The military governmentts dire need of legitimacy and its eagerness to

use national educational structures as a proxy indicator of its

achievements made it imperative to reject the findings and

recommendations of its ov,rn appointed commission on the feasibility of

introducing free universal education in Nigeria. The timely warning

which was contained in the Somade commission report that a scheme of

free education would require "careful planníng and guidance, if it is

not to result in negative and disastrous consequences on the economy,

the political and social systems of the country" (Taiwo,19BO, p. Ll3)

but ignored by the government has created lots of problems in the

Nigerian educational sysËem. Some of those problems will be discussed

in chapËer seven. So, the crisis of legitimacy within Ehe military

governments of Nigeria to Ehis day contributed to its adoplion of the

national educational sysËem as one means to maintain legitimacy. Hence

its introducËion of free education at all levels.

Party Politics of EducaEion

There is a very close relaËionship between politics and education

in any society. Education creates political ar^/areness in the mind.s of

leaders and politicians, and political leaders shoulder the responsibility

for the development and progress of education. The inseparable
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relationship betv¡een politics and education is underlined in the fact

that t'state constitutíons always include education as one of their

priorities." Legislative branches of governments take keen interest in

providing substantial amounts of money for upkeep of educational

institutions. At national, state and 1ocal levels of government, there

are Departments of Education. Stili in some countries such as Canad.a,

there are local boards of education whose functions include the

disbursement of funds allocated by national or state government, and the

management of the those funds they collect themselves to support local

educational needs.

Education is sensitive to the politics of any nation. According to

Coleman (0p.cit.r p. 523) the poEentialities and products of education

can easily be manipulated Ëo control and guide change in any socieEy.

The history of the relationship between politics and education in Nigeria

predates the colonial era. According Èo Mbonu (L979, p. 1104) in

pre-co1onía1 Nigeria, family heads, village and town chiefs, an¿ tribal

paramount chiefs or kings manipulated politics, while parents and eld.ers

acted as instructors to their children and younger ones. rn modern

Nigeria, the importance and interrelationship between politics and

education can be lraced to the era of colonialism when European pattern

of politics and educatíon r¿ere introduced. As was noted. in chapter three,

the British colonial administration controlled and directed both politics

and education in Nigeria from 1862 ro 1960.

But after 1945 Nigerians ar¿akened to Lhe urge of politics and popular

education. The catalysts for this change riüere the end of the 2nd l^/orld

I^lar and the demobilization of soldiers who returned home after serving

in many parts of the world and experienced the system of democratic
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self-government in those areas. The other was the many Nigerians who

had studied in Europe and Nor'th America and choose to return home shortly
after the 2nd world tr/ar. "These enlightened Nigerians brought Nigeria

a political and educational renaissance" (Ibid.). These returned

enlightened Nigerians formed nationalist parËies which championed the

demand for self-ru1e. The nationalist political activities led. to the

MacPherson Constitution of 1951 which gave considerable autonomy and

self--rule to the three Regions of East, I^/est and NorÈh as the country

\¡ras geographically divided then. Each region was given absolute

responsibility for educational control and expansion within its
jurisdiction. The date for nalional ind.ependence had been set for 1960

and each regional government intensified educational expansion, bearing

in mind that when the British handed over the reigns of government to

Nigerians, there would be a scramble for the posts vacated by the British
administrators in the civil service, police and army. Regions that

have the necessary manpor^/er r¿ould be in a position to control the

federal government civil service and this in all probability will enhance

the position of the political party in power since politieal parries

were regionally based, and the nature of politics in Nigeria makes it
difficult Ëo isolate the civil service from political influence and

control (Nwagu, 1978, p. i51)

In Nigeria, the polirics presents an intríguing
perspective. Parents regard

fundamental obligation r¿hich their government o\,nes to their children.

And as was noted earlier, promising or providing free education to all

is a very important political \.,/eapon for winning electoral votes. The

Ëwo political parties in Southern Nigeria in the 1950's (the National

of free education

access to education as a basic and
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council of Nigeria and the camerouns-NCNC, and the Action Group-A.G.)

rode into political pov/er on the electioneering platform of ed.ucational

exPansion at alI levels. So after the new legislators settled dov¡n for
government business, it became obvious that the party politics of

education was high on their political agenda. This fact is borne out

by the following development. In the !{estern region controlled by the

Action Group political party, the slogan became "massive expansion of

educational facilities, particularry aL the primary level." shortly

after Ëhe legislature had assembled for its first budget session in

1952, the leader of the Action Group parËy, the late chief obafemi

Awolor.,¡o enunciated the principle which his party \^ras to follow:

As far as possible expenditure on services which Èend to the welfare,
and health and education of the people should be increased at the
expense of any oËher expenditure that does noÈ ansv,Ter to the same
test (in Awo, P. 263 cited in Abernethy, Op.cit., p. LZ7).

At the same time, Awolowots ne\.r MínisEer of EducaLion Chief S.O. Awokoya

(who before his death more than a year ago was a professor of Educational

Planning at the university of lfe, now renamed. Obafemi Awolowo University

in honor of the late chief Ar,¡olowo) declared his often quoted dictum

that "educaEional developraent should be regarded as a national

emergency, second only to war, and that it must-move with the momentum

of a revolution" (western Region, 1952, Debatesr pp. 463-70, see also,

Abernethy rbid.; Nwagwu, op.cit.). chief Awokoya proposed thar a

programme of free, universal and compulsory educaEion (UpS) ¡e

inËroduced in the In]estern Region before January 1955. In January 1955,

the first experíment in universal free primary education started in

i¡lestern Region. chief Awokoya described rhe education bill as "the

greatest piece of social legislation that has ever been made in the counËry'l

("ùestern Region, 1955, Parriamentary Debates, 20th December 1954
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(tbadan) cited in Nwagwu, rbid., p. L52). As part of rhe party polirics

of education orchestrated to guarantee future electoral votes, the

launching and registration of pupils were celebrated in Ibadan (capital

of western Region) with a parade of school children and speeches by

chief Awolor¿o and Awokoya. The government of Ar¿olowo printed a

commemorative brochure for the occasion calling it "Ëhe beginning in

this counÈry of a social revolution" and repeated chief Awokoyars

previous descríption of universal primary educaÈion as "a gilt-edged

security against Lhe hazards and difficulties of the coming years"

(l^lestern Region, UPE (f955), p. 2 cited in Abernethy, Ibid., p. Lzg).

The l^/estern Region I^/as not alone in this competitive game of party

politics of education in Nigeria. In 1953, the Eastern Region Minister

of Education, Mr. R. r. uzoma presented two white papers in which the

education policy of his government \,,ras enunciated. once again the

universal primary education took the centre st.age (Eastern Region, policy

for Education (1953); Eastern Region, Policy for the Inrroduction of UpE

(1953) cited in Abernethy, Ibid.). The Eastern Region free primary

education was scheduled to start in January L957 on condition that local

government bodies contributed 45 percent of the cost. As postulated by

Nwagwu (Ibid.) this proviso was an indirect admission that the Eastern

Regional Government did not have the money to finance UPE. Nevertheless,

the competition and rivalry for votes between the Action Group party

controlled government of the Western Region and the NCNC Party controlled

government of Eastern Region \¡/ere strong enough to think or do otherwise.

To account for a successful take-off of Èhe upE scheme, the Eastern

Region government "planned to double its annual output of Ëeachers from

1300 to 2500. The i^IesËern Region had made similar p1ans" (rbid.).
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Secondary schools in both regions vrere expanded, and some

built in order to accommodate Ehe products of the universa

education scheme.

ne\^/ OneS \.Vefe

I prirnary

In January L957, the Eastern Region introduced UPE by abolishing all
primary school f ees. As in the case of the Inlestern Region tr^/o years

earlier, the Eastern Region politicians celebrated the occasion with

great fanfare and publicity. An official publication described it as

"without dispute, the most momentous scheme ever to be undertaken to

date by this or any oËher Government of Eastern Regiont'(Eastern Region,

Education and UPE (L957 ), p. 1 in Abernethy, Ibid.). One member of rhe

EasËern House of Assembly commented:

0n the question of universar primary Education, we should be
grateful to this Government for their tremendous efforts. Nobody,
Sir, . can challenge that in quality or in quantity any
Government in the Federation can beat our Free Primary Education
Scheme . tr^Je are hoping, Sir, that the day will not be far distant
when it will be possible for the people of the tr{estern Region to
enjoy the quality of education r¡e have given to our people (Michaet
Ogon, in Eastern Region, Debates, L95i, pp. 42-42: in Abernethy,
rbid. ) .

According to Nwagwu, there was ample evidence to the inadequacy of

the arrangements for free education in both regions. There was shortage

of classrooms' equipment. and teachers; and more pupils turned. oirt in both

regíons than was expected to benefit from the free education scheme. The

coffers of both region were almost drained in order to introduce and

sustain free education prograuìrne. But as Nwagwu aplly noted:

It was a political decision and there \^ras no going back. The
politicians made nuch of Ëhe scheme and. the people hailed it as the
greatest welfare service provided by any government in Nígeria.
The politicians knew how enthusiastic the people Iare] over
education. They also knew that Federal elections would be held
in 1959 Ëo choose which political parËy would govern Nigeria when
it gained independence in 1960 (p. L52).

Nwagwuts thesis is given credence by this excerpË from the Lagos Daily

Service:
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what we theref ore say is this. i,Je want to appoint an Af rican
Minister of Education, give him î-2g4,gBO, the vote of the
Department for the financial year 1950-51, and see whether he
cannot open more government elementary schools in five years. rf
he cannot, rre vote him out and put another man in his place (0. e,
Akitoye, 1950, in Abernethy, Op.cit., p. I2g).

The party politics of education continued on till 1966 when the

military overthrer¿ the civilian government. rt \^/as revealed in the

previous section that from L966-I979, not even the military governmenË

could be inmumed from the politics of using education to gain popular

support. The thirteen years of military rule was replete with the

politics of education as a means of legitimacy.

During the brief inrerim in military rule from L979 to 19g3, rhe

party politics of education rose to its highest crescendo in Nigeria.

One subject on which there \,/as agreement by the four major polítical

parties was education. The unity party of Nigeria once again headed by

Chief Awolowo proposed free education at all levels as one of the main

planks in its pol-itical progranrne for Nigeria, d.uring rhe 1979 federal
elections. And following victory in five of the then nineteen states

(Oyo, ondo, ogun, Lagos, and Bend.el sËates) the unity party of Nigeria

set about implementing the policy of free education at all levels.

Tuition and all forms of fees were abolished, students \^/ere supplied

r¿ith free books, and those who had paid fees before the return to

civilian administration in October L979 had their fees refunded (i,Jest

Africa, 1980, p. rB20). The Narional party of Nigeria under the

leadership of Alhaji Shehu Shagari promised to "eradicate i11iÈeracy

throughout Nigeria and to promote learning, science and culture." The

National Party also set about implementing its policy of eradication

of illiteracy after it won the election and formed. the first cívilian

government in thirteen years. The NPN controlled federal government
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expanded secondary schools, built new "unity schoo1s," and directed

each school to enrol 1000 students from each of the then nineteen states

rvho would "live together, learn and work together to enable them to

understand themselves" and the country more (Ibid., p. lB21).

The Nigerian Peoplers Party and the GreaË. Nigerian peoplefs party

headed by Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe and Alhajt llazírí Ibrahim respecrively,

also proposed to "\¡ork toward free and high-quality education at all

1evels" (i^Iest Africa, L978, p. 20-27). urwick (op.cir., p. 325) provides

an account of his observation of party poLitics of education in one of

the states in Northern Nigeria:

The episode begins with the return of Nigeria to civilian rule in
september L979. The party which came to po\^/er in the state had
faced strong electoral opposition. Although it had gained
four-fifths of Ëhe seats in the state house of assembiy, iË appears
to have been anxious to consolidate its victory by tangible
demonstrations of "progress." The rather unusual situation which
it inherited in secondary education vüas one area in which it found
opportunities for doing so.

In 1979 the length of primary schooling in the state was reduced,
in order to conform with naËional policy, from 7 Lo 6 years, and
there was a "double output" of primary-school leavers. This posed
a special problem for admissions to the secondary level, which
the outgoing military government had sought to remedy by arranging
the opening of 15 new secondary-level schools and the expansion of
various existing schools in September L979. These arrangemenLs
enabled the staËe to achieve a rate of transition from primary Eo
secondary level of 36 percent, only 6 percenË belor¡ the 1978 level.
There was also a reasonable expect.ation that some more of the
primary leavers of L979 could be admitted to the secondary 1evel
a year 1ater, without further expansion of its capacity. The nei,r
civilian rulers, however, professed to be dissatisfied with these
arrangements and rushed to open an additional 28 new schools in
January 1980, in the middle of the academic year. The announcement
of the list of new schools and their locations was made within 2
months of their assumption of office.

All these shrewed and populist party politics of education vrere

designed to win the peoples' support and more votes in future general

elections. In a counLry r¿here success in attaining power, wealth, and

prestige is determined by your educational aËtainment, political parties
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leaders and power-seekers cannot be wrong in using the promise and. or

provision of free education at all levels lo achieve their goa1s.

Regional Inequalíty--The North/South Educational Imbalance

rn Nigeria, educarion is a highly politicized issue. This is

because of the perceived role of education in rhe allocation of social,

economic and political opportuníty in the society. The overlapping

relationship between a countryrs educational structure and the social,

economic and political dynamics of the society was noted by both

Durkheim and l.Jeber more than 70 years ago. Today the situatíon has not

changed. The political issue as represenËed by the structure of the

national education sysÈem is reflected in the struggle by the competing

grouPs within the Nigerian society for economic, political and social

advantage. And there are r¿ide variations in the availability of

economic, political, and social advantages between the Northern and

southern parts of the country, and between ethnic groups. This was

caused by the uneven educational structure in the country. There is

nothing particular about either region or the ethnic groups mentally to

account for the variations; rather they reflect differential colonial

government development as measured by the provision of schooling, and

employment opportunities. This in turn affects the ability of parents

to pay school fees for their children, to build and run schools on their

o\^/rì., and the level of demand for schooling among the ethnic population

that is disadvanËaged.

The above situation contributed to rhe creation of the often repeated

yavming gap in educational standards between Èhe Northern and the

Southern Srates of Nigeria. In I972, the then Federal Commissioner for
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Education, Mr. A. Y. Eke alluded to the educational imbalance between the

tr^/o areas of Nigeria in these terms:

. so wrde is the gap that roughly speaking, for every child in
a primary school in the Northern states there are four in the
southern states; for every boy or girl in a secondary school in the
North there are five in the South. And for every student in a
post-secondary school in lhe North, there are six in the South
(Africa No. 42, p. 3f).

Richard D'Aeth (0p.cit., p. 101) had rhis ro say abour rhe educational

imbalance:

The pyramid of the system is tall and narrov,/ at the top; or to be
more precise, there is a broad based pyramid for the South, and one
hardly more t.han a tenth of Ëhe breadth for the North, the latter
having a very slender apex indeed. The aim of universal education
is to expand the pyramid of the North to make it nearly equivalent
to the South.

The rippling effect of the educational imbalance between the Northern and

Southern States, given the population of the Northern States which is two

and half-times thaË of the South, is the very low national enrolment

ratios. In 1970 for instance, it was reported that one in every three

children of school age \.{as in primary school and one in every trventy-five

children v/as in secondary school (Ibid.). In addition to this was the

high drop out rate in Èhe primary school in the various areas of Nigeria

These defects in the Nigerian educational system have always been

source of political irritation. There is often for instance, the fear

of Soulhern domination of the North in the federal civil service

appointments, and Ëhe fear of ethnic domination by the educationally

advanced groups. These fears have resulted into open armed conflict and

political instability as was noEed in earlier sections. The intensity

of this fear was clearly illustrated by the former Premier and leader of

Northern Nigeria' the late Sir Ahmadu Bello in his autobiography.
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As things \"/ere at Ëhat t ime ( tnat was in the early 1950 r s ) if thegates of the departments r,rere to be opened the southern Regions hada huge pool from which they could find suitable people while we hadhardly anyone. rn the resulting scramble it would, \^/e r,,/ere
convinced, be inevirable that the southern applicants would get allthe posts available. rn these círcumstances, the Northernerst
chance of getting anywhere in the government service would. beexactly nil rf the British adminisrrarion had failed to giveus the even development that r^/e deserved and for which ," "rur"ãso much, and they \.ùere on the whole a fair ad.ministration, what
had we to hope from an African administration, probably in the
hands of a hostile party? The ansr,/er to our minds was quite simplyjust nothing, beyond a 1ittle windor^¡ dressing (Ahmadu getro , Lg6z,pp. 110-111).

Thus, the different rate of educational development between the

North and the South in particular, and amongst the various ethnic groups

in general, produced the much-discussed ed.ucational imbalance

national educatíonal structure, and. contributed significantly

tension between the Ëwo main regions of the Northern and Southern Nigeria.

The seriousness of this imbalance was noted by B. J. Dudley (196g, p. i0)

when he remarked that by L960, vrhen Nigeria became independent and the

public service was Nigerianized, the Northern Region had only about one

percent representation in the entire federal public service. Figure V. I

the educationalprovides an example of a graphical illustration of

imbalance at the prirnary school enrolment level bet¡¡een Lg]'2-rg25.

According to Blakemore and Cooksey (1980), ethnic prejudices and

conflicts reflect unequal access to resources, including ed.ucation. And

for political reasons, governments ofËen try to bridge ethnic and

regional schooling inequaliries. so ín L972 the then Head of SEate,

on educational

in the

to the

General Gowon expressed the belief Ëhat a

expansion was the necessary strategy for

educational imbalance between the various

North and South in particular

maximum ernphasis

correcting the problematic

ethnic groups, and between the

(lþ:fêEiS:r, March 25, 1974, pp. 325-26

. 332). The implícation in General Gowon'scited in James Urwick, 1983, p
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Figure V.I
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belief is that since schooling has always been a source of progress in
most societies, educational expansion expressed in government programnes

like the universal primary education, would bring about interregional

ed.ucational equality and reduce political instability. rn short, it is

an expression of the overriding priority given to educational expansion

scheme by the Nigerian government and its "belief that this is essential

to íncorporate the North into the modern Nigerian nation, and. to preserve

Lhe unity of the country" (o'aeth, Op.cit., p. I00).

sorit seems reasonable (Monchar, op.cit., p. l) to argue that the

political issue as represented by the strucLure of the national education

system, should be a covariant in the struggle by competing ethnic groups

within the society for economic, political and social advantage. This

covariance is seen as a dynamic relationship and not a static one because

ethnic and regíonal imbalance in national educational structure and the

attendant political instability can be altered as a result of government

manipulaËions. This prediction ís based upon the assumption of the

Federal Nigerian Government that the progressive nature of education is

consequential to interregional and intra ethnic equality of opportunities.

Hence the federal government introduction of free education at all levels

in Nigeria.
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CHAPTER VI

THE ECONOI'IIC FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTED TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
OF NIGERIAIS INTRODUCTION OF FREE EDUCATION AT ALL LEVELS

Leaders of young nations, striving to overcome the inertia of
colonialism or of illiteracy, rank Èhe developmenË of human
resources through education as their most crucial problem. Human
resources of the newly developing nations must be upgraded through
invesËment in educaLion before there can by any substantial rise
in the gross national product, any significant improvement in the
nationts healËh or any assurance that citizens' behaviour r^¡ill be
informed and responsible in socía1 and political matters. Even in
the more advanced nations, the significance of the role assigned to
education in contributing to national goals is on Ëhe incre"ã", ""measured by the percent of gross national product alloted to
education. This recognition of the sine qua non role of education
is one of the most significant eventlìE our Eime. - paul Hanna

This chapter deals primarily with Nígeriats need for manpower

development in the national educatj-ona1 system. The importance of

manpo!,/er as an aspect of Ëhe economics of education is not in dispute.

underlying much of the analysis of education as an investment fcrr

development is the facË that returns are presumed to be derived from Ëhe

of this, educational developmentearnings of educated manpower. Because

in most countries is ofËen linked in varying d.egrees wiÈh economic

development and the manpower requirement of the economy. A countryts

need for education to a large extent depends on the criteria selected

or goals to be accomplished. The analysis of the need for education

therefore involves many economic and non-economic factors. Some of the

non-economic factors have been discussed in the previous secÈions.

Of all Ëhe economic factors involved in the development of education

ín Nigería' manpower requirement and the financíal conditions of the

counËry have been often emphasized in rhe national development plans as

This is largely forthe prime indicators of educational needs

practical reasons because they enable quant

projections to be made and thus serve as a

itative forecasts in revenue

planning framework. The other
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area of emphasis has been on the indigenous control of the local economy

Therefore the focus of this chapter is on educated manpor¡/er needs,

financial considerations, and indigenous control of the economy.

Educated Manpor^¡er Needs

The development of Nigeria's economy and the sustained increase in

its rate of growth are dependenE to a large extent on the availability

or supply of educated manpower, Ëhat is, skilled and trained \^rorkers.

In order to achieve this, it becomes necessary to direcË the national

education system and all training institutions Ëo\,Jards the manpor^/er

requirements of the nationts economy. The premium placed on education

for the supply of educated manpower and the development of the nationrs

economy can be found in official government policy statemenËs, comments

from individual prominent Nigerians, and from the national development

plans.

The Ashby commission on Post-secondary and Higher Education in

Nigeria in 1959 began the call for investment in education. Among other

things, the corcmissionts reporË stated:

Millions of the people who will live in rhis Nigeria in l9B0 are
already born. Under Ëhe present educational systen more than half
of Lhem i¿il1 never go to school. Like people elsewhere, their
talents will vary from dullness to genius. somehow, before 1980,
as many talented children as possible must be discovered and
educated if this vision of Nigeria is to be Eurned into reality.
rt will cost large sums of money. The Nigerian people will have
to forego other things they want so that every available penny is
invested in education. Even this will not be enough (in Ñwankwo,
0p.cit., p. 31).

And since the above statement, the Nigerian government and the people of

Nigeria have been investing in education. The Ashby report, 'rlnvestment

in Education" forecasEed Nigeriats educated manpower need up to 1980. It

presented a vision of Nigeria in the 1980 as a nation of abouÈ 50 nillion
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people, a very strong African nation, with a voice that other African

and rvorld community members would hear and listen to, and a country that

should take its rightful place in the community of the technologically

developed nations. Nigeria has to invest in education in order to

produce her experts and skilled administrators as she is in the process

of building factories and. po\^/er stations and dams, and express highways

and flyover bridges; otherwise there will not be enough educa¡ed and

trained men and \Áromen to manage them.

Ashby reportrs recommendation to invest in education for the

production of the nationts manpower became profound in the 1960s when

at independence, the number of persons in the high-leveI manpower category

both senior and intermediate of the Nigerian labour force was about

30,000. This was less than one-tenÈh of one percent of the population,

and one-third of these \'¡ere expatriates. High-level manpower production

targets between 1960 and 1970 to provide for additional needs and

replacements of dead and retired workers totalled 85,900 (Ogundimu, 1980,

P. 287). Such was Èhe case despite the increases in school enrolments at

this period. But the educational base was relatively smal1. As reported

by Ogundimu (t¡i¿.), by 1966 the primary school enrolmenr ratio for the

country was 30 percent of eligible age groups; Ehe ratio of the secondary

school level was about 3 percent. There \^ras a slight increase in both

levels by 1971. The raËio of enrolment at each of the levels was 33

percent and 6.3 percent of eligible age groups. This state of the

nationts educational affairs r¡/as unacceptable to a government thaË

regarded the mass educaËion of a largely illiterate society as the

solution t.o the countryrs educated manpower needs.

Because of the above situaÈ.ion, the Federal Nigerian Government
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sought in the second NaÈional Development Plan to: (a) raise the primary

school enrolment ratio to a minimum of 50 percent of eligible children in

the 1970's; (b) raise the secondary school enrolment to a minimum of 25

percent of eligible students before 1980; and (c) promote development in

the universities to ensure the availability of appropriate and

proportionate high-level manpoT¡/er that the country needs to develop and

service its economy. To quote the Plan itself:

. Manpower deve,lopment may entail the rapid expansion of
primary school education, while in another area it may mean
concentration on secondary and technical education, and yet in
anoEher, it may involve the rationalízatíon of university education.
The basic objective in all three cases is . to upgrade the
level of available manpower for self-fulfilment and fu11 employment
(Federal Government of Nigeria, Second National Development Plan,
J.970-74, p.35).

It has to be recalled that in 1960, one-third of Nigeriafs

high-level manpower supply was imported and that educational manpo\A/er

requirements over the next decade were of the order of 85,900 (Ibid.).

So there was the need to beef-up the educated manpower supply. But in

spite of the increase in effort Eo produce more Nigerians with the

rrecessary educated manpor{er knowledge, the situations ín L977 showed a

more frustrating and disquieting picture to Nigerian policy makers.

There vrere shortages of manpor^Ter in almost every facet of planned

developments. For instance, the NaÈional Science and Technology Agency

had estimated that Nigeria was in need of about 140,000 senior scientists

and technicians, and at least twice the same number in the middle level

category in order to meet the technological requirement of the country.

But the actual supply of senior scientisËs and Ëechnicians for the

country ín L977 was a mere 25,000, and very much less at the middle-level

manpor^/er (West Africa, June, L977, p. I2B7 3 see also Ogundimu 0p.cit.).
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According to Pandit (L982), a nation-wide manpo\.+er "survey conducted

by NLIB in 1977 revealed that trained manpo\À/er in the whole country 1zas

665 chousands. Due to the shortages of qualified manpower, 152 thousand

vacancies remained unfi1led. The shorËage rate was of the order of lg.9

percent. The number of non-Nigerians then employed was of the order of

14.9 thousand. rn other words, if the then existing vacancies and

positions filled by non-Nigerians were related to the total number of

positions in the country, the shortage rate increased Lo 25.5 percent"

(in Pandit, 1988, p. LL7). An earlier survey d.one in 1972 hað, shov¡n thar

7 percent of advertised vacancies for doctors \,rere not filled; 20 percent

for pharmacísts rvere not taken; 5 percent for a1l categories of

engineers; and 9 percent for school teachers. For accountants, architects,

tov'rnplanners, surveyors, research and production chemists the figure was

14 percent and at the intermediate 1evel of general research assistants

it stood al 23 percent (African Development, March L972 cíted in Arnold

1977, p. f13). Given these statistics, any d.evelopment plan is bound to

flounder.

These appalling statistics in the manpo\¡/er requírement of the country

prompËed the Federal Nigerian government to establish more universities

with facurties of science and technology, colleges of technology, and

polytechnics for a long-term solution to the high level and. intermediate

1evel manpovüer needs of the country. rn addition to this, it directed

that admission to the universities be on a ratio of 60:40 in favor of

science courses. As a short-term soluËion, the government entered into

bilateral agreements with foreign counËries such as the u.s.A., soviet

union, canada, Britain, France, rtaly and yugoslavia for a massive and

accelerated training of Ëhousands of Nigerians in these count.ries. This
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marked the beginning of the "crash exchange programme" between Nigeria

and Canada through which this university (the University of Manitoba),

and its Faculty of Education have trained or is supposed. to have

trained tens of Nigerians in the vocational and technical educaEion

f ield for the intermediate level manpo\,ver requirement of the country.

The alternative to the expansion of educational facilities and

programmes in Nigeria is the importation of exhorbitant and costly labour

from abroad. And the Nigerian government has never hesitated to go this

route in its striving for technological and economic breakthrough.

Arnold (1977, p. 103) argues rhar:

Nigeria will snap up voraciously anyone r¿ith training, most
especialLy at the middle and managerial levels. To turn out the
people it needs, Nigeria first has to create the solid foundations
of an educational syst.em at the (three traditional levels of]
primary, secondary, and Iuniversity education] .

The alternative of exhorbitant and costly importation of the manpower

needs of the country when considered justifies local educational

investment and expansion of educational facilities and programmes at

home. For instance, the $g"ti"" Drily Ti* reporËed in 1978 that ir

costs about N721498 annually to recruit an expatriate execuÈive from

Britain to work in Nigeria while the Nigerian counterpart with equal

credentials and experience would be likely paid about N14,000 per annum,

being the maximum salary payable then in the public sector and. L9.32

percent of the expatriaters salary (Nigerian Daily Times, February 7,

1978, p. 11). Given that the Nigerian executive would. receive an exrra

N4'000 per annum as fringe benefits bringing his/her remuneration to

N18,000, it is stil1 a mere 25 percent of che cosË of the expatriate

executive labour (see also Ogundimu, Op. c ir. , p. 288) .

The 1975-80 Development Plan was designed to address some of the
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manPo\ter shortages at the intermediate level. It has to be recalled that

the UPE was introduced in this plan period, in 1976 to be specific.

There \^/ere approximately 4.6 million children in L975, the base year of

the development plan. And it estimated that about 2.5 million more

children would joín the primary school enrolment in 1976 because of UpE.

rt was also further projected that by 1981 that the primary school

enrolment figurewould climb to an a\,,/esome figure of 18 million because

all children between the ages of 6 and llwouldqualify for primary

education when the UPE come to full circle (see Arnold op.cit., p. 105-r-7

see also i^Iilson, 0p.cit., p. 78). The degree of manpower needed for

successful implementation and sustenance of the UPE v¡as eriormous. To

try to solve this problem the 1975-80 Plan stated:

rÈ is estimated that a total of.28L,190 additional teachers will be
required by 1982. The corresponding figure for L976, the beginning
year of the UPE scheme, is about 60,000 teachers. These figures
are based on assumed teacher/pupil ratio of about l:35. In
addition, about 8,155 additional t.eacher educators will be required
during the Plan period based on an assumed teacher/trainee ratio of
1:20 . However, [the] Governmenl reaLízed that to successfully
inaugurate the UPE programme in r976, some action v/as immediately
desirable. Consequently, an emergency training of teachers
commenced with the 1974 school year, designed to produce a total of
about 97,000 additional Ëeachers by 1976. In operational terms,
a total of. 43,000 additional trainees r"rere expected to be admitted
to the 156 existing teacher training institutions in the country
with an overall capacity of 53,000 student Ërainees. The
institutions as a major cost-saving will operate on a double-session
basis. This device notwithstanding, the emergency teacher training
scheme calls for major expansion programmes to the physical
facilities in these institutions, notably in dormitory space,
reading halls, science laboratories, libraries, dining ha11/kitchens,
etc. A 10 percent contingency allowance was made for new classrooms,
but in addition a total of sixty-ET,üo new schools enrolling 1,000
trainees each are also considered imurediately desirable. It has
been estimated that a total capital expendit.ure of N51.04 million
will be required for the expansion of the existing 156 institutions
for L974-75 alone, and that another sum of N170.50 million will be
required for the construction of Ehe 62 new teacher training
colleges to be built (p. 25L, see also tr^lilson, Ibid.).

Table VI.I indicates by order of qualification and state (in the then 12
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states of Nigeria) the number of teachers in Nigeria in 1970 serving a

primary school enrolment of 3, 5L5,827. According to I^Jilson (rbid. )

there rdere, taken together, 103,652, an overall ratio of I:34. But

33'985 Eeachers had below the minimum Grade 3 qualifications, meaning

that they lacked professional training and may have gone through the

primary Grade 6 leve1, and secondary gramnar or commercial for the West

African School Certificate.

Nigeria:

Table VI.I

Primary School Teachers by State and Qualification, LglO

S tate NCE Grade I &

above or
equival ent

Grade Grade
II III

0thers Total Primary Pupil
enrolment teacher

rat io

N. -i.{e s tern
N. -Central
Kano
Benue Plateau
N. -Eas tern
Kwara
hlestern
Mid-l^/es t ern
Lagos
E. -Central
S. -Eastern
Rivers
All Nigeria

1^

33
I

64

L7

50
5

27
30
58

142
99

T2L
452
101

29
1,131

199
1,788

692
2,295
2,0rr
2,615

I0 ,37 7

7 ,L02
3,792

Ir,727
3,440

753
47,791

4L5
1,117

169
864
668
673

6,243
r,2ll
1,607
5,245
L,875

s94
20,69I

858
807

I,057
L,357
r,323

53s
7 ,293
3,704
L,7L7
7 ,928
4,606
2,800

33 ,985

2,499
3,762
r,923
4,543
4,032
3 ,881

24,055
L2,tL6

7 ,267
25,385
10,023
4,L76

r03,652

77,522
116,383
62,520

757 ,L27
ï3L,397
L24,6gg
902,534
391,101
237 ,560
9I2,8L9
35t ,L7 6
151,000

3,5L5,827

1 :31
1 :30. 9

L 232 .4
I234 .6
L:32 .6
1:32.L
L:33 ,4
L:32.3
7232.7
I :36
1 :35
L:36.2
I :33.9

Source: Adopted from David Wilson
of Education in Nigeria,

79). Calculated from statistics
and 53.

, (lbid., p.
1970, pp. 41
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Table VI. II

Staffing in Nigerian Universities, L966-1982

Year L965 I L966 / L961 I
66 67 68

L9681 1969 / r9701
69 70 7r

L97L/ L9721 t9731
12 73 74

Staf f I 208 1366 114 8 t288 L47 5 2255 2245 2655 3s60

Percentage
expatriate 53 46.L 44.3 42 35 .8 28.9 26.7 27 .3 )7A

Year 1974/ L97s/ L976/
7s 76 77

1977 I L978 I
78 79

19791 1980/ 198r/
80 8l 82

Staff 3560 40s5 5058 519 0 557 s 57 59 639L 7980

Percentage
expatriate 25 .4 )1, ) 25.0 22.t 19 .8 ¿J.+ 2L.4 20 .5

Sources: Guobadia (1980) ,
Adademic Staff By
L963-L982, cited

p. 46; National UniversiÈies Commission (1983)
Nationality, Institution and Academic Year,

in Enaohwo (1985, p. 314).

At the higher education level manpot/er shortage remained acute. Table

VI.II shows staffing statistics in Nigerian Universities from 1966-L982

along with percentage of the expatriates. It was estimated that 49,2I0

more persons in the higher level ranges would be needed during the 1975-80

plan period. Because of this, the existing universitíes, six of them in

ful1 operation, at Nsukka; Ahmadu Bel1o; Ife (now Awolowo University),

Benin, Lagos, and Ibadan and six more t.hat were established r¿ithin this

period at Calabar, Jos, Maidugari, SokoLo, llorin andPortHarcourt were

all expanded to absorb more students. It was expected that these

expansionary progranmes would increase the toËal student population of

27,000 ín L975 ro 53,000 ín 1980. By 1980 and as the plan came to an end,

only 28r000 graduates actually lrere turned out. But the government had
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hoped that a further 6,000 graduates trained overseaswould return to

augment the high-leve1 manpov¡er requirements, "plus" 4,000 people to be

turned out by non-university institutions and 6,000 Lo be upgraded from

intermediate to high-level categories--a shorr fal1 of 6,340 over the

period [was ] expected (Arnold, 0p. cit. , p. 111) . The proj ected 6,000

overseas trained graduate return \../as not realistic because many overseas

educated and qualified Nigerians are unwilling to return home because of

the environment and the ner^/ uncertainties that may awaiË Èhem in Nigeria--

a very unfortunate phenomenon for a country that is in a hurry to develop.

So the manpov/er need remains perennial.

But in L975, the Federal GovernmenË came up with an ingenious

approach to reducing the middle-leve1 manpower problem. It esEablished

t.he National Youth Service Corps, r',rhích provides university graduates

with jobs in a variety of ways, especially in the teaching field. It is

a very imporËant means of augmenting the scarce teaching manpo\¡rer in the

country. The national Youth Service Corps Scheme is compulsory for all

Nigerian university graduates, including those Nigerians graduating

overseas. The Federal Government issued a directive to all employers

Ëhroughout the country not to give a permanent employment to any graduate

unless he/she has a certificate of exemption or a certificate to show

that the person has completed the service.

The Fourth Development Plan (1981-85) continued to emphasize the

development of high level manpower. As a result more universities

(including seven technological ones), and more polytechnics were

established. Even some states have built their ov¿n universities and

universiËy colleges. At present, there are seven state universiEies

and tin¡enty-four national universities, bringing to Ëhirty-one, the
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number of total universities in Nigeria. See appendix B. From rvhat

has been said, it may not be difficult to understand why the Federal

Government of Nigeria embarked on an ambitious education schemes.

Financial Conditions

According to the political economy model of educational expansion,

the imperatives of political and manpower requirements bring about the

expansion of the educational system in most developing countries, and

governments sponsor this expansion even at the expense of oÈher secEors

of the economy until the costly investment in education begins to

threaten the capability of other sectols of the economy. Until this

happens, cut-backs in investment in education may not be expected

(Ogundimu, Op.cit., p. 288). Favorable financial conditions and the

prospects for more money have both always been the precusors for

educational expansion in Nigeria. This v¡as the case in 1955 when the

former tr^Jestern Region of Nigeria introduced the first UPE scheme in

Nigeria. The costly investment in UPE during this period was made

possible because the lJestern region had a sound financial base for

launching and maintaining the scheme. After Nigeria became a federation

in L952, the existing national marketing boards were dismantled and each

of the then three regions had to set up its own regional marketing board.

In 1954 the assels of dissolved national marketing boards l^rere shared

among the three regions in the order of derivation instead of need- The

tr^Jestern region having contributed the most due to profiEs from the cash

crop cocoa received t34.4 mil1ion, followed by the Northern region which

also had a booming cash crop of groundnuts and received L24.8 mi1lion,

and the Eastern region, the least rich of the three regions received
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t15.1 million (Abnerthy, op.cit., pp. T4o-L43; see arso ogundimu, p. 2go)

This distribution of the accumulated funds of the national marketing

boards enabled each of the regions to carry out its development plans

according to its needs. The l.{estern region government of the late Chief

Obafemi Awolowo decided to invest its wind-fall wealth in an educational

expansion Programme. Table VI.III illustrates that for about the first

six years of UPE in i^lestern region, money rras not a serious problem

because actual government revenue T¡/as nore Ehan the estimated budget by

an annual average rate of L0.27 percent while excess revenue \.ùas never

below 7 percent of estimates in all the first six years (Ogundimu, Ibid.).

So the favorable financial climate made the initiation of UPE possible.

Table VI. III

Revenue Trend in the l^Jestern Regíon of Nigeria, 1955-60

(data in millions of f. )

Forecas t
t

Actual
t

Difference
"/,

19ss-56
L956-57
r 95 7-58
r 9s8-5 9

1959-60

13.00
13.50
r4 .50
15. 50
t7 .50

14. 38
L5.52
1s .63
L6.65
16.98

+I0.627.
+L4.967"
+ 7 .79"4
+ 7 .42"/"
+L2.467"

Total 7 4.00 81.60

Source: Nigeria, National Development Plan, 1962-68, Lagos, Federal
Ministry of Economic Development, p. 34I; cited in Ogundimu,
rbid..

As was noted in the previous chapter, the Eastern region which had

also introduced the UPE in the region as a matËer of political expediency
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could not continue the UPE programme as the tr^lestern region did. so,

after t\,/o years, it set up the Dike commission oflnquiry to review the

policy of UPE.

The Federal Nigerian Government apparently copied the path of the

former l,{estern region as financial conditions were favorable after the

end of the civil \.,7ar in 1970. The 1970s \^ras a period of economic buoyancy

in the Nigerían economy, it was the period of the oil boom and Nigeria

has lots of oil to market. By 1975, crude oil was exported in excess of

2.1 mitlion barrels per day. rn the Third Plan period, it was expected

to increase to more than 3 million barrels of crude petroleum per day.

The price of crude oil in the international market at that time was more

than $40 U.S. So the times frorn the 1970s to the early 1980s were times

of enormous wealth in Nigería to the point that development plans were

calculated in billions and objectives couched in nationalistic

socialist-welfare terms. There vras so much money that the Head of State

General Gowon directed that the civil servants of financially strapped

Carribean countries like Guyana be paid from the national coffers, and

recklessly remarked that money vras not a problem in Nigeria but how to

spend it. It was a t.ime that t.op civil servants like permanent

secretaries vrere dubbed "super-permanent secretaries and mandarin

millionaires." It was a period of grandiose and osËentatious display of

Ëhe nationfs oil wealth by both the government and wealthy individuals

in the society, such as the construction of a Festival of Arts and Culture

coloseum that cost billions of naira, a FESTAC torn¡n, and hosting the

2nd l^lorld Black Festival of ArEs and culture for thousands of black

people from all over the world ihat converged in Lagos for almost three

r¿eeks of display of Black arts and culËure; and hosting the 2nd All
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Table VI. IV

to 1980.

and Sports in

indicates the
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a newly constructed

strong economy that

expensive national stadium.

Nigeria enjoyed from 1970

Aggregate Annual Gror¡th

Table VI. IV

Rates of Nigerian Gross Domestic Product

('k projections)

Year Growth Rate

197 0-7 r
L97L-7 2
L97 2-7 3
197 3-7 4
L97 4-7 5
L97 5-7 6

r97 6-7 7

L977-78
L97 8-7 9

19 79-80
x

ö.¿/"
LB.4
7.3
9.5
9.7
7 )"Å

8 .5,.'
9 .8*'

10.6,t
11.5t
10.1

Source: Nigeria, Third National Development Plan 1975-80,
Mnd
Ogundímu, Ibid., p. 29L.

Lagos: Federal
49, cited in

As can be seen, acËual and estimated rates of growth in the Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) show annual average of 10.1 percent. In addiËion, the

national per capita income in the Third Development Plan period was

estimated to increase from N205 ín L974-75 to approxímately N290 at the

end of the period, in cumulative real growth over the five year period

(fhird National Development P1an, Op.cit.., p. 43; see also Ogundimu,

Ibid., p. 292). The above estimated increase in per capita income was

actually achieved. David Lamb (0p.cit.¡ pp. 302-303) provides a telling

observation of Nigeriats financial status during the period of the oil

boom:
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Nigeria is the world's sixth largest exporter of crude oil, about
half of which goes to the united states. only saudi Arabia sells
more oil to the united States. Nigeria's oi1 revenues plunged
from $26 billion in 1980 ro $tO billion in 1983, bur evàn with rhedecline, Nigeria !ùas still earning more from iEs petroleum in a
single year than a country such as Equatorial Guinea would earn fromall sources in thirty-three years. (|ligeriars revenues rrere cut by
more than half by the oil glut of L982, a setback that is no doubt
temporary. )

rn the 1960s, before world oil prices \n/ent crazy, Nigeria was banking
a modest $400 mirlion a year from its petroleum prodrrction. Then,
almost overnight, that income soared to $9 billion a year, and by
1975 Nigeria was facing the prospect of a $5 billion annual surplus.
suddenly no dream was too distant, no vision too expensive
The government drew up a $i00 billion development plan (1975-19g0),
the most ambtious ever underwritten by a black African government.
rt was designed to transform an ancient, heterogeneous society into
a modern, unified state in five years.

Plans i¿ere made or ground was broken for seven new universities,
thirteen new televiiion stations, thirty-f orr, .r"r"p;;;;;;-;;;;å
new international airports and a new federar capital at Abuja.
hTith hardly a glance at the national checkbook barance, the minimum
wage vJas doubled and the governmenË granted all civil servants a 60
percent. pay raise, backdated tax-free for ten months. similar
increases for the trade unions followed.

More than $3 billion was earmarked to overhaul the communications
system, another $3 billion Eo build 13,000 mires of paved roads,
and $2 billion more for a petrochemical plant. An international
black arts festival was staged for $200 million, an international
trade fair for $100 million. The vanguard of 50,000 young Nigerians
was sent to the united states and Europe to learn the technical and
professional skills necessary to run the New Nigeria.

Predictably, the world took quick notice of Nigeria. suitors
arrived from everywhere, and both l^/ashington and Moscow elbowed for
influence. Nearly a hundred foreign embassies were set up in Lagos,
and Ehe sauna-hot, jam-packed capital took on all the trappings of
a frontier boom town. Diplomats and businessmen filled the hóte1s,
stoically ignoring broken air conditioners, stalled elevators, po\,rer
failures, rn/ater rationing, dead telephones and. night marish traffic
jams (knovn-r as "go-slows"). Lagos was suffocating in its ov,rn growth,
but no one seemed to care. Everyone wanted. a slice of the action,
and in 1978 President Jimmy carrer made a state visit to Nigeria,
telling gathered officials and journalists somewhat inexplicably,
hovr much Nigeria and the united srates had in conmon (even though
Nigeria was then under military dicratorship). Nigeria, which owns
55 percenr of its nationalized oil industry, still has knou¡n reserves
for about forty years at the extraction rate of 2 million barrels a
day. It also has vast untapped quantities of natural gas.
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All these favorable financial condiEions created the euphoría of

financial abundance and brought about educational expansion progranmes

at al1 levels. So in Third Plan period (i975-80), the free universal

primary education progranme v¡as introduced and made compulsory ín L979.

More secondary grafiìrnar and cornmercial schools were built and made tuition

free. The federal government created seven nev¿ universities, six new

colleges of technology and polytechnics thereby bringing to thírteen

number of new instítutions of higher learning between 7970 to 1980.

also declared a1l universities, colleges of technology and polytechnics

tuition-free. So the Eendency of governments in Nigeria to expand the

educational system derives in addition to other factors, from political,

manpower need and financial consideration. It seems that the only

effective check on massive expansíon of educational programmes is lack

of sufficient funds. The extent to which this is true of Nigeria

currently will be examined in the nexË chapter.

Human Capital DevelopmenË for Indígenous Control of the Economy

It was noted in chapter t\^/o and in subsequent sections of this study

that massive investment in education because of its generous returns

both from the economic perspective and on the grounds of social justíce

have been given credence and impetus through empirical and theoretical

evidence provided by Schultz (1963), Benson (1963), Adam Smith (L776),

Myrdal (L957), Galbraith (1958), Becker (1964), Krueger (1968), Denison

(L962), Blaug (1970), Sheehnan (1973), Mi1ler (1960), inloodhalL (I912) ,

Yai.zey et al. (L972), Psacharopoulos and l^loodhall (1985), and others,

in their analysis of the economic relevance of education in different

parts of the ¡¡orld. At the local level in Nigeria, similar studies have

been done by Psacharopoulos (1973), and Enaohwo (L982). Both studies

the

IT
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reveal a positive relationship betr¿een education and economic growth,

either from a prívate ïeturns growth or from a social one.

rt has been said that the basic source of a countryrs supply of

labour force and skilled manpower caD be found in its national stock of

human capital. Todaro (1985, p. 325) observed that most economists would

probably agree that it is the human resources of a nation, not íts

capital or its material resources, thaË ultímately d.etermine the

character and pace of its economic and. social development. And

Harbison (L973, p. 3) argued:

Human resources constitute the ultimate basis for wealth ofnations. Capital and natural resources are passive factors of
production; human beings are the active agents who accumulate
capital, expl0it natural resources, build social, economic and
political organizations, and carry forr¿ard national development.
clear1y, a country which is unabre to develop the skillr ur,¿
knowledge of iËs people and to uÈilize them effectively in the
national economy will be unabre to develop anything else.

Recall Onimode's (chapter one, p, 17) asserËion that the human element

is the most critical of all the resources of a country as it determines

its capacity for harnessing, expanding and utLlizíng the natural resources

at its disposal (in Alminbar, Op.cir., p. 56). And Nigeria wirh an

estimated population of 102.6 million in 1986 and a high roral ferrility

rate of 7.10 in 1985, the human resource element is in abundance. But

Ëhe quality of these huge human resources is to be determined by their

education and training.

According ro Enaohwo (1984, p. 238) similar expecrations 1ed rhe

colonial Brítish government in Nigeria Ëo invest money in the education

of Nigerians in the form of subsidies for the acquisition of technical

skil1s. In pre-independence Nigeria, the colonial government "harnessed

education to their imperialist ambitions by emphas ízing the inportance

of skilIs development. Thus education to the British colonialists in
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Nigeria was an instrument for domination and the perpetuation of Western

culture" (Ibid.). This led to increase in the stock of semi-skilled

labour because skilled people could provide the know-hor¿ to administer

and exploit the colonies. As a result, since independence, Nigerian

governments have thought in terms of human capital development or

accumulation of human capital through investments in education. It was

realized that people invest in themselves and that the state can invest

in its people to provide better and quality labour, receive higher private

returns and remuneration and thereby contribute to the productive and

economic growth of the society using the skills that have been acquired.

Thus it is safe to assume that the stock of human capital development

available for servicing the Nigerian economy is to be derived from

formal and informal education and training of its people. Human resource

development as a form of capital has become as importanË as physical

factors of production such as land and fiscal capital. Because of this,

in all of the development plans that followed Nigeriars independence,

governments have given high prioriry to human capital development as a

means of generating the required ski11s for the achievement of gro\,rth

targets.

This was what Okechukwu Ikejiani (L964) alluded to when he posited

Èhat:

The central purpose of economic and political institutions is to
provide the material base and social condiËions essential to the
release and fulf ilment of the creative por^rers of the species.
These creative povrers are the central focus of education. The
difference between developed and undeveloped countries lies in the
degree to which these creative poÌ,./ers of individuals have been
released through education, because no country can rise higher
than its educational system. [And] . . unless Nigeria can meet
the educational challenge of tomorrow, she will falter and lag
behind, not only economically but technologically, through not
training enough people capable of manning her economy and her
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industries (p. 98 and 230).

In another place Ikej iani argues:

Investment in education for Nigeria should be a life issue because
it is an investment for the future; because the national security,
economic and Èechnological growth and the r¿hole strength of
Nigeria entirely depend on this investment. As an
"under-developed" country, our growth in these aIl-important
directions is vitally dependent on the availability of highly rrained
men and \^/omeri who will not only utilize the results of modern
technological tools for national advancement, but are also able to
carry out their ol¡rrt research and devote the results of this research
to the development of the nation. rn this respect, investment in
education should be the major concern of Nigeria.

Our educational system must turn out not only enough scientists,'
doctors, engineers and technologists, who will be leaders in
Nigerian science and engineering, but also educated men and women
who will be leaders in business and industry, in government and
polit.ics, in foreign affairs and in diplomacy, in education and in
civic affairs. Investment in education is a national concern and
must be the most important feature of the thinking of Nigerians for
some years to come (Ibid., p. 224 and p.232).

As a result, education is Nigeriafs biggest single production

enterprise, and it is likety to conËinue to be so for a long time as

long as there is Ehe need to develop the human resource capital necessary

the national economy. In pursuant of this, tine L977for the growth of

National Policy on Education states:

Not only is education the greatest force that can be used to bring
about redress, it is also the greatcst investment that the nation
can make for the quick development of iÈs economic . and human
resources. . It is the most importanË instrument of change, as
any fundamental in the intellectual and social ouElook of any society
has to be preceded by an educational revoluËion (p. 5).

By according education the role of creating and maintaining human capiËal,

educaËion has grown beyond the scope of an ordinary consumption commodity

under the social service sector to the cognizance of its more important

investment role in the economy. For instance, in the Second National

Development Plan period (f975-80), estimates of manpo\¡/er requirements

r,rere provided by the National Manpower Board on the basis of both the
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High-leve1 Manpower Study of L963-70,

for 1965. From these two studies, an

projected for the labour force for Ehe

for the intervening years are shov¿n in

and the survey of Labour Requirements

estimate of 29 million people was

plan base year L974. The figure

Table VI.V.

Table VI.V

Estimated Labour Force 1969-75

Year Mil I ions

L969
r97 0
797 L

t97 2

r97 3
r97 4
L97 5

25.64
26.29
27 .94
27 .62
28.31
29.0L
29.74

Source: Federal Republíc of Nigeria. second National Development plan,
Vol. 1, p. 324, 1970 cited in

From these estimates, it was expected that the rate of unemployment

r+ould be reduced from 7.80 to 4.40 percent. There is no indication that

this was achieved (Ibid.). It also projected that about "half a míllion

employed people would be on the total payroll by 1974, mostly generated

from the main avenues of human capital formation in the economy, namely

educational establishments, on-the-job training and the indigenous

skíll-development sector"(rbid.). As was noted by Enaohwo, this was

ambitious considering the scope of development facilities in Nigerian

tiaining institutions. According to caEegories of labour, for the senior

level, an additional figure of 13,207 was projected for 1970 and L974, and

for the middle-1evel the figure was 32,378. And for the skilled
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semi-skilled and unskilled workers who must be required to have one form

of education or the other, the project.ed figure was 220,000 (Federal

Republic of Nigeria, 1970, pp. 328-4r in Enaohwo, rbid.). rr was on the

basis of these projections for human capital formation that the

educational expansion programmes of the 1970s took place.

Educational expansion was pursued as a strategy to guarantee Ëhe supply

of required skilled human capital for the economy in order to cut Nigeriars

dependence on foreign supply of the necessary qualified personnel.
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CHAPTER VII

E}ßRGING ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS

This is an impact chapter containing description and an examination

of the issues that have emerged, and their implication for Nígeria.

Firstly, we will review the achievements made in terms of: i) quantity

and growth in educational participation rates at each level ; z) the

physical facilities available at the three levels of ed,ucation; and

3) the expenditures of education aË each level. Following this, we will

examine some of the problems that have surfaced in topicar order:

1) quality of education at the primary level; 2) growing educated.

unemployed youth; and 3) funding problems in the nationts educational

system. And finally, given our earlier discussion in chapters four to

six on the federal government of Nigeriats faith in the forces of

education to bring about equality of opportunity, promote national unity,

development of manpor¡Ier, and to bridge the educational gap between the

various ethnic groups in general, and the North and South in particular,

we will examine Èhe exËent to which these goals have been attained.

1. Growth in Enrolment By Educational Level

As v¡as noted in the previous chapters, since 1960, education in

Nigeria has undergone impressive phases of expansion, face-lifting and

structural changes. The federal government of Nigeria accepted

education as an instrument par excellence for national development. As

a result, both military and civilian governments in Nigeria have accord.ed

education a high-level priority in the national scheme of resource

allocation since 1975. The impact of the educational expansionary

programmes adopted in the past decade or more has been that in todayts

Nigeria' an overwhelming net-work of primary schools, secondary schools
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and university educational institutions abound ín the country. It can be

said that the statistics of education in Nigeria today can aroLrse the

envy of many Third tr^/orld counEries.

By 1985 and in numerical Lerms, there were 18.7 million pupils and

students enrolled in more than 39.7 t.housand institutions aË various

levels. According to Pandit (f988) educational expendiËure in Nigeria,

judging from a social perspective in terms of resource allocation is

4.5 percent of the Gross Domestic ProducÈ (Cl¡p). If we take into accounr

the fact that federal, state and local government all contribute to

educational finance, "the share of educational expenditure in relation

to all government budgets has risen to about 17 percent" (rbid., p. z).

There can be no doubt that Nigeria allocates a disproportionate amount

of its resources to education in order to bring changes in the society

and its economy. This fact is revealed in the tremendous growth in

enrolment at all levels of education in Nigeria and in the provision

of educational facilities.

Primary School Enrolment Trends--primary school enrolments in Nigeria in

1960, L965, 1970, L975/76, L980181, and Ig84/85 years are presenËed in

Table VII.I be1ow.
Table VII.I

Primary School Enrolment Trends in 1960 , L965, L97O,
1975/I976, 1980/81, and L984l85 Years

Year Enro lment

19 60
L965
r97 0
L97s/76
1980/8r
L984 /85

2,942,619
2 ,gLL ,7 42
3,5k5,927
6,128,300

13,760,030
14 ,67 4 ,539

Source: Adapted from H. N. Pandit, 1988, 22
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It can be seen from Table VII.I that enrolment growth in Nigeria primary

schools in the L960' s lras slow. But there was a sígnificant increase

between 1970 and 1980 due probably Lo the Universal Primary Ed.ucation

(upn) scheme. It is interesting to notice that enrolment in this level

of education increased almost seven and a half times.

Secondary School Enrolment Trends--enrolment in secondary education grew

at a fast rate especially after the introduction of the nation-wide

Universal Primary Education ín I976. Because tuition fees were abolished

shortly after the UPE progranme was introduced, many students who v¡ould

without this move have stopped schooling enrolled in secondary school

classes. There !üere not enough places for all who wanted to attend

school but effort \.,/as made Eo create more places for them. rn about

three to four states, the practice of two shifts--7:30 a.m. to I p.m. and

1:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. daily from Monday to Friday--was inËrod.uced to ensure

availability of more learning places using the same learning facilities

and often the same teachers (Federal Government of Nigeria, Ed.ucation

in Nigeria, 1986, p. 30). secondary education in Nigeria generarly

includes the Grade II Teacher Training Colleges because Ehe completion

period in terms of years is about the same as that of second.ary grammar

schooling. Both are in the next level after primary educaËion. But since

teacher education is not within the scope of this study except for

reference purPoses, only enrolment figures are depicËed in the table below.

Table VII.II illustrates enrolment in the secondary level for the

years as depicted. The growth in the three areas of secondary education

are quite impressive. rt should be poinËed out that the enrolmenË

figure for all years taken together refrect about 98 percent of the

actual figures. !ühat is implied here is that the daËa available
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represent a sma1l undercount because states have gaps in the returns made

for secondary enrolment. This notrvithstanding, the figures in the table

are a true indication of the enrolment trends in Nigeria (rbid.).

Table VII. II

Growth of Enrolment at the Secondary Level: 1960-i9g5

secondary 1960 1965 Lgto L975176 1980/Bt rg}4l}5

Junior
Secondary
Schools 37O,Z5g
Grammar /
Commercial
schools r35,364 209,0r5 310,054 704,gt7 L,gg5,4L7 3,059,088
Federal
Government
Colleges 2L,Z2g 34,833
Technical /
Vo cat ional
Colleges 5,037 12,646 L3,645 26,24I 61,943 76,242
Teachers I

Grade II
Colleges 27 ,908 30,926 32,3L4 L23 ,627 292,244 267 ,335

Total 168,309 252,586 356,013 854,785 2,366,833 3,807,757

Source: Adopted from Pandit, Ibid.

The enrolment figure from L982 íncreased sharply because the graduates of

UPE r¿ent on to enrol into secondary schools in September IgB2, and the

increase Eo this date continues to gro\r.

U -enrolment in Nigerian universities

shows a phenomenal growth. rt grew from abour 3,800 in 1963 to abouË

50,000 ín 1979 (Guobadia, 1980, pp. 44-4Ð. This shor¿s an annual average
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growth rate of about 5.8 percent for the period. And the increase has not

abated. The figures on Table vrr.rrr excludes post-graduates, diploma,

and certificate students. Enrolment in October 1982 exceeded 80r000.

And by 1985 it rose ro more rhan 107,000 srudenrs. The figure in Table

vrr. rrr shows the enrolment trends f or a little over more than tl./o

decades (from L960l6L ro 1984 /85).

Table VII. III

Enrolment Growth in Nigerian Universities: 1960-1985

Year Enrolment Year Enrolment

L960-6L
r962-63
r963-64
L964-6s
L965-66
1966-67
1967 -68
t968-69
L969-70
197 0-7 L
r97 L-7 2
L97 2-73

I,3gg
3,681
5,106
6,7rg
7,700
8, 8Bg
7 , o5gr.
8 ,589't
9,695t,

L4,371
t7 ,093
20 ,889

r97 3-7 4
L97 4-7 5
197 5-7 6

197 6-7 7

r977-78
L97 8-7 9

L97 9-80
1980-81
1981-82
I 98 2-83
r 983-84
r 984-85

23,173
27 ,000
32,286
39,732
46,694
48,698
57 ,7 42
69 ,7 25
82,952
92,LL6

100,900
T08 ,7 20

:l
Civil trn/ar Years, figures for the University of Nigeria, Nsukka r,/ere not

available.

Source: NUC (1980) pp. 44-46; Federal !.epublic of Nigeria (1975), p
NIJC (1983) Toral Enrol mic.

243;
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In line with the growing trend in Nigerian universities, the National

Universities Commission (NUC) made these projections for enrolment for

the universities for the 1980rs, see Table vr.v. According to Guobadia

(f980, pp. 53-54), the enrolmenr of more rhan 50,000 in 1978179 was

about 0.06 percent of the countryts population or a 3 p.ercent

participation rate in universíty education by the qualified school age

group. rf this educational index was maintained by 1985, the total

number of university students should be about 120,000 and about 300,000

by 1990. According to Education in Nigeria (1986, p.53) the projecred

figure of I20,000 for 1985 was achieved. If this trend continues to the

1990lgL academic year, Ehere is bound to rise some problems with the

necessary finance to sustain the growËh of university education in Nigeria.

Table VII.V

NUC Projections of Enrolment in Universities in Nigeria

Year Es t imates Percentage
Increase

Absolute

r978 /79
t979 lB0
1980/81
L98r /82
L982 I 83
T983 I 84
L9B4 / Bs
1990 / 9L

53,009
63,650
7 4 ,200
83,150
91,700

100 ,900
L}B ,7 20
300 ,000-*

L2.5
24.8
16. r
L2.L
10.3
r0.0
6.1

13 ,000
!7 ,67 5
t6 , 810
!2,515
t1,733
Nt^

I\ .l{.
t\Ì À

D^^^JDd5ËU

Source:

on 3 percent participaËion rate.

Not available

NUC (t9Za, p. 75) cited in Enaohwo , (1985, p.31i)
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Table VII.VII illustrates growth of educational enrolment by levels,

growth índex and average síze in Nigeria, 1960-f983. The figures for

the secondary leve1 include technical/vocational students, while the

figures for the post-secondary level include students in Colleges of

Education, Polytechnics and Colleges of Technology.

Table VII.VII

Growth of Education by levels, growth index and average size: 1960-85

Growth of Primary Education in Nigeria, 1960-85

Year Enrolments Average Size
Number Growth Index

19 60
1965
L97 0
r97sl76
1980/81
t984 I 8s

2,942,619
2 ,9lr ,7 42
3,5\5,927
6,129,300

13 , 760,030
L4 ,67 4 ,539

r00
9B .95

119 . 48
208.26
467 .6L
7 55 .40

L87 .32
L94.s4
235.93
289.07
375.11
439 .98

Growth of Secondary Education, 1960-85

Year Enro lment s Average Size
Number Crowth Index

r960
L96s
L970
r97sl76
r980/81
L984l8s

168,309
252,586
356,013
854.785

2,366,833
3 ,807 ,7 55

100
150.07
2Lr .52
507 .87

1,406.24
2,262.36

r37 .r7
L52 .7 L

257 .79
4s8.33
47 3 .r8
611.r0
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Growth of Post-Secondary Education, 1960-85

Year Enrolments
Number Growth Index

Average Size

t960
L965
r97 0
r97s/76
1980/81
r9B4 I 85

L,399
7 ,697

14 ,47 4
4L,4gg
7 6 ,297

L07 ,592

100
550.18

1 ,034 . 60
2,966.34
5,453.69
7 ,690.64

699.5
L ,539 ,4
2,412.34
3,192.24
5 ,086 .47
4 ,L38.L6

Source: Compiled from Pandit, 0p.cit., p.3, and from Statistics of
Education in Nigeria L96L-73, Education in Nigeria 1986, p. 54,
Federal Ministry of Education, Lagos, Nigeria.

It can be seen from the figures on Table VII.VII that enrolment in primary

schools peaked to an unprecedented number after the introduction of the

UPE in L976. A1so, enrolment in secondary schools grew up to tlrenty-two

and half times its number in 1960 while the enrolment index at the

university level rose to seventy-seven times the 1960 number.

rn order to ascertain whether lhe enrolment growth in Nigeria

been faster than other African countries, developing countries and.

world at large, a comparison in Nigeria growth rate and these other

areas is shornrn on Tables VII.VIII and IX. As the Tables indicate,

growth in educational enrolment in Nigeria appears faster than t.he

comparaËive areas.

has

the
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Table VII.VIII

Trends in EnrolmenÈ by Level of Education in Nigeria and Other Regions:

1960 and 1985

A1 1 Level s ( in 000 's )

S /t'to . Nigería/
Region

r960 r9 85 J-¿

I
2

3

4

5

Nigeria
Africa
Developing
Countries
Developed
Countries
I^lor1d

3 ,083.5
21 ,381 .5

146,395.L

180. r05 .4
326,500.5

18 ,696 . 0
101.131.0

479.366.L

231 .246.5
716,6t3.5

6.r
4.7

3.3

1.3
))

First Level (in 000's)

1

2
aJ

4

5

Nigeria
Africa
Deve loping
Countries
Developed
Countries
trlorld

2,942.6
L9 ,3r2.0

I2L,982.0

L24,077 .7
246,059 .7

14 ,67 4 .5
77 .293.8

33I,L43.2

L26,799 .2
457 ,342.4

5.0
4.0

1.0
1.9

Second Level (in 000's)

1

2

3

4

5

Nigeria
Africa
Developing
Countries
Developed
Countries
llorld

1 ,690. 3

1,885.1

2L,788.2

46,429 .3
68,217 .3

3 ,807 .8
2L,7Bt.B

r25,882.9

80,851 . 1
206,734.0

22.6
11.6

5.8

I.7
aar

Third Level (in 000's)

1

2
aJ

4

5

Nigeria
Afríca
Develop ing
Countries
Developed
Countries
I^/orld

2.5
184 .8

2,624.9

9 ,598.6
L2,223.5

2r3.7
2,056.2

22,340,0

22,340.0
52,537 .L

85 .5
11.1

8.5

8.5
4.3

Source: UNESCO (1983) Table IV. Also see Pandit, Ibid., p. 4.
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Table VII. IX

Average Annual Growth Rates of Enrolment in Nigeria, Africa,

Developing/Developed Countries and the l,,/or1d as a trnlhole:

r960-1985

All Levels

Period Nigeria Africa Developing
Countries

Developed
Countries

i,{or 1d

1960-1965
196s-L97 0
L97 0-197 5

I 9 75-1 980
1980-r985

0.6
4.¿

12.6
18.3
2.8

6.9
s.6
7.0
6.8
5.8

3.3
4.9
4.7
4.L
3.4

3.3
L.6
0.7

-0.2
0.1

5.1
3.3
?o
2.4
a1L.J

First Level

L960-1965
L965-L970
L97 0-L97 5
r 9 75-1 980
r9 80-1 98 5

-0.2
3.8

L2.0
18.0
1.3

6.4
4.9
6.3
6.2
4.8

6.4
4.2
3.9

¿.o

1.5
0.6

-1 .0
-0.9
0.1

4.L
2.6
)(\
2.0
1.8

Second Level

L960-L965
t965-197 0
L97 0-r97 5

r9 75- I 980
1 980-1 98 5

8.5
7.0

20.0
22.0
10. 0

1r.6
10.4
10.4
9.5
9.6

10. 6

7.6
6.7
6.0
5.4

6.3
2.3
2.4
0.3
0.1

7,8
4.J
4.4
1n

tl

Third Level

1960-1965
L965-197 0
1970-197 5
1975-1980
1980-1985

25.0
13. 0
61 .8
20.0
7.8

10.9
9.0

13.5
8.7
8.9

11.9
8.9

10.9
7.2
8.9

a)
1a

5.2
1.8
0.5

9.8
7.6
6.7
3.6
2.5

Source: UNESCO (1983) Tables V and X. See also Pandit, Ibid., p. 24.

growËh in educational enrolmentsFor more informaËion on
in Nigeria, see Appendix

the statistical
E and F.
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Grov¡th in Education Institutions

In order to have the level of growth in educational enrolments

indicated in the previous section, there has to be a corresponding

increase in the growth of ed.ucational facilities. There aïe some

Nigerians who feel that there are too many educational institutions in
the country' esPecially aË the university leve1. And there are others

who feel that no number of institutions may be too many for a nation

r¿hose population ís estimated at moïe than 100 mi1lion. Whether there

are too many educational institutions in the country or noË, it is
obvious that as the population becomes more literate, the demand for more

places in the institutions is bound to intensify. And the most

appropriate way Ëo satisfy that demand is to create or establish more

institutions. And the Nigerian government seems to be doing just that.

In numerical proportions there are today 39.7 thousand educational

institution of various levels. Table VII.X provides the growth in the

educational facilities for the three levels of education in Nigeria from

1960 to 1985. It can be seen that increase in institutional growth,

especially for the secondary and higher ed.ucation levels only began to

peak in the 1980's. There v/as a remarkably slow growth ín the l960ts to

the early 1970rs.

It can be noted that institutional growth in the priurary leve1 has

gror{¡r1 by more than tr¡enty-one times than what iË was in 1960, at the

secondary level, it has growrt by more than five times i¡s number in 1960,

while the growth index in higher education was more than eighËeen times

in the same time period.

As we will see later in this section, in spite of the phenomenal

growth in educational institutions at. the various 1eve1s, the d.emand. for
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Table VII.X

Growth of Institutions by Type in Nigeria: L960-L984185

s/NO. Types of 1960 1965 1970 L975176 19BO/81 L9B41B5
Institution

1 pRrMARy 15703 14967 L4902 2t200 36683 33353

2 SECONDARY

-Junior
Sec. Schools
-Grammar/
Com. Schools 883 1,382 1,155 1,513 4,495 5,642
- Fed. Govt.
Colleges 26 39 4L

- Tech/Vocat.
Colleges 29 63 66 76 159 227

-Teachers t Gr.
II. Colleges 315 209 160 250 309 32I

SUB-TOTAL L,227 L,654 1,381 1,965 5,002 6,23r

3 POST-SECONDARY

-Colleges of Ed/
A.T.C.rs 5 8 18 32 34

-Polytech. & Co1s.
of Technology 3 4 5 lL 24 29

-Universities 2 5 6 L3 15 26

SUB-TOTAL 51419427L91

NrcERrA 16,935 L6 ,635 L6 ,302 23 ,0gl 4I ,699 39 ,673
(cnem rorAl)

Source: Statistics Unit, Federal I'finisEry of Education, Science and
Technology, Lagos. See al-so Pandit, Ibid., p. 22.
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Table VII.XI shows growth of education in Nigeria

Table VII.XI

Growth of Primary Institutions by Index

by 1eve1s and by index

from 1960-1985

Year Institutions
Number Growth Index

19 60
L965
197 0
r97sl76
1980/81
1984 / 8s

l5,703
L4,967
L4,902
2L,200
36,683
33,353

100.00
95.28
94.90

135 .01
233.01
2L2.40

Growth of Secondary Institutions: 1960-1985

Year Institutions
Number Groi^¡th Index

196 0
L965
r97 0
L975/76
198 0/B 1

L9B4 / 8s

L,227
L,654
1,381
1,863
5 ,002
5,23L

r00.00
134 .80
LIz.55
152.00
407 .66
so7 .822

Growth of Post-Secondary Insriturions: 1960-1985

Year Ins t itut ions
Number Grov¡th Index

1960
L965
L97 0
L97s/76
1980/81
L984 I 8s

5
T4
19
42
7I
91

100.00
280.00
380. 00
840.00

t,420.00
1 ,820 .00

Source: 3) and data from Federal MinisËryAdapted from Pandit
of Education, Lagos

(tuia. , p

, Nigeria.
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secondary and higher education continues to increase more than the supply

of educational facilities. Nevertheless, the rate at which university

institutions and enrolment growths have increased in Nigeria since

political independence in 1960 remains unparalleled elsewhere in Africa,

and among the Third l,'/orld countries excluding BraztL.

3. The Cost of Education

Given the astronomical growth of educational institutíons at all

three levels, and the unparalled increased in enrolments in these

instituËions, it becomes axiomatic to expecË a phenomenal increase in the

cost of education in Nigeria. Therefore any examination of the state of

education in Nigeria would be incomplete without some financial fact.s.

According to trlilson (0p.cit., p. 79), the Nigerian government has since

L963, allocated about 3 percent of its Gross Domestic Product (GNP) to the

educaËion of Nigerians. The increases in both stat.e and federal

recurrent expenditures on education between 1964/65 and L970/71

rose from 33.9 to 35.7 percent for the former and from 4 to 7 percent for

the latËer in all total government expenditure. The Third National

Development Plan 1975-1980 esÈimated educational cost at all 1eve1s at

$4 billion United States dollars. By the standards of the developed

countries, these figures may be peanuts. But by African and Third l^iorld

standards, they are significant. In order Eo put t.he issues in proper

perspective, let us examine the cost of education in Nigeria by levels.

1. The Cost of Primary Education

The first time that the Universal Primary Education (UPE) scheme was

tried in Southern Nigeria in 1955, the then lriestern region government

budgeted L3,IzLr000 for education. But actual expenditure for that year
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came to be 15,358,720. Four years latter, (1960) it had spent more than

t7 urillion on education alone. (fne equivalent of Ê1 pound today is

about N4 or US$2.04). Primary education in 1955 alone absorbed close to

70 percent of the educatíon budget while the education budget by itself

by 1960 l,ras consuming 4l percent of the trn/estern region's budget (Education

in Nigeria, 0p.cit., p. 23). In the then Eastern region, UPE was in

operation for only one year and the cost was f-41449,328 in the year of

inception, 1957. IË was projected to cosE L6,950,000 in its second year,

1958, given 1,209,167 pupils that were registered in all primary classes

in the region. Because the Eastern region's government did not have the

same sound finance base as was the case for the Western region, UPE in

the former region lasted for only t\"ro years, and the cost of educaËion

for the period vras more than 40 percent of the regionts annual budget

(rbid. ).

In 1960, the Northern region primary school population lùas 282,849

and by 1966 it had virtually doubled Eo 518,864. But between L962 and

L967, the region had spenË more than t1l,020,000 on primary education.

hhile this amount may not be very much on yearly basis, it is important

to note thaL the regionts government had to seek foreign aid to enable

it to finance and carry out the expansionary pr'ogramme in primary

education at the time.

In 1976 the federal government of Nigeria launched the national

UPE scheme and at the same time assumed Ehe responsibility for primary

education in Nigeria. Before t.his time as \^/as noted earlier, primary

educaËion r^/as a regional/state responsibility. N35.00 per pupil was

characterized f.or primary education while additional N300,000,000 was

allocated on capital programmes bet!ùeen 1975 Ëo 1980 in the second
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National Development P1an. The earmarked N35.00 per pupil T¡¡as not to be

because of soaring costs and for the 8 ,834,730 in primary schools in

I976177 tlne recurrent cost \^/as N309,2L5,550; and by 1980 the per capita

had to be increased to N86.00 (Ibid.). According ro rhe Blueprinr of

the implementation committee on the National Policy on Education (I978),

it was originally projected that a unit cost of N140.00 per pupil and

facilities would be the most probable estimate. So it rras not surprising,

though staggering the amounts r^/ere, when between 1980 and 1983, both the

federal and state governments had invested N753,793,614; N823,636,301;

N834,97L,074; and N880,390,065 successively on primary education alone

(Education in Nigeria, 0p.cit., p. 24). Bearing in mind that Nigeria is

a Third World African nati.on with an undiversffied economy, the above

figures can not be anything but impressive. Although Nigeriats

literacy rate is still below that of the developed countries, it is truly

one of the highest in Africa. Many more Nigerians can nov/ read and

write their names and are better informed and aware than they used to be.

By the time the nexE figures for the cost of priroary education in Nigeria

are avaílable, they are 1ikely to be more than those reported above. See

Tables VII.XII, XIII, XIV and XV for federal and state capital and

recurrent expenditures from 1960 to 1980 at the various levels of

education in Nigeria.
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Table VII.XII

Expenditure on Education as a PercenEage of Total Expenditure,

L955-62

Region

Northern
Eastern
Ide s tern
Federation

NorËhern
EasLern
irJe s t ern
Federation

Northern
Eas tern
Western

FederaË ion

1955 L956 7957

Recurrent Expenditure

20.L
37 .6
40.7
16.0

25 .4
42.5
36.s
L8.7

24.0
49.0
42.8
22.0

19 58

24 .5
43 .4
4r.3
)1 )

LT.7
5.7

17 r

L0.2

1959

24 .4
45.2
40.8
2t.4

13.6
4.6
9.7
5.5

19 60

23.0
44.9
43.9
22.6

22.2
6.9

10.1
5.8

23.9
36.7
30.5
16.1

L96L L962

")a ,/, 11 a

4t.5 38.2
44.6 47 .3
11 ? _

Capital Expenditure

2I .L 10.0 L2.5
6.6 40.9 10.9

34.2 40.9 4I.9
L2.L 13.5 Lr.7

?q q

3.4
5.6
5.8

L7 .3
6.5
o_'

RecurrenE and Capital Expenditure
20.5 19. s 19.5 L9 .7 20.7
28 .4 42.3 43 .0 34 .0 34 .8
38 .7 37 .5 42 .6 33 .7 28 .1
18.7 17.3 rB.7 r7.0 rs.2

23.6 2L.5
28.2 26.9
29 .L 29 .5
15 .5

Source: A Gallaway and A. Musone.
African Research Monograph
Institute for Educational

Financíng of Education in Nigeria,
15 (Paris: Unesco International

Planning, 1968), p. 24.
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Table VII.XIII

Recurrent Expenditure on Education by Stare

1968-1970

Governments in Nigeria,

L968-r969 1969-l9t 0

Amount
(Ml)

Total
Budget

% of. ToLaL
Recurrent
Expenditure

% of ToLaT
Total Recurrent
Budget Expenditure

Amount
(ur)

North-West
Kano
Nor th-Eas t
N-Central
B-PIateau
Kwara

i^les t
Mid-I,ües t
E-CenÈra1
SouEh-East
Rivers

Total

L.I7
0.98
L.78
L.44
L.7L
1 .83
2. 80
6.02
3.62

7.91
2 .69

26.0L

5.63
s .44
6.93
5.93
5.61
5 .50

r0.29
L9 .45

9 .68

I .38
6.56

89.40

5.64
9 .33
8.02
6.s9
5.12
5 .81

11.56
25.06
LL.73

11.39
9.72

110.57

20.8
18.0
25.7
24.3
30. 5

38.3
?7 2

30.8
J I .+

zi.s
4r.0

1.36
L.4
0 .85
1 .68
I .78
2,LI
a aaJ . )J

8.L2
4.LL

2.9s
2.40

30.09

24.L
15.0
10.6
25 .5
31.1
36.3
28.8
32.4

':' '
25.9
24.7

Source:

Excluding 0.17mL Lo State and Local School Boards

The Report of the SËudy Committee on Nigerian Education (unpublished,
L972), p. 75. The Somade Report in Adesina, Op.cit., p. 68.
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Table VII. IV

Federal and States Capital Expendicure on Education in Nigeria,

L97 0-7 4

Level of Education 197 0-7 r 1971-72 197 2-7 3 197 3-7 4 Total

A. Primary
Federal
S tates
Total

1.
q

6.

320
019

339

2.020
9.295

t1.315

r .520
8.657

L0.L77

r .600
4 .507

6.107

6.460
27.478

33.938

B. Secondary
Federal
S tate s

To tal

7 .200
2L.400

28.400

1.500
4.689

6.189

I .800
6 .428

8.228

r .800
6.L86

7 .986

r. 900
4.097

5 .997

C. Technical
Federal
S tates
Total

0.620
r.994
2.6L4

0.860
2.842

3.702

0. s60
2.BOB

3.368

0.600
2.007

2.607

2 .640
9.65L

12.29L

D. Teacher Training
Federal
S tates
Total

0. 600
r.969
2.569

0.600
3.427

4.027

0.600
3.252

3.852

0. 200
2.547

2.747

2. 000
11.195

13 . 19s

E. University
Federal
S tate s

Total

5 .000
4.6rI
9.611

6.000
4.L52

I0.152

7 .000
3.995

10. 995

7 .500
2.760

10.260

25 .500
15.518

41 .018

F.Others
Federal
S ta tes

Total
Total

L.526
r.194
2.700

30.042

L.665
1 .80s

3.470
/, ^ ao/,

1 .885
0.975

2.360

0.9446
0 .555

I .501

29.2t9

5.222
4.529

10 .0s1

I3B .893

The Second National Development Plan (Lagos:
of Information, Printing Division, 1970), p.
S. Adesina, 0p.cit., p. 70.

Federal Ministry
246 cited in

Source:
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) The Cost of Secondary Education

The cost of secondary education expansion and maintenance is as

phenomenal as it is in the two other levels. As can be seen from

Tables VII.IV and VII.V, the growth in cost at this level crescendoed

from 1970 to the 1980ts. In 1963, for example, the recurrent and capital

costs for secondary education \../ere approximately N19.5 million and N6.9

million respectively for the federal and then three regional governments.

But after L910, the Nigerian government began to expand secondary

education with particular attention to the capital progïanìrne of creating

more secondary school places. Between L975 and 1980, a total of about

N966.741 Naira was spenE on the capital prograrune (See Table VII.V; see

also Ukeje and Aisiku in Fafunwa & Aisiku ed. 1982, p.233). Thar figure

is not as impressive as what followed in the 1980-1985 plan period. I^lith

t.he expectation of a high percentage transition rat.e from the products

of the UPE to secondary schools, a greater push was given to capital

expansion programme for this leve1 of education. So in 1980/1981, about

N1 billion was spent by the federal and state goveïnments on secondary

education, and by 1983 the figure had increased to almost Nl.3 billion

(Education in Nigeria, 0p.cit., p. 33). The demand for secondary

education is on the increase as was noted in Table VII.V and so, it is

likely that more money would be spent in the present development plan

1985-1990 and in future plans in order to sustain the demand and increase

for places in secondary educaËion, especially given the new 3-3 secondary

education progranme introduced in 1985.

For recurrent costs, the Blueprint of Lhe implementatíon committee

for the National Policy on Education provided a figure of N315.00 per

student cost. If it is considered that in 1981/82 session, for instance,
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over 2.5 million atudenËs \^rere in secondary (see Table vrr.vr) the

magnitude of the required cost for that year becomes obvious. Even

then, a recurrent cost of N315.00 per student was considered unrealistic

because of the world-wide economic slump and recession of that period.

So, a higher figure of N550.00 recurrent cost per student was adjusted

to make educational expenditure at this level more realistic (rbid.,

p. 34). All of the above reflect the concern of a country desireous to

have its people properly educated, after a1l, this is the era of space

exploration.

3. The CosE of University Education

There has been a significant financial input at the uníversity level

of education beginning wíth the Second National Development Plan I970-L974

by both the federal and state governments. (see Table vrr.rv). Before

the federal government takeover of universit,y education in the 1970ts,

four of the then six universities were regional universities while the

remainíng tr^/o \.^rere federal government universities. The regional

universities except Ahmadu Bel1o University r^¡ere funded on the basis of

30 percent from the Federal government and 70 percent from the regional

governments. The universities were the University of Nigeria, Nsukka,

ffe (now Obafemi Awolowo) University, and the University of Benin. The

Federal government shouldered about 75 percent of the toEal yearly

expenditures of the fourth regional university, Ahmadu Bello University,

ZarLa, while the then two Federal universities, Ibadan and Lagos were fu11y

funded by the Federal government. But with the takeover of all

universities in Nigeria, the Federal government no\,ü funds all the

universities through the National Universicies Commission, which plays

the role of a Universities Grants Commission patterned aft.er the British
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mode1.

In the L970-74 Development Plan, the Federal government allocated

N51 million in capiral programmes to the exísting six universities, while

the states \.,/ere expected to contribute N32 million. rn the third

Development Plan 1975-80, Ehe Federal government increased the allocation

to N2088.92 niLlion, or 82.9 percent of the total amount targeted for the

plan period. BuE in L975, the Federal government embarked on a project

of creating nel{ universities and it was reaLLzed that the amount allocated

for university education in the 1975-80 plan was unrealistic. so in

June 1978 the Federal government adjusted its fund allocation to the

universities and announced the sum of N427 million for the capital

development of thirteen universities for lhe rest of the plan period

(tr{est Africa, 198, p. L897). In L977-78 the government granted N185 million

as recurrent expenditure to thirteen universities. But ín 1978/79 the

recurrent grant came down to N158.91 million and rose again to N200

million ín L979180 (Education in Niseria, op.cir., p. 58). rn 1980/81

the recurrent grant increased to N277 million and peaked to N442 million

ín L984lB5 (Ibid.). All in all, the Federal governmenË share of the

total university expenditures by 1980 was 67.5 percent. (see Table VII.V)

Now that Ëhe number of universiEies in Nigeria have more than doubled

(see Appendix B) the cost of university education for current 1985-1990

Development Plan is bound to rise.

A major implication of the rising cost of university ed.ucation in

Nigeria is an increasíng Federal governmenË involvemenL and control of

university education. And this Federal government.control has been

expressed in more ways than financial involvement. For instance, the

National Universities Comrnission which \./as created in 1962 as a body
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to coordinate the r,¡orks of the universities \^/as reconstructed ín 1974 with

greater and wider pov/ers. rt now acts like the government watch dog

over the activities of the universities. The other body which the

government established and has used to control university admissions is

the Joint Admission and Matricularion Board (JAl,ß). JAMB is osrensibly

a neutral, government sponsored agency with university representatives

charged with the centralization of university admissions on quota basis.

The high cost of education aË the University level has led to goveïnment

control through bodies like NUC and JAMB in university initiatives in

the determínation of priorities in academic developrnent and direction.

The government is no longer demanding rapid and steady increases in

high-level manpower development buË other national goals like equal

distribution of educational opportunities in all areas of the country.

0n the whole, all evidence so far indicates that there have been

tremendous increases in the cost of education at the three levels

especially since l97o as Tables vrr.xrr, xrrr, xrv, and xV indicates.

(see also Appendix G to K).

Quality of Education at the Primary Level

As was stipulated in chapter one, the issue of quality in the

Nigerian educational system in this study is limited to the primary

school leve1. There are three basic reasons for this limitation. One

is the need to stay within a reasonable volume in the finished product.

The second is that the primary school level is the first poinÈ of contact

in the pupilsr quest for formal educaEion and the seeds of good or poor

performance of pupils in the latter sËages of education often are sovirì

at the primary school 1evel where the initial conËact emanated. The

Ëhird reason is that if the defects in the quality of educatíon at the
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primary level are spotted and corrected in good time, their rippling

effects are unlikely to extend to the secondary and university levels.

As was noted in the previous section of this chapter, there has

been a phenomenal growth in the quantity of education in Nigeria. But

increasingly many Nígerians are beginning Lo decry the standards of

education in the country. In fact, there are some people who argue that

Nigerian educational development in the past decade has been one of

quantity without quality (Nwagboso, 1987); (AdtObe Obe, I9B4). perer

Harrigan (7976) observed:

The main danger in Nigeria, as has already happened in rndia and
Pakistan, is thaE the dramatic expansion of education wí11 result
in large numbers seeking entry--because of difficulties of
satisfying their unrealisrically high job expecrations ínto posr
primary institutions and then in turn universities. All of these
institutions in their turn are having to be rapidly expanded to meet
popular demands and as a result are already facing acute shortage
of lecturers and teachers; Lhis will cause a progressive lowering
of sÈandards in the educational sysEem and ultimately lower the
efficiency of those working in both the public and prívate sectors
who have passed .through the system (African Development , L976,
p. 276).

There is an ample evidence which indicates that Nigeria is a country

in a hurry to industrialize. But in order to achieve the goal of

industriaLizalíon, its future, to a great extent, will depend on its

ability to evolve an educational system of high quality, beginning from

the primary level. The above argument is supported by Adams and Bjork

(Op. cit. , p. 43) when they observed:

. the quality and spirit of the education is of great
significance in any assessment of education and economic growth.
Even though education may increase in amount, it may be of the wrong
kind.

Before $re go any further, let us at this point define quality in

relation to education. There seems to be no universally acceptable

definition of quality in relation to education. Quatity in relation to
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an educational system is a fluid term and it is relative To this end,

Common et al (1988, pp I3-14) noted:

Prevailing notions abouË quality in education are influenced by a
range of societal circumstances and pressures, A further
complicalion defining quality is the consid.erable cultural diversity
that characLerize our society. rt is necessary to recognize that
there are simultaneously competing interpretations of quality in
education and areas of agreement and consensus. The areas of
agreement provide the basis for a "working consensus" on the goals of
education but that consensus will always be "ragged around the
edges tt.

Along the lines of the argument by comrnon et al., Ajimoke (1976)

remarked:

To some people the t'quality" of education is assessed by the
percentage of high scorers among the candidates that a school
presents for an external examination relative to the performances
of candidates presented by other schools for the same examination.
Again, the quality of the education provided by a school is sometirnes
assessed by Èhe type of overt behaviour (both physical and emoEional),
generally associaËed with most pupils from a particular school as
compared to the behaviour of pupils from other schools--especially
when Èhe behaviour of Ëhe former is generally approved by the
society. One oÈher criterion of quality assessment of an
individualrs education is the leveI of competence he displays at
work. rt Ëhus means that there is no universally agreed criterion
of quality (p. 53).

According to Coombs (1985) whaË is ofren said about quality in

education tends to be rooted in individual judgments or point of view

which invariably emanates from the observerts "particular background and

experience, social philosophy, values, and pedagogical biases" (p. 106).

So quality in education can mean very different things to different

"the definiËion of quality in" primarypeople. In this connection,

education is "affected by constantly shifting social and. educational

circumstances, and inevitably controversial" in the sense that it is

"subject to competing interpretaËions by different members of society"

(Common et a1., Op.cit., p. 14)" The assessment of the quality of any

educational system, t.herefore, depends on the goals or objectives r¿hich
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have been put in place to guide the operations of schools within a

particular socio-culEural system. As a result, the question of qualiÈy

in the education provided at the primary level in Nigeria will be examined

in relation to the following: (a) the calibre of teachers employed to

teach in Nigerian primary schools; (b) the type of environment und.er

which the pupils learn; (c) the equipment made available for teaching

and learning; (d) the pupil-teacher ratio; and (e) the nature of the

curr iculum.

(a) The calibre of teachers refers to Ëhe extent Eo which teachers are

adequately Ërained and cerËified for their job, and whether or not they

are devoted to their jobs and to the problems of their pupils. rt is an

indisputable fact that the success of any educational programme lies in

the provision of a body of teachers who are dedicated to their work and

are recruited because of their desire to teach the pupíls and not

because teaching is to them a last resort. Jack Allen in Hodenfield and

Stinnett (t96t, p. 2L) observed:

One of the prime functions of the school, indeed the chief function
is to provide a setting within which boys and girls can grorr
intellectually. This can only be accomplished through the
learnerrs associaËion with information, knowledge, facts. Books can
help. So can Laboratories. So can rrumerous other types of learning
maËerials. But always there stands the teacher, always on the edge
often front and centre. What he knows can make a difference. i^Ihat
he does not know can be an irreparable loss.

According to Urwick (1978), teacher preparation for the primary 1evel in

Nigeria in recent years has been inadequate structurally and otherv¡ise.

He noted:

0f those teachers who have been trained for the profession, most
have remained underqualified. Within the country, there have been
marked variations bet\,¡een regions in the way primary teacher
education is organized. In all regions however, teacher education
has been widely regarded as a second class alËernative to general
education. Furthermore, Ëhe minimum requiremenËs for entry to
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teacher education have been among the lowest existing in any
country (p. I38).

The problem of under qualification among primary school teachers in

Nigeria is perennial. rn the early 1970's, only 89,587 out of a total

primary school teacher population of 130,066 had any form of professional

training. All the othersr 34 percent had no kínd of training. By 1977

the primary school population was 8,200,000. Given a teacher-pupi1 ratio

of one per 30 pupils, about 273,33o teachers r¡/ere required but in

actuality, there were abouÈ 200r000 teachers in the country, but out of

this number, 68,000 had no teacher training education of any sort. As

a result, onry 132,000 or 48 percent of the needed z73,3oo teachers had

had training for their teaching jobs. At the ratio of one qualified

teacher per more t]nan 62 pupils, the quality of teaching and learning cannot

be anything but below standard (see Ukeje, 1980, p. 253).

rn the 1980rs Ehe situatíon has improved somewhat, but stirl in

some states, esPecially the younger states, the proportion of well trained

and fu11y accredited teachers in the 1983/84 school session was below

one fifth. See Table VII.VI.

The problem of primary school teacher under qualification became

more serious following the introduction of the universal primary

education (UpS) tn L976. Urwick (1987) argues that the over-ambitious

time-table of the UPE scheme forced some states with low enrolments

prior to this period to expand primary school enrolment beyond the scope

of teacher availability and without proper preparation which in turn

resulted into "a considerable dilution of the quality of their Ëeachers"

(p. f39). The Grade II teacherts certificate has always been the

standard qualification for primary school teaching in Nigeria. But in

some states such as Benue, Gongola, Kano and Sokoto (a11 in the Northern
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part of the country) "teachers who had been "referred" (asked to resit)

in the Grade II examinalions" are suddenly accepted "as relatively

well-prepared element(s), being for a time out-numbered by others even

less qualified" (Ibid.). The relatively advanced states (most of them

in SouÈhern part of the country) are not far better-off. According to

Duruji (1978), reports from these areas and available statistics indicate

that the gap between teacher demand and supply is still wide, and the

short-supply in qualified teachers r¿ill have to be filled from the cadre

which Ukeje (I976) described as:

(a) People who have not been able to enter secondary school because
of poor academic background,

(b) People who dropped out of secondary schools, again because of
poor academic background,

(c) People who atËempted and failed the school certificate
examinat ion,

(d) People who have failed in other occupaEions--civil servants
traders, and others.

This is being done inspite the early observation of Banjo during the

National Curriculum which had recommended UPE that:

The infant school, Ithat is, primary] demands highly trained
specialist teachers to lay the foundations . Poor teachers
produce non other than poor pupils. Fortunately Grade II teachers
are on their \^ray out. This type of teacher is an educational bane,
Grade II teachers are temporarily tolerable (Banjo, L972 i.n Duruji,
Ibid., p. 170).

The point being made here is that under pressure and duress necessitated

by the UPE scheme, "Nigerian educational administrators have been forced

to resort Eo a category of teachers obviously inferior to Ëhose they had

discredited but tolerate" (Ibid.). The exceptional lov¡ level of primary

school teacher preparation and certífication can be simply illusrrated in

the following observaËion:
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It is regrettable that, as laEe as 19Bl in the context of the
five-year Grade II programme [5], Nigeria was attempting to commit
yoLtng people to a career in Leaching before they had received any
secondary education. According Eo the Unesco survey at that time
(B1at Gimeno & Ibanez, 19812 57-60), Nigeria had the lowest minimum
educational requirement of all African countries for entry to
teacher education: that is, merely five years of primary education
(although six years r,Jere more usual) . A1l Asian countries, and all
but five other African countries, required some secondary ed.ucation
(typically three years). Nigeriafs selection could have taken
place at the end of Form 2, since the firsË two years of the
'five-yeart Grade II prograrnme contained practically nothing to
distinguish it from general education. A result of the
premature selection of trainees is that. many of the young people
thus t'captured" do not develop a strong commitment to teaching.
Lack of such commiEmenË reduces the incentives for trainees andttreferred" teachers to struggle for Ëhe Grade II certificates, and
adds to the effect of 1ow status in making primary school teaching
a "stepping-stone" occupation (Urwick, Ibid.¡ p. f45).

The Nigerian government has tried Ëo rectify the situation by raising

the requirement for entry to teachers t college to three years of

secondary education. The number of Grade II teacher trainees is on the

rise, but the pass rate is still nothing to write home about. For

ínstance, the total national pass rate in 1984 was below 27 percent for

candidates vüas evenpre-service trainees while the rate for in-service

lower (Ibid. : p. 139) .

Given the above urpo"ã, it is not surprising that frequently the

Nigerian press and concerned Nigerians lamenË the mediocrity of teaching

Recently, in November 1987and learning in Ehe nationts primary schools.

to be exact, a state governor lambasted primary school Eeachers as "the

most guilËy" in

primary school

the falling standard of education in the countryrs

system. He labelled the image of teachers and principals

as synonymous with "incompetence, indolence, lack of commitment, divided

interest and indiscipline" (tr^lest Africa, November 1987, p. 2342). He

suggested that a step in Ëhe right direction would be for parents to

geË involved in the education of their children in order to arrest the
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contradiction between what is practiced at home and what is taught in

schools.

The shortcomings on the part of primary school teachers pointed

out by the governor, especially Ëhe case of "divided" interest, is not a

new phenomenon. It is a conmon knowledge in Nigeria that most school

teachers, including those at secondary and some university dons,pursue

other business interests most often during school hours. But in fairness

to teachers, it must be pointed out that many teachers who pursue other

interests do so out of necessity rather than lack of dedication to duty.

Teachers are irregularly paid their salaries; somethimes, they are owed

several mont.hs of salary arrears and yet mosË of them have families that

need to be fed, clothed, and housed. Those of them who are unable to

cope with the infrequent payment of salaries have abandoned the teaching

profession for greener pastures. And often they are the better qualified

and dedicated ones, while Ehose who cannot find alternatives hang on for

the fact that they do not \,/ant to belong to the ranks of the educated

unemployed.

The implicaËion in all these is rhat lhe effectiveness of teachers

in the classroom is relaËed to their locus within the country's

socio-economic system ín relation to their colleagues and others in the

system, the amount of job satisfaction they enjoy, and the recognition

and reward given to efficiency. The maxim that "man does not live by

bread alone" obtains when there is enough bread for everyone to eat.

Otherwise in a hierarchy of needs, saLaries are very important indeed.

And given the economic structure of the Nigerian society, and the array

of opportunity available Èo hardworking, bright and competent people,

teaching especially at the elementary 1evel is bound to be mosË peoplets
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last resort. That teachers and the teaching profession are not an

enviable 1ot in Nigeria is vividly illust.rated in the following comment:

It. is the teacher that is sacked, demoted and degraded on the
spot and in the public by the Governor; never the doctor, or
engineer or even messenger. rt is the teacher that is requíred to
ansrrer questíons in grammar or geography in a law court; never the
lawyer or the policeman. rt is the teacher that must go on strike
before he can get his or¿n share of the entitlement \"rhich has been
paid to messengers and daily paid workers long ago by the same
government. It is the teacher that must march on parade with
children while other members of the public, high and 1ow, jeer
from the pavilion of some stadium. Having collectively created. a
public concept which has destroyed the morale, the self-image,
self-confidence and self-pride of the teacher, \re noÍr expect
enlightened, bright and self-respecting yourrgsters to opt for
teaching as a profession. rt can be argued that the teacher ereates
his ov¡n image, but the government is so eager to appoint any
failure, drop-out and frustrated individual as a teacher. The
physical and psychological environment in which teachers work,
particularly in the primary school, is so depressing and
humiliating that no self-respecting person feels excited to be a
teacher by choice (Sofenwa, Op.cit., p. 135).

So the beat of teacher under qualification and underperformance goes on,

and the echo of lamentations and frustration of parents and concerned

Nigerians keep

this situation?

ringing in our ears. Can anything be done to improve

(b) The type of

See chapter eight for some suggestions.

environment under which the pupils learn refers to

resources like school buildings, classrooms, staff and facilities. And

the importance of the above requirements cannot be over-emphasized as

schools are concerned.far as the quality of teaching and

Heyneman (1980) observed:

learning in

At the ninimum a school is acceptable if it can provide a place
for students t.o work withouË the danger of a roof collapsing; if
neiËher wínd nor rain sends students inËo a corner for prot.ection;
if there is a place for each to sit dor^¡n, a place to write,
material Eo write with, and a certain minimal number of maps,
charts, and reference books from which to derive ínformation (p. 13)

In line with Heynemants thesis, Jamison et al. (1981) pointed out:

Differences in classroom quality as measured by physical facilities,
availability of materials, and levels of teacher education appear to
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be surprisingly robust as predictors of stud.ent achievement (p. 557)

In Nigeria, despite the impressive expansion in school buildings as

noted in the previous section, the environment for learning especially in

primary schools remains abysmal. Sofenwa (Op.cit.) laments the situation

thus:

There \^/as a time when generally the environment, facilities and
conditions at school were better than most homes could. provide.
But today, at least the physical conditions in many homes are f.ar
better than the conditions in the schools. lrrhere then is [the]
incent ive f or the child to r,rant to go to school ? I^lhat inspiraÈion
and what excitement can a school give to children from such homes?
(p. 137).

He further contends that the building, furniture, instructional materials

and facilities in Nigerian public primary schools are so antiquated and

so grossly inadequate Ëhat it is difficult for any meaningful and

purposeful education to take place (pp. 135-136).

According to Urwíck (1983) Ëhe realities of the inappropriate

learning environment to which young UPE pupils are subjected busted. out

in the open in May 1980 during a meeting of the then 10 Northern states

commissioners of education when they resolved "Ëhat the UpE scheme, as

far as the Northern States \¡rere concerned, is a disaster" (p. 334). A

communique issued at the end of their meeting staÈed. Ehe following:

Thousands of classes are being held under all sorts of makeshift
arrangements, such as under Ërees, in garages, in borror¿ed ttzaures,tt
in churches, etc. . In most of the northern states Ëhe
percentage of under-qualified teachers ranges from 70 Eo 92
The amounEs of money Ehat were given bore no resemblance to the
acute needs of the states for which the Federal Ministry of
Education had all the necessary information . . This haphazard.
way in which the whole scheme was being implemented has now led
to a serious credibility gap between the parenËs and authorities

The Federal Government is hereby ca1led upon to declare a
state of emergency . . and to provide due remedy immediately
(New Nigerian, May 1980; cited in Urwick, 1983, p. 334).

fn a study by Urwick in an unnamed state in Nigeria on teachers and

principals perceptions of their teaching envirorunent, Ëhe following
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descriptions \¡rere given by intervier¡ees:

There are very few services in [Tovrn A] and thus many teaching hours
are lost as all members of staff have to travel frequently to go to
bank, ministry, hospitals , etc.
The effects of vrater and electricity are undermining the efforts
of the entire school. tr'rren there is no light . no more night
Prep. for the students i^Ihen the water tanker breaks dov¿n

. a period or two may be taken by the classes assigned to fetch
\^/ater. The unwillingness of the staff to stay here is not
unconnected with the complete lack of essential facilities
(1983, p. 327).

In 1983 when the military once again seized the reigns of political

government, Brigadier Sani Abacha-the soldier who announced the military

take-over had this to say:

Our educational sysËem was deteriorating at an alarming rate.
Every Nigerian has one or t\nro horrow stories to te1l about the
system. If it l,/ere not so tragic the famous UPE would be the
biggest joke of all. Needless Eo say, they !,/ere not all-weaEher
schools - in bad weather schooling becomes impossible in classrooms
that were hardly more than sheds. In the last few years pupils
in many states have spent more time at home--or wherever - than
Ëhey have at school, as their teachers have become part-time due to
non-payment of salaries. No wonder many from UPE products are
barely literate (Ad' Obe Obe, ülest Africa, May 1984, p. 977),

As was noted earlier, some states r¿ith the highest rate of primary

school enrolment growth have instituted the trro-shift school arrangement.

This arrangement v¿as necessitated by the acute shortage of buildings and

classrooms. Some other states which do not \¡rant to institute the

two-shift arrangement have resorted to holding classes in make shift

structures and in church buildings, tov,rnha11s, mosques, wooden-sheds,

or under tree sheds. The problem of learning environment is so serious

and far from being optimum Ëhat the last civilian president, Alhaji

Shehu Shagari, once commented that it is a common knowledge in Nigeria

Ëhat. "tens of thousands of children in prímary schools all over the

country either carry their ov¡n chairs to school every morning or sit on

the ground.'r (Shagari, L979: A Convocation Address at the University of
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Ilorin). The point in all these is that

progranme which fails to include in its

decent accommodation for the pupils and

make-shift classrooms, under the sheds,

purpose and quality of learning.

an educational expansion

priority the provision of

their teachers sitting under

in the sun or rain defeats the

(c) The equípment available for teaching and learning refers to textbooks

chairs and desks, and writing materials. In the Nigerian primary

education system, all of Ehe above are in short supply. It was noted

earlier that Heyneman (1980) argued that an essential requirement of an

accepËable school is that it provide pupils with a "p1ace to sit dovm,

a place to wriEe and materials to write with" as against a school where

pupils carry their sitting and writing desks Èo and from school, or sit

on the hard floors and position their books on their knees as they write.

As pointed out by Mwamwenda and Mwamwenda (1987), this kind of

classroom arrangement is not only physiologically draining and physically

cumbersome, but also educationally unproductive. For "pupils with

enough desks and seats learn more effectively than those lacking them,

and Lhis is likely to be reflected in their examinations" (Ibid., p. 23L).

The works of Jamison et al. (1981); Heyneman & Loxley (1983) support

the thesis of Mwamwenda and Mwamwenda when they argued that school or

classroom equipment can be reliable predictors of academic performance

especially in third l^lor1d countries.

The pages of newspapers in Nigeria are replete \.^/ith parental

condemnations and frustrations about their childrents poor performances

in examinatíons. But whaE seem to be forgotten is that the quality of

education when measured in academic performance can not be divorced from

school equipmenEs such as books, writing materials, and classrooom charts.
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The underlying factor in the problem is that the major concern of the

government in 1976 was, understandably, to increase the physical growth

of primary schools in order to accommodate an increased pupil

population. The crisis conditions at the time and the break-neck speed

with which the UPE progranme r,/as implernented did not permit for optimum

consideration of what equipment and facilities the pupils would need in

the new schools. As it later dav¡ned on everybody, teachers, textbooks,

chalkboards, desks and chairs, almost everything else were in short-supp1y.

Unavoidably the standards of teaching and learning began to erode compared

to the quality of education before the inËroducËion of UPE. One should

not expect otherwise ItWhen measurements, previously developed for

assessing standards within a restricted educatíon, were used to

determine quality in a programme of mass education" (Kelly and Lassa,

1983, p. 237). School equipments and facilities may not assume a very

important dimension in academic achievement. in developed count.ries (Jencks

et al., L972) but other studies have shown that they are very important

to educational learning and achíevement particularly in Third l^lor1d

countries like Nigeria (Heyneman, 1980; CutËance, 1980; Johnstone and

Jiyono, 1983; Saha, 1983; Mwamwenda and Mwamwenda, 1987).

The seriousness of the problem of equipment and facilities in the

Nigerían primary school system lras aptly described by a Nigerian educaEor

and parent in these terms:

There are hardly enough writing and sitting desks for children in
our primary schools. My children carry their sitting and writing
desks to and from school every school day. They do not leave them
in their allotted open spaces that serve as their classrooms
because the school cannot be locked up at the end of day. In some
village schools sitting chairs are long tree trunks cut into
appropriate shapes and sizes with knives and axes. For a good many
children the bare floor provides a very handy, if uncomfortable,
sitting and ¡vriting space and the sight of the children bent double
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\^rith heads almost touching the floor in their attempt to write is
eloquent testimony of our acceptance and desire to acquire that
all-important art and skil1 of reading and writing. In some states
the State Governments provide childrenfs textbooks and writing
materials. Such states may provide a collection of a few books as
library. Others run mobile library services especially in
townships. llost children in the rural areas may not know and may
not have seen or used, a library. A few enthusiastic teachers,
especially those fresh from trai¡ring co1leges, provide self-made
learning aids on cardboard sheets or wal1 boards. Thatrs about all
the teaching aids \^re may expect, not forgetting black boards which
in many cases are blackened spaces on wal1s.
Under these conditions it is a miracle that some of the children do
learn anything positive. Anyway, learning is natural and children
learn whether we teach them or not (Ocho, 1986, pp. 78-79 in Ukeje
eE al., 0p. cir. ).

The fact being emphasized is that the availability of

and facilities for teaching and learning are necessary

1977. The teacher r-s a

The teacher in essence

school equipment

índicators of

learn. For instance

necessary but not

is a caËalysE to

whaE goes on in the classroom and how well pupils can

the role of books or reading maËerials in sËimulating the desire to

learn was espoused by Husen in

resource.

Learning, and whatever information the pupil receives from the teacher

has, to a

of pupil.

great extent, to be supplemented by private reading on the part

By reading from books the pupil enriches his/her pool of

knor+1edge and will in all probability perform well on examinations. As

llwamwenda and Mwamwenda (0p. cit. ) noted, ttwhere students have access to

dividends in school achievement arereading materials or textbooks the

splendid" (p. 228).

Perhaps, it should be mentioned that official corruption is very

much a contribution to the non-provision of learning equípment and

. ) , ttNigeriatt is ttoverfacilities. According to Ad Obe Obe (0p.cit

sufficienË learning

politicized and

(Bendel state)

the funeral of

under governed" (p. 977).

spending more than half a

his father but could not

Imagine a state governor

million naira (l¡s00,000) on

afford the money to pay his state
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teachersr salaries, 0r the Benue state government that claimed to have

spent one million (nI,000,000) naira on school attendance registers, over

three million (N3,000,000) naira on chalk, and one hundred thousand

(t'ilOO,000) naira on school bells in one month, while teachers and pupils

and students for whom these equipments, total N4.1 million r¿ere ostensibly

purchased were sitting aË home for non-payment of salary and non-avaílability

of writing materials. (Ibid.). It is no wonder that the governors of

these t\,Jo states r¡/ere among the first public officials clamped in jail

for official corruption when the nilitary overthrer¡ the civilian

government in 1983.

(d) The teacher-pupil ratio refers to the number of pupils in a class

under the tutelage and supervision of one teacher. Generally speakíng

teacher-student ratio is regarded as a good indicator of the quality of

education t.hat goes on in school system. In Canada for instance, a

teacher-pupil raËio of 1:25 pupils is an acceptable standard. In all

probability, anything above the ratio of [:30 may likely excite parental.

and community concern for the quality of education and att.ention the

pupils receive from their teachers. The reason for this is that there

is a limit in the level of aËtention a teacher can give to the pupils if

class size is abnormally 1arge. And a1so, given that pupils are different

and most have unique learning styles and abilities which demand the

attention and supervision of the teacher, it becomes rrecessary to

maintain an acceptable teacher-pupil ratio. For our purpose in this

study, an acceptable teacher-pupi1 ratio will be one Ëeacher per 30

pupils.

In I977 following Ëhe inLroducEion of the universal primary

education in Nigeria, the primary school population r^ras 8.2 rnillion but
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there were only 200,000 primary school teachers in the country. This

figure includes 68,000 unqualified teachers. In terms of teacher-pupiI

ratio, it means that one teacher had a class síze of 41 pupils. For a

Third I^/orld country like Nigeria with an ambitious educational

expansionary progranmes, this ratio can be accepted with reluctance.

But when the teacher-pupil ratio is determined on the basis of qualified

teacher per pupils, the ratio falls to one teacher per approximately 62

pupils. This kind of teacher-pupil ratio shoulcl be unacceptable. The

above figures stand for national average. But as Table VII.XVII ind.icates,

at the state level, the teacher-pupi1 ratio in some areas is awfully

appalling. It will be assumed t.hat the Grade II teachers on Table VII.XVII

are trained teachers since the requirements for a Grade rr teacher

position is a successful Ëeacher training education. rt has to be

mentioned that the phenomenal high pupil-teacher ratio on Table VII.XVII

is because the computatíon of figures here are for only Grad.e II teachers

per pupils. The ratio is likely to be lower if all classes of teacher

per number of pupils were computed. see Table vr.r for illustrative

purposes, but bear in mind Èhat it is pre-UpE in Nigeria.

The figures for the 1980's are not available, but there is still an

acute shortage of primary school teachers in the country. Just recently,

in May 1988 to be specific, it was reported. in l^/est Africa that the

director of National Teachers Institute, Alha jí Haaf.íz l^lali had told

Èhe Nigerian public that even though that Ëhe exact number of primary

school teachers needed has not yet be determined, available evidence

points to the facË there is acute shortage of teachers, and "Lhat there

is cause for concern and someËhing is being done about ir"(p. B0g).
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Table VII.XVII

Number of Pupils for Grade II Teacher by StaLe

L975/76 1976177 t977 /78

Anambra
Bauchi
Bendel
Benue
Borno
Cross River
Gongo 1a
Imo
Kaduna
Kano
Kwara
Lagos
Niger
0gun
0ndo
oyo
Plateau
Rivers
Sokoto

53 .4

57 .7
74.0
42 .4
96.2

6L.7
48.9
s9 .2
59 .9
s2 .5

62.8
60.7
57 .8
57 .8

58.4

73.3
82.I
60.7

76.r
97 .r
69 .3
49 .4
53.2
85.1
7r.9
48 .4
62.6
s9.1
45.4
53.2

r28.4

64.1

1.\ (

57 .4
L82.2

83.2

:
L20.4
75.7
53.1

7s.9
43.8

L27 .9

77.7

Source: Ukeje et al. (1986, p. 60).

e) The nature of the curriculum refers to the content of what is being

taught in primary schools and the relevance to the economic

survivabilíËy of the primary school graduates. The content of Nigerian

primary education is still very bookish or book-learned. Anybody who

receives any level of education in Nigeria expects Eo be rewarded with a

paid employment, and education in general is regarded as synonymous with

office work. This orientation has iËs origin in Nigeriats colonial past.

The effecË of tr^lesÊern-Style education at a stage like the primary level,

is to make primary school graduates reluctant to do any other work than

white co11ar job. Even when it is obvious Ëhat someËhing like farming
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could be an economically viable alternative as is the case in Nigeria

today, the preferable is still office-work. And the worst thing is that

no government in Nigeria has done anything serious to counter this view.

The general belief in Nigeria is that education must lead to some form of

upward mobility in socio-economic status.

The 1977 and revised 1981 National Policy on Education advoca¡es

the inculcation of values and attitudes for the survival of the individual

in the Nigerian socieLy; and the "acquisition of appropriate ski1ls,

abilities and competences both mental and physical as equipment for the

individual to live in and contribute to the developmenË of his society."

But Ëhe curriculum of primary education through which Ehe above objectives

are supposed to be accomplished is inimical to thepurpose. The Blueprint

of the Implementation Committee for the NaËional Policy on Education,

(L978) made this obvious when it lamenred.:

The problem facing the whole Federation rì.o\.{ is what to do \^rith
2.1 million primary school-leavers in June 1982. unless a drastic
restructuring of the primary school curriculum is achieved which
would make primary school-leavers not dissaÈisfied with the rural
districts where they were brought up, the whole country is in for
serious trouble, because, even with 40 percent proceeding to junior
secondary schools, 1.3 millíon of them would still be waiting to be
catered for (p. 50) .

As Ke1ly and Lassa (1983) have argued, there is

dileruna here. If Federal GovernmenÈ philosophy

an

of

obvious complex

equality of

opportunity is based on the assumption that universal primary ed.ucation

will help bring about upward socio-economic mobility, and if the current

state of primary education and qualifications that come with it are no

longer capable of securing paid-employment. in the Nigerian economy,

obviously there is a serious problem with primary education programme in

Nigeria. The other way to put the argument is that the countryrs

present system of primary education has little relation to the
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development needs of the country and the individual persons.

The universal primary education introduced in 1976 was designed to

"democratíze a system of education that was traditionally based on a

colonial ethos" arrd "the curriculum reflecËs this" (rbid., p. 240). But

right now, and

given the vast and countless variations in Nigerian society, the
only lowest denominator possible is to have a general goal
Under the particular conditions in which UPE was introduced, it was
safesË to opt for the familiar--and thus we have a quasi
prescriptive nationar curriculum being taught with syllabuses
designed in and for another age; a curriculum designed for the
masses with a minority in mind (fUi¿.).

So the need arises for a reflective critical rethinking of the nature

and content of the curriculum in use in the primary education in Nigeria.

The solution as suggested by Kelly and Lassa (fUi¿.) would be found

in the measure of relevance that universal primary ed.ucation has for

Ëhe majority of the pupils it is meant to serve. And that is:

since agriculture is the occupation and source of living of the
vast majority of Nigerians, iË appears reasonable to assume that
Primary Education must be relevant to the problems of agricultural
families, and it is good sense from a pedagogicar point of view to
set the teaching of aLI subj ecËs in the context of the experienc,:
of learners (p. 237).

In essence, what. is being suggested is the introduction of

vocational training into the primary school curr:lcula otherwise I'the

Ëurning out of millions of barely literate and numerate youngsters devoid

of practical skills who are unwilling to accept farming or manual work

could have grave consequence"(Earrigan, r976, p. 276). of course, in

order Ëhat this suggested solut ion be effective and purposeful, the

structure of agriculture as it is presently in Nigeria musE be revamped

to make it more viable arrd attractive to youngsters.
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It is an axiom or a matter of course tl.at formal schooling prepares

students for paid employrnent. As a matter of fact, investments in

education are deented justified if it leads to lucrative employment and the

satisfaction of the expecËed economic benefits. Thus in a country \,/here

unemployment of f.he educated is rampant, something is 1,/rong \^/ith that

countryts educational system.

Before the introduction or the crash progran)rne of free education at

all levels in Nigeria, it r¿as primarily Ëhe uneducated who were found

among the ranks of the rrnemployed. But today, the unemploved. is found

among the rank an,l file of Èhr: primary school graduate through to the

university lerre:1 in Nigeria. Hla Myint (1973) points out the dangerous

side effects of "crash eclucational programme" expansion and. its aftermath
t'revolution of rising expectations. t' He argues that "few counËries can

go on absorbing poorly trained" graduates of the school system,,aE a

faster raÈe than their general economic growth" (p. L4Ð can allow

because:

sooner or laEer, with their present patÈern of educational
expansion' many developing countries r¡il1 have to contend with one
of the most explosive problems of disconËent and frustration: that
of graduate unemployment (Ibid.).

Martin Carnoy (1975) expressed similar observation r¿hen he argued:

As schooling expands unemployment moves up to influence the more
highly educated graduates. The rapid expansion of prímary schooling
greatly increases the supply of primary school graduates, also
increasing their unemplo¡rment rate This increases the
economic pay-off of attending secondary school. If the government
responds to demands for more secondary places, eventually the
increased supply of secondary grad.uates . creates IfurËher]
unemployment. Thus increases the demand for university expansion
and resulËs in university unemployed (pp. I2Z-I23).

The cloud of the educaEed unemployed which both Myint and Carnoy observed
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more Ëhan a decade ago is looming large and real in Nigeria. The danger

to "democracy" and the polity in Nigeria of late is no longer that. of

the uneducated masses but the fear of. the numerous young and ed.ucated

unemployed people. This was demonstrated in the month of May 1988 when

the country came close Èo a staEe of anarchy as youËhful students and

the ranks and file of the educated unemployed took Ëo the streets in

violent demonstrations againsË a small increase in the price of

gasoline.

There v/as a time in Nigeria when emproyment after any level of

schooling was not a problem and graduate employment \,/as a foregone

conclusion. Factually speaking, Nigeria at Ehe height of the oil boom

was sending recruitment teams abroad to hire qualified Nigerians who

wanted to return home and contribute to the development of the counËry.

And often free passage back to Nigeria v/as provided for the individual

and his family, if he had one. Employers in Nigeria frequently scouted

for qualified graduates on the 1ocal campus even before their graduation

It also often followed that just after a period of one.,year emplo¡rment,

the newly employed graduate would demand and receive some loan for Ëhe

purchase of a car

Those were the days. Then came the economic recession of the earlv

1980's, the collapse of oil and the d.ramaËic fall in prices.

Unfortunately t.he policy makers in Nigeria did not reckon with the above

evenËs and put a halt to unchecked expansionary educational progranmes.

Neither was provision made for the hard times of the current general

unemployment in the country. rn desperation, the Nigerian government

wenE to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for some financial

assistance. In characËeristic style of looking at Third l,rlorld problems,
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the IMF recommended that the "over-groürn bureaucracy" be cut d.ov¡n to

size and subsidies on local products like gasoline be abandoned. The

Nigerian government \'¡as also made to freeze on any further employrnent.

(See African Concord, March 1987, pp. 7-15).

In 1982 the first products of the universal primary ed.ucation

launched ín L976, abouË 2.1 million primary school leavers,graduated.

According to the estimate of Ëhe Blueprint (op.cit.),40 percent of them

\^/ent on to junior secondary schools, while the rest of them, 1.3 million

primary school leavers, joined the ranks of the unemployed. The exact

figures of the unemployed at the secondary levelare not available. But

the situation here is in no form or shape better. Current estimates

indicates that by the year 2000, about 2 million secondary school

graduates will be unemployed (Diejomaoh, I984r pp. B-9, also Umo, 1985,

p. 13). There is acute unemployment problem at the university 1evel.

A 1984 Federal government survey showed that for the períod from October

1982 to October 1983 only 26 percent of the 36 percent of the university

graduates who wanted jobs actually got recruited (Report of the Shuttle

Employment Enquiries, 1983, cited in ChuËa 1986, p. 5Zg). According to

Pandit (0p.cit., p. 17) the universities in Nigeria graduated in just

four sessions, 1980-1984 an output of 75,515 graduaËes ín these order:

Sub-degree holders

FirsË degree holders

Higher degree and post graduate diploma holders

L2,804

54,302

8,409

Totai 7 5 ,5L5

Judging from the number of people that continue to seek admission
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and enrolment into the universities, graduate output will continue to

grow over the next decade. It is estimated that by the year 2000, about

100'000 university graduates will be in the labour market (Oie¡omaoh,

Umo, 0p.cit.). As a result, Ëhe National Universities Commission (xUC)

has been began to advocate a cut down in university enrolments. The

Executíve SecreËary of NUC had this to say on the 9th of September l9B5:

Major decision already being implemented is one which is designed
to slow down the rate of expansion in thirteen older universities,
both in terms of total enrolment of students and Ëhe variety of
academic units and programmes being operated. IË will also help to
stem the tide of graduate unemployment . at leasÈ to the extent
that there will be no significant increase in the number of grad.uates
who are throv¡n into the job market every year Relevance of a
programme has to saËísfy the litmus test of national need and the
ability of Nigerian economy both to finance the programme and
absorb its eventual graduates ínto useful productive services (cited
in Pandir, 0p.cit., p. L7).

The problem of graduate unemployment is hitting the hardest

graduates in the humaniËies and the arts. Science and science related.

graduates are fareing better for in spite of general graduate

unemployment problem in the counËry, vacancies do exist for people r¿ho

studied medicine, pharmacy, computer science, and the 1ike. rn this

context, Hoselitz (i965) in Coleman edition, (Op.cit.) observed.:

It is possible that at a given state of the development of a
countryts resources, a rapid and farflung ed.ucational programmes
may produce serious short-run misallocations of resources. These
misallocations proCuce excess capacity, with the consequence that
certain forms of human capital may be available in such relatively
large amounts that Ëhey cannot be employed fully in the short. run
(p. 546) .

rn general terms, and according to government statistics, there

are at leasË 3 million unemployed Nigerians (African concord, op.cit.).

There uray be many more than this figure and most of them are educated.

The situation has gotten l¡rorse since the government enbarked on its

retrenchmenÈ exercise and the policy of retiring people at the age of
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fifty-five. It is estimated that more than a million people have lost

their jobs since this exercise began two years ago (Ibid., p. 13).

Unemployment of the educated has assumed a crisis proportion which if not

arrested rnay bring about disastrous consequences. The Secretary General

of the Nigerian Labour congress (wl,c) Dr. Lasisi osunde commented:

There is an urgent need for more aggressive measures to arrest the
unemployment situation ín Nigeria to stave off social unrest (Ibid.).

It seems that the Federal government is concerned and has adopted some

interim measures to combat the situation. rn 1986, the president,

General Babangida launched a 25 miLlion naira plan to check the Ëide of

educated unemployment. The Federal government directed that every

unemployed Nigerian be registered in his/her home state capital as part

of a job exchange programme designed to determine the number of the

unemployed in each state.

rn 1987, the President established a National Directorate of

Employment charged with the supervision of the Federal governmentrs

job-creating programmes. The agency was given an initial granE of N100

rnillion naira and asked to review 1r000 skilled and unskilled unemployed

for a social public works prograrune. According to the then Minister

for Employment and Labour, the major purpose of this programme is to

retrain people in the various skil1s to I'enable them become gainfully

employed later in life"(Ibid.). This programme is like the

job-retraining schemes often sponsored by the Canad.ian government for

the habitually employed when there is scarcity of jobs in rheir

traditional areas of employment.

The long term soluÈion seems to lie in the new educational system of

6-3-3-4 introduced naËion-wide in 1985. The flow diagram, chart vrr.r
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illustrates the philosophy of the employment orienred and multi-directed

system of education in the new 6-3-3-4 system. rt is expected thaE

primary and secondary schools should become productive units. According

to Pandit (op.cit.), it is expected that two important benefits would

arise. One is the interaction of education and prod.uction to help

schools produce and market their own products and meet some of their ov¡n

maintenance costs. The other is the integration of education and

production which would minimize, if not eliminate altogether the prevalent

attiËude of youËhs scorning life in the rural areas for wage employment

in rhe ciries (p. i9).

The unfortunate part in the growing problem of the educated unemployed

is that in Nigeria, schooling at any level and the possession of

certificates and diplomas are regarded as "mea1 tickets'r. Given Ëhe

unfetËered quantitative expansion of educational programmes at a1l levels,

many Nigerians than ever before have gone to school at the different

levels and acquired theír "mea1 tickets't. But the irony is that the meal

is no longer available. And this is a more serious danger to I'democracy".

Given our discussion so far, and on the surface, it would appear

that the findings here contradict an earlier position in the review of

the 1iËerature regarding the role of education in economic development

and equalízíng opportunities. But this is not so, for according to

Kazím Bacchus (1981):

education has not been directly responsible for the problem of
unemployment but as the public demand for more and higher levels
of education increases and the governmenËfs attempt to meet. these
demand, additional resources will have to be diverted to the
educaËion secÈor. And Èo the extent that this secËor continues
to absorb funds which might have been alternatively used to finance
more productive job-creating projects, it will inhibit economic
development and continue Ëo add to the growing unemployuent problem
which Ithe country] already Ifaces] (p. zLB).
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Chart VII. I

Source: Blue Print (1978, p. 136) See also Pandit, (Op . cir . , p . 18) .
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The point being made is that the formal educational system by itself

does not cause unemployment but that any unfettered quantitative expansion

of educational progranmes withouE due regard for the absorptive capacity

of the local economy, and the quality and spirit of the education, is

likely to retard economic growth and bring about the problems of

unemployment. Although education has increased in Nigeria, it is of the

l{rong kind. To paraphrase HoseliEz (Op.cit.), it might be argued that--

in purely economic terms--large ouElays on the part of the government to

provide free education at all levels at a lor¿ level of economic perfor-

mance may be a misplacement of funds devoted to education and to capital

formation, in general (p. 543).

Funding Problems in the Nationfs Educational System

The quantitative achievement in the Nigerian educational system is

very impressive. However, the presenË and future difficulties are the

availability of finance. At all the three levels of education, there are

severe financial constraints hampering educational programmes. trr7hen

Nigeria embarked on its educational expansionary programmes in 1976, its

leaders had counted on the increasing and steady rise in the price of its

oil. As it is now widely knovrn, pet.roleum exports account for over 90

percent of Nigeriars national income. Nigeria's income in the Third

Plan Period (1975-80) was expected to be derived from a daily output of

3 million barrels of petroleum crude. But actual petroleum crude export

in the plan period rarely exceeded 2.1 million. And currently, it is

not more than 1.6 million barrels per day. The obvious implication is

that Nigeriats total revenue from oil since the slump in oil prices in

the 1aËe 1970rs to Ëhe present has been considerably less than estimaÈed.
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As a result, many projects, including education, are suffering

Third National Development Plan, it is stated:

In the

In recognition of the huge capital and recurrent expenditure
implications of UPE (Universal Primary Education) scheme, the
Federal government has assumed full financial responsibility for
the scheme in all its various ramificarions (p. 246).

But barely one year after UPE begin, many of the state government \,,/ere

not receiving their funds from the Federal government for the UPE scheme.

The Nigerian Observer, (August 18, 1977, p.1 cired in Ukeje, Op.cir.,

p. 253) reported a comment by the Plateau State Commissioner of Education

to the effect that only N13.3 million of an expected sum of N24 million

from the Federal government for the UPE scheme in this state in the

f irst year r^Ias received. In another insEance, the staEe Military Governor

was credited with the following:

It is therefore crystal clear that the Federal government is forced
by circumstances to reduce its financial contribution to various
projects The UPE scheme, for example, which was initially
intended to be fu11y financed by the Federal governmenË is now
being looked upon primariLy as a state venture, but with loca1
government participation. Funds coming from the Federal government
are abouË one-third of the originally intended expenditure.
Therefore, in order to fulfil our objectives, state and local
efforË becomes obvious (New Nigerian, September 10, L977; see also
Ukeje, Ibid. ).

As a resulE, parent.s, individuals, and communities began to contribute

the sum of $15 per pupil for the sustenance of the UPE scheme. Shortly

after, the federal government abandoned its commitment to be the

benefactor of the UPE scheme. The governmentts ner^/ line was thaE it had

merely helped the states Ëo launch the prograffre of free education; the

state governmenËs and the local government councils and local

cormunities and parents are buying books, chairs, and tables for their

children while state governments conEinue Eo seek for means lo finance

new schools and/or expand È,he existing ones.
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All over the country, the national UPE scheme is in financial

quagmire. Even the Head of StaËe at. Ëhe time the UPE was introduced

publicly cautioned that rrthe government and people must begin to grapple

Ehe simple truth that our financial resources cannot sensibly be used

exclusively for the UPE scheme" (l,Jestifrica, August, L977, p. 1701)

But recently, the federal government announced that it has decided Ëo

bear 65 percent of the salaries of primary school teachers in order that

the state governments may caËer for the other needs of primary school

educaEion (West Africa, May 2, 1988, p. 808). This gesture

notwithstanding, education at this leve1 continues to suffer from

financial hiccup.

The secondary school leve1 is equally in financial distress.

Secondary school tuition fee had been abolished, and boarding fee was

pegged at the lor¿est minimum unËiI 1980 when it was revised and is now

up by 33 percenË. The result is that many parents have been forced to

withdraw their children from secondary education. Thus Ëhe transition

rate from primary school to secondary level is very 1ow all over the

country. Lack of finance is generally cited as the cause of poor and

inadequate buildings and facilities in secondary education. According

to Alaezi and Eti¡o (1988) iL was estimated in 1985 ËhaË it will cost

$330,000 to establish a single secondary school in a place like Plateau

State. GranËed that about 60 secondary schools are needed in the state

it will cost 60 x $330,000 or $19,800,000 to provide them. Available

evidence as noted already indicates that. Plateau State cannoË afford it

The story at the university 1eve1 is not different. AlËhough the

federal government abolished tuition fees, fees for board and lodging

have more Ëhan doubled. For instance, in the 1977-78 academic
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session board and lodging fees in all Nigerian universities increased

from $180.00 per academic year to $370.00. This resulLed in the student

riot of that year during which more than four students lost their lives.

0ther information from the National Universities Commission (ltUC)

indicaËes that the actual government funds for the universities has

consistently fal1en short of projected expectations, See Table VII.XVIII

for trend analysis from 1976 to 1982. The Nigerian governmentrs argument

is that the down-ward turn in the nation's economy caused by the r,¡orldwide

oil glut is responsible for the lack of funds for university education.

Table VII.XVIII

Nigerían Universities Finance (Recurrent--N Million)

r97s/76 L976177 1977 /78 L978179 L979/80 1980/81 r98L/82

NUC

recommended
expenditure L60.7 f86.8 204.5 22I.6 233.6 290.3 343.5

Total
universitíes
income L49 .3 168 . B 180.3 140.0 185 .0 206 .9 288 .0

Shortfall L2.4 18.0 24.2 81.6 48.6 83.4 55.5

Source: NUC (1978) Table 33, p. 76; NUC (1983) Nigerian Federal
universities Recurrent Grants l978-1983. See also Enaohv¿o
(r985), p. 3I2.

The problem of funding at Ehe three levels of education can be

suurmed up in the "Guidelines" for the FourËh National Development Plan,

1981-85, when iE states:
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Recent developmenËs in Ëhe sector suggest that economic
considerations, especially financial considerations, will play
a greater role in determining future policy in education. I^Ihíle
Lhe importance of education will continue to be recognized, steps
will be taken to ensure that it does noË take up a disproportionaËe
amount of available resources. Economy in the provision of
facilities will therefore increasingly be the watchword. The
strategy of general expansion at all levels will be reviewed in the
interest of an optimum allocation of scarce resources. rt is
unrealistic, considering our stage of economic development, to
aspire to develop all 1evels of education at the same rate
The strategy will seek to consolidate the quantitative gains already
achieved in the area of primary and university education
rn particurar it will seek to expand facilities for secondary and
technical education drastically. rt is clear that the d.emand for
schooling ac this level will be dramatically transformed as the
country draws near the end of the first UpE cycle in 1982." (See
also lrlest Africa, 22 September, 1980, p. 1804)

In 1984, Ëhe committee of vice-chancellors of all Nigerian

universities, following previous yearts budgetary allocations and student

enrolments, estimated yearly costs (recurrent and capítal) of free

education aE al-l levels (including technical and vocational) to be

N2,134 billion, at the primary level, Nl,113 billion at the secondary

rotal of N6,012level, and N21765 billion at Ëhe university level, for a

billion. (Swamy 1984); (Chuta, Op.cir., p.528). The expecred roral

revenue for the Federal government v/as N1l billion. If according to the

vice-chancellors estinate it would cost N6,012 billion in total

expendiËure to provide free and quality educaËion aÈ all levels in Nigeria

total Federalin 1984, it vri11 cost approximately 55 percent of all

government revenue Ëo sustain free education prografiìme in Nigeria. But

if it happens that free education is provided to the primary level only,

revenue; if providedit v/ilI cost about 19 percent of total governroent

Eo boEh primary and secondary levels only, iE vüill cost approximately 30

percent. of total governmenË revenue. The point being made is that free

quality education in Nigeria whether at all levels or limited Èo the
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first two levels will absorb either 55 percenE or 19 to 30 percent of

total revenue in Nigeria.

The acute shortage of funds in the Nigerían educational syst.em is

bound to intensity given the new sophisticated and diversified system

6-3-3-4 introduced nation-wide in 1985 (see charr vrr.rr). As coombs

(1985) pointed out, success in any educational reform is dependent on

the availability of funds and resources to meet projections. In terms

of financial resources, the new educational system will require

workshops, laboratories, buildings, furniture and equipment, libraries,

textbooks and materials, and running costs on Eraining, recruitment

and maintenance of teachers and administrators. Table vrr.xrx is a

projection compiled to give an indication of the financial requirement

for meeËing currenË cost.s alone in the next ten years.
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Chart VII. II
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'Source: Adopted from Pandit (0p.cit., p. 20).
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Table VII.XIX

Projected Running Costs for the Different

Nigeria 1985, 1990, and

Levels of Education in

2000

Year 1st Level
N

2nd Level
N

3rd Level
N

ToÈa1
N

1985
L990
2000

L,174
1,875
3,110

952
2,392
6,276.6

642
2,r98
5 ,905

2,768
6,465

L5,292

The above cosË projections were

enrolment figures in Appendix K

student assumed as follor¡s:

mu 1 tip lying

.VI by unit costs per pupil/

calculated by

and Table VII

1985 19 90 2000

lst Level (N)
2nd Level (N)
3rd Level (N)

80
250

2000

100
350

4500

r20
550

6500

It can be seen from Table VII.XIX that educational cost in the new school

system is projected to increase from N3.1 billíon to N15.2 billion by the

year 2000. This is a five-fo1d increase in educational expenditure. And

given the present state of Nigerian economy, the idea of free education

at all levels needs to be reevaluated.
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The Inequality in Educational Opportunity persists

It may be recalled that one of the motives behind the introduction

of free education at all levels in Nigeria is the desire Ëo equalize

opporËunities for all Nigerians. As was noËed in the first section of

the chapter, a lot has been achieved in terms of numerical enrolment in

all levels of the Nigerian education system. More schools and

universities have been established, especially in those areas that did

not have one before the expansionary programmes began. school fees at

the primary and secondary levels, and tuition fees at the college and

university levels have been ostensibly abolished. In some States, like

sokoto state for example, pre-upE enrolment r,Jas one of the lowest in

Nigeria, perhaps 10 percent or below the national average. But loday an

important change in educational enrolment is taking place , and 42

percent or more is a creditable average in SokoLo State, necessitating

what some observers have called t'educational explosion" in that part of

Nigeria (see l^lest Af rica, 15 October, 1978, p. 2034). Other Srates rhat

shared comparative situations have also recorded similar change and

grorøth in enrolment (see Educational planning: special rssue, Federal

Ministry of Education, UNESCO planning Team, 1985). rn addition, many

individuals who might not have received any form of formal education

wiËhout free education have had the opportunity to do so.

However, the automaËic Ieveling effect in educational oppor¡uniË.ies

expected is still very far from reality. There has been a Ëend.ency for

the states or areas that had the highest enrolment growths before the

educational expansionary prograuìae of the past decade (r976-86) to

conEinue to do so while the States or areas that were originally behind

continue Èo try to catch up. There is a great number of drop-outs and
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failuresrand a poor survival rate in the primary school system. At the

secondary leve1, Èhe transition rate from the primary class VI to first

year secondary education varies from state Eo state but the national

average as the Tables indicate are stilL f.ar from reaching equality of

opportunity objective. In examinations, the number of students who pass

in relation to all candidates who sat for the trrlest African Schools

Certificate/General Certificate Examination (I^IASC/GCE) of the tlest

African Examination Council (l,lAEC) conËinues to drop during the past

decade (Pandit, 0p.cit., p. 14).

Table VII.XX shows the survival rates of primary school pupils

going from Primary Class I to Class IV during 1976-77 to 1979/80 by the

then 19 sLates of Nigeria.
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Table VII.XX

Survival Rates by States for Primary

(I976-77) to Grade

School Pupils Going from Grade I

rv (r979-80)

S/No. State Grade I
1976-77

Grade IV
1 9 79-80

Survival
Rate

1

2

J

4
5

6

7

B

9

10
11
T2
13
L4
15
T6
t7
1B

I9

Kaduna
Plateau
Anambra
U / Rrver
Benue
Gongola
Bauchi
0gun
Imo
Bendel
Bomo
Ondo
Rivers
Lagos
Niger
Sokoto
Kano*
oyo
Kr¿araJ.

28L,r24
L7I ,27 2
27 6 ,942
233,907
27 6 ,169
LLz,7 04
102,908

7 5 ,644
260,9t8
174,370
88,160

1I2,645
94,585
84,608
72,30L
78,72I

L93,064
l94,rg5

87 ,293

89,r54
80 ,7 24

r4L,482
I22,268

55,r27
77 ,326
73,702
56,626

198,166
34,648
69 ,000
9I,716
79 ,432
7 3 ,lr5
66,047
77,4L7

195,278
2L0,565
tL7 ,346

3I.7
47 .r
51.1
trî I

56.2
68.6
7L.6
74.9
7s.9
77.2
78.3
81 .4
84 .0
86.4
9r.4
9B .3

101.1
r08.4
L34.4

20 Nigeria 2,97I,43I 2,L09 ,I39 70 .98

Nigeria
excluding

Kwara and
Kano 2 ,BgL ,07 4 L,796 ,5r5 66.8

Source: Federal Ministry of EducaËion, Lagos cited in Pandit, Ibid.,
p. 13.

As can be seen from the Table VII.XX, the survival rate varíes from

state to state r¿ith Kaduna Stat.e recording Ëhe lowest and Kwara State the

highest. The national rate is 71 percent. The exceedíngly high survíval
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rates for the three states of Kano, oyo and Kwara should. be subject to

verification because sometimes, some states submit inflated figures to

the Federal Ministry of Education.

Table VII.XXI shows the progression of the Lgl6-77 Grad.e I pupils up

to Grade VI in 1981-82. The high drop-out rate berween Grades I and II

stands out. The overall survival raLes of these first UpE groups for these

7 States--Grade VI as a percentage of the original Grad.e I--ranges from the

lowest 45.4 percent for Plateau sEate to the highest 95.6 percent for

Sokoto State. For the States of Anambra, Plateau, and. Kaduna, enrolments

with more than 50 and 68 percent drop-out rates aïe not in line wirh the

goals of universality.

Table vrr.xxrr shows the number of primary Vr pupils for the then

19 states for 1978-79 to 1982-83. Figures for the Federal capital

Territory are included. The changes from L978-79 to 1982-83 are shown in

absolute numbers and in percenËages. Two states, Anambra and rmo show

lower primary vrr enrolmenËs in 1982-83 as compared to lgTg-79. rn the

case of Kano State the number of primary VII leavers increased. from 2I,207

to L52,726 or 131,519 change in growth which translates into 620 percenÈ.

Gongora state recorded 429 percenË increase, Niger state 336 percent

increase, and Kaduna State recorded 325 percenË increase.

As it is clearly illustrared in Tables vrr.xxrrr and xxrv, rhe

States which had a phenomenal increase in the number of primary school

leavers often could not provide places for them in the secondary level

as compared with the states with lower number of primary school leavers.

This means that when universality and equality are about Ëo be reached.

at one 1eve1, inequality surfaces in another.

Table VII.XXIII above illustrates the enrolment in the first year of
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Table VII.XXI
Progression of Primary Grade I Enrolment L976-77 to Grade VI l98l-82,
grade-to-grade Progression Rates (7") and Survival Rate (%), in Seven

States of Nigeria

Sources: Federal Ministry of Education tabulations, Evaluation of UPE Vol. 1.
1984, p. 30.

St¿tc Itim üaie f cr. II È" III È. {I Þ. V ft^. yI S.r¡vival-
1e76-77 1e77-78 197u79 lw-eo 1980_61 isLr'_å, o l, Ïlr,

Ânent'¡ra I'os 776,t43 212,570 170,013 1i5 ,n5 ß5 ,062 ú?, L37
t,^r^Ìrare _ 76"&¡ Lo.ef 91"Lfu gg.Tr. gl.T, 47.T.

Lagos lios q,605 92,/1ú i83,0g7 73,115 7,851 59,012
Ratc _ g7 "4j. 1@.6:., tß.1fí tc6.1fr ô8,6,;i. tt "6i,,

Ogrn 
''os 

T5 ,6/r/* 62,565 ü,961 561626 l*¿ug*g 47 ,9ul
Rate e"7,;" g9 "e/" 91 .4% 6"57 9? .g/, 63. j,:s

ordo ir;os 112r6t+5 æ 165/, 761 199 g11116 6 rS?J* g1r¿,22

ttatc - 79 "&,," 6 "q 1N./çi, %"fþ g5.q zz,U,
Congola l,os 112,7W+ 93rt56 &+rAZ3 frr326 7g,63e T0,267

Rate - íZ.Tþ 90./ri" 91.g1, 1}1.ft, 8.4¡. 62. j,
Ple-tcau Nos 171,ZlZ 128,912 1A7,7gO E,&Z 9/*,6?2 77,756

Bate - 75 "Tt, gj"6r,, 73.11 116.% t2.1i, /o5./o,

Sokoto Nos 76,721 7Sr5Z5 ?gr575 77,41? Tl ,11? 75 ,257
Ratc - 99.q 1@.1r: gg.5li 1@.Ø V7,?+ 95.67
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Table VII.XXII

Enrolment in Primary Grade VI, by State, L978-19 to 1982-83

Federatioa of Nigeria

L9?8-æ- I9?9-80 1980-91 19Br-82 19B2-Bl
Change

L9?8-ntt982*8t
s1Â18

Nunhere #

(o) (1) (2) (]) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Anambra
Bauchl
BenCeI
Benue
Borno
Crose River
Gongola
Ino
Kaduna
Kano
Kr¿ara
Lagos
Niger
Ogun
OnCo
oyo
Plat eau
Rivere
Sokoto
F"C,T.

NIGERIA
l? Stateel)

10?o ?o8
1r r 554
9, 

'627-43r47t
o oo

gl- , ?48
].6?226

L4, ?95I
40 r 617
2tr2O7&)
zg,675
46.468
16,8Zab )

,6r9tJ
49,585

IO2t457
24 tn4
r*:,ðiou )

L4r??o,
26')97
9t,965
?? 1448
28þ72
92r655
z? tL95

l-52n?6,
4),729 .
5t ognb )
t? '48,49 r4fo
Iroa6

t8,r98
65 nn6

L42rt?'l
,oJ66
64,164
20,r42

t?4 $t8
481147
951586
n nt86
56Õ5t
91 ,188
48 t6r?

t55 t46?
n 

'?28]8, o5o
49 r8r,
56t24t
12,941
,7 1249
69 r1t?

165,168
,g,r87
96"822
2? o168

869

LrzrOrT
59,998
97 tL49
92t84?
54o113
92'-4t4
?O'26?

r29 r060
154 r 806
tg?,849
LoorgtS

69 'o]-z66"o54
4z,9o7 .
64 rz79c)

I21r444c)
7?,?56
49 r 28o
75,257 -

4 ,58tc )

rof r 60r
?o1856

toJ !091
95rL67
6, o7?5

1O1 r 854
85'?t+9

119 rO4O
L?2s454
L52û26
r06r881
7].rr54
71,650
52t6Ùr
84,æo .,

].,26 j42?c)
?4 r 418
68,159
68,403
to248

- 4r10?
+ 59 t1O2+ 9'4&
+ 5t¡696

oco
+ 1O1106
+ 69,527
- 24e9r1
+IfL ! 8r?
+L7r.r5I9
+ 771206
+ 24u i86
+ 56,758
+ l.51668
+ t4e7o5
+ 23u97o
+ 49u624

9.8
+JlJ")
+ 1"O
+118.9

oo9

+ 11"O
+4e8.5
- L7"1
+J24"6
+62o"2
+260.2
+ 5t.6
+tt6"4ê
+ 42"4
+ 7O.O
+ 21"4
+2OO.1

ooø

+ 51.9c" 4:;'n
+ 31248

9?L 192,
I r 196,4OO
:-rrotJ64

L tn2 |TIL
Lr2L9,-rr8

L,?4? Õ76
L t65',6L5

L,B7 
'724L1665t?go orasieøz + 8o"z

) pr. VII enrolment. b) Pr. VI & VII enrolment. c) Enrolment reported by State MOE
nrProforma B'differs from other tabulations. 1) Borno and Rivers States excluded.

. means data not available.
FMEST; State MOE tabulations; State MOE Reports (1981-82 and 1982-83 data) ,
adopted from ReporË of Ëhe National l^Jorkshop on Planning for Senior Secondarv
Education, lea 20.

ote: -
ources:
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post-primary education for the years 1979-80 to 1983-84. The statesl

enrolmenEs fluctuated in some years; otherwise, most states showed

increases. This is demonstrated in the columns where the 1983-84 increases

over L979-80 are indicated in absolute numbers and in percentages. In

absolute numbers two extremes can be noted, Oyo state, with above 64

Ëhousand and Bendel state with more Lhan 2 thousand. But in relative

terms, Oyo state recorded 1L4.7 percent. in comparison with Kaduna state

r,¡ith 40 thousand in absolute numbers which represents 352 percent

increase over the L979-80 intake of 11,400. Gongola state recorded Lhe

second highest increase while the states of Anambra, Bendel, Benue,

Borno, Cross Rivers, Kwarar Ogun,Ondo and Sokoto had percentage increases

ranging from 15.8 to 87.7 percent.

Table VII.XXIV shows the Ëransition rate by state for the L979-80

to the 1983-84 admissions into the first years of post-primary education.

Free secondary education \^ras started in 1980-1981 session, and 1982-83

was the year that the first UPE products (L976-82) began to enrol into

secondary schools. As can be seen from Table VII.XXIV, some states (six

in number) achieved or surpassed the 70 percent transitíon rate

recommended by the Third National Development Plan (p. 252). Eight

states were able to reach between 40 and 65 percent, five st.ates (Anambra,

Benue, Gongola, Kano and Kwara) tailed to reach even 40 percent, and

Kano kept the rear with a transition raËe of 19.8 percent. When the

rates for 1983-84 are compared with the 1982-83 transítion rate, only

two states showed any increase (Anambra by 11 percent and Lagos by 10.8

percent). All others recorded a decrease in intake ranging from 10

percenÈ to 51 percent. This supports an earlier observation that states

r¿here primary school leavers have increased phenomenally are unable to
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Table VII.XXIII

Enrolment in the 1st Year of Post-Primary Education, by State,

L979-80 ro 1983-84

Federation of Nigerla

Increaee 198]-84
over i9?9-8o

STÂTE r9?g-Bo L980-81 1981-82 1982-8) 198]-84
Nunbere ?6

(o) (1) (2) (,) (4) (5) (6) (?)

Ananbra
Bauchi
BendeI
Benue
Borno
Cross River
Gongola
Imo
Kaduna
Kano
Kwara
Lagoo
NLger
Cgun
Ondo
oyo
Plateau
Rivers
Sokoto
F.C"T'
F.G.C. s

NIGERIA
Total 1 r
1? Statee^ /

35,489
9 

'J9o8t,5o7
1r,848
:-2,682
t8 tl-92

8,680
48eooo
1l- ,4oo
ro r 482
24 

'ø?4829 
'96,8rt3o

2' 
"59249 ?oI7

561406
14 e O5t

@øo

20 0584

+ir+o

5t 1724
8 1589

gB 
"65?,4,677

r8,989
48,199
IJ r 118
?8,429
tBu?3t
24,87o
24 t8L2
50'-467
?,770

4?,t94
69 ?8oz

LO7 1566
14 î 819
3ou5L5
20er26

355
4,81o

49,4rg
11 !gg7

ror r2?7
27,502

ooo

46,t7t
r8 u 845
52 ?979
25 otot
L4 

' 
r91

5Ls4O7
5LJ6r
8,?r\

t9 err6
65,5r9

L25 t24t
19 ¡ 28O
3610f,4
20 I 18J
r'431
5 r¡.79

4to2t6
28,491
g5,gBB
,4,064
22148?
48,ooo
2? 1568
8,,ooo
621Lr5
39 

'LTL36,62t
6zu7oe
,o! ooo
41 r 65r
'/Le].45

116¡604
j4 o79L
4t e772
30z57o
3n1lo
5"850

t+7,793
25 

'99486!4oo
25rr58
2t r?ro
50 o9t5
2? 

't+4869 064
tLsr42
24 J26
,8,98?
72,t51
24, OOO

44 e 2gr
84 uz9,

121 r 1O2

,?'196
2rs257
2tr8rz

2s594
6eL25

8'3ú
16 ¡ 604
2'B9t

11,7rO
11 !O4B
12s74t
18 o 768
2tø629
40r142
14,244
L4t2t9
42'r9o
lr r}79
æt6gg
15,268
64,695
18u 545

900

5,248
2r)94
1, 185

21.4
t?6.8

3.4
84,6
8?,L
53.4

2].6"2
l+5.1

152"r
Lr5.8

57 "5
141.4
t95.2

8? "?
7I.9

114.7
Lrz.O

o6ø

15.8

trzlg

I ô@

489 r 619

?74 u359

?24 u857 7].612].9

916n9L8

89z1659

goLeLT?

856 e r9o 966'57¡

@oø

74"9

1) Borno and Rivers States excluded.

Note: means daËa not available.

Sources: I'MEST; State MOE tabulations; Stale MOE Reports (1982-83 and 1983-84 data)
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Transition Rates from
by State, L979-80

Primary G¡ade VI
ro l983-B4r)

Federation of

to Secondary Form

Nigeria

I,

STATE t9?9-80 r980-8r 1981-82 1982-8] 1981-84

(o) (1) (2) (i) (4) (5)

Ananbra

Bauchi

BendeI

Benue

BorDo

Cross River

Gongola

Imo

Kaduna

Kano

Kwara

Lagos

Nigeb

Ogun

Ondo

oyo

PIat eau

Rivere

Sokoto

F. C "1.

NIGERTA

Average of 17

stat ee2 )

32"9

( 81.3 )

89 "2

tL"g

øøø

4r"6

53.4

31.1

28, r

49.1+

( 81,4 )

64.4

48"2

6t,g

98.g

5r"l

56.7

qðø

4r"7

t6"0

4J.8

105.0

44"9

66"?

52.2

48,2

5t"t
l+2.8

46.0

66"a

L02.1

(96"8)

L22"9

]06"2

?5"7

48"8

4? "6

( 98.9 )

t7 "9

24"8

106,0

14.6

00ô

44"j

38"?

J4 "1

,t.?
t?"8

6t"o

92"0

67 "€

r0: ":

94 ",
?5"8

49 "¿

6r.4

?1"7

tJ."2

47'4

98" I
36'?

41 "4

5L,9

t9 "2

64.,

40"L

19"8

t6.t
go" 6

4r.4

g6.g

1IO"8

96.0

44,?

84.8

40"6

72"1

42,3

36"7

8]"8

26"9

17"2

50"0

,2"o

58"t

4"9
16.2

t6"4

1o1.4

t2"6

84,2

100.0

gg.g

l+r"8

t4"o

J4"8

n.9

ooo

59,1

64 "z

65"7 ,8.7

54"8

5l;"o

50,1

54"2

1) Intake
s choo 1

2) Borno
Note:

Sources:

into Secondary I (all types) as % of Primary VI of the Freceding
year.

and Rivers States excluded.
means data not available. lata in ( ) require verification.

State MOE tabulations and Reports compiled by the National
I,lorkshop on Planning for Secondary Education, Ibid., p. 1g.
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provide a commensurate transition capacity at the next level of education

At the university level, inequality of educational opportunity is

even more problematic. Most of the qualified applicants cannot find

places in the university sysrem. (See Table IV.I). The university

system and population in Nigeria is stil1 very elitist, and female

enrolment is sti11 proportionately below that of male enrolment.

According to a study by üioodhouse (1987), members of both the middle and

upper-classes are overrepresented in most Nigerian universities in

comparative to their numbers in the society as a who1e, while members of

the lower class numbering about 60-85 percent of the population are

unrepresented in Nigerian universities (p. L23); see also Becket and

0 | Counel (L977). Furthermore, the study by i,loodhouse f ound Ëhat:

i^Jhile \¡/omen as a whole were under-represenËed at Nigerian
universities, it was $/omen from the lower social class that \rere
particularly conspicuous by their absence (pp. 1,24-125) .

Another study by Biraimah (1987) found that the percentage of female

enrolment at one Nigerian university has consisEently paralleled national

trends of relative marginality and slow growth. The university opened in

1962 with 9 percent of the undergraduate population representing women;

after 20 years of operation, female undergraduate enrolment at this

universiËy vras estimated at 22 percent in 1982 (p. 572).

Added to the above problems is the fact that school fees r¿hich were

supposedly eliminated are being reintroduced in some sËates in the forms

of one contribtuion fund or the oEher. And universi-ty tuition which was

abolished is now beíng recouped in the form of inflated board and lodging

fees. All these and more have accenËuated the existing educational

inequalities between the socio-econornic classes, the states, and the

various eÈhnic and regional groups. The persistence of inequality of
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opporËunity is compounded when Ëhe millions that have been educated.

cannot find jobs of any kind, or find places for further studies at the

next level of education.

0n the who1e, lhe idea of free education at all levels designed to

serve as an equalizer by bringing education to all Nigerians has

probably failed. Those who have benefitÈed are in the minority, though

a minority that includes many who would have not had the opportunity had

it not been for the programme of free education at all levels.

The Search for National UniËy Revisited

Arnong the objectives of the 1977 National Policy on Education is the

use of education as a means Ëo foster national uni-ty. The basic aim is

the elímination of the politícal and social problems that have often

affected the country from the unbalanced educational development among

the various ethnic groups in general and between the North and South in

particular. Often the argument is heard that the d.ifferences in

educational development is the root cause of Nigeriats political

instabí1ity.

It was also noted in chapter E\.ro in the literature review that

documented evidence abounds thaË supports education as a means to weld

together people of ethnic diversities who happen to share a common

polity. The countries of Western Europe, the United States of America

and the soviet union are usually cited as practical examples where

education has played a major role in keeping together diverse groups of

people and giving them a national consciousness and political cohesion.

so, the quesLíon may be asked, to what extent has education herped

to promote or foster national unity in Nigeria, given the enormous amount

of money that has been pumped into the Nigerian educational system
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especially in the past decade ? i^lell, Èhere is no civil war in Nigeria

today. rt can even be said that there is some relative peace and

cohesion in the country. But rnany Nigerians are of the opinion that

education has not generated the expected integration amongst the various

ethnic groups. It is in fact believed. that most of the destructive

forces that have afflicted Nigeria have often been released by the

so-cal1ed well-educated Nigerians. Nigeria has produced. people who

compose and read poetry and have won Nobel Laureate. There are

thousands of university graduaËes with Masters and ph.D. d.egrees. But

among these group of Nigerians are found the most tríbalistic. Ikejiani

(0p.cit., p. 101) supports this view when he commenËed.:

Take the need for national unity. With all our grad.uate education
we have not learned Ëo respect our nation. Lrle still do violence to
the spirit of our nation, because r¡re place self and tribe above
nation. The agents of disunity in our country are highly educated.
and many used their education or miseducation to sow the seeds of
discord in che nation inst,ead of building a bridge to join our
differing tribes.

Yakubu Gor^¡on (Nigeriaf s presidelaË-from 1966 to L975) lamented rhe

problern when he said

unfortunately, our universities instead of playing their proper
role have fallen victim of some of the evils which plagued us in
this country. Take tribalism, for instance; it is a matter for
regret that the lJniversity of Ibadan, made up of eminent scholars,
has not been able Ëo set the right example for the whole country
by containing the more glaring manifestations of tribal
chauvinism. Far too many individuals have tried in this
institution to use Ëribalism as an instrument for attaining
personal ends (Pierre van den Berghe , 1973, pp. 223-24 in young,
1981, p. 145) .

In another instance, Professor K. O. Dike (the late vice-chancellor of

Ibadan University, and former professor of history (African Studies) at

Harvard University), remarked :

rt must be said to our shame that the Nigerian inËellectual, far
from being an infruence for national integration, is the greatest
exploiter of parochial and clannish sentiment As you leave
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us, you are going into a Nigeria torn by tribal strife, a country
in which deep suspicions exist betr¡een different sections. You
r+ill be no credit to this university if you leave us to join the
band of educated advocates of tribal division and strife and
worshipers of rribal gods (Ibid.).

Crawford Young also observed:

At Ahmadu Be1lo University in Nigeria, . northern opinion
preferred retention of a substantial and eventually replaceable
expatriate cadre to a largely Nigerian staff that would, initially,
be mainly Southerner. Space is thus reserved for the later
appearance of qualified northern candidaËes. In 1976, ha|f of the
faculty r¡/ere expatriates, though an adequate supply of Nigerian
candidates could have been found to replace most, but for the
defacto quota on souÈhern Nigerians (fUi¿., p. 153).

0r take Ëhe case of the July and August 1979 national elections

that returned the counÈry to a four year period of civilian rule

(1979-83) before the military intervened one more time in the countryrs

politics. It left some food for thought on the mínds of those Nigerians

who still count on mass educational development as the means to solving

t.he countryts socio-political problems. What l{as revealed rn the

elections \^ras not pleasurable to "those who had wished for some

transcendence of ethnicity" (Larry Diamond, in l,lilliam Zartman ed. 1983,

p. 42). In the word's of Dent (1979, p. 1406 in Diamond, Ibid.), "there

i/'/as a sad level of regional and tribal correlation in voting behavior."

The leaders of all five raajor political parties received support

according to their ethnic origins and et.hnic interest. See Table VII.XXV.

To paraphrase Ofonagoro (1981, p. 2334), it shols Ëhe apparenr

impossibility of eliminaËing tribalism, or fostering ethnic integration

and national uniÈy through education because most of the party leaders

and their political henchmen are educaLed Nigerians. It is a terrible

tragedy that has been Ëhe cancer-\¡rorm creaËing political and social

instability; education ¡,¡hether of the mind or body has failed to promote

political unity in Nigeria.
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Table VII.XXV

1979 Election Results

National
Total

Four
Yoruba
S ta tes t!

Four Two
Hausa Igbo
g¡¿¡ss'*:i- Statesx)'r?t

Presidential vote
NPN

UPN

NPP

GNPP

PRP

Senatorial vote
NPN

UPN

NPP

GNPP

PRP

House of Representatives
Seats Won

NPN

UPN

NPP

GNPP

PRP

State Legislative
Seats L/on

NPN

UPN

NPP

GNPP

PRP

JJ.ó/"
29.2
16 .8
10.0
10. 3

33.r%
24 .4
17.3
14.9
10.3

I .O/"
88.7
2.3
0.4
0.3

1a ad/
LJ. J/o

83 .4
1.8
1.3
0.1

+.)/.
95.5

3.8"A
96.2

47 .7%
3.5
2.7

14.6
3r.7

4L.5%
4.2
2.5

)1 )
30.6

5s.L%
0.7
))
5.9

36 .0

52.0%
1.0
tq

10.0
34.5

LL. Z/"

0.7
84.7
2.3
1.1

L4.L"/.
r.2

76.7
6.5
I,4

B .57"

91.5

1) Lv,

85 .9

37 .4"Á

24.7
17 .4
9.6

10.9

JO . ¿/.
24.7
16 .8
LI.7
10.7

tlagos, Ogun, Ondo Oyo.
*'"Bauchi, Kaduna, Kano, Sokoto .

*:t/r[¡¿¡¡þ¡a and IMO.

Computed from "Nigeria Verdict - L979," prepared by Chief
(Mayor) H. E.Oboh (in Okadigbo 1981, pp. 129-138), and adopred
froro Diamond in Zartman ed. 0p.cit.r p. 43.

Source:
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A new and terrifying dimension, potent and more dangerous Eo the

relative peace and quiet in rhe country at present has been introduced,

namely, the destabilízíng force of religion. There are tr^ro dominant

religions in Nigeria, christianiry and rslam. Mosr of the 1980's have

witnessed banner headlines from Nigerian and other journals and news

magazines that read: "Nigeria: Across the religious divider" "RivaI

faiths: an uneasy peace" (African Concord, March 1988); "Nigeria:

Religious riots at Gombe" (West Africa, May i9B5); "Nigeria: Religion

sparks riots" (New African, May L987); "Nigeria: The Religious

diruension" (l^lesË Af rica, July 1988) . In all of the above cases ,

educated Nigerians or their places of learning vrere implicated as the

sources of the new political mayhem. Maxwell Nwagboso (1988) observed:

Religious rioting is not restricted to the streets, nor is
fanaticism Èo be found only among "misguided and simple-minded
Nigerians". Some educated Nigerians have been knovm to indulge
ín violence as a means of "defending" their faith. On May 3, 1986,
the University of Sokoto was engulfed in chaos when members of the
Muslim Students' Society (USS) became violent while protesting
against the programme of events prepared by the university studentst
union for the coruremorat.ion of the achievements of Nana Asamau, the
daughter of OLhman dan Fodio.
The MSS members, who belong to the IzaIa Muslim fundamentalist
group led by the controversial Sheikh Abubakar Gumi, aËtacked their
fellow students with dangerous \,/eapons during the protest and set
the vice-chancellorrs office on fire. 0n1y two days 1ater, an
unknown group set fire to a wooden sculpture of The Risen Christ at
the chapel of the University of Ibadan.
More recently, on June 14, Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), Zaria,
was shut down following a sectarian clash during an ill-fated
st.udentst union election. At least 100 students v/ere injured
during the disturbances; one of them died from his injuries
(trrlest Africa, July 18, 1988, p. 7294) .

Greg Obong-Oshotse (1988) describing the circle of religious

disturbance in Nigeria commented:

The lasE one in March 1987 has remained one of lhe most disturbing.
hlithín a week, what had started as an apparently containable clash
between Christian and Moslem students at. a college of education,
spread like wild bush fire in harmaLt.an to six other to\^r"ns. Before
a combined Èeam of soldiers and policemen could restore normality,
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25 people had been killed and 61 injured. six hundred suspecrs
v¡ere arrested. Damaged property included 40 churches, three
mosques,46 prívate houses, 30 hoËels, 19 vehicles and nine cattle.
Most were completely razed Ëo the ground with petrol fire (African
Concord, March 18, 1988, p. 11).

Following the above rioting, the Academic Staff Union of Universities

(ASUU) spokes-person at Ahmadu Bello University expressed as shocking

t'the obviously premediËated and coordinated acts of arson an¿ assault on

public peace by a group claiming to be acting in the interest of Islam"

(¡Cg_A{¡fSel, May L987, p. 37).

so, what used to be described as an undirected episodic social

Llnrest has metamorphosized into a deliberate, organized attack often

initíated and directed by educated Nigerians. The argument thaË the

differences in educational development betr¿een the North and. the South in

particular, and the various ethnic groups in general was the root cause

of Nigeria's political instability should be re-evaluated.

What theory can possibly explain Nigeriats apparent inability Ëo use

education as a bridge to unite and integrate the various peoples of

Nigeria? Four hypothetical and suggesËive reasons are presented here;

they range from Ëhe realistically logical to Ëhe somewhat cynical. of

course, furÈher studies in each of them may help to explicaÈe the problem.

One is that there may be something in the national psyche that forces

educated Nigerians to reject the socio-political integrative dynamics of

education for the disintegrative and destructive aspect. The second is

thaÈ Nigeria, possibly has not yeÈ found the best or right form of

education for her people. or in the cynical remark of one university

of Manitoba professor, that, "Nigerians are a different breed." And

lastly, that education for national unity should not be the repeaL-after-me

slogans ofEen couched in pious generalízations in which nobody believes.
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This observation by Abennerhy (Op.cit., p. 259) nay also be

applicable. That:

One consequence of educational expansion . is that schools
become progressively less capable of giving their students t.he
kind of personal contact with different groups that can give rise
to Eruly naËiona1 sentiments.

Given the not-promisíng picture presented in this section, can it

be said that there is no hope for Nigeria in her pursuit of unity by

means of educational expansion? It ís raËher hard to say. However, one

can take counsel in the following observation by Abernethy:

rf a poliÈical system lacks a sense of unity-in-d.iversity, it rnay
still be considered integrated if its domesÈic conflicts do not
become so intense that exlralegar methods musË be used. to resolve
them. A polity may also be considered integrated if the lines of
conflict cut across rather than reinforce each other, and if this
cross-cutting pattern leads not to a stalemate of hostile forces
but to a dynamic process of mutuar interaction that strengthens
the institutions through which contending groups st.ruggle for
po\.ìrer (Op.cit., pp . 26L-62).

But then, extralegal methods have been used in lrligeria to resolve domesËic

conflicts. Reca1l the Nigerian civil war of 1967-L970 in which millions

of people died. If we accept Abernethy's observation of
t'conflict-cut-acrosst' cultural lines, we in essence accept David

Eastonrs (1965) "political community" model in which groups or people

may or may not be culturally integrated but in which they consent to

continue to struggle with each other within approved conmon institutions

(p. L77). in/e can then say that there is hope for Nigeria.

Manpower Shortage Persists

Given the findings in the section b of this chapter that Nigeria,

for sometime now, is facing the problems of growing educated unemployed,

it qtill seem odd to say that manpower short.age remains in Nigeria. Reca11

Bert Hoselítzis argument that at a certain point in the development of a
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countryts resources, an excessive expansion of educational prograûune may

produce serious misallocations of resources, and that such misallocations

produce surplus capacity with the implication that certain forms of

human capital may be available in relatively large ratios that the

economy cannot absorb them, while certain forms of human capital

continues Eo be in short-supply. This is exactly what has happened in

Nigeria. There is an overproduction of manpower at the junior and some

areas of the intermediate levels, while there is sti1l manpower shortage

at the higher and managerial levels.

In the developed countries, for instance in Canada, a relaËively

high correlation exists between particular kinds of educational

training and future occupational pursuits, like a person v¡ho studied

medicine going out actually to practice medicine, or the individual

trained in business and management studies going out actually to occupy

managerial positions in Lhe business corununity. This situation does not

exactly apply in Nigeria. A lot of highly trained and educaËed people

are in the wrong jobs where often their skills and expertise are hardly

used, for example, when an engineer occupies a supervising position in

the department of labour.

Fifteen years after the 1972 manpower survey showed Ehat vacancies

exist in the range of 7 percent to 23 percent in areas of medicine,

pharmacy, engineering, architecture, town planners, surveyors, research

and production chenists (see chapter 6), vacancies still exist in these

and other high level, high-teeh, sectors of the economy. For instance,

there were in 1986 vacancies for about 23r500 engineering technicians,

51400 for medical doctors, and about 32,000 for nurses (Fagbulu, in

Ukeje er al.0p.cír., p. L26). The rable below (table VII.XXVI) gives
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a distribution of teaching staff by nationality at Ehe university. As

can be seen., expatriate presence is more in the areas of sciences and

engineering.

Table VII.XXVI

Distributíon of a University Teaching Staff by Nationality

Discipline Tota I No. of Non
Nigerians

7. Average

1. Arts
2. Education
3. Law
4. Science
5. Medical
6. Social Sciences
7. Engineering
B. Environmental Studies
9, Management Studies
10. Agriculture

847
377
108
949
76r
525
JOJ
109
131
694

274
91
23

280
r61

9s
r04
55
22

i30

J¿.J

25.L
t1 )
30.0
2r.2
18.1
29.0
51.0
),7 .0
19 .0

All Disciplines 4,843 r,235 26.0

Source: Adopted from Fagbulu, Ibid. , p. I27-128.

Part of the Nigerian problem of high-leve1 manpower shortage stems

from the fact that Nigeria has come to resemble a manufacturer that

produces more and high-quality goods but, for some reason, the finished

products go into the \¡rrong market . \^Ihat is impl ied here is that in

Nigeria, doctors do not r^rant to practice medicine, lawyers with Ph.D.

degrees who ought to say in the universities and teach and do research

prefer to "wheel" and "deal" in high stakes outside the universiËy,

university lecturers and research fellows "have become charlatans selling

half-baked programmes ro rhe mighty" (fUi¿., p. L32) and the
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get-rich-overnight business entrepreneurs who have the money to buy such

prograrunes.

The other part of the problem is EhaÈ the thousands of well trained

and qualified Nigerians in the U.S.A., Europe, Canada, Australia, New

ZeaLand and Far East are unwilling to return hom because of the

environmental and career uncertainties that are possible in Nigeria.

Perhaps, t.he acute shorËage of highly-trained and qualif ied manpo\^/er can

be improved if the trained Nígerians who have chosen to remain abroad

because of inappropriate working conditions aE home are enticed to come

home to a promising or exciting fuËure in the development of our country.
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CHAPTER VIII

I^THAT CAN BE DONE

Many of the developing countries regard education as the magic wand

for the development of their socio-political and economic institutions.

As a result, their leaders often embark on massive expansion of the

educational programme. Some even introduce free education at all levels.

In most cases this is done wiËhout adequate consideraEion of the state

of the national economy, as would be found in the case of Nigeria. some

nations have been successful while others have not yet succeeded. No

progressive person would quarrel with the patriotic and nationalistic

views of education, but what most developing countries like Nigeria seem

not to be undersËand is that they need a strong and good financial base

to embark upon free education at all levels.

Those who emphasize the productive aspects of education at any level

generally draw from the United States, Canada, or the i,Jestern European

countries as examples for the empirical evidence of the productive

capacity of education. But what is often forgoÈten is that these

developed countries have certain characteristics which are seldom found

in the developing countries. For example, in the United State, Canada,

or l¡lesË Germany in which reËurns to investment in education is high, the

economy is greatly developed and prosperous to the point that the

subsistence sector is virtually eliminated. In addition, these

countries have highly diversified economies in which there are high

degrees of occupational special ízatíon which require elaborate

educational investment in people for many of the skilled occupations.

They also have relaLively efficient labour markets with facilities that

provide information on available job opportunities and the skills
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required for those jobs, and recruitment for them is principally based.

on achievement and not who you know or your place of birth. rn Nigeria,

aLL of. the above characteristics are apparently lacking.

The state of the Nigerian economy today is in shambles, and it

cannot sustain free education at all levels. This state of affaírs seems

to surprise and baffle Nigerians. rn addition, other social problems

with equal and competing demands on the nationts resources have surfaced,

and some Nigerians are beginning to say that the Nigerian society would

be better of.f. íf it released a significant proportion of the huge

resources being pumped int,o education and allowed such to be used in

expanding other sectors of the economy to stimulate the desired growth

(obasi, rgBT). The asserËion that general and massive ed.ucational

expansion is a precursor to socio-political and economic d.evelopment is

now being quesËioned. Obasi (Ibid.) asks, ". to what extent has

schooling made 'educated' Nigerians more productive and how has this

been reflected in the transformaEion of rhe economy from its agrarian

and petro-dollar dependent base, since r¿el1 over a century of the history

of formal education in the country"(in l^iest Africa, June 20, 1987).

The crisis in education is nothing nerr. The call to re-evaluaËe

Èhe role and importance of education for developmenÈ especially in

developing countries began more than a decade ago. perhaps, Nigeria

might not be at the educational crossroad Ëhat it is today if the

countryrs leaders had not been more interested in using educaËion as a

Èoo1 for welfare politics than designing an education policy that would

reflect the capacity of its economy. Education cannot continue to absorb

a disproportionate share of available resources. The question to be

addressed now is, whaË percentage of our nationts resources should be
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3) Institution of (a) student aíd,lIoan scheme,

(b) scholarship programme,

4) 0ptional residence at the university 1evel, and.

5) Other sources of educational finance: (a) communities, (b) business

and multinational corporations, and (c) annual drive for excellence.

Free UPE and Junior-Secondary E4ucation

Given the educaÈional objectives highlighted earlier contained in

the 1977 National Policy on Education, educaËion at this level should be

regarded as a consumption or r./elfare services that the government ought

to provide to the people. As a result, it should be tuition free. In

addiËion to this, research has shown that the returns Èo both primary

and secondary (social and private) are higher Ëhan at the tertiary levels

For instance, in a sËudy by Psacharopoulos (1981), of.22 African, Asian,

and LaLin American countries on the socía1 returns to investment in

education by school level, it was found that the primary level of

education consisLently recorded the highest returns, followed by the

secondary 1eve1. As a result Psacharopoulos argues that "top priority

should be given to both primary and secondary education as a form of

human resource investment't (p. 333). See figure VIII.I.
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The Social Returns to Investment in

I^/orld Countries.

Education by School

Source: Adopted from George Psacharopoulos, Ibid.

In another study by Èhe World Bank (1986) of 105 countries, iË was

also found that the social rates of return to investment in education

was highest at the primary and secondary 1eve1s respectively. Furthermore,

other than rneasurable monetary rewards, the l^iorld Bank report argues that
ttinvestment in the lower leve1s of education may generate more

externalities Ëhan would investment in the higher levels" of education;

for example, lower fertility, beEter health and nutrition (Ibid., pp.

8-10). See Table VIII.I. According to Cochrane et al. (1980), Ëhe
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children of educaËed parents are healthier and better nourished, and may

have a higher life expectancy than the children of illiterate parents

(Ibid., p. 8). See also Psacharopoulos (1985), Woodhall (1973).

Table VIII. I

Returns to Investment in Education, by Country Type

and Level (percent)

Soc ial Private Number of
countries
report ingRegion Primary Secondary Higher Primary Secondarv Higher

Africa
As ia
Latin America
Europe, Middle

East, and
North Africa

Developing
countries

Developed
countries

28
27
26

13

24

L7
15
18

l3
l3
L6

45
31
32

26
15
23

13

19

L2

32
18
23

13

22

2L

76
10
10

817
13 31

9--

10

15

11

9

45

15

World Bank Report
is Psacharopoulos,

Source: Adopted from
of this data

As a result, the trlorld Bank report

primary education should be given

secondary 1evel education (p. 9).

L986, p. 7 . The original source
, pp. 55-56.

suggests that in developing countries,

the highest investment, followed by the

According to Ehe World Bank (Ibid.) cost recovery by educational

leve1 in Nigeria around 1980 calculated in user fees as a percentage of

unit public cost was 30.3 for the primary, 39.0 for Lhe secondary, and

72.4 for the higher education level (p. 55). As already noted the

Nigerian governmenË has inËroduced a new 3-3 secondary education system
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that is employment oriented. At the junior second.ary level,

subjects to be taught are carpentry and woodwork, metal worþ technical

drawing, electricity, masonry, plumbing, typing and shorthand., and others.

IL will require lots of money to achieve the objectives expected. from

the new 3-3 system. And if part of the money that is nol,¡ spent on the

higher levels of education is released and deployed into the new 3-3

system where employment after graduation is expected not to be a problem,

it would relieve the pressure and demand for more senior secondary and

university admissions. The main reason why many Nigerians keep on going

from one level of education to the oLher is Ëo enhance theír economic

marketability at the end of their studies. So effective developmenË of

education at the primary and junior-secondary levels is likely to stem

Ëhe tide of excess demand at t.he senior-secondary and university levels

which will in turn help curb graduate unemployment.

The new junior-secondary education system also emphasj-zes farming

as a lucraËive alternative source of employment. But farming techniques

have become more complex, and a good education has also become necessary

in order to enhance farmersr productivity. And research shows that

educated farmers are more productive and active in finding and effectively,

and efficiently using agriculËural extension services (Perraton et a1.

1983). And according Èo the l^/orld Bank report (Op.cit.), a survey of

52 l^lorld Bank agricultural projects showed that providing education or

training did increase greatly the profitabiliry in agriculrural

development (p. 8). An observation of B Third inlorld countries by

Jamison and Lau (1982) indicate that the annual crop yields of farmers

with four years primary educaËion are on average 9 percent. higher than

those of uneducaEed farmers (Ibid.). In fact, the main reason why
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youths in Nigeria shy arøay from farming as an employable calling is

ignorance. If a good and effective primary and junior-secondary

education is provided for youths interested in farming, that view is

likely to be countered. Perhaps, Nigerian will be on the road to

producing enough food for its growing population.

) Tuition-oriented senior secondary and University Education

The argument being made here is that senior secondary and university

education should not be free of cost. EducaÈion aË the higher 1evels

is a production $ood and as such should be approached with much economic

rationalizatíon. As argued by Nwagwu (1983):

The economy and the edueation system have a symbiot.ic type of
exisËence. EducaÈion produces the manpo\.rier for economic
development r.qhile a productive and viable economy supports the
expansion and consolidation of the education system. Inadequacies
and wrong priorities in one therefore affect Ëhe other (in Adesina,
et al. , op.cit. , p. zLI) .

In Nigeria, the introduction of free higher education in a state of

under-developed economyseems to be keeping the nationfs educational

objectives in Ëurmoil. There seem to be no priorities anymole in the

national education system due to the vicissitudes and vagaries of a

unidimensional, oil-based economy. The nationts leaders and politicians

use education as a pa\¡/n in their political game and provide half-baked

and far-fetched inoperable free higher education in a state of economic

uncertainËy.

I.lhy should anyone expect free higher education in Nigeria when

much of education at this leve1 is an investment in oneself?

psacharopoules (1981) observed that generaL\y speaking, the private

retuïns to investment. in education are in excess of social reËurns aË the

university 1evel. And for Nigeria in particular, the discrePancy beËween
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the private and social returns to investment. in higher education was 34

percent as against 17 percent respectively (p. 327). See also

Psacharopoulos (f985, pp. 54-56). The implication in this finding is

that individual and family investment in education by way of tuition

fees can always be a profitable venture.

In a study by Gini Mbanefo (f980) on sharing Ehe cost and benefits

of university education in Nigeria, it v¡as found that both benefit from

university education (that is, the difference between the life time

earnings of a university graduate and that of a high school graduate),

and net benefit (that is, the difference between benefit from university

education and costs incurred in obtaining university education) were

consistently high Ëo Ëhe point that individual or private investment in

education cont,inues to be profitable in Nigeria, irrespective of wheÈher

Ëhe sËudent bore the full cost of his/her university education or not.

According to Mbanefo (Ibid.) the neE benefit from universíty education

at 5 percent discount rate prior to L9l7 /78 session when students paid

ruition fees, room and board, v/as N42,100 naira. At Ehe current charges

(that is free tuition but with room and board at the rates introduced

in the L978/79 session), the net benefit amounted to N41, 700 naira. And

at ful1 cost charges (that is, tuition, room and board at Ehe current

rates paid by student), the net benefit would be N37,800 nair" (1. 7i).

See Table VIII.II and III. From the findings in the above study, it can

be deduced Ëhat a shift of part of Ehe cost burden from Ëhe government

Ëo the individual and his/her family is not likely to result in any

dramatic decrease in investing in university education in vier¿ of the

high margin of profit. For the rational student and his/her family would

bear the costs of educaËíon as long as the private returns Èo the student
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VII]

Costs

Rate

Table

Present Value of Private

at 5 percent

University Education

Discount

II

of

of

Foregone Earnings
Room and Board
0uË-of-pocket Expenses
Tuit ion

Total Cost

Former
Cost

4 ,500
800
900
500

6,700

(¡¡)
Current
Cos t

4,500
1 ,700

900
Ni1

7 ,100

FUI 1

Cost

4 ,500
1 ,700

900
3 ,9oo

I I ,000

Source: Adapted from Gini Mbanefo, Ibid., p. 72

Table VIII. III

Present Value of Benefit from rnvestment in university Education

at 5 Percent Discount Rate

Cost University High School
Category Education Graduate

Cost Earnings
í ii

University Benefits
Graduate University
Earnings Education

rii iv=(iii-ii)

Net Benefits Benefits
University Rario of
Education Costs
v=(vi-i) vi=(iv-i)

Former
Cos t

Current
Cost

Ful 1

Cos t

6,700

7 ,100

11,000

3B,700

3B , 700

38,700

87,500

8 7 ,500

B 7 ,500

48,900

48 ,800

48,800

42,L00

4L ,7 00

37,800

7 .28

6.90

4.44

Source: Adopred from Mbanefo (Ibid.)
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One other manifestation of the high rate of private returns to

education is the strong persistence of excess demand for university

education in Nigeria. As was noted earlier, there are more willing

students than available openings in the universities. This is reflected

in the ratio of applicants to admissions for university educaEíon. See

Table IV.I. The average rate of acceptance for university education in

the 1979/80 session was 16 percent. In some faculties like law and

business administration, it was 5 and 8 percent, respectively (Adesina,

I9B2; Hinchliffe, L9B4; tr^lorld Bank, f 986).

The universíties can generate some of the funds needed for internal

administration. I do not know of any place in the world where free

university education exists for all students, or where Ëhe universities

depend entirely on the government for all Ëheir revenues. In a country

like Canada with its enormous wealth in natural and human resources,

about 60 percent of university operating revenue is provided by the two

levels of government, that is, provincial and federal; while about 25

percent of the operating revenue is provided by student tuition fees

(Financing Education in Canada, No. 7, L970, p.55). We noted in earlier

sections that the financial siËuation of the universities in Nigeria

has been disencouraging for almost ten years now. And this invariably

has led to a deterioration in the quality of education (Adtobe Obe,

0p.cit., Aminu, 1986). If the higher levels of education, particularly

Èhe university becomes tuition-oriented, some of the money generated

can be used to up-date the libraries, provide materials and equipments,

and make available to both professors and students current t.extbooks.

When Chief Simon Adebo one of the architects of the "blue print" for

Nigerian education commented, "I dontt think that what is coming out of
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our universities is satisfactory at all. They are indolent in public

1ife. They don't think and teach Ëhemselves. lnle are producing robotsr"

qg_:f_A!ffga, May L984, p. 977). He did nor only indict rhe quality of

education in the universities in Nigeria but also the lack of finance

which appears to be the rooL cause of the universities' internal

administrative problems. rn addition, part of the money derived from

charging tuition fees can be used to finance additional places for those

who are now denied admissions due to limited and rest-rictive university

places, especially in fields like medicine, engineering and technology

where the country is stil1 in need of qualified manpower.

Another argument for the introduction of tuition fees in higher

educaËion has to do with the value placed on r¡hat one pays for.

University students in Nigeria are generally known for their wanton rampage

and riotous violent demonstrations during which university and government

properties are destroyed wiË.h careless-abandon, and often lives are lost.

Boycotting classes and being sent home on indefinite holidays as a resu1L

of violent demonstrations appears to have become a scintillating and

pleasant pasË-time for many Nigerian university students. If university

education becomes tuition-fee oriented, the cost and risk of failure

and or repeat of courses would be removed to an extenË from the

governmenË and the uníversity authorities to the individual st.udent

and his/her family. As a resurr, studenrs wourd in all probabiliËy be

forced to realíze the futility of resorting to violence at the slightest

act of provocation. And like a wise investor, they would be encouraged

to pay close atËention to their studies in order to obtain their degrees.

According to Peter williams Q974) a proposal in 1970 to charge Ghana

University students for their board and lodging forced studenÈ council
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representatives to come up rrith a proposal on ways to reduce cost of

university education in that country (World Bank Report, 0p.cit.).

Since tuition fees were abolished in the L978179 acadenic session,

Èhe number of Nigerians that want a university education (both qualified

and unqLralified) has been phenomenal. Even those who know that they

stand the least chance of acceptance into the university have no qualms

applying for admission because university education is free and they may

not have to pay for it from their pockets. Sometimes if they have people

in the high apparatus of the university and in the government, and given

the climate of corruption in Nigeria, they gain acceptance and thereby

block the chances of those better qualified. But if university

education becomes tuition fees oriented, some of the unqualified may not

v/ant to apply. SÈudent selection may also improve since those \,üith 1ittle

or no chance of acceptance and successful university completion would be

ciiscouraged from applying. Furthermore, paying or charging tuition fee

would lead to an appropriate match between student ability and selected

areas of study.

The view that is ofEen expressed by the proponenËs of free university

education is that it fosters equality of opportuniÈy. But this has not

been the case in Nigeria, for the universities are stil1 dominated by

the middle and higher classes who benefit from the educational subsidy

which often the lor"¡er class provide through taxaÈion. Recall the studies

by Becket and Of Connel (I977 ); i^loodhouse (1987); Biraimah (1987). The

ídea of free university education in its present structure is

regressive, in the sense Ehat those farnilies whose children account for

only a small proportion of university level sËudent.s are made Ëo finance

free university education through the taxes they pay. This is particularly
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outrageous and an improper way Eo foster equality where the majority of

university students are from well-to-do families. It is a noEed fact

that in Nigeria only Ehe farmers, \{age earners and the poor people

regularly pay taxes. The rich and big-business people, well-to-do

self-employed and many pol-iticians characËeristically evade paying taxes

and these classes of Nigerians are the ones whose children and family

members dominate our universities. To the former class of Nigerians

whose children are unevenly represented in our universities, it is a

double social disadvantage.

The introduction of free university education has three other

adverse side effects on equality of opportunity. The Nigerian

government, acting in the name of equality of opportunity, abolished

tuition in the university and thereby generated extra demand for university

admissions in an atmosphere of sÈeep educational pyramids. Because the

supply of university places cannoL expand as fast as the demand for

places, a restrictíve mechanism of competitive examinations and

possession of certificates with very high Grade Point Average (Cpe) ís

instituted. This criteria for selection is knov,¡n to favor students from

well-to-do families (Psachropoulos, L977; Eicher, 1982).

The second adverse side-effect on equality of opportunity is that

resources are pumped into Ehe educational level that manifests the lowest

social and monetafy returns to the society as againsL the highest private

and monetary returns to the individual. And lastly, free university

education generates serious unemployment aE t\^/o fronts. One is among

secondary school leavers who on the one hand are unable to move on Ëo

university education because of the restrictive and limited supply of

places, and on the other hand are noE ready to accept 1ow status or menial
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jobs. Nor do they wish Eo stay in the rural areas because free university

educaticn and the possibility of ultimate high graduate salary have

raised their expectations in life (Psacharopoulos, Ibid.: p.85). The

other is among the university graduates who, because of the lure of free

education, accepted courses of study in which the supply of labour in Ehe

Nigerian labour market is already saturated. Hence the graduate

unemployment in Nigeria noÈed in chapter seven. The irony in the whole

siËuation is that the illusion and silhouette of free education prevents

most Nigerians from realízíng that in f.act, it is rea1ly ínequitable.

If indeed equality of opportunity is the goal of free education,

a lot more can be achieved at the primary and junior secondary education

levels for a start, given the presenË capacíty of our econorDy. Research

has shown that higher education is consïderably more costly and expensive

per person than primary and junior secondary schooling. For instance,

the present average cost of university education in Nigeria per student

is N4500 as compared Eo about N150 in the prirnary level educat.ion. Ilhat

is implied here is that the resources spent on providing one year of

university education for a student whose parents in all probability can

afford to pay for it or part of it can be used to send about 30 more

children to primary education.

Charging tuition fees at the higher education level and releasing

some of the money Ehat should have been devoted to higher education for

the expansion of primary and junior secondary educaËion would enable

those who right noT¡r cannot obtain basic education to acquire literary

skil1 and numeracy. This redirection of resources mosL likely would

benefit the Nigerian lor¿er class because it is the group that is most

widely represented aÈ this 1eve1 of education, the primary and junior
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secondary levels. i^Ihat about the small percentage of qualified students

from poor families? How will their education be financed? The next.

section examines the provision that can be made for this category of

university students.

3 (a) StudenË Aid/Loan Scheme

It is true that the institution of t.uition fees may prevent or push

qualified candidates from poor families out of the school unless Ehey

can be given some financial sponsorship. This problem can be alleviated

by student aid and loan schemes for these category of students. This

has beendone jn several developed countries like Canada, the United

States, Sweden, tr{est Germany, and Japan. It also exists in some

developing countries like Brazí!, E1 Salvador, Argentina, Kenya, Lesotho,

India, Pakistan, and others. AcËua1ly, the Nigerian government had

experimented with the loan scheme in the 1970's and ¡¡s sarl1z 1980's

but abandoned it on the flimsy excuse that the number of defaulters \.üas

high.

Since the aid and loan scheme will be designed to serve prímarily

the educational opport.unities of the poor, it should be interest-free

for the period of the recipientts study. And the rate of interest during

the time of repayment, at least for the first three years, should be

below market raËes. This is Ëo enable the young graduate to have a

decent beginning afÈer graduation. In additiorl, a portion of the loan

should be a grant or outright aid that should not be repayed. For

instance, if the cost of a studentts university education is N6000 naira,

the government can absorb one-third, (N2000 naira) of the cost as a

form of remission so that in the end Ëhe student will repay only N4,000
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naira. This is the practice in some Canadian provinces like Alberta.

The student aid and loan scheme can be carried out in one of two

lvays. The Nigerian Government can make the loans , or arrange with

commercial banks and other money-Lending institutions in Ëhe country to

provide the loans while the government guarantees it for repayment in

case of default by a student. This is the practice in Canada and in

Barbados. The second option may be the more viable one since the

commercial banks would endeavor to make iË workable for the profit

that they are likely to make.

The major criticisms againsL student aid and loan' schemes are that

they are difficult and expensive to administer because of high default

rates and high cost of collecEing small loans over a period ofr like,

ten years (i,Jorld Bank, Op.cit.). It is also said that keeping track of

students after graduation can pose a problem. But research shows that

all of these concern are not insurmountable. In Colombia, the first

studenÈ loan scheme \,{as instituEed and made available in 1953 by the

lnstitute Colombiano de Credito Educarivo y Estudios Tecnicos en a1

Esrerior (fCnfnX). By 1984 more than 30,000 loans had been provided for

about 10 percent of all university students (i^Iorld Bank, Ibid.). As at

ín L979, "nearly US $150,000 or 20 percent of ICETEXTs total income

came from loan repayments". And default rate is beËween 5 and 11 percent

(Ibid. , p. 2728) .

In 1977 in Barbados, Ehe government established the Student Loan

Revolving Fund with the help of the InËer-American Development Bank.

According to the l^Iorld Bank (Ibid.) between L977 and 1982, about ll8

loans were made to students aE the higher educational level. A study

ín I9B2 revealed thaË most students completed their studies and that 87
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percent of them accepted jobs in Barbados. Furthermore, the study

showed that defaulters or those in arrears are small in number and that

loan repayments and interests by graduates absorbed all administrative

costs (Ibid.). Because of this successful result, the Government of

Barbados plans to expand the student loan scheme by absorbing its

scholarship programme which had been very expensive and costly into a

mixture of loan and grant to be dispensed according to studentrs course

of study and income. Other countries that have also recorded an

impressively Iow rate of default are Costa Rica 0.5 percent; Brazíl 2

percent; in Honduras, Jamaica and Mexico the range is between 5 and 11

percent (Ibid., P. 28).

Both Colombia and Barbados are Third Lr]orld countries like Nigeria'

and the success stories of these tvro countries can be repeaËed in Nigeria

if the political will is Ehere. Besides, this is the computer age, and

Nigeria has produced hundreds of computer science graduates and has

bought and installed many computers in many government offices and

departments, so collection repayment may not pose a serious problem since

mosE graduates can be traced by computer through the government offices,

the National Youth Service Directorate, and the income tax system. In

addition, the government can arrange with employers to make deductions

from loan recipient graduatesr salaries for repayment. And some caËegoIy

of graduates like doctors can be asked to work-out portions of their

loans if they accept to remain in the rural or deprived areas of the

country. Fínally, the government can direct EhaL the loan repayment

period be shorË so that Ëhe scheme could become self-financing in a

short time except during temPorary unemployment or long period of

job-search following graduation as is Èhe case in Nigeria at Èhe Present.
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This can be a very viable and feasible option to provide higher education

for anybody qualified for it without it being cost-free. The failure of

the loan scheme of the I97Ots to early 1980ts vÍas not because graduates

could not generate enough income to repay their loans but because of

inefficient, faulty and corrupt administration (Woodhall, 1983). As

already srated, all that it will take is the political will and muscle

of the government to inslitute an efficienË mechanism for the student

aid and loan scheme.

b) Scholarship Programme

Apart from the student aid and loan scheme, the government can also

continue to award competitive scholarships on meritorious grounds to

encourage academic excellence and to promote enrolment in Ehe manpower

scarce areas like the sciences. There may be some students from the

exËremely poor families, especially in the rural areas and villages who

are risk-averse and may not Ìn/ant to obtain the loan if made available.

Such deserving sËudents can be encouraged to apply for scholarships where

the element of risk default is non-existent. The scholarship programme

if properly and deservingly awarded may lead to improved efficiency in

admission selection since a large pool of applicants will be competing

for admission.

One last inescapable problem r^¡ith the student aid and loan schene'

and the scholarship programme is that given the climate of corruption

in Nigeria, and the malfeasance in government bureaucracy, the target

population and those eligible may not be the actual recipients of the

scheme and programne. I^1e11, this can be prevented by matching the

information that candidates provide on their admission forms againsË
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what may be provided on student aid loans and scholarship forms. Ho\,'Iever,

research may also be necessary in the deEermination of family income

1evels and the expenditure patterns. Finally, the parents or guardians

of those students who pay for their university education should be given

some form of income tax relief to off-set a small portion of their ward's

education cosË. If these options are taken, they would also ensure

greater auËonomy for Ëhe universities as aLarger proportion of their

income could now be derived from tuition fees.

c) Optional University Residence

The university residences should be completely self-supporting in

terms of both operating costs and amortízation charges. This means that

students living in residences should not be subsidized for if they were

not in the university they would have Ëo provide their own lodging and

board, anyhow. Besides, the student living aË home or occupyíng a private

accommodation does not enjoy any residence subsidy benefit. In this way,

university residence should be optional for those students that can

afford it. For Ëhe needy students, the student aid and loan scheme

should subsidize their residence cost. The universities should manage

for profiË purposes, food and other welfare services provided to staff

and studenEs or assign these services to non public sources for fuIl

cost.

The policy of providing subsidized residence for the university

staff should also be reevaluated. Teachers at the primary and secondary

levels of education in Nigeria do noË receive an accommodation subsidy.

If anything, it is these categories of teachers thaE should, because of

their relatively low income, be entitled to residence subsidy. In most
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other countries, Canada for instance, university staff residence is not

subsidized. And yet, Canada is a more economically developed and resource

endowed country than Nigeria. The money that is spent on erecting

certain unnecessary edifices on our university campuses can be

redirected to the primary and junior-secondary school levels where

equality of educational opportuniËy can be more attainable. More

provision should be made for extramural degree programmes; this will

help free the universities or the government from providing lodgíng

and board facilities, and the cost of student transportation. This will

also allow students to Ì,,/ork and pursue further studies aË the same time.

Furthermore our present national perception of universities and

university life as places of "mammoth housing and recreational building

programmes for students and staff" in a "secluded, isolated,

encapsulated" environment "cushioned from Ëhe harsh realities of a Third

I^Iorld African country" must be changed. (Jubril Aminu 1986 in West

Africa, December 1987, p. 2448). The unnecessary pampering and the

secluded life in the universities give the Nigerian student an

over-inflated ego and a false image of himself/herself as a "special

breed" that deserves to be educated at the public expense. At least,

the adverse economic climate in the country as present necessitates this

change.

4) Other Sources of Funds

In view of the stagnant condiEion in the national economy no\^/,

other sources of funding for the higher levels of education must be

explored. The following could be effective sources of finance:

(a) communities; (b) big business and multi-national corporaÈions; and
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(c) annual drives for excellence.

a) Nigerian communities have a great propensity ro organíze

Èhemselves formally and informally for a purpose. They recognize that

some things can be done effectively by the government and that a lot

more can be accomplished by community organizations. This tendency is

universal in Nigeria and is evidenced in the various ethnic and cultural

organizations, and by many development projects, like road construcËion,

rural electrif ication and the installation of pipe-borne r.,rater. 0f ten

a community embarks on a five or Een year development plan for a

particular amenity or facility which is to be executed through annual

Iaunch-on activities and festivities during which all conmunity members,

men and \¡romen, rich and poor, educated and uneducated, resident at home

or abroad are expected to contribute their levies to the development

fund. The fiscal capital required for the project will have been

determined by the development committee, and usually it runs into

millions of naira. After the first t\^/o years of the launch-on progranme,

the project is started with the money so far collected. And by the time

the last year of the development plan is reached, the project will be

near completion. This \.tas hornr my home torrm of Olokoro in Imo State

brought pipe-borne l{aËer and electricity into every household and hamlet

in the community many years ago. Other communities have done similar

rhings.

Besides, most of the Nigerians, particularly from the souÈhern parts

who studied abroad and received university education in the 1940rs to the

1960rs, r¡¡ere financed Ëhrough community contributions. Before the

government and politicians began to tantalize the people with free

universiËy education, comrnunities used Èo set up funds for the education
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of deserving sons and daughters over-seas or in loca1 universities. This

kind of community-cooperative effort can be reactivated and harnessed by

the government by means of matching naira for naira for scholarships

and educaËional projects initiated and carried out by any community or

ethno-cultural organization. Given the educaËion consciousness of

Nigerians as a people, this r¡ould be a viable and effective source of

extrafunds for the hígher levels of education in Nigeria.

b) Big businesses and the multinational corporations can be another

source of extra finance for Ëhe higher levels of education. The Federal

government can arrange with them to provide summer employment for any

university student willing to be employed during the summer holidays.

The salary has to be reasonable to enable the students to save toward

their next academic year. The government will provide a portion of the

salary while the employer provides the other half. And for this kind

of service, businesses and corporations would be granted some tax break

or incentive to enable them t.o recoup their lost profíts. Furthermore,

for this arrangement, students will be required Ëo save a fixed amounE

of money from their sumner employment, and the amount saved will help Ëo

off-set a portion of the aid and loan required for the next academic

session. This kind of arrangement may eventually lead to a student

holding a permanent job with the employer, especially if his/her skill

and knowledge are deemed beneficial to the company. Lastly, the Federal

government can persuade big businesses and multinational corporations

to begin an annual chest appeal on behalf of higher education with the

individual universities themselves assuming the responsibilities for the

disbursemenÈ of the proceeds. Alumni or former graduates should be

encoLrraged Ëo conÈribute on an annual regular basis on a scale of at
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least 3 percent of their incomes to their former universities, or to

university funds in general in appreciaËion of Lhe education that they

received at the public expense. Appeals should be made to their employers

to match the contributions of an alumni, and both should be tax-deductible

Drive for Excellence CamPaigne

The individual universities should recognize and begin an annual

drive for excellence in education, very much like what happens in most

Canadian universities. During the drive for excellence, the university

should recruiE volunteers who vrill call on prosperous rich indíviduals

across the nation, former graduates, educators and every possible donor

to contríbute to Ëhe excellence fund. A fiscal target should be set

and a particular capital project should be delineated for each annual

drive for excellence. In return for their contribution and donations,

certificates of appreciation should be ewarded.

Lest my views be misconstrued, I am not advocating that the Federal

and State governments should not fund education at all; rather, I am of

the opinion that the opËions examined in this chapter can be viable

sources for obtaining some of the recurrent revenue or operating ccsts

of universiÈy education in Nigeria, and that both the Federal and State

governments continue to be the sources for universitiest capital funds.

It is my view that Ëhe egalitarian objective of university education can

not be achieved in the present circumstance unless there is a leve11ing

effect at the primary and junior secondary levels of the educational

sys Ëem.
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CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This study had t\^/o purposes: 1) to trace and determine the

historical origin of free education at all levels in Nigeria, and anaLyze

the socio-cultural, political and economic factors behind it; 2) to

examine and analyze selected consequences of free education at all 1eve1s

in Nigeria. As such, ãiy conclusions drawn from this study legitimately

and fittingly apply to Nigeria and its people. But this case-study of

Nigeria is significant in orher r,vays. Nigeria is a Third l^lorld developing

nation, and because many Third trlorld countries and their leaders share

the view that mass educational expansion is a Precursor for social,

political and economic development, the policy options already examined,

and the conclusions dravirl from ttris study may be quite relevant to other

countries outside Nigeria.

Noted in this study were the varied and dynamic forces that pushed

the Nigerian government(s) into the educational expansion programmes of

the past ten years. The socio-cultural perception of the educaËed as

the possessors of secret knowledge and guardians of the peoplest

political institutions; the colonial heritage of education as the most

viable avenue for upward social mobility; the desire for equality of

educational opportunity for all Nigerians and the political imperative

of bridging the educational gap between Èhe North and South in particular;

the social demand for educaËion; pressure groups and social acËivists'

lobby for free education; the need for national unity; the political

leaders and political parties perception of educaLion as a vote-winning

welfare progranme; the military leadersr need for political legitimacy;

the need for educated manpower; the favorable financial conditions of the

I97Ots and earLy 1980ts; the desire for human capital development for
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indigenous control of the economy--a11 these forces, mutually reinforcing

each other have been intrumental in Nigeriars educational revolution

especially in the past ten years.

In terms of accomplishments within this period, primary education

for all children has been strongly promoted. Secondary and university

educaËion were also expanded and made reasonably available to many

citizens. There have been enrolment increases at all levels of education

and growth in education buildings and relative availability of learning

facilities. The overall literacy and numeracy rate in the country is on

the increase. The problematic educational gap between the North and

South appears to be closing, and many, particularly, the very poor' girls

and Muslims who without free education might not have been educated have

now acquired some education, especially at the primary 1evel. The degree

of accomplishment is phenomenal and interesting for an African nation.

Nigeria, it can be said, appears to have made spectacular gains in

education in the past ten years.

But at the same time, problems of enormous proportions and gigantic

conseqLrences have emerged. As this study has shown, the record of

Nigeriars educational achievement in the past len years seens to be dwarfed

,in relation to the enormous problems that have surfaced. The Federal

governmentts vision of education as an instrument par excellence for

national development appears to be just a dream. The educational

expansionary prograune of the past decade has not solved Nigeriars

outstanding problems; if anything, Ëhe educational policies of this

period have compounded significantly the socio-political and economic

problems facing the country.

The view held by the Nigerian government that educational expansron
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vTould fulfi1 Nigeria's yearning for national unity and ethnic cultural

integration is in theory very interesting and desirable. However, that

most of Nigeria's political problems often have been engineered by the

educated elit.es, especially when their sEatus-quo is threatened, is of

greater practical relevance. The problems of "overeducated"

ethnocentred and parochial national elites who continue to thwart Ëhe

role of education as a bridge for national integration seem., to defy

solution . Education for national integration does not lie in

platitudinious propaganda and slogans which Ëhose that shout the loudest

may not even believe, but in using the knowledge gained from education

to build a country where all Nigerians can live and work anywhere

without discrimination or prejudice based on ethnicity, religion, or

tri-be.

The drive for equality of access to education, particularly at the

higher 1eve1s, has become more difficult to aËt.ain. Political survival

provided the framework for the egaliËarian national education policy of

the past decade, but geographical, economic and ecological factors stil1

produce differences in the physical access to educational services. Free

education at all 1evels ruay irnprove levels of literacy, higher degrees of

urbanization and rising opportunities for individual wage earning

employment in a relatively developed economy. BuC it can neither

equalize access to educational services nor to economic opportunities.

That most people have gone to school and obtained more schooling does

not mean that fhey r¡ill all become rich. Those who had been

dísadvanÈaged will have to make gains in relation to those who had

earlier educational opportunities ín order to bridge the gap beËween

them. However, for general equalify of educaËional opportuníCy to take
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place, equality of economic opportunity has to t.ake place first or

simultaneously. Free education at all levels may also offer Lhe greatest

benefit to those areas that had an earlier contact with lvestern education.

Furthermore, we must realize and accept that inequality in whatever

form is a fact of life. There are also others who, when and if given

the educational opportunity, may never be educable because of their low

level of mental capacíty. Otherwise, pumping scarce resources into the

educational sector in the name of equalíty of opportunity may in the end

be a misdirection and misallocation of resources which might have been

more productive in terms of employment and output of goals if reallocated

to other areas.

ltany Nigerians have gone to school and received education at a time

when the economy could not absorb them. The consequence in the 1980rs

is the emergence of educated persons \.fhose knowledge and skí1ls do noË

match the requirements of the Nigerian labour market. The government

apparently seems to lack the political will to come Ëo terms with the

obvious fact. that in the present state of the nation's economy, it cannot

afford to maintain a cosË1y social welfare programme. This has hindered

Ëhe reallocation of resources to other conpetitive and vital sectors of

the economy to create new jobs so that school leavers and graduates

could be usefully employed. It is my opinion that restrictive access to

the higher levels of education will likely reduce the problems of the

educated unemployed. This is the case, to a relative degree in Kenya,

Tanzanía and Malawi--a11 African and Third World countries. To advocate

free education at all levels in the present state of our naËion's economy,

or without any proper guidance and direction would be clearly unreasonable

and positively unsuitable for Ëhe needs of the country. As eloquently
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argued by Duruji (1978):

. The aËtainment of universal literacy cannot be given the
highest priority in the earliest stages of economic development.
Otherwise educa!ion alone can swallow more than a reasonable
proportion of the national reüenue only to serve in the end, as
the greatest cause of social unrest rather than generate social
stability (p. 72).

In the above perspective, Lewis (1963) observed:

. In the same \^Iay as economic development is a process which
extends in range from communities only slightly removed from a

subsistence economy to communities with elaborate social and
economic strucEure of the \.,/estern nations, so is education
development a continuum v¡iLh an appropriaEe policy relevant to
each stage (cited in Duruji, Ibid.).

FurËhermore, every effort should be made to develop the rural economy rn

order to halt the flight of the mosE talented rural people to the cities

whereby the serious problem of urban unemploymenÈ is compounded. Since

agriculture is the dominant feature of the rural economy, more emphasis

should be placed on this sector. And in order to make it more attractive

to most school leavers, other facilities such as public health clinics,

good marketing structure, rural public v/orks, and everything that will

encourage young people to go back ro the land should be developed. Since

educat.ion appeals to be the main avenue for paid employment in Nigeria,

educational investment schemes should be related to the labour absorption

capaciLy of rhe economy.

It was noted earlier Ehat the desire to become an industríalízed

nation has played a role in the educational expansion programrne of the

past decade. Nigeria must have a solid pool of trained manpower in order

to join the orbit of the industrialized nations. But in the present

scheme of things, quality of education is being sacrificed for

egalitarianism. This has prompted the view among some peoPle thaË
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Nigeriats educational achievemenE in the past decade has been

quantitative rather than qualitative. To this end, Sofenwa (L976)

. No sector of our national economy performs to maximum

efficiency. There is a lot of manpower \,¿astage because education
is confused with only formal schooling and because of our bid for
egalítarianism, we have replaced aspiration to excellence with
stoddy rnediocrity. I^Je have not given parity of esteem to services
that are crucial not only to the development of our country but
a1so, in fact, to the very suIvival of our nation. i^Je must now

see the relevance of John Gardnerts warning that "An excellent
plumber is infiníte1y more admirable Ëhan an incompetent
philosopher. The society which scorns excellence in plumbing
Ë""u,rr" plumbing is a humble activity and tolerates shoddiness in
philosophy because it is an exalted activity will have neither good

pt,-rmuing ror good philosophy. Neither iÈs pipes nor theories will
hold water" (Op. cit. , PP. 138-f39) '

Nigeria must not sacrifice quality and excellence for egalitarianism'

OEherwise in the end, there may be nothing to choose between the

performance of a school graduate and that of an illiterate. The federal

government and the people of Nigeria must review, and revie\¡I more

critically, more rationally and realistically the nationts educational

government alone cannot provide free and quality

citizens at all levels fro¡n its limited resources '

conmenls:

provisions. The

education for all

The public,

individual s

parents, big business and multínational corPorations'

and voluntary agencies should be mobilized for the purpose

of providing qualitY education at

determining factor in the success

in those situations where lack of

government take-over is not often

The theme of this study therefore, is that Nigeria in the present

scheme of things cannoË afford effective and efficient progranme of free

education at al1 levels. As a result, five major implications emerge

all levels. MoneY is the

of most of lifers undertakings. But

money may retard an undertaking,

the solution.
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from this study. First, thaE education at the prímary and junior secondary

school levels should be free. Second, that the senior secondary school

level and university education should be tuition-fee oriented until

such a time as the economy can absorb the huge financiaL burden of free

higher education. Third, that the Nigerian governmen! should continue

to shoulder one hundred percent, all capital expenditures and fifty percent

of all recuïrent expendiËures in the higher levels of education. Fourth,

that the institutes in the higher levels of education should provide for

the other fifty percent of their recurrent expenditures and fifth, that

structures like loan, student aid and scholarship programmes should be

put in place to ensure Ehat money will not be a hindrance in Ehe

education of qualified applicants from poor families '

Knowing the political vehemence, the emotional fervor and the

sensitivity with which educational issues are discussed in Nigeria, I

have ventured on a difficult and controversial ground. But I r^¡ill borrow

Lhe example of St. Augustine and quote from him some lines and paraphrase

others of the preface to his work De Trinitate:

If my reader shares one or other of my convictions, leÈ him come

along with me; if he shares my doubts, let him search wiËh me,

if h¿ recognizes his error, let him retract with me, if he finds
that I am in error, let him turn me avlay from it ' Thus we

shal1 go forward together along the Ipath of knowledge]

If the reader ís not satisfied he should take care to consider
that iÈ was better that I should speak than that I should remain
silent. It is useful that many different \.,/orks should be

[written] upon the same subject, but within the uniÈy of [one
purpose--the survival of our nation].

. If any one SayS "I have understood but it is not true", let
him defen¿ nis point of view and refute mine. If he does this with
charity, with sincerity, if he takes care to advise me of it -
it should be Ehat I am sti1l in this world - I shall draw thence
great benefiË [from his knowledge] (le trinitaie, L, 5-6 PL 42,
822-823 cited in Henri Rondet, 1972, pp. 10-11).
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Furthermore, and finallY:

It has groe/n into the positive conviction that ErLith is best
attained and advanced by free competition among ideas and that
moral responsibility and Ehe enlichment of values are consequences
of understood diversity (Richar¿ McKeon, Aspects of Human Equality,
L956, p. 7) .

"Felix Qui Potuit Rerum Cognoscrere Causas"

"Hrppy is the man vrho ís able to understand the causes of things."
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APPENDIX B

Nigerian Universities

;t;! ]. Ahmadu Bello University
)cz\ ). Anambra State University of Technology*
:'r:! l. Bayero University
x'" 4. University of Benin
*:! J. University of Calabar

6. Federal University of Technology, Abeokuta
'k,', 7. Federal University of Technology, Akure
*?k B. Federal University of Technology, Bauchi
:'r* !. Federal University of Technology, Makurdi

10. Federal University of Technology, Minna:\-

""'1-11. Federal University of Technology, Owerri
srtrilz, Federal University of Technology, Yola
*:klJ. UniversiEy of Ibadan
rxttllL,. university of rfe
:k:llJ. UniversiLy of Ilorin

16. Imo State University-*
jr:k|/. University of Jos
:'c;';f g. University of Lagos
/tuklÇ. University of Maiduguri
xxz}. University of Nigeria
;rJ.zI . University of Port Harcourt
),*22. Rivers State University of Science and Technology'k
'¡'n23. University of Sokoto

24. Ondo SËate University, Ado Ekitirc
25. Bendel State University, kpom¿r'
26. Ogun State University, Ago lwoye*
27. University of Cross River State, Uyo
28. Lagos State University, 0jo'k
29. Modibbo Adama College, University of Maiduguri, Yola
30. Abubakar Tafawa Belewa Co1lege, Bauchi
31. University of Jos-Makurdi Campus

ic
Denotes State Universities.
See Appendix C.
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APPENDIX C

..Íhe places named-The locations of
in black are t,he seaEs of rhe Universities with

AdapÈed
Nigeria,

ì

I

the remaining 1l on the map of Nigeria have not

from CommonwealEh U"iu"t"iti." Yttt , 1983;-iéezffi;¡r" eo",

** in APPendix B''
yet been determined,

and from Education i

Nigeria.Source:
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Appendix E

1 9 60- r980
-Enrollment in Nigerian schools

ø. &lt8ry 6chæls { ñrlro¡rs ot stuoenrs,

r 960 lo04 lgt I

b. Sgcondûry gchoot¿ (múorB ot BùdmtBl

[n
rg€0 to8. r97r t9t3 tcro

c. Secondary lochnlcal, vocation¡l schoolsl( ûBsmds ot 6ùJdsr¡3)

1960 too. r9¡r tg¡3

1960 rfr.

1973 r98ô

! 913

te6o ì06{ t97 t tut3

sqco Trrd N¿þrg oorc(Freñt Pkr ty/5 lg8o

Federal GovernmenË
Plan 1975-1980.

of Nigeria, Third National Development

m

&
kate@ æ

d. Tôache r trslnlng collogos t{ Ûlæsnds ol óùí€¡r!!l

M

-w w ffiffi-
ô. Unlvgr0ltlog l{ nrusnos ot rtuodilts)

ffi
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Source:



Prtman schæls
Benue-Plateau
Kano
Kuara
North{entral
NÕnh-Eastèrn
Nonh-W¿stcrn
East{entral
South-E¿stern

990
552
6n
ó4ó
712
t74

2. 135
t, 495

556
474

t.35ó
3. t67

r 4, 525
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Appendix F

- Enrollment targets Íor

t973
No-ol

S.Mt Entre/llm¿nt

Nigerian schaols

No. ol new
tchæls

:

-

797

t980
No. af new
classrætns En¡ollment

2t7.017
120.276
15t.462
t@.@
¡71.753
153.280

¡,26t,456
52 r. 089
243, 08 ¡

2t6.241
¿174. 157
9t0. m

4. 746, 808

780.@
l,0t 7. ?@

49E. 200
77ó. 500

r.380.0æ
t.03ó. 2@
r. ó80. 900

847.3@
377.5@
375, 70ú
6'ì3.2@

2.096. 700

32, 920
rE+5{)

t28. t@
t4. 932

t09. 632
24. SO

42 t. 200
56. 600
ó3,640

r08. 360
r58.84ó
270.000

t8.800

t.555. ¡80

t2,920
5. 768

2r. t63
t0.572
t0,240
8. 565

84,137
22.24t
t8,4ó9
35. ó55
52. 852

r6ó. @

r 2. 565
2r.840
2.535

t4,835
29.3ó5
2 r. 365
8. 445
?, o45
2. r55
t.330
2, 995

2 t, 520

t. t50
200

5. r29
2.260
t. 674

546
t2,636
9.45t
1.59r

200
934

I t,240
470

48,232

Lagos
Mid-Wcstern

Ri"6¡g

Weslern

Federal

Total

S¿condary schæh
Benue-Plateau

150.995 I t. 52t. 5æ

Kano
Kwara
North{entral
Nonh-Eastern
North-Westcrn
East-Ccntral
Sou th-Eastcrn
Rivcrs
Lagos
lvlid-Wcstern
Western

20'5
54
ló

il4
2S

t5r
32
79

6
2S

250
20

?0
It
6
27
¡e3

,fu
t99
73

216
t2

t26
5tt

28
t¡
t2
)
6
2

ó
l
3

4

ó
3

il
t0
9
4

r2
t3

I
lt
l4
l7
23
ta

9

1

4

23
¡0

Total

Tecìtn¡c¿l and væotiona! schqtls
Bcnuc-Plateau
Kano
Kw ara
North{cntral
\orth-Eastern
Ìionh-Westcrn
E:¡st{entral
Sou th-Easte rn
Rrr ers
Lagos
V ¡<j - \\'c sre rn
W cçts tn

Total

7 eu hs¡ t.crntng colleges
Bc nue-Platea¡¡
Kano
K*ura
\orth-Central
Nonh-Eastern
North-W estcrn
E¡st{cntral
Sor¡th- Eastcrn
Rrrers
Lagos
ìÀ estern
M rd- lÀ'cste rn

Totrl

Source: Data

t57

5. 51t
4,109

¡ló. 95 I

Education, Lagos,

l. 499 44t.904

148
t. t45

óo5
1.276

9l I

528
4.738
t. 900
¡. 2t4
I. 178
5.954
2,450

22.5t8

3. 004
4.4ól

53?
5. r r8
ó. 084
8. ó40
5.5r7
r. ó2ó
t. 72ó

591

t86
lo4
200
226
il3
tó

2. 099
90

547
20

264
t7t

4. 079

538
974
238
6r7

l. 277
90r
44E
40?
t2t
l07
to2
267

ó. ó99

Nigeria.

8. 220
J,626

¡ 2. 000
12.250
5. ¡¡ l4
r. 05ó

4 t. 982
3,800

t], It9
2, t78

10.500
l, 54 t

I l?, ó8ó

I 8. 840
34. I t5

E. 340
2r. ó00
44. 720
3 r. 5ó0
¡ 5. 700
t4.0E0
4. 505
3. 730

28, 095
9,375

234. ó80

t
7

9
I

5

frorn Federal Ministry of
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summory ol EXpENDITIJRE lor CApITAL qROJECTS TJNDER CONSTRUCTION at J I -3-77 oAsst¿med Interpolated Fisures

Source: National Universities Comnission (NUC) Annual- Report, July 1977"

I

Univcrsity

2
Totel Coot

of thc Projca
as at 3l-3-77

H

3

Estimatcd
Expcnditure
in 1976t97?

H

4
Acrual

Expcnditure
in lf16-1971

ñ

5

To{ål
Expcnditure
er ll-3-77

H

6

Total
Balancc at

1417
H

7

Estimatcd
Expcndit urc
in t9?7-?E

?{

I
Ad justed
Estimatcd

Expcnd it urc
in 1977-7E

9

Estimeted
Ex pcnditurc

¡n 197t.?9
K

l0
E¡tirn

E¡ænd
in lç

þ

l. Bcnin
2. Ibadan
3. lfe
4. Lagos

J. Nsukka
ó. Zs¡ia

R.unnin6, Total
(H35Om)

ó4.050, r 23

33.9r 1.532

41 ,995,16¿,

58,393,t6ó

4E,t?t,19
%,E6ó,æ4

I t,153,44 I

7.690,m
r5, ræ,316
r J.380,0t3
r7,3 t9,!)ó4

26.t69,942

4.53 r.032

2,r02,5&
5.t35.51O
I,22J.768

2,t25,t43

3,4S,Jæ

6J0.m

ts,214,225
9,127,St7

9,740,5Jt
ll,Ét,344
13.6 r4,tó4
I 7,395,4 I 2

9,423.6t9

t,43t,l0l
e5.mo,m
.1,0æ,@
ot,m,o(X)

" 1,30ó.77J

.1.m.@

34,015.t l5
22,t56,n5
25 ,5 28, r t9
32,855.89E

u,t49,656
4J,80ó,576

9.423,6E9

t,43t. ¡01
.6,055,m
ot,307,tol

o 10,27¿1,213

I,30ó,7?3

-mo-0cÐ

30,035,æ8
11.155,327

22,4Á7,115

25,537,988

u,7?ß,tt1
5 1.059,70t

6.09?,ó13

r0.óo1,35 r

'7.390,t30
o2,026,635

o 1, t 25,143

5.323,769

o2.t82.ót5

21W,t2l
1,44ó,519

t 5,379,014

22,5æ,2t2
1 2,89 1 .8 25

32,t3ó,573

J,5ó2,5 r0

9 ,471 ,l'26
7,390,830

2,026,63s

I,r2J,¡43

4,m3,735

2.882.685

æ.m.@
1,4.4ó.519

l5,179,01,{

l9,m.m
r 2.891 ,E25

22,m,m

J.562,5 r0

9.41 t,126
?,1Ð.81o
2,026.6t5
1,t25,t43

4.s3,735

2 ß82.685

7,991 ,495
4, 150.7t9
4, I 32,02t
6,537,98t
7.48ó,1ó6

2?,m.5J8

5 35, r03

r . r 33,22J

425,034

v'

t. r l¡,
t.¡59.

8. Ilorin
9. Jos

10. K¡¡o
I l. Maiduguri

12. Port
Harcoun

Running Total
(*416.3m)
13. Sokoto

t5,52t.v)2
t2.035,4t2
t3.445.830

t314,4%
I I,399.3Jó

6,635,5e

I,t82,685
14. SuÞTotal 4ró.350.284 I 19.973.t69 98.3 I 8.4E 5 215.3 r0.218 n r.(Xo.(bó l4?.332.948 130,0Eo,o42 @.288.5Eó

lJ. Ccntral
Planning

16. Contingen-

cics

I1.5{Ð,@

3.99J.@

6,255.@ o4,@,m

NiI

'¡f,@.@

NiI

o7,Jæ,m

3,99J,0æ

7.Jæ,0û0 7.5m.@ 2.m,0m

17. Tolal lcss

linc 16 427.t50,2t4 t2ó, t96, r t9 r02,3 r t,485 2t9,3 r0,21t æ8,J40,0{ó I 49.3 32.948 I 37,580,O42 62.288.58ó 1,5qt.

It. Unapprovcd

t2.222.29t 4.987. t9ó 5-Æ2-nt 6.8 r9,322

19. Grant Total 4¿Ð,072,5n t07.305.6t I 224,113,179 2 r 5 ,3J9,3E8
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APPENDIX H

2
Grants for
projccrs

undcr
cofu¡truction

I 97?-78
H

3

Crants for
Pcrma¡rcnt

sitcs
Ncw Univcr-

sitica
H

4
Cranu for
tsmpofafy

sitcs
Ncw Univer-

sities
R

5
Cra¡tg for
projects

oldcr
Univcr-

sitic¿
H

6
Disrribu-
tion of

appropria
tion for
tgn-7t

l{

7

Supplcmcn-
tåry auoc¿-
cation for
¡y77-78

N

8

Availablc
crcdit

reg€rves
for

tw-7t
H

9
Available

funds
for

1971-78

H

A¡t¡c
crp. P

undr
stnr
tn

l. Bcnin
2. Ibadan

3. tfe
4. Lagos
5. Nsukka
6. 7-s,na

T.Calabar

E. llorin
9. Jos

10. Kano
I l. Maiduguri
I2. P. Harcoun
13. Sokoto

9,0m,m
3.m,(m
9,000,000 )
3,ry,@

r3,5m,@
e,0@,m
8,5æ,@
3,t50,m
5,150,m

r,2æ,@

3.@,@
2,@,(m
4,0ü),(m
4,@,üÐ
4,m,æ0
2,m,@
4,000,@

9,000,ffi)
3,000,@
9,æO,0@

3,qÐ.000
13,5ff),qx)
9,m.@

r r,J00,0æ
5.r50.m
9,r50,m
4,m,m
4,æ0,0m
3,200,0úo
4,000,æ0

r,250,õ
5æ,m

r,@,@

5æ.@
250,0ü)
7J0,0æ

t,250,@
r,m,000

250.m
r,J@,0ü)
¡,7J0,@

7,%,%t
3,2U,W
4,ót3,942

t4,ót2,OJ3
(5,976,775J

t0, t0t,E58
(4.3J3.r8e)

3,349,239
1,46.1.67

5,5t7,4t9
4,467,,1ú

3,473,5ó5

4.397,7CX)

16,9,{ó,3ór
7,474,tæ

14,1t3,942

¡8,6t2,oJ3
t,423,225

t9.@t,85t
7.39ó.1 I I
9,U9,239

r l,8ó3,6?
¡0,5 ¡7,4r9
8,7t7,7æ
I, I 73,565

to-147 -7æ

æ,@
7,&

tJ,37'
r9.æ
12,t9
22,W
5,5ó.

9.41
?.39
2,t21

r,lz
4,90:

2,88:
14. Sub-Toral 64,500,mo 23.000.æo 87,500,0æ r0,m.000 53,807,O40 l5 1.307.040 l

Central
Planning
Contingcn-

cies

t5.

tó.
4,5@.mO 4,500,m

r.000.0æ

2.500.0æ

3.995.(m

7,000,m

4.995.000

7,0û(

7. Toral 64,5æ.0æ 27.Jæ.fix) Nit Nit 9?.m0.m il.m-ffi) óo.302.040 ¡63 I

Nigerian Univenities allocation of capital grantsfor tg77-78 including Supplemenrary Grants

Source: National ilniversities Comnission (NÛC) Annual Report,

JuIy 1977-June 19?8" P, 57.
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APPENDIX I

heliminarT Statement: Summory of @ndlture fo¡ Cepitol Projæts undet Cottstn¿crion es at 3 l -3-76

*/¡ljsu med ond/or Interpoloted Figures

Source: 3{ational Ïlniversities Conniseion (NIIC) Annual Report | 19??-19?8"

I 1

To{al Coür

of tbe Proj€ct

€3 ar 3l-178
H

3

Acrusl
E¡pc¡rditure
in 197677

Ë

4

E¡tittst€d
Expcnditure

in l97l-?8
Ë

5

A¡rusl
Erpæditur€
i! 1977-7t

ü

6

Tø¡l Ê¡pcr¡diture
et st

3 l -3-7t
H

1

To¿¡l Bala¡æe

as et
I -4-76

d

t
NOTg

l. Bcnio

2. lbadan
3. lfe
4. Lage
5. Nsukka

Ruoning ToaÁl

(R392.40)

6. Tena

38,932, I 72

52,Ot2,7t3

@,r30,J95

55.166.394

qt-r?0.205

15,t7 5,737

9.0t7.5 r7

rt.æ4.t91
13,(þr,344

r 3,6r4,tó4

æ.563,43t

9,423.ót9
1,43 l,l0l

o5.m.@
1,122,139

6t4,e7
¿143,0?t

w.n2

æ,@.@
7,+46,5t9

t s,t79,014
r9,@,@
r 2,t9 r ,t25

22,@,@
5,562.t t0
9.47I.t2ó
7,3S.$O
2.02ó.ólJ

|, I 25.t43
4,903,735

2.t82.6EJ

16,326.734

J.t t0,3ó8
o7,033,096

7,W,153
g,2,4t,239

t7,fl7,t t9
3.885.3.4ó

.4,19t,424
o7,m,@
t,{€1,771
o750,@

4.9t2,t54

'5-lll-?18

¿6,126,714

u,@2,56
"36.174.916
t9,tó9,sn
30,53ó,417

62,ili,tM
t3,@7,630
o5,6U,525

øt2,127,54

5,33 1.0ó4

.t0,64?.697

1,ù55,2U

'l.9EE 2Ð

42.63 1.323
t4.329,66

u ti,t57,tls
æ,6ó1.018
21,629,977

34,E93, r0t
s,n6,@

ø6,41O,921

I,tt3,ó30
7,994,t77
a74,ln

4,ót5.795

â t.Jo3.tæ

Provisior
Asscssmcr

P¡ovision:
Ass¿ssmer
Col. 2 and
figs. prov

sional

7. C¡l¡bar
8. ¡lorir¡
9. Jo¡

10. ltuao
I l. Maiduguri
t2. P, H¡¡coun
Runniqg TotÁ¡
(f+{t9.0m)
l!. Sokolo

r9,ür4,239

t2,Ott,4S2
2t.5 l t, l?0
13.325.941

I t,388,02?

I r,?4t,0æ

7.,492M
14. SuÞTdd 4t9,O43,O47 106,0?9,64) ¡30.0t0.o42 92,41t,7?Å 299.1r4.4t9 rt9.ó98,626

15. Central
Planniug

16. Cootin&û-
cirt

il,5@,@

4.995.&)

4,5@,@)

N¡I

?,(Ðo,@

Nil

4.33r,@

hJil

t,8lt,@

N;I

2,6ó9,@

tm<m
l?. Tcdlc¡s

lin€ 16 5{Ð.543.047 I10,579,6,€ r37,0t0.o42 %,749.728 106. l 7J.4 r9 r92.3ó7.62t
18. Unagprove<

Þraiæt¡ 11.739.¿S0 572.101 9,54t,463 ro.læ.is 23,ó3E,E@
Provision¡
Asscssmcr

19. Gra¡¡d Toæ 53.¡t.þ2.497 r r l. t5 t.747 t37.@),042 10ó.29€.21I 3 r t,29ó,0Û9 2ró,W,4tE
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APPENDIX J

Distribution of onnuol government appropriationslor thefscat ran tg75-76, tg7677, ønd tg77-7g; ondallocoîions to oll Nigerian UnivenitiæJor thefscoi yeor IgTg-n.

Source: National Universities Corunission (NUC) Annual. ReporË, 1977-I978.

I
University

2
1975-76 Granr

3
197p77 Grant

4
1977-78 Cranr

5

Total Col.
2,3 and4

6
t978-79

Allocation

7

En¡olma¡t
as at l97E

H

l. Bcni¡
2. lbada¡
3. Ifc
4. Lagæ
J. Nsukka
6. Z.s¡ja

Un¡llocatcd

w

t't,295,@
n,62t,@)
7,670,@

t5,7@,@
r5,t53,@
ß,rt7,@

w

r5,963,9@

7,733,@
r0,344,5@

ró,3ót,3æ
t,222,m

t5,u2,w

þ

9,0æ,000
4,250,m
9,500,000
4,0æ,0m

r3,5m,m
9,5æ,m

H

42,25E,9æ
23,604,m
27,5 t4,5æ
36,06J.3@
31 ,575,W

3t,629,@

F

r0,000,0æ
5,000,000
5,000,000
ó,000,000
8,7m,0æ

9,8æ,@
4,CXÐ.0æ

H

2,257
8,865
7,[7
6,5æ
6,887
8.526

82,02ó.0û0 73.t71.ó00 49,750,@ m3.&7.ffi ¿tt,500,m
ð. (¡¡8Dsf
9. Ilorin

lO. Jos

ll. Keno
12. Meiduguri
13. P. Harcourt
14. Sokoto

4,7tt,@
2,qÐ,m
7,6ûú,@
2,587,@
2,ó15,qÐ
2,æ0,m
2.ó¡5.ün

3,Jó9,E{Ð

2,767,7@

3,569,tm
¡{,¿f29,@

2,761,7@

2,767,1æ

2.767-1dJ

il,750,m
t,m,0@

t0,{Ð,@
5,æq,m
4,250,000
4,7m,0&)
5.?JO.fiX)

æ,03¡l,tæ
10,6ó7,7q)

2t,575,W
r2,0r6,000
9,612,7@

9,457,7æ

I r . r32.?00

9,730,m
9,730,m
9,940,@

10,150,m
¡0,570,0m
9,3r0,&Ð

t0.570.ffi)

I,336
472

r,339
I,857
I, t84

382
¡94

lJ. Sub.Total B 2¿l,l3t,@ ?2,619,M 47,750,m 94.521 ,4æ 70,m,@ 6,1&
¡6. CcrurøI

7,æ0.@ 4,5æ,m il,sq),m 1.m.000

R¡dio
Nawork

t. Conringen
cieg 67r,m 3.tu.M ¡.(m.mo 4.99J-(W)

J@,@

ó7t,@ r0,3ã,m 5,5{Ð,@ 16,495,m 1,500,m
rGó,t35.@ t06,t35,0æ t03,m,@ 3tó,ó70,0æ 120,æ0.0æ 46,925
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APPENDIX K

Á.c*wl ad hojdd gøob@d by k& d &dsæd&oø k
þ{"gsk; !960-?@.

Yær lst [-æel
(ín million)

tnd Læel
(ín 0oob)

Srd Í-eoet
(h wok)

Tofr,l
fôr rmüüioæ,p

0 I 2
ó3 4

r960
r9E5
r990
2000

2.94
r4.68
r 8.75
25.91

x6E
9,80t
639?

! 1,412

?-s5
?ås.?s
4E830
930"70

g.t0
18.70
?6"0?
98"å4

Sø¿rcc: UNESCO ( 1983) Table H


